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What is Grammar?What is Grammar?
Grammar is, in the simplest words, the system of the arrangement of a language. PeopleGrammar is, in the simplest words, the system of the arrangement of a language. People  
sometimes describe grammar as the "rules" of a language; but in fact no language hassometimes describe grammar as the "rules" of a language; but in fact no language has  
rules.rules.11 If we use the word "rules", we suggest that somebody created the rules first and If we use the word "rules", we suggest that somebody created the rules first and  
then  spoke  the  language,  like  a  new  game.  But  languages  did  not  start  like  that.then  spoke  the  language,  like  a  new  game.  But  languages  did  not  start  like  that.  
Languages  started  by  people  making  sounds  which  evolved  into  words,  phrases  andLanguages  started  by  people  making  sounds  which  evolved  into  words,  phrases  and  
sentences.  No commonly-spoken language  is  fixed.  All  languages  change  over  time.sentences.  No commonly-spoken language  is  fixed.  All  languages  change  over  time.  
What we call "grammar" is simply a reflection of a language at a particular time.What we call "grammar" is simply a reflection of a language at a particular time.

Do we need to study grammar to learn a language? The short answer is "no". Very manyDo we need to study grammar to learn a language? The short answer is "no". Very many  
people in the world speak their own, native language without having studied its grammar.people in the world speak their own, native language without having studied its grammar.  
Children start to speak before they even know the word "grammar". But if you are seriousChildren start to speak before they even know the word "grammar". But if you are serious  
about learning a foreign language, the long answer is "yes, grammar can help you to learnabout learning a foreign language, the long answer is "yes, grammar can help you to learn  
a language more quickly and more efficiently."  It's  important to think of grammar asa language more quickly and more efficiently."  It's  important to think of grammar as  
something that can help you, like a friend. When you understand the grammar (or system)something that can help you, like a friend. When you understand the grammar (or system)  
of a language, you can understand many things yourself, without having to ask a teacherof a language, you can understand many things yourself, without having to ask a teacher  
or look in a book.or look in a book.
So think of grammar as something good, something positive, and something that you canSo think of grammar as something good, something positive, and something that you can  
use to find your way - like a signpost or a map.use to find your way - like a signpost or a map.

Carefully  speaking,  grammar  consists  of  those  activators  that  are  called  “Parts  ofCarefully  speaking,  grammar  consists  of  those  activators  that  are  called  “Parts  of  
Speech”.  About its accurate number, there is difference in the views of grammarians. ButSpeech”.  About its accurate number, there is difference in the views of grammarians. But  
most popular used parts are eight in figure. They are like eight ways having sub-waysmost popular used parts are eight in figure. They are like eight ways having sub-ways  
within themselves. It’s possible that some aspects of grammar remain out of them, but thewithin themselves. It’s possible that some aspects of grammar remain out of them, but the  
domain of grammar is constituted by these activators. domain of grammar is constituted by these activators. 

1  Except invented  languages like Esperanto. And if Esperanto were widely spoken, its rules would soon beExcept invented  languages like Esperanto. And if Esperanto were widely spoken, its rules would soon be  
very different.very different.
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1.   VERBVERB
VERBS tell of something being done: VERBS tell of something being done: 
To read, write, count, sing, jump, or run.To read, write, count, sing, jump, or run.

What are Verbs?What are Verbs?
The verb is king in English. The shortest sentence contains a verb. You can make a one-wordThe verb is king in English. The shortest sentence contains a verb. You can make a one-word  
sentence with a verb, for example: Stop! You cannot make a one-word sentence with any othersentence with a verb, for example: Stop! You cannot make a one-word sentence with any other  
type of word.type of word.

Verbs are sometimes described as "action words". This is partly true. Many verbs give the idea ofVerbs are sometimes described as "action words". This is partly true. Many verbs give the idea of  
action, of "doing" something. For example, words like run, fight, do and work, all convey action.action, of "doing" something. For example, words like run, fight, do and work, all convey action.

But some verbs do not give the idea of action; they give the idea of existence, of state, of "being".But some verbs do not give the idea of action; they give the idea of existence, of state, of "being".  
For example, verbs like be, exist, seem and belong all convey state.For example, verbs like be, exist, seem and belong all convey state.
A verb always has a subject.  (In the sentence "John speaks English", John is the subject andA verb always has a subject.  (In the sentence "John speaks English", John is the subject and  
speaks is the verb.) In simple terms, therefore, we can say that verbs are words that tell us what aspeaks is the verb.) In simple terms, therefore, we can say that verbs are words that tell us what a  
subject does or is; they describe:subject does or is; they describe:

•• action (Asif plays football) action (Asif plays football) 
• state (John is English) state (John is English) 

There is something very special about verbs in English. Most other words (adjectives, adverbs,There is something very special about verbs in English. Most other words (adjectives, adverbs,  
prepositions etc) do not change in form (although nouns can have singular and plural forms). Butprepositions etc) do not change in form (although nouns can have singular and plural forms). But  
almost all verbs change in form. For example, the verb to work has five forms:almost all verbs change in form. For example, the verb to work has five forms:

•• to work, work, works, worked, working to work, work, works, worked, working 

We divide verbs into two broad classifications:We divide verbs into two broad classifications:

Helping verbs (also called "Auxiliary Verbs")Helping verbs (also called "Auxiliary Verbs")

These are the verbs that have no real meaning. They are necessary for the grammatical structureThese are the verbs that have no real meaning. They are necessary for the grammatical structure  
of the sentence, but they do not tell us very much alone. For example, will, would, may, might,of the sentence, but they do not tell us very much alone. For example, will, would, may, might,  
do, have, be are helping verbs. We usually use helping verbs with main verbs. They "help" thedo, have, be are helping verbs. We usually use helping verbs with main verbs. They "help" the  
main verb.main verb.22

Main verbs (also called "Lexical Verbs")Main verbs (also called "Lexical Verbs")
These are verbs that really mean something, they tell us something. For example, love, make,These are verbs that really mean something, they tell us something. For example, love, make,  
work are main verbs. work are main verbs. 

2 For a detailed look, see the separate section on “Auxiliary Verbs” below.  For a detailed look, see the separate section on “Auxiliary Verbs” below. 
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Types of Main VerbTypes of Main Verb
Transitive and Intransitive VerbsTransitive and Intransitive Verbs

Transitive verbs can take a direct object (subject + verb + object). Intransitive verbs do not take aTransitive verbs can take a direct object (subject + verb + object). Intransitive verbs do not take a  
direct object (subject + verb [+ indirect object]). Many verbs can be transitive or intransitive.direct object (subject + verb [+ indirect object]). Many verbs can be transitive or intransitive.

Transitive:Transitive:
• He speaks He speaks EnglishEnglish. . 
• We are watching We are watching TVTV. . 
• I saw I saw an elephantan elephant. . 

Intransitive:Intransitive:
•• He has arrived. He has arrived. 
•• She speaks fast. She speaks fast. 
• John goes to John goes to schoolschool. . 

Linking VerbsLinking Verbs
Linking verbs are always intransitive. A linking verb does not have much meaning in itself. ItLinking verbs are always intransitive. A linking verb does not have much meaning in itself. It  
"links" the subject to what is said about the subject. Usually, a linking verb shows equality (=) or"links" the subject to what is said about the subject. Usually, a linking verb shows equality (=) or  
a change to a different state or place (>). a change to a different state or place (>). 

• Mary Mary isis a teacher. (Mary = teacher)  a teacher. (Mary = teacher) 
• Tara Tara isis beautiful. (Tara = beautiful)  beautiful. (Tara = beautiful) 
• That That soundssounds interesting. (That = interesting)  interesting. (That = interesting) 
• The sky The sky becamebecame dark. (The sky > dark)  dark. (The sky > dark) 
• The bread The bread has gonehas gone bad. (Bread > bad)  bad. (Bread > bad) 

Dynamic and Stative VerbsDynamic and Stative Verbs
Some verbs describe action. They are called "dynamic", and can be used with continuous tenses.Some verbs describe action. They are called "dynamic", and can be used with continuous tenses.  
Other verbs describe state (non-action, a situation). They are called "stative", and cannot normallyOther verbs describe state (non-action, a situation). They are called "stative", and cannot normally  
be used with continuous tenses (though some of them can be used with continuous tenses with abe used with continuous tenses (though some of them can be used with continuous tenses with a  
change in meaning).change in meaning).
Dynamic Verbs: examplesDynamic Verbs: examples

•• hit, explode, fight, run, go hit, explode, fight, run, go 

Stative Verbs: examplesStative Verbs: examples
•• be be 
•• like, love, prefer, wish like, love, prefer, wish 
•• impress, please, surprise impress, please, surprise 
•• hear, see, sound hear, see, sound 
•• belong to, consist of, contain, include, need belong to, consist of, contain, include, need 
•• appear, resemble, seem appear, resemble, seem 

Regular and Irregular VerbsRegular and Irregular Verbs
This is more a question of vocabulary than of grammar. The only real difference between regularThis is more a question of vocabulary than of grammar. The only real difference between regular  
and irregular  verbs is  that they have different  endings for their past tense and past  participleand irregular  verbs is  that they have different  endings for their past tense and past  participle  
forms. For regular verbs, the past tense ending and past participle ending is always the same: -ed.forms. For regular verbs, the past tense ending and past participle ending is always the same: -ed.  
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For  irregular  verbs,  the  past  tense  ending and  the  past  participle  ending is  variable,  so  it  isFor  irregular  verbs,  the  past  tense  ending and  the  past  participle  ending is  variable,  so  it  is  
necessary to learn them by heart.necessary to learn them by heart.
Regular verbs: base, past tense, and past participleRegular verbs: base, past tense, and past participle

•• look, looked, looked look, looked, looked 
•• work, worked, worked work, worked, worked 

Irregular verbs: base, past tense, and past participleIrregular verbs: base, past tense, and past participle
•• buy, bought, bought buy, bought, bought 
•• cut, cut, cut cut, cut, cut 
•• do, did, donedo, did, done

Regular VerbsRegular Verbs
Unlike English irregular verbs, regular verbs change very little.Unlike English irregular verbs, regular verbs change very little.
The past tense and past participle of regular verbs end in -ed, for example: work, workThe past tense and past participle of regular verbs end in -ed, for example: work, workeded
The list as follows consists of the important regular verbs. Past and past participle verb forms areThe list as follows consists of the important regular verbs. Past and past participle verb forms are  
not being written here because it is not troubling to add “ed”.not being written here because it is not troubling to add “ed”.
Some examples of Some examples of regular verbs:regular verbs:

Regular Verbs A-CRegular Verbs A-C
•• accept accept 
•• add add 
•• admire admire 
•• admit admit 
•• advise advise 
•• afford afford 
•• agree agree 
•• alert alert 

•• allow allow 
•• amuse amuse 
•• analyse analyse 
•• announce announce 
•• annoy annoy 
•• answer answer 
•• apologise apologise 
•• appear appear 

•• applaud applaud 
•• appreciate appreciate 
•• approve approve 
•• argue argue 
•• arrange arrange 
•• arrest arrest 
•• arrive arrive 
•• ask ask 

•• attach attach 
•• attack attack 
•• attempt attempt 
•• attend attend 
•• attract attract 
•• avoid avoid 

b.b.
•• back back 
•• bake bake 
•• balance balance 
•• ban ban 
•• bang bang 
•• bare bare 
•• bat bat 
•• bathe bathe 
•• battle battle 
•• beam beam 

•• beg beg 
•• behave behave 
•• belong belong 
•• bleach bleach 
•• bless bless 
•• blind blind 
•• blink blink 
•• blot blot 
•• blush blush 
•• boast boast 

•• boil boil 
•• bolt bolt 
•• bomb bomb 
•• book book 
•• bore bore 
•• borrow borrow 
•• bounce bounce 
•• bow bow 
•• box box 
•• brake brake 

•• brake brake 
•• branch branch 
•• breathe breathe 
•• bruise bruise 
•• brush brush 
•• bubble bubble 
•• bump bump 
•• burn burn 
•• bury bury 
•• buzz buzz 

c. c. 
•• calculate calculate 
•• call call 
•• camp camp 
•• care care 
•• carry carry 
•• carve carve 
•• cause cause 
•• challenge challenge 

•• choke choke 
•• chop chop 
•• claim claim 
•• clap clap 
•• clean clean 
•• clear clear 
•• clip clip 
•• close close 

•• compare compare 
•• compete compete 
•• complain complain 
•• complete complete 
•• concentrate concentrate 
•• concern concern 
•• confess confess 
•• confuse confuse 

•• cough cough 
•• count count 
•• cover cover 
•• crack crack 
•• crash crash 
•• crawl crawl 
•• cross cross 
•• crush crush 
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•• change change 
•• charge charge 
•• chase chase 
•• cheat cheat 
•• check check 
•• cheer cheer 
•• chew chew 

•• coach coach 
•• coil coil 
•• collect collect 
•• colour colour 
•• comb comb 
•• command command 
•• communicate communicate 

•• connect connect 
•• consider consider 
•• consist consist 
•• contain contain 
•• continue continue 
•• copy copy 
•• correct correct 

•• cry cry 
•• cure cure 
•• curl curl 
•• curve curve 
•• cycle cycle 

Regular Verbs D-GRegular Verbs D-G
d.d.

•• dam dam 
•• damage damage 
•• dance dance 
•• dare dare 
•• decay decay 
•• deceive deceive 
•• decide decide 
•• decorate decorate 
•• delay delay 
•• delight delight 

•• deliver deliver 
•• depend depend 
•• describe describe 
•• desert desert 
•• deserve deserve 
•• destroy destroy 
•• detect detect 
•• develop develop 
•• disagree disagree 
•• disappear disappear 

•• disapprove disapprove 
•• disarm disarm 
•• discover discover 
•• dislike dislike 
•• divide divide 
•• double double 
•• doubt doubt 
•• drag drag 
•• drain drain 
•• dream dream 

•• dress dress 
•• drip drip 
•• drop drop 
•• drown drown 
•• drum drum 
•• dry dry 
•• dust dust 

e.e.
•• earn earn 
•• educate educate 
•• embarrass embarrass 
•• employ employ 
•• empty empty 
•• encourage encourage 

•• end end 
•• enjoy enjoy 
•• enter enter 
•• entertain entertain 
•• escape escape 
•• examine examine 

•• excite excite 
•• excuse excuse 
•• exercise exercise 
•• exist exist 
•• expand expand 
•• expect expect 

•• explain explain 
•• explode explode 
•• extend extend 

f.f.
•• face face 
•• fade fade 
•• fail fail 
•• fancy fancy 
•• fasten fasten 
•• fax fax 
•• fear fear 
•• fence fence 

•• fetch fetch 
•• file file 
•• fill fill 
•• film film 
•• fire fire 
•• fit fit 
•• fix fix 
•• flap flap 

•• flash flash 
•• float float 
•• flood flood 
•• flow flow 
•• flower flower 
•• fold fold 
•• follow follow 
•• fool fool 

•• force force 
•• form form 
•• found found 
•• frame frame 
•• frighten frighten 
•• fry fry 

g.g.
•• gather gather 
•• gaze gaze 
•• glow glow 
•• glue glue 

•• grab grab 
•• grate grate 
•• grease grease 
•• greet greet 

•• grin grin 
•• grip grip 
•• groan groan 
•• guarantee guarantee 

•• guard guard 
•• guess guess 
•• guideguide

Regular Verbs H-MRegular Verbs H-M
h.h.

•• hammer hammer 
•• hand hand 

•• harm harm 
•• hate hate 

•• heat heat 
•• help help 

•• hug hug 
•• hum hum 
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•• handle handle 
•• hang hang 
•• happen happen 
•• harass harass 

•• haunt haunt 
•• head head 
•• heal heal 
•• heap heap 

•• hook hook 
•• hop hop 
•• hope hope 
•• hover hover 

•• hunt hunt 
•• hurry hurry 

i.i.
•• identify identify 
•• ignore ignore 
•• imagine imagine 
•• impress impress 
•• improve improve 
•• include include 

•• increase increase 
•• influence influence 
•• inform inform 
•• inject inject 
•• injure injure 
•• instruct instruct 

•• intend intend 
•• interest interest 
•• interfere interfere 
•• interrupt interrupt 
•• introduce introduce 
•• invent invent 

•• invite invite 
•• irritate irritate 
•• itch itch 

j.j.
•• jail jail 
•• jam jam 

•• jog jog 
•• join join 

•• joke joke 
•• judge judge 

•• juggle juggle 
•• jump jump 

k.k.
•• kick kick 
•• kill kill 

•• kiss kiss 
•• kneel kneel 

•• knit knit 
•• knock knock 

•• knot knot 

L.L.
•• label label 
•• land land 
•• last last 
•• laugh laugh 
•• launch launch 

•• learn learn 
•• level level 
•• license license 
•• lick lick 
•• lie lie 

•• lighten lighten 
•• like like 
•• list list 
•• listen listen 
•• live live 

•• load load 
•• lock lock 
•• long long 
•• look look 
•• love love 

m.m.
•• man man 
•• manage manage 
•• march march 
•• mark mark 
•• marry marry 
•• match match 
•• mate mate 

•• matter matter 
•• measure measure 
•• meddle meddle 
•• melt melt 
•• memorise memorise 
•• mend mend 
•• mess up mess up 

•• milk milk 
•• mine mine 
•• miss miss 
•• mix mix 
•• moan moan 
•• moor moor 
•• mourn mourn 

•• move move 
•• muddle muddle 
•• mug mug 
•• multiply multiply 
•• murder murder 

Regular Verbs N-RRegular Verbs N-R
n.n.

•• nail nail 
•• name name 

•• need need 
•• nest nest 

•• nod nod 
•• note note 

•• notice notice 
•• number number 

o.o.
•• obey obey 
•• object object 
•• observe observe 

•• obtain obtain 
•• occur occur 
•• offend offend 

•• offer offer 
•• open open 
•• order order 

•• overflow overflow 
•• owe owe 
•• own own 

p.p.
•• pack pack 
•• paddle paddle 
•• paint paint 
•• park park 
•• part part 
•• pass pass 

•• permit permit 
•• phone phone 
•• pick pick 
•• pinch pinch 
•• pine pine 
•• place place 

•• pop pop 
•• possess possess 
•• post post 
•• pour pour 
•• practise practise 
•• pray pray 

•• prevent prevent 
•• prick prick 
•• print print 
•• produce produce 
•• program program 
•• promise promise 
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•• paste paste 
•• pat pat 
•• pause pause 
•• peck peck 
•• pedal pedal 
•• peel peel 
•• peep peep 
•• perform perform 

•• plan plan 
•• plant plant 
•• play play 
•• please please 
•• plug plug 
•• point point 
•• poke poke 
•• polish polish 

•• preach preach 
•• precede precede 
•• prefer prefer 
•• prepare prepare 
•• present present 
•• preserve preserve 
•• press press 
•• pretend pretend 

•• protect protect 
•• provide provide 
•• pull pull 
•• pump pump 
•• punch punch 
•• puncture puncture 
•• punish punish 
•• push push 

q.q.
•• question question •• queue queue 

r.r.
•• race race 
•• radiate radiate 
•• rain rain 
•• raise raise 
•• reach reach 
•• realise realise 
•• receive receive 
•• recognise recognise 
•• record record 
•• reduce reduce 
•• reflect reflect 

•• refuse refuse 
•• regret regret 
•• reign reign 
•• reject reject 
•• rejoice rejoice 
•• relax relax 
•• release release 
•• rely rely 
•• remain remain 
•• remember remember 
•• remind remind 

•• remove remove 
•• repair repair 
•• repeat repeat 
•• replace replace 
•• reply reply 
•• report report 
•• reproduce reproduce 
•• request request 
•• rescue rescue 
•• retire retire 
•• return return 

•• rhyme rhyme 
•• rinse rinse 
•• risk risk 
•• rob rob 
•• rock rock 
•• roll roll 
•• rot rot 
•• rub rub 
•• ruin ruin 
•• rule rule 
•• rush rush 

Regular Verbs S-TRegular Verbs S-T
s.s.

•• sack sack 
•• sail sail 
•• satisfy satisfy 
•• save save 
•• saw saw 
•• scare scare 
•• scatter scatter 
•• scold scold 
•• scorch scorch 
•• scrape scrape 
•• scratch scratch 
•• scream scream 
•• screw screw 
•• scribble scribble 
•• scrub scrub 
•• seal seal 
•• search search 
•• separate separate 
•• serve serve 
•• settle settle 
•• shade shade 
•• share share 

•• shiver shiver 
•• shock shock 
•• shop shop 
•• shrug shrug 
•• sigh sigh 
•• sign sign 
•• signal signal 
•• sin sin 
•• sip sip 
•• ski ski 
•• skip skip 
•• slap slap 
•• slip slip 
•• slow slow 
•• smash smash 
•• smell smell 
•• smile smile 
•• smoke smoke 
•• snatch snatch 
•• sneeze sneeze 
•• sniff sniff 
•• snore snore 

•• soothe soothe 
•• sound sound 
•• spare spare 
•• spark spark 
•• sparkle sparkle 
•• spell spell 
•• spill spill 
•• spoil spoil 
•• spot spot 
•• spray spray 
•• sprout sprout 
•• squash squash 
•• squeak squeak 
•• squeal squeal 
•• squeeze squeeze 
•• stain stain 
•• stamp stamp 
•• stare stare 
•• start start 
•• stay stay 
•• steer steer 
•• step step 

•• stop stop 
•• store store 
•• strap strap 
•• strengthen strengthen 
•• stretch stretch 
•• strip strip 
•• stroke stroke 
•• stuff stuff 
•• subtract subtract 
•• succeed succeed 
•• suck suck 
•• suffer suffer 
•• suggest suggest 
•• suit suit 
•• supply supply 
•• support support 
•• suppose suppose 
•• surprise surprise 
•• surround surround 
•• suspect suspect 
•• suspend suspend 
•• switch switch 
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•• shave shave 
•• shelter shelter 

•• snow snow 
•• soak soak 

•• stir stir 
•• stitch stitch 

t.t.
•• talk talk 
•• tame tame 
•• tap tap 
•• taste taste 
•• tease tease 
•• telephone telephone 
•• tempt tempt 
•• terrify terrify 
•• test test 
•• thank thank 

•• thaw thaw 
•• tick tick 
•• tickle tickle 
•• tie tie 
•• time time 
•• tip tip 
•• tire tire 
•• touch touch 
•• tour tour 
•• tow tow 

•• trace trace 
•• trade trade 
•• train train 
•• transport transport 
•• trap trap 
•• travel travel 
•• treat treat 
•• tremble tremble 
•• trick trick 
•• trip trip 

•• trot trot 
•• trouble trouble 
•• trust trust 
•• try try 
•• tug tug 
•• tumble tumble 
•• turn turn 
•• twist twist 
•• type type 

Regular Verbs U-ZRegular Verbs U-Z

u.u.
•• undress undress 
•• unfasten unfasten 

•• unite unite 
•• unlock unlock 

•• unpack unpack 
•• untidy untidy 

•• use use 

v.v.
•• vanish vanish •• visit visit 

w.w.
•• wail wail 
•• wait wait 
•• walk walk 
•• wander wander 
•• want want 
•• warm warm 
•• warn warn 
•• wash wash 

•• waste waste 
•• watch watch 
•• water water 
•• wave wave 
•• weigh weigh 
•• welcome welcome 
•• whine whine 
•• whip whip 

•• whirl whirl 
•• whisper whisper 
•• whistle whistle 
•• wink wink 
•• wipe wipe 
•• wish wish 
•• wobble wobble 
•• wonder wonder 

•• work work 
•• worry worry 
•• wrap wrap 
•• wreck wreck 
•• wrestle wrestle 
•• wriggle wriggle 

x.x.
•• x-ray x-ray 

y.y.
•• yawn yawn •• yell yell 

z.z.
•• zip zip •• zoom zoom 

Note that there is no hard and fast rule for the making of irregular verbs. We are supposed to useNote that there is no hard and fast rule for the making of irregular verbs. We are supposed to use  
them in the way the English have used them throughout their linguistic history. In a sense, thethem in the way the English have used them throughout their linguistic history. In a sense, the  
existence of irregular verbs can be rendered as a linguistic problem in English. They are fewer inexistence of irregular verbs can be rendered as a linguistic problem in English. They are fewer in  
number as compared to the regular verbs. Here is presented a list of most commonly employednumber as compared to the regular verbs. Here is presented a list of most commonly employed  
irregular verbs.irregular verbs.

Irregular Verbs A-CIrregular Verbs A-C
Base formBase form      Past Simple     Past Simple        Past Participle        Past Participle 
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AwakeAwake AwokeAwoke awoken                  awoken                  
BeBe was, werewas, were been                       been                       
BeatBeat beatbeat beaten                     beaten                     
BecomeBecome becamebecame become                  become                  
BeginBegin beganbegan begun                     begun                     
BendBend bentbent bent                       bent                       
BetBet betbet bet                          bet                          
BidBid bidbid bid                          bid                          
BiteBite bitbit bitten                      bitten                      
BlowBlow blewblew blown                     blown                     
BreakBreak brokebroke broken                    broken                    
BringBring broughtbrought brought                   brought                   
BroadcastBroadcast broadcastbroadcast Broadcast               Broadcast               
BuildBuild builtbuilt built                      built                      
BurnBurn burned/burntburned/burnt burned/burnt           burned/burnt           
BuyBuy boughtbought bought                 bought                 
CatchCatch caughtcaught caught                     caught                     
ChooseChoose chosechose chosen                 chosen                 
ComeCome camecame come                      come                      
CostCost costcost cost                         cost                         
CutCut cutcut cut                         cut                         

Irregular Verbs D-GIrregular Verbs D-G
Base FormBase Form Past SimplePast Simple Past Participle Past Participle 
DigDig DugDug dug                   dug                   
DoDo DidDid done                 done                 
DrawDraw DrewDrew drawn               drawn               
dream dream dreamed/dreamtdreamed/dreamt dreamed/dreamt      dreamed/dreamt      
DriveDrive DroveDrove driven               driven               
drink drink DrunkDrunk Drunk               Drunk               
EatEat ateate eaten                 eaten                 
FallFall fellfell fallen                fallen                
FeelFeel feltfelt felt                    felt                    
FightFight foughtfought fought               fought               
FindFind foundfound found                found                
FlyFly flewflew flown                flown                
ForgetForget forgotforgot forgotten           forgotten           
ForgiveForgive forgaveforgave forgiven            forgiven            
FreezeFreeze frozefroze frozen                frozen                
GetGet gotgot gotten                gotten                
GiveGive gavegave given                given                
GoGo wentwent gone                  gone                  
GrowGrow grewgrew grown                grown                
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Irregular Verbs H-QIrregular Verbs H-Q
Base FormBase Form Past SimplePast Simple Past Participle Past Participle 
HangHang hunghung hung                   hung                   
HaveHave hadhad had                     had                     
HearHear heardheard heard                heard                
HideHide HidHid hidden                hidden                
HitHit HitHit hit                      hit                      
HoldHold heldheld held                   held                   
HurtHurt hurthurt hurt                    hurt                    
KeepKeep keptkept kept                  kept                  
KnowKnow knewknew known                known                
LayLay LaidLaid laid                     laid                     
LeadLead LedLed led                      led                      
LearnLearn learned/learntlearned/learnt learned/learnt     learned/learnt     
LeaveLeave LeftLeft left                     left                     
LendLend lentlent lent                     lent                     
LetLet LetLet let                       let                       
LieLie LayLay lain                     lain                     
LoseLose lostlost lost                     lost                     
MakeMake mademade made                  made                  
MeanMean meantmeant meant                 meant                 
MeetMeet metmet met                    met                    

Irregular Verbs P-SIrregular Verbs P-S

Base FormBase Form Past SimplePast Simple Past Participle Past Participle 
PayPay paidpaid paid                               paid                               
PutPut PutPut put                                 put                                 
ReadRead readread read                               read                               
RideRide roderode ridden                            ridden                            
RingRing rangrang rung                               rung                               
RiseRise roserose risen                               risen                               
RunRun RanRan run                                 run                                 
SaySay SaidSaid said                                 said                                 
SeeSee SawSaw seen                                seen                                
SellSell SoldSold sold                                 sold                                 
SendSend sentsent sent                                 sent                                 
ShowShow showedshowed showed/shown               showed/shown               
ShutShut shutshut shut                                 shut                                 
SingSing sangsang sung                                sung                                
SitSit SatSat sat                                   sat                                   
SleepSleep sleptslept slept                                slept                                
SpeakSpeak spokespoke spoken                            spoken                            
SpendSpend spentspent spent                               spent                               
StandStand stoodstood stood                               stood                               
SwimSwim swamswam swum                              swum                              
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Irregular Verbs T-ZIrregular Verbs T-Z

Base FormBase Form Past SimplePast Simple Past Participle Past Participle 
TakeTake tooktook taken               taken               
TeachTeach taughttaught taught              taught              
TearTear toretore torn                  torn                  
TellTell toldtold told                  told                  
ThinkThink thoughtthought thought           thought           
ThrowThrow threwthrew thrown             thrown             
understandunderstand understoodunderstood Understood      Understood      
WakeWake wokewoke woken            woken            
WearWear worewore worn                 worn                 
WinWin wonwon won                  won                  
WriteWrite wrotewrote written               written               

Transitive and Intransitive Verbs (Analyzed)Transitive and Intransitive Verbs (Analyzed)
Depending on the type of object they take, verb may be transitive, intransitive, or linking.Depending on the type of object they take, verb may be transitive, intransitive, or linking.
The  meaning  of  a  transitive  verb  is  incomplete  without  a  The  meaning  of  a  transitive  verb  is  incomplete  without  a  direct  objectdirect  object,  as  in  the  following,  as  in  the  following  
examples:examples:

IncompleteIncomplete

The shelf holds. The shelf holds. 

Complete Complete 

The shelf holds three books and a vase of flowers. The shelf holds three books and a vase of flowers. 

Incomplete Incomplete 

The committee named. The committee named. 

CompleteComplete

The committee named a new chairperson. The committee named a new chairperson. 

IncompleteIncomplete

The child broke. The child broke. 

CCompleteomplete

The child broke the plate. The child broke the plate. 

An intransitive verb, on the other hand, An intransitive verb, on the other hand, cannotcannot take a direct object: take a direct object:

This plant has thrived on the south windowsill. This plant has thrived on the south windowsill. 

The compound verb "has thrived" is intransitive and takes no direct object in this sentence. TheThe compound verb "has thrived" is intransitive and takes no direct object in this sentence. The  
prepositional  phrase” on the  south windowsill"  acts  as  an adverbprepositional  phrase” on the  south windowsill"  acts  as  an adverb  describing where  the  plantdescribing where  the  plant  
thrives.thrives.

The sound of the choir carried through the cathedral. The sound of the choir carried through the cathedral. 

The  verb  "carried"  is  used  intransitively  in  this  sentence  and  takes  no  direct  object.  TheThe  verb  "carried"  is  used  intransitively  in  this  sentence  and  takes  no  direct  object.  The  
prepositional phrase "through the cathedral" acts as an adverb describing where the sound carried.prepositional phrase "through the cathedral" acts as an adverb describing where the sound carried.
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The train from Montreal arrived four hours late. The train from Montreal arrived four hours late. 

The intransitive verb "arrived" takes no direct object, and the noun phrase "four hours late" actsThe intransitive verb "arrived" takes no direct object, and the noun phrase "four hours late" acts  
as an adverb describing when the train arrived.as an adverb describing when the train arrived.

Since the company was pleasant and the coffee both plentiful and good, we lingered in theSince the company was pleasant and the coffee both plentiful and good, we lingered in the  
restaurant for several hours. restaurant for several hours. 

The verb "lingered" is used intransitively and takes no direct object. The prepositional phrase "inThe verb "lingered" is used intransitively and takes no direct object. The prepositional phrase "in  
the restaurant for several hours" acts as an adverb modifying "lingered".the restaurant for several hours" acts as an adverb modifying "lingered".

The painting was hung on the south wall of the reception room. The painting was hung on the south wall of the reception room. 

The compound verb "was hung" is used intransitively and the sentence has no direct object. TheThe compound verb "was hung" is used intransitively and the sentence has no direct object. The  
prepositional phrase "on the south wall of the reception room" acts as a adverb describing whereprepositional phrase "on the south wall of the reception room" acts as a adverb describing where  
the paint hung.the paint hung.
Many verbs can be either transitive or intransitive, depending on their context in the sentence. InMany verbs can be either transitive or intransitive, depending on their context in the sentence. In  
the following pairs of sentences, the first sentence uses the verb transitively and the second usesthe following pairs of sentences, the first sentence uses the verb transitively and the second uses  
the same verb intransitively.the same verb intransitively.

Transitive Transitive 

According to the instructions, we must leave this goo in our hair for twenty minutes. According to the instructions, we must leave this goo in our hair for twenty minutes. 

In this example, the verb "leave" takes a direct object, the noun phrase "this goo".In this example, the verb "leave" takes a direct object, the noun phrase "this goo".

Intransitive Intransitive 

We would like to stay longer, but we must leave. We would like to stay longer, but we must leave. 

In this example, the verb "leave" does not take a direct object.In this example, the verb "leave" does not take a direct object.

Transitive Transitive 

The audience attentively watched the latest production of The audience attentively watched the latest production of The Trojan WomenThe Trojan Women. . 

In this example, the verb "watch" is used transitively and takes the noun phrase "the latestIn this example, the verb "watch" is used transitively and takes the noun phrase "the latest  
production of production of The Trojan WomenThe Trojan Women" as a direct object." as a direct object.

Intransitive Intransitive 

The cook watched while the new dishwasher surreptitiously picked up the fragments of theThe cook watched while the new dishwasher surreptitiously picked up the fragments of the  
broken dish. broken dish. 

In this example, the verb "watched" is used intransitively and takes no direct object.In this example, the verb "watched" is used intransitively and takes no direct object.

Intransitive Intransitive 

The crowd moves across the field in an attempt to see the rock star get into her helicopter. The crowd moves across the field in an attempt to see the rock star get into her helicopter. 

Here the verb "moves" is used as an intransitive verb and takes no direct object.Here the verb "moves" is used as an intransitive verb and takes no direct object.

Transitive Transitive 

Every spring, William moves all boxes and trunks from one side of the attic to the other. Every spring, William moves all boxes and trunks from one side of the attic to the other. 

In this sentence "moves" is used as a transitive verb and takes the noun phrase "all the boxes andIn this sentence "moves" is used as a transitive verb and takes the noun phrase "all the boxes and  
trunk" as a direct object.trunk" as a direct object.
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Progressive, Stative and Dynamic Verbs (Analyzed)Progressive, Stative and Dynamic Verbs (Analyzed)
The progressive forms of a verb indicate that something is happening or was happening or will beThe progressive forms of a verb indicate that something is happening or was happening or will be  
happening. When used with the past, the progressive form shows the limited duration of an event:happening. When used with the past, the progressive form shows the limited duration of an event:  
"While I was doing my homework, my brother came into my room." The past progressive also"While I was doing my homework, my brother came into my room." The past progressive also  
suggests that an action in the past was not entirely finished. (Compare "I did my homework." to "Isuggests that an action in the past was not entirely finished. (Compare "I did my homework." to "I  
was doing my homework.") This is even more evident in the passive progressive construction:was doing my homework.") This is even more evident in the passive progressive construction:  
"He was being strangled in the alley" suggests an action that was not finished, perhaps because"He was being strangled in the alley" suggests an action that was not finished, perhaps because  
the act was interrupted by a good citizen, whereas the simple past "He was strangled in the alley"the act was interrupted by a good citizen, whereas the simple past "He was strangled in the alley"  
suggests an action that was finished, unfortunately. suggests an action that was finished, unfortunately. 
The progressive forms occur only with dynamic verbs, that is,  with verbs that show qualitiesThe progressive forms occur only with dynamic verbs, that is,  with verbs that show qualities  
capable of change as opposed to stative verbs, which show qualities not capable of change. Forcapable of change as opposed to stative verbs, which show qualities not capable of change. For  
instance, we do not say, "He is being tall" or "He is resembling his mother" or "I am wantinginstance, we do not say, "He is being tall" or "He is resembling his mother" or "I am wanting  
spaghetti  for  dinner"  or  "It  is  belonging  to  me."  (We  would  say,  instead:  "He  is  tall,"  "Hespaghetti  for  dinner"  or  "It  is  belonging  to  me."  (We  would  say,  instead:  "He  is  tall,"  "He  
resembles his mother," "I want spaghetti," and "It belongs to me.") The best way to understandresembles his mother," "I want spaghetti," and "It belongs to me.") The best way to understand  
the difference between stative and dynamic verbs is to look at a table that lists them and breaksthe difference between stative and dynamic verbs is to look at a table that lists them and breaks  
them into categories and then to build some sentences with them, trying out the progressive formsthem into categories and then to build some sentences with them, trying out the progressive forms  
to see if they work or not.to see if they work or not.

Sequence of Verb TensesSequence of Verb Tenses
Although the various shades of time and sequence are usually conveyed adequately in informalAlthough the various shades of time and sequence are usually conveyed adequately in informal  
speech and writing, especially by native speakers and writers, they can create havoc in academicspeech and writing, especially by native speakers and writers, they can create havoc in academic  
writing  and  they sometimes  are  troublesome  among  students  for  whom English  is  a  secondwriting  and  they sometimes  are  troublesome  among  students  for  whom English  is  a  second  
language. This difficulty is especially evident in complex sentences when there is a differencelanguage. This difficulty is especially evident in complex sentences when there is a difference  
between the time  expressed in  an independent  clause and the  time  expressed in a  dependentbetween the time  expressed in  an independent  clause and the  time  expressed in a  dependent  
clause. clause. 
Another difficulty arises with the use of infinitives and participles, modals that also convey aAnother difficulty arises with the use of infinitives and participles, modals that also convey a  
sense of time. We hope the tables below will provide the order necessary to help writers sort outsense of time. We hope the tables below will provide the order necessary to help writers sort out  
tense sequences.tense sequences.
As long as the main clause's verb is in neither the past nor the past perfect tense, the verb of theAs long as the main clause's verb is in neither the past nor the past perfect tense, the verb of the  
subordinate clause can be in any tense that conveys meaning accurately. When the main clausesubordinate clause can be in any tense that conveys meaning accurately. When the main clause  
verb is in the past or past perfect, however, the verb in the subordinate clause must be in the pastverb is in the past or past perfect, however, the verb in the subordinate clause must be in the past  
or  past  perfect.  The exception to  this  rule  is  when the  subordinate  clause expresses  what  isor  past  perfect.  The exception to  this  rule  is  when the  subordinate  clause expresses  what  is  
commonly known as a general truth:commonly known as a general truth:

• In the 1950s, English teachers still believed that a background in Latin In the 1950s, English teachers still believed that a background in Latin isis essential for an essential for an  
understanding of English. understanding of English. 

• Columbus somehow knew that the world Columbus somehow knew that the world isis round.  round. 
• Slave owners widely understood that literacy among oppressed people Slave owners widely understood that literacy among oppressed people isis a dangerous a dangerous  

thing.thing.

Note: Note: Unless logic dictates otherwise, when discussing a work of literature, use the present tense:Unless logic dictates otherwise, when discussing a work of literature, use the present tense:  
"Robert Frost describes the action of snow on the birch trees." "This line suggests the burden of"Robert Frost describes the action of snow on the birch trees." "This line suggests the burden of  
the ice." "The use of the present tense in Carver's stories creates a sense of immediacy."the ice." "The use of the present tense in Carver's stories creates a sense of immediacy."
- agree, encourage, pretend, promise, recommend- agree, encourage, pretend, promise, recommend
- allow, can/can't afford, decide, manage, mean, refuse- allow, can/can't afford, decide, manage, mean, refuse
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The InfinitiveThe Infinitive

Form Form 
The infinitive is the base form of a verb. It may be preceded by 'to' (the to-infinitive) or standThe infinitive is the base form of a verb. It may be preceded by 'to' (the to-infinitive) or stand  
alone (the base or zero infinitive).alone (the base or zero infinitive).

Infinitive with or without 'to' Infinitive with or without 'to' 
The to-infinitive is used:The to-infinitive is used:
a. after certain verbs. e.g. want, wish, agree, fail, mean, decide, learna. after certain verbs. e.g. want, wish, agree, fail, mean, decide, learn
b. after the auxiliaries to be to, to have to, and ought tob. after the auxiliaries to be to, to have to, and ought to
c. in the pattern 'it is + adjective + to-infinitive'c. in the pattern 'it is + adjective + to-infinitive'
Examples:Examples:
With 'to'With 'to'

• The elephant decided The elephant decided to marryto marry the mouse.  the mouse. 
• The mouse agreed The mouse agreed to marryto marry the elephant. the elephant.
• You will have You will have to askto ask her. her.
• You are You are to leaveto leave immediately.  immediately. 
• He ought He ought to relax.to relax.  
• She has She has to goto go to Berlin next week.  to Berlin next week. 
• It's easy It's easy to speakto speak English.  English. 
• It is hard It is hard to changeto change jobs after twenty years.  jobs after twenty years. 
• It's stupid It's stupid to believeto believe everything you hear.  everything you hear. 

Without 'to' Without 'to' 
• I would rather I would rather visitvisit Rome.  Rome. 
• She would rather She would rather livelive in Italy.  in Italy. 
• Would you rather Would you rather eateat steak or fish?  steak or fish? 
• He would rather He would rather workwork in a bank.  in a bank. 
• I'd rather I'd rather bebe a forest than a tree.  a forest than a tree. 

Infinitive or -ing?Infinitive or -ing?
Sometimes we need to decide whether to use a verb in its:Sometimes we need to decide whether to use a verb in its:

•• -ing form ("doing")-ing form ("doing")
or or 

•• Infinitive form ("to do"). Infinitive form ("to do"). 
For example, only one of the following sentences is correct. Which one?For example, only one of the following sentences is correct. Which one?

•• I dislike working late. (???) I dislike working late. (???) 
•• I dislike to work late. (???) I dislike to work late. (???) 

When to Use the InfinitiveWhen to Use the Infinitive
• The infinitive form is used after certain verbs:The infinitive form is used after certain verbs:

- forget, help, learn, teach, train- forget, help, learn, teach, train
- choose, expect, hope, need, offer, want, would like- choose, expect, hope, need, offer, want, would like
I forgot I forgot to closeto close the window.  the window. 

• Mary needs Mary needs to leaveto leave early.  early. 
• Why are they encouraged Why are they encouraged to learnto learn English?  English? 
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• We can't afford We can't afford to taketo take a long holiday.  a long holiday. 
The infinitive form is always used after adjectives, for example:The infinitive form is always used after adjectives, for example:
- disappointed, glad, happy, pleased, relieved, sad, surprised- disappointed, glad, happy, pleased, relieved, sad, surprised

• I was happy I was happy to helpto help them.  them. 
• She will be delighted She will be delighted to seeto see you.  you. 

This includes too + adjective:This includes too + adjective:
• The water was too cold The water was too cold to swimto swim in.  in. 
• Is your coffee too hot Is your coffee too hot to drinkto drink? ? 

The infinitive form is used after adjective + enough:The infinitive form is used after adjective + enough:
• He was strong enough He was strong enough to liftto lift it.  it. 
• She is rich enough She is rich enough to buyto buy two.  two. 

When to Use -ingWhen to Use -ing
The -ing form is used when the word is the subject of a sentence or clause:The -ing form is used when the word is the subject of a sentence or clause:

• SwimmingSwimming is good exercise.  is good exercise. 
• Doctors say that Doctors say that smokingsmoking is bad for you.  is bad for you. 

The -ing form is used after a preposition:The -ing form is used after a preposition:
• I look forward to I look forward to meetingmeeting you.  you. 
• They left without They left without sayingsaying goodbye.  goodbye. 

The -ing form is used after certain verbs:The -ing form is used after certain verbs:
- avoid, dislike, enjoy, finish, give up, mind/not mind, practise- avoid, dislike, enjoy, finish, give up, mind/not mind, practise

• I dislike I dislike getting upgetting up early.  early. 
• Would you mind Would you mind opening opening the window? the window? 

Dr. TipsDr. Tips
Some verbs can be followed by the -ing form or the infinitive without a big change inSome verbs can be followed by the -ing form or the infinitive without a big change in  
meaning: begin, continue, hate, intend, like, love, prefer, propose, and start. meaning: begin, continue, hate, intend, like, love, prefer, propose, and start. 
•• It started to rain. It started to rain. 
•• It started raining. It started raining. 
•• I like to play tennis. I like to play tennis. 

•• I like playing tennis.I like playing tennis.

Phrasal VerbsPhrasal Verbs
Phrasal verbs are a group of multi-word verbs made from a verb plus another word or words.Phrasal verbs are a group of multi-word verbs made from a verb plus another word or words.  
Many people refer to all multi-word verbs as phrasal verbs. On these pages we make a distinctionMany people refer to all multi-word verbs as phrasal verbs. On these pages we make a distinction  
between  three  types  of  multi-word  verbs:  prepositional  verbs,  phrasal  verbs  and  phrasal-between  three  types  of  multi-word  verbs:  prepositional  verbs,  phrasal  verbs  and  phrasal-
prepositional verbs. On this page, we look at phrasal verbs proper.prepositional verbs. On this page, we look at phrasal verbs proper.

Phrasal verbs are made of:Phrasal verbs are made of:
Verb + adverbVerb + adverb
Phrasal verbs can be:Phrasal verbs can be:

•• Intransitive (no direct object) Intransitive (no direct object) 
•• Transitive (direct object)Transitive (direct object)
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Separable Phrasal VerbsSeparable Phrasal Verbs
When phrasal verbs are transitive (that is, they have a direct object), we can usually separate theWhen phrasal verbs are transitive (that is, they have a direct object), we can usually separate the  
two parts. For example, "turn down" is a separable phrasal verb. We can say: "turn down mytwo parts. For example, "turn down" is a separable phrasal verb. We can say: "turn down my  
offer" or "turn my offer down". offer" or "turn my offer down". 
However, if the direct object is a pronoun, we have no choice. We must separate the phrasal verbHowever, if the direct object is a pronoun, we have no choice. We must separate the phrasal verb  
and insert the pronoun between the two parts. Please view this example:and insert the pronoun between the two parts. Please view this example:
They They lookedlooked them  them overover carefully. carefully.

Separable Phrasal VerbsSeparable Phrasal Verbs
The object may come after the following phrasal verbs or it may separate the two parts: You haveThe object may come after the following phrasal verbs or it may separate the two parts: You have  
to doto do this paint job  this paint job overover. You have . You have to do overto do over this paint job.  this paint job. 
When the object of the following phrasal verbs is a pronoun, the two parts of the phrasal verbWhen the object of the following phrasal verbs is a pronoun, the two parts of the phrasal verb  
must be separated: must be separated: 

• You have You have to doto do it  it overover..

Verb                                Meaning                           ExampleVerb                                Meaning                           Example
blow upblow up explodeexplode The terrorists tried to The terrorists tried to blow upblow up the railroad station. the railroad station.

bring upbring up mention a topicmention a topic My mother My mother brought upbrought up that little matter of my that little matter of my  
prison record again.prison record again.

bring upbring up raise childrenraise children It isn't easy to It isn't easy to bring upbring up children nowadays. children nowadays.
call offcall off cancelcancel They They called offcalled off this afternoon's meeting this afternoon's meeting
do overdo over repeat a jobrepeat a job DoDo this homework  this homework overover..
fill outfill out complete a formcomplete a form Fill outFill out this application form and mail it in. this application form and mail it in.
fill up fill up fill to capacityfill to capacity She She filled upfilled up the grocery cart with free food. the grocery cart with free food.

find outfind out discoverdiscover My sister My sister found outfound out that her husband had been that her husband had been  
planning a surprise party for her.planning a surprise party for her.

give awaygive away give something togive something to  
someone else for freesomeone else for free The filling station was The filling station was giving awaygiving away free gas. free gas.

give backgive back return an objectreturn an object My brother borrowed my car. I have a feeling he'sMy brother borrowed my car. I have a feeling he's  
not about to not about to givegive it  it backback..

hand inhand in submit somethingsubmit something  
(assignment)(assignment)

The students The students handed inhanded in their papers and left the their papers and left the  
room.room.

hang uphang up put something on hookput something on hook  
or receiveror receiver

She She hung uphung up the phone before she hung up her the phone before she hung up her  
clothes.clothes.

hold uphold up delaydelay I hate to I hate to hold uphold up the meeting, but I have to go to the meeting, but I have to go to  
the bathroom.the bathroom.

hold up (2)hold up (2) robrob Three masked gunmen Three masked gunmen held upheld up the Security Bank the Security Bank  
this afternoon.this afternoon.

leave outleave out omitomit You You left outleft out the part about the police chase down the part about the police chase down  
Asylum Avenue.Asylum Avenue.

look overlook over examine, checkexamine, check
The lawyers The lawyers looked overlooked over the papers carefully the papers carefully  
before questioning the witness. (They before questioning the witness. (They lookedlooked  
them them overover carefully.) carefully.)

look uplook up search in a listsearch in a list You've misspelled this word again. You'd betterYou've misspelled this word again. You'd better  
looklook it  it upup..

make upmake up invent a story or lieinvent a story or lie She knew she was in trouble, so she She knew she was in trouble, so she made upmade up a a  
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story about going to the movies with her friends.story about going to the movies with her friends.

make outmake out hear, understandhear, understand He was so far away, we really couldn't He was so far away, we really couldn't make outmake out  
what he was saying.what he was saying.

pick outpick out choosechoose There were three men in the line-up. She There were three men in the line-up. She pickedpicked   
outout the guy she thought had stolen her purse. the guy she thought had stolen her purse.

pick uppick up lift something offlift something off  
something elsesomething else

The crane The crane picked uppicked up the entire house. (Watch the entire house. (Watch  
them them pickpick it  it upup.).)

point outpoint out call attention tocall attention to As we drove through Paris, Francoise As we drove through Paris, Francoise pointed outpointed out  
the major historical sites.the major historical sites.

put awayput away save or storesave or store WeWe put away put away money for our retirement. She  money for our retirement. She putput   
awayaway the cereal boxes. the cereal boxes.

put offput off postponepostpone We asked the boss to We asked the boss to put offput off the meeting until the meeting until  
tomorrow. (Please tomorrow. (Please putput it  it offoff for another day.) for another day.)

put onput on put clothing on theput clothing on the  
bodybody

I I put onput on a sweater and a jacket. (I  a sweater and a jacket. (I putput them  them onon  
quickly.)quickly.)

put output out extinguishextinguish The firefighters The firefighters put output out the house fire before it the house fire before it  
could spread. (They could spread. (They putput it  it outout quickly.) quickly.)

read overread over peruseperuse I I read overread over the homework, but couldn't make any the homework, but couldn't make any  
sense of it.sense of it.

set upset up to arrange, beginto arrange, begin My wife My wife set upset up the living room exactly the way the living room exactly the way  
she wanted it. She she wanted it. She setset it  it upup..

take downtake down make a written notemake a written note These are your instructions. These are your instructions. WriteWrite them  them downdown  
before you forget.before you forget.

take offtake off remove clothingremove clothing It was so hot that I had to It was so hot that I had to take offtake off my shirt. my shirt.

talk overtalk over discussdiscuss We have serious problems here. Let's We have serious problems here. Let's talktalk them them  
overover like adults. like adults.

throw awaythrow away discarddiscard That's a lot of money! Don't just That's a lot of money! Don't just throwthrow it  it awayaway..

try ontry on put clothing on to seeput clothing on to see  
if it fitsif it fits

She She tried ontried on fifteen dresses before she found one fifteen dresses before she found one  
she liked.she liked.

try outtry out testtest I I tried outtried out four cars before I could find one that four cars before I could find one that  
pleased me.pleased me.

turn downturn down lower volumelower volume Your radio is driving me crazy! Please Your radio is driving me crazy! Please turnturn it it  
downdown..

turn down (2)turn down (2) rejectreject He applied for a promotion twice this year, but heHe applied for a promotion twice this year, but he  
was was turned downturned down both times. both times.

turn upturn up raise the volumeraise the volume Grandpa couldn't hear, so he Grandpa couldn't hear, so he turned upturned up his hearing his hearing  
aid.aid.

turn offturn off switch off electricityswitch off electricity We We turned offturned off the lights before anyone could see the lights before anyone could see  
us.us.

turn off (2)turn off (2) repulserepulse It was a disgusting movie. It really It was a disgusting movie. It really turnedturned me  me offoff..

turn onturn on switch on theswitch on the  
electricityelectricity Turn onTurn on the CD player so we can dance. the CD player so we can dance.

use upuse up exhaust, useexhaust, use  
completelycompletely

The gang members The gang members used upused up all the money and all the money and  
went out to rob some more banks.went out to rob some more banks.

Inseparable VerbsInseparable Verbs
When the “phrasal verb” is intransitive (having no direct object), we can’t separate it.When the “phrasal verb” is intransitive (having no direct object), we can’t separate it.  
This is called inseparable verb. Look into the examples given below in the chart.This is called inseparable verb. Look into the examples given below in the chart.
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Inseparable Phrasal Verbs (Transitive)Inseparable Phrasal Verbs (Transitive)
With the following phrasal verbs, the lexical part of the verb (the part of the phrasal verbWith the following phrasal verbs, the lexical part of the verb (the part of the phrasal verb  
that carries the "verb-meaning") cannot be separated from the prepositions (or otherthat carries the "verb-meaning") cannot be separated from the prepositions (or other  
parts) that accompany it: "Who will parts) that accompany it: "Who will look afterlook after my estate when I'm gone?" my estate when I'm gone?"

   Verb            Meaning                 Example   Verb            Meaning                 Example

call oncall on ask to recite inask to recite in  
classclass The teacher The teacher called oncalled on students in the back row. students in the back row.

call oncall on  
(2)(2) VisitVisit The old minister continued to The old minister continued to call oncall on his sick parishioners. his sick parishioners.

get overget over
recover fromrecover from  
sickness orsickness or  
disappointmentdisappointment

I I got overgot over the flu, but I don't know if I'll ever  the flu, but I don't know if I'll ever get overget over my my  
broken heart.broken heart.

go overgo over reviewreview The students The students went overwent over the material before the exam. They the material before the exam. They  
should have gone over it twice.should have gone over it twice.

gogo  
throughthrough use up; consumeuse up; consume They country They country went throughwent through most of its coal reserves in one most of its coal reserves in one  

year. Did he year. Did he go throughgo through all his money already? all his money already?
look afterlook after take care oftake care of My mother promised to My mother promised to look afterlook after my dog while I was gone. my dog while I was gone.
look intolook into investigateinvestigate The police will The police will look intolook into the possibilities of embezzlement. the possibilities of embezzlement.
runrun  
acrossacross find by chancefind by chance I I ran acrossran across my old roommate at the college reunion. my old roommate at the college reunion.

run intorun into meetmeet Carlos Carlos ran intoran into his English professor in the hallway. his English professor in the hallway.
take aftertake after resembleresemble My second son seems to My second son seems to take aftertake after his mother. his mother.
wait onwait on serveserve It seemed strange to see my old boss It seemed strange to see my old boss wait onwait on tables. tables.

Three-Word Phrasal Verbs (Transitive)Three-Word Phrasal Verbs (Transitive)
With the following phrasal verbs, you will find three parts: "My brother With the following phrasal verbs, you will find three parts: "My brother dropped out ofdropped out of  
school before he could graduate."school before he could graduate."

     Verb             Meaning              Example     Verb             Meaning              Example

break in onbreak in on interrupt (ainterrupt (a  
conversation)conversation)

I was talking to Mom on the phone when the operatorI was talking to Mom on the phone when the operator  
broke in on broke in on our call.our call.

catch upcatch up  
withwith keep abreastkeep abreast After our month-long trip, it was time to After our month-long trip, it was time to catch up withcatch up with the the  

neighbors and the news around town.neighbors and the news around town.

check up oncheck up on examine,examine,  
investigateinvestigate

The boys promised to The boys promised to check up oncheck up on the condition of the the condition of the  
summer house from time to time.summer house from time to time.

come upcome up  
withwith

to contributeto contribute  
(suggestion,(suggestion,  
money)money)

After years of giving nothing, the old parishioner was ableAfter years of giving nothing, the old parishioner was able  
to to come up withcome up with a thousand-dollar donation. a thousand-dollar donation.

cut down oncut down on curtailcurtail  
(expenses)(expenses)

We tried to We tried to cut down oncut down on the money we were spending on the money we were spending on  
entertainment.entertainment.
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drop out ofdrop out of leave schoolleave school I hope none of my students I hope none of my students drop out ofdrop out of school this school this  
semester.semester.

get alongget along  
withwith

have a goodhave a good  
relationshiprelationship  
withwith

I found it very hard to I found it very hard to get along withget along with my brother when we my brother when we  
were young.were young.

get awayget away  
withwith escape blameescape blame Junaid cheated on the exam and then tried to Junaid cheated on the exam and then tried to get away withget away with  

it.it.

get rid ofget rid of eliminateeliminate The citizens tried to The citizens tried to get rid ofget rid of their corrupt mayor in the their corrupt mayor in the  
recent election.recent election.

get throughget through  
withwith finishfinish When will you ever When will you ever get through withget through with that program? that program?

keep up withkeep up with maintain pacemaintain pace  
withwith

It's hard to It's hard to keep up withkeep up with the Joneses when you lose your the Joneses when you lose your  
job!job!

look forwardlook forward  
toto

anticipate withanticipate with  
pleasurepleasure I always I always look forward tolook forward to the beginning of a new semester. the beginning of a new semester.

look downlook down  
onon despisedespise It's typical of a jingoistic country that the citizens It's typical of a jingoistic country that the citizens looklook   

down on down on their geographical neighbors.their geographical neighbors.

look in onlook in on visitvisit  
(somebody)(somebody)

We were going We were going to look into look in on my brother-in-law, but he on my brother-in-law, but he  
wasn't home.wasn't home.

look out forlook out for be careful,be careful,  
anticipateanticipate

Good instructors will Good instructors will look out forlook out for early signs of failure in early signs of failure in  
their studentstheir students

look up tolook up to respectrespect First-graders really First-graders really look up tolook up to their teachers. their teachers.

make sure ofmake sure of verifyverify Make sure ofMake sure of the student's identity before you let him into the student's identity before you let him into  
the classroom.the classroom.

put up withput up with toleratetolerate The teacher had to The teacher had to put up withput up with a great deal of nonsense a great deal of nonsense  
from the new students.from the new students.

run out ofrun out of exhaust supplyexhaust supply The runners The runners ran out ofran out of energy before the end of the race. energy before the end of the race.

take care oftake care of be responsiblebe responsible  
forfor

My oldest sister My oldest sister took care oftook care of us younger children after us younger children after  
Mom died.Mom died.

talk back totalk back to answeranswer  
impolitelyimpolitely

The star player The star player talked back totalked back to the coach and was thrown the coach and was thrown  
off the team.off the team.

think backthink back  
onon recallrecall I often I often think back onthink back on my childhood with great pleasure. my childhood with great pleasure.

walk out onwalk out on abandonabandon Her husband Her husband walked out onwalked out on her and their three children. her and their three children.

Intransitive Phrasal Verbs Intransitive Phrasal Verbs 

The following phrasal verbs are not followed by an object: "Once you leave home, youThe following phrasal verbs are not followed by an object: "Once you leave home, you  
can “break down” (stop functioning). That old Jeep had a tendency to  can “break down” (stop functioning). That old Jeep had a tendency to  breakbreak down down just just  
when I needed it the most. “Catch on” (become popular). Popular songs seem to when I needed it the most. “Catch on” (become popular). Popular songs seem to catch oncatch on  
in California  first  and then spread eastward.  “Come back” (return to a place).  Fatherin California  first  and then spread eastward.  “Come back” (return to a place).  Father  
promised to come back the same night.promised to come back the same night.
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Dr. Tips Dr. Tips 
How to use separable  or  inseparable  phrasal  verbs?  Some dictionaries  tell  you  whenHow to use separable  or  inseparable  phrasal  verbs?  Some dictionaries  tell  you  when  
phrasal verbs are separable. If a dictionary writes "look (something) up", you know thatphrasal verbs are separable. If a dictionary writes "look (something) up", you know that  
the phrasal verb "look up" is separable, and you can say "look something up" and "lookthe phrasal verb "look up" is separable, and you can say "look something up" and "look  
up something". It's a good idea to write "something/somebody" as appropriate in yourup something". It's a good idea to write "something/somebody" as appropriate in your  
vocabulary book when you learn a new phrasal verb, like this: vocabulary book when you learn a new phrasal verb, like this: 

•• get up get up 
•• break down break down 
•• put something/somebody off put something/somebody off 
•• turn something/somebody down turn something/somebody down 

This tells you whether the verb needs a direct object (and where to put it).This tells you whether the verb needs a direct object (and where to put it).
  

Phrasal Verbs and Other Multi-Word VPhrasal Verbs and Other Multi-Word Verbserbs
Phrasal verbs are part of a large group of verbs called "multi-word verbs". Phrasal verbsPhrasal verbs are part of a large group of verbs called "multi-word verbs". Phrasal verbs  
and other multi-word verbs are an important part of the English language. Multi-wordand other multi-word verbs are an important part of the English language. Multi-word  
verbs, including phrasal verbs, are very common, especially in spoken English. A multi-verbs, including phrasal verbs, are very common, especially in spoken English. A multi-
word verb is a verb like "pick up", "turn on" or "get on with". For convenience, manyword verb is a verb like "pick up", "turn on" or "get on with". For convenience, many  
people refer to all multi-word verbs as phrasal verbs. These verbs consist of a basic verbpeople refer to all multi-word verbs as phrasal verbs. These verbs consist of a basic verb  
+ another word or words. The other word(s) can be prepositions and/or adverbs. The two+ another word or words. The other word(s) can be prepositions and/or adverbs. The two  
or three words that make up multi-word verbs form a short "phrase"—which is why theseor three words that make up multi-word verbs form a short "phrase"—which is why these  
verbs are often all called "phrasal verbs".verbs are often all called "phrasal verbs".
The important thing to remember is that a multi-word verb is still a verb. "Get" is a verb.The important thing to remember is that a multi-word verb is still a verb. "Get" is a verb.  
"Get up", is also a verb, a different verb. "Get" and "get up" are two different verbs. They"Get up", is also a verb, a different verb. "Get" and "get up" are two different verbs. They  
do not have the same meaning. So you should treat each multi-word verb as a separatedo not have the same meaning. So you should treat each multi-word verb as a separate  
verb, and learn it like any other verb. verb, and learn it like any other verb. 

Phrasal-Prepositional VerbsPhrasal-Prepositional Verbs
Phrasal-prepositional verbs are a small group of multi-word verbs made from a verb plusPhrasal-prepositional verbs are a small group of multi-word verbs made from a verb plus  
another word or words. Many people refer to all multi-word verbs as phrasal verbs. Onanother word or words. Many people refer to all multi-word verbs as phrasal verbs. On  
these pages we make a distinction between three types of multi-word verbs: prepositionalthese pages we make a distinction between three types of multi-word verbs: prepositional  
verbs, phrasal verbs and phrasal-prepositional verbs. On this page we look at phrasal-verbs, phrasal verbs and phrasal-prepositional verbs. On this page we look at phrasal-
prepositional verbs.prepositional verbs.
Phrasal-prepositional verbs are made of:Phrasal-prepositional verbs are made of:
Verb + adverb + prepositionVerb + adverb + preposition

Gerunds after Certain VerbsGerunds after Certain Verbs
We sometimes use one verb after another verb. Often the second verb is in the infinitiveWe sometimes use one verb after another verb. Often the second verb is in the infinitive  
form, for example:form, for example:
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• I want I want to eatto eat. . 
But sometimes the second verb must be in gerund form, for example:But sometimes the second verb must be in gerund form, for example:

• I dislike I dislike eatingeating. . 
This depends on the first verb. Here is a list of verbs that are usually followed by a verbThis depends on the first verb. Here is a list of verbs that are usually followed by a verb  
in gerund form:in gerund form:

•• admit, appreciate, avoid, carry on, consider, defer, delay, deny, detest, dislike,admit, appreciate, avoid, carry on, consider, defer, delay, deny, detest, dislike,  
endure, enjoy, escape, excuse, face, feel like, finish, forgive, give up, can't help,endure, enjoy, escape, excuse, face, feel like, finish, forgive, give up, can't help,  
imagine, involve, leave off, mention, mind, miss, postpone, practise, put off,imagine, involve, leave off, mention, mind, miss, postpone, practise, put off,  
report, resent, risk, can't stand, suggest, understand report, resent, risk, can't stand, suggest, understand 

Look at these examples:Look at these examples:
• She is considering She is considering havinghaving a holiday.  a holiday. 
• Do you feel like Do you feel like goinggoing out?  out? 
• I can't help I can't help fallingfalling in love with you.  in love with you. 
• I can't stand not I can't stand not seeingseeing you. you.

Dr. Tips.Dr. Tips.
The gerund form or the infinitive form can follow some verbs without a big change inThe gerund form or the infinitive form can follow some verbs without a big change in  
meaning: begin, continue, hate, intend, like, love, prefer, propose, and start meaning: begin, continue, hate, intend, like, love, prefer, propose, and start 

•• I like to play tennis. I like to play tennis. 
•• I like playing tennis. I like playing tennis. 
•• It started to rain. It started to rain. 
•• It started raining.It started raining.

Plural Verbs with Singular SubjectsPlural Verbs with Singular Subjects
We often use singular nouns that refer to groups of people (e.g. government, committee,We often use singular nouns that refer to groups of people (e.g. government, committee,  
team etc.)  as  if  they were plural.  This  is  particularly  true in  British English.  This  isteam etc.)  as  if  they were plural.  This  is  particularly  true in  British English.  This  is  
because  we often  think  of  the  group as  people,  doing  things  that  people  do  (eating,because  we often  think  of  the  group as  people,  doing  things  that  people  do  (eating,  
wanting, feeling etc). In such cases, we use:wanting, feeling etc). In such cases, we use:

•• plural verb plural verb 
•• plural pronoun (they) plural pronoun (they) 
•• who (not which) who (not which) 

Here are some examples:Here are some examples:
•• The committee want sandwiches for lunch. They have to leave early. The committee want sandwiches for lunch. They have to leave early. 
•• My family, who don't see me often, have asked me home for Christmas. My family, who don't see me often, have asked me home for Christmas. 
•• The team hope to win next time. The team hope to win next time. 

Here are some examples of words and expressions that can be considered singular orHere are some examples of words and expressions that can be considered singular or  
plural:plural:
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•• choir, class, club, committee, company, family, government, jury, school, staff,choir, class, club, committee, company, family, government, jury, school, staff,  
team, union, the BBC, board of directors, the Conservative Party, Manchesterteam, union, the BBC, board of directors, the Conservative Party, Manchester  
United, the Ministry of Health United, the Ministry of Health 

But  when  we  consider  the  group  as  an  impersonal  unit,  we  use  singular  verbs  andBut  when  we  consider  the  group  as  an  impersonal  unit,  we  use  singular  verbs  and  
pronouns:pronouns:

•• The new company is the result of a merger. The new company is the result of a merger. 
•• An average family consists of four people. An average family consists of four people. 
•• The committee, which was formed in 1999, is made up of four men and fourThe committee, which was formed in 1999, is made up of four men and four  

women. women. 
Notice that this is often a question of style and logic. The important thing in any situationNotice that this is often a question of style and logic. The important thing in any situation  
is to be consistent.is to be consistent.

Dr. Tips.Dr. Tips.
Using a plural verb with singular subject is less common in American English.Using a plural verb with singular subject is less common in American English.

Single Word Verbs and Verb Strings Single Word Verbs and Verb Strings 
A verb may be just one word: A verb may be just one word: 

The moon's cycle, not the sun's, The moon's cycle, not the sun's, governsgoverns the tides. Therefore, low tide the tides. Therefore, low tide  
comes comes at a later time each day.at a later time each day.

Often, however, a verb is a string of words made of a main verb with one or moreOften, however, a verb is a string of words made of a main verb with one or more  
auxiliaries in front of it. auxiliaries in front of it. 

The tide The tide was changingwas changing at 10:30 yesterday morning. It  at 10:30 yesterday morning. It should be turningshould be turning  
today at about 11:10 A.M. We probably today at about 11:10 A.M. We probably could have waitedcould have waited until noon for until noon for  
our fishing trip.our fishing trip.

The  main  verb  identifies  the  event,  which  the  sentence  is  reporting.  TheThe  main  verb  identifies  the  event,  which  the  sentence  is  reporting.  The  
auxiliaries tell more about the time or conditions of the event, and they alwaysauxiliaries tell more about the time or conditions of the event, and they always  
come before the main verb. The verb string is the combination of auxiliaries andcome before the main verb. The verb string is the combination of auxiliaries and  
main verb acting together to play the role of verb in a sentence. In the followingmain verb acting together to play the role of verb in a sentence. In the following  
exercises, the verbs will be analyzed and marked like this: exercises, the verbs will be analyzed and marked like this: 

Single-word verb = SVSingle-word verb = SV
Main verb = MVMain verb = MV
Auxiliary = XAuxiliary = X

Verbs in the simple present or simple past tense consist of just one word. Verbs in the simple present or simple past tense consist of just one word. 

Verbs that emphasize the continuation of an event include some form of “to be” as anVerbs that emphasize the continuation of an event include some form of “to be” as an  
auxiliary (am, is, are, was, were, being). auxiliary (am, is, are, was, were, being). 
Verbs that emphasize the completion of an event include some form of “to have” as anVerbs that emphasize the completion of an event include some form of “to have” as an  
auxiliary (have, has, had). auxiliary (have, has, had). 
Verbs that express a future event include the auxiliary will or shall. Verbs that express a future event include the auxiliary will or shall. 
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Verbs may include several  other auxiliaries  to express shadings of time or condition.Verbs may include several  other auxiliaries  to express shadings of time or condition.  
These additional auxiliaries are: do, does, did, can, could, should, would, may, might, andThese additional auxiliaries are: do, does, did, can, could, should, would, may, might, and  
must. must. 

Verbs in Question and Negative StatementsVerbs in Question and Negative Statements
Questions and negative statements split verbs into two parts.Questions and negative statements split verbs into two parts.
In a question, the subject splits the verb apart. In a question, the subject splits the verb apart. 

Some of the union members Some of the union members are votingare voting for the strike.  for the strike. 
AreAre some of the union members  some of the union members votingvoting for the strike?  for the strike? 

In a negative statement, the word not splits the verb. In a negative statement, the word not splits the verb. 

Some of the union members Some of the union members areare not  not votingvoting for the strike. for the strike.

Sometimes the word not contracts and attaches itself to the first part of the splitSometimes the word not contracts and attaches itself to the first part of the split  
verb: verb: 

Some of the union members Some of the union members aren't votingaren't voting for the strike. for the strike.

Tip  for  finding  verbs:  Look  for  auxiliaries.  If  you  find  one,  look  for  a  main  verbTip  for  finding  verbs:  Look  for  auxiliaries.  If  you  find  one,  look  for  a  main  verb  
accompanying it. Remember that auxiliaries are sometimes squeezed into contractionsaccompanying it. Remember that auxiliaries are sometimes squeezed into contractions

Verbs: Time (Tense) Verbs: Time (Tense) 
A verb gives clues about the time of an event. A verb gives clues about the time of an event. 

When Rehman When Rehman was makingwas making flan, he  flan, he usedused a couple of the eggs that we  a couple of the eggs that we hadhad   
broughtbrought from the farm. There  from the farm. There isis only one left, and we  only one left, and we have finishedhave finished all the all the  
other food in the house, so we other food in the house, so we will havewill have a very small supper. a very small supper.

The verbs in the sentences above can be spread out on a time line like this below:The verbs in the sentences above can be spread out on a time line like this below:  
(A verb usually changes to show time differences.) (A verb usually changes to show time differences.) 

Salma Salma is workingis working on the same paper she  on the same paper she workedworked on last week. She  on last week. She worksworks on it a on it a  
little bit every daylittle bit every day

Factitive VerbsFactitive Verbs
Verbs like make, choose, judge, elect, name, and select are called factitive verbs. TheseVerbs like make, choose, judge, elect, name, and select are called factitive verbs. These  
transitive verbs can take two objects, or seem to:transitive verbs can take two objects, or seem to:

•• They judged Hilbert’s dog Best of Show. (Where "dog" is the direct object andThey judged Hilbert’s dog Best of Show. (Where "dog" is the direct object and  
"Best of Show" is the second complement). "Best of Show" is the second complement). 

•• The faculty elected Dogsbreath the new Academic Dean. (Where Dogsbreath isThe faculty elected Dogsbreath the new Academic Dean. (Where Dogsbreath is  
the direct object and "Academic Dean" is the second complement). the direct object and "Academic Dean" is the second complement). 

•• U.S. News and World Report named our college the best in the northeast. (WhereU.S. News and World Report named our college the best in the northeast. (Where  
"our college" is the direct object and "the best" is the second complement)."our college" is the direct object and "the best" is the second complement).
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Participle: a verb form acting as an adjective. The running dog chased the fluttering moth.Participle: a verb form acting as an adjective. The running dog chased the fluttering moth.  
A present  participle  (like  running  or  fluttering)  describes  a  present  condition;  a  pastA present  participle  (like  running  or  fluttering)  describes  a  present  condition;  a  past  
participle describes something that has happened: "The completely rotted tooth finallyparticiple describes something that has happened: "The completely rotted tooth finally  
fell out of his mouth." The distinction can be important to the meaning of a sentence;fell out of his mouth." The distinction can be important to the meaning of a sentence;  
there is a huge difference between a confusing student and a confused student. there is a huge difference between a confusing student and a confused student. 

VerbalsVerbals
Verbals are words that seem to carry the idea of action or being but do not function as aVerbals are words that seem to carry the idea of action or being but do not function as a  
true verb. The true verb. The verbals verbals are sometimes called "nonfinite" (unfinished or incomplete) verbs.are sometimes called "nonfinite" (unfinished or incomplete) verbs.  
Because  time  is  involved  with  all  verb  forms,  whether  finite  or  nonfinite,  however,Because  time  is  involved  with  all  verb  forms,  whether  finite  or  nonfinite,  however,  
following a logical Tense Sequence is important.following a logical Tense Sequence is important.
Verbals are frequently accompanied by other, related words in what is called a verbalVerbals are frequently accompanied by other, related words in what is called a verbal  
phrase.phrase.

TenseTense
Tense  shows the  “time”  of  a  verb's  action  or  being.  There  are  three  inflected  formsTense  shows the  “time”  of  a  verb's  action  or  being.  There  are  three  inflected  forms  
reflected by changes in the endings of verbs. The present tense indicates that something isreflected by changes in the endings of verbs. The present tense indicates that something is  
happening or being now: "She is a student. She drives a new car." The simple past tensehappening or being now: "She is a student. She drives a new car." The simple past tense  
indicates that something happened in the past: "She was a student. She drove a new car."indicates that something happened in the past: "She was a student. She drove a new car."  
And the past participle form is combined with auxiliary verbs to indicate that somethingAnd the past participle form is combined with auxiliary verbs to indicate that something  
happened in the past prior to another action: "She has been a student. She had driven ahappened in the past prior to another action: "She has been a student. She had driven a  
new car." new car." 
Unlike most other languages, English does not have inflected forms for the future tense.Unlike most other languages, English does not have inflected forms for the future tense.  
Instead,  English  future  forms  are  created  with  the  use  of  auxiliaries:  "She  Instead,  English  future  forms  are  created  with  the  use  of  auxiliaries:  "She  willwill be  a be  a  
student. She is student. She is goinggoing to drive a new car." English can even create the future by using the to drive a new car." English can even create the future by using the  
present tense, "The bus  present tense, "The bus  arrivesarrives later this afternoon," or the present progressive, "He   later this afternoon," or the present progressive, "He  isis   
relocatingrelocating to Portland later next month."  to Portland later next month." 

MoodMood
Mood in verbs refers to one of three attitudes that a writer or speaker has to what is beingMood in verbs refers to one of three attitudes that a writer or speaker has to what is being  
written or spoken. The indicative mood, which describes most sentences on this page, iswritten or spoken. The indicative mood, which describes most sentences on this page, is  
used to make a statement or ask a question. The imperative mood is used when we'reused to make a statement or ask a question. The imperative mood is used when we're  
feeling sort of bossish and want to give a directive, strong suggestion, or order:feeling sort of bossish and want to give a directive, strong suggestion, or order:

•• Get your homework done before you watch television tonight. Get your homework done before you watch television tonight. 
•• Please include cash payment with your order form. Please include cash payment with your order form. 
•• Get out of town!Get out of town!

Notice that there is no subject in these imperative sentences. The pronoun you (singularNotice that there is no subject in these imperative sentences. The pronoun you (singular  
or  plural,  depending on context)  is  the  "understood subject"  in  imperative  sentences.or  plural,  depending on context)  is  the  "understood subject"  in  imperative  sentences.  
Virtually all imperative sentences, then, have a second person (singular or plural) subject.Virtually all imperative sentences, then, have a second person (singular or plural) subject.  
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The sole exception is the first person construction, which includes an objective form asThe sole exception is the first person construction, which includes an objective form as  
subject: "Let's (or Let us) work on these things together."subject: "Let's (or Let us) work on these things together."

The subjunctive mood is used in dependent clauses that do the following: 1) express aThe subjunctive mood is used in dependent clauses that do the following: 1) express a  
wish; 2) begin with if and express a condition that does not exist (is contrary to fact); 3)wish; 2) begin with if and express a condition that does not exist (is contrary to fact); 3)  
begin with as if and as though when such clauses describe a speculation or conditionbegin with as if and as though when such clauses describe a speculation or condition  
contrary to fact; and 4) begin with that and express a demand, requirement, request, orcontrary to fact; and 4) begin with that and express a demand, requirement, request, or  
suggestion. suggestion. 

• She wishes her boyfriend She wishes her boyfriend werewere here.  here. 
• If Juan If Juan werewere more aggressive, he'd be a better hockey player.  more aggressive, he'd be a better hockey player. 
• We would have passed if we We would have passed if we hadhad studied harder.  studied harder. 
• He acted as if he He acted as if he werewere guilty.  guilty. 
• I requested that he I requested that he bebe present at the hearing. present at the hearing.

The subjunctive is not as important a mood in English as it is in other languages, likeThe subjunctive is not as important a mood in English as it is in other languages, like  
French and Spanish, which happen to be more subtle and discriminating in hypothetical,French and Spanish, which happen to be more subtle and discriminating in hypothetical,  
doubtful, or wishful expressions. Using one of several auxiliary verbs in English satisfiesdoubtful, or wishful expressions. Using one of several auxiliary verbs in English satisfies  
many situations that would require the subjunctive in other languages.many situations that would require the subjunctive in other languages.

TensesTenses
Tense inTense in
IndependentIndependent
Clause Clause 

Purpose of DependentPurpose of Dependent  
Clause/Clause/
Tense in Dependent Clause Tense in Dependent Clause 

Example(s) Example(s) 

SimpleSimple
Present Present 

To show same-time action,To show same-time action,  
use the present tense use the present tense 

I am eager to go to theI am eager to go to the  
concert because I love theconcert because I love the  
Wallflowers. Wallflowers. 

            =            =
To show earlier action, useTo show earlier action, use  
past tense past tense 

I know that I made the rightI know that I made the right  
choice. choice. 

            =            =

To show a period of timeTo show a period of time  
extending from some pointextending from some point  
in the past to the present,in the past to the present,  
use the present perfectuse the present perfect  
tense. tense. 

They believe that they haveThey believe that they have  
elected the right candidate. elected the right candidate. 

            =            =
To show action to come,To show action to come,  
use the future tense. use the future tense. 

The President says that heThe President says that he  
will veto the bill. will veto the bill. 

Past SimplePast Simple
To show another completed past action, useTo show another completed past action, use  
the past tense. the past tense. 

I wanted to go home because I missed myI wanted to go home because I missed my  
parents. parents. 

To show an earlier action, use the pastTo show an earlier action, use the past  She knew she had made the right choice. She knew she had made the right choice. 
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perfect tense. perfect tense. 
To state a general truth, use the presentTo state a general truth, use the present  
tense. tense. 

The Deists believed that the universe is likeThe Deists believed that the universe is like  
a giant clock. a giant clock. 

Present Perfect or Past PerfectPresent Perfect or Past Perfect
For any completed purpose, use the presentFor any completed purpose, use the present  
tense.tense.

She has grown a foot since she turned nine.She has grown a foot since she turned nine.

For any purpose, use the past tense. For any purpose, use the past tense. The crowd had turned nasty before theThe crowd had turned nasty before the  
sheriff returned. sheriff returned. 

Future Future 
To show action happening at the sameTo show action happening at the same  
time, use the present tense. time, use the present tense. 

I will be so happy if they fix my car today. I will be so happy if they fix my car today. 

To show an earlier action, use the pastTo show an earlier action, use the past  
tense. tense. 

You will surely pass this exam if youYou will surely pass this exam if you  
studied hard. studied hard. 

To show future action earlier than theTo show future action earlier than the  
action of the independent clause, use theaction of the independent clause, use the  
present perfect tense. present perfect tense. 

The college will probably close its doorsThe college will probably close its doors  
next summer if enrollments have notnext summer if enrollments have not  
increased. increased. 

The presentThe present
Future perfect.Future perfect.

Perfect tense. Perfect tense. 

For any purpose, use For any purpose, use 

Tense or present Tense or present 

Most students will have taken sixty creditsMost students will have taken sixty credits  
by the time they graduate.by the time they graduate.
Most students will have taken sixty creditsMost students will have taken sixty credits  
by the time they have graduated. by the time they have graduated. 

Tense of InfinitiveTense of Infinitive Role of Infinitive Role of Infinitive Example(s) Example(s) 

PresentPresent
InfinitiveInfinitive
(to see) (to see) To show same-time actionTo show same-time action  

or action later than the verb or action later than the verb 

Coach Zaheer is eager to tryCoach Zaheer is eager to try  
out his new drills. [Theout his new drills. [The  
eagerness is now; the tryingeagerness is now; the trying  
out will happen later.] out will happen later.] 
He would have liked to seeHe would have liked to see  
more veterans returning.more veterans returning.  
[The present infinitive to[The present infinitive to  
see is in the same time assee is in the same time as  
the past would have liked.] the past would have liked.] 

PerfectPerfect
InfinitiveInfinitive

The fans would like to haveThe fans would like to have  
seen some improvement thisseen some improvement this  
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(to have seen) (to have seen) 

To show action earlier thanTo show action earlier than  
the verb the verb 

year. ["Would like"year. ["Would like"  
describes a presentdescribes a present  
condition; "to have seen"condition; "to have seen"  
describes something prior todescribes something prior to  
that time.] that time.] 

They consider the team toThey consider the team to  
have been coached veryhave been coached very  
well. [The perfect infinitivewell. [The perfect infinitive  
to have been coachedto have been coached  
indicates a time prior to theindicates a time prior to the  
verb verb 

ParticiplesParticiples
Tense of ParticipleTense of Participle Role of Participle Role of Participle Example(s) Example(s) 
PresentPresent
ParticipleParticiple
(seeing) (seeing) To show actionTo show action  

occurring at the sameoccurring at the same  
time as that of the verb time as that of the verb 

Working on the fundamentals,Working on the fundamentals,  
the team slowly began tothe team slowly began to  
improve. [The action expressedimprove. [The action expressed  
by began happened in the past,by began happened in the past,  
at the same time the workingat the same time the working  
happened.]happened.]

PastPast
ParticipleParticiple
oror
PresentPresent
PerfectPerfect
Participle Participle 

To show actionTo show action  
occurring       earlier thanoccurring       earlier than  
that of the verb that of the verb 

Prepared by last year'sPrepared by last year's  
experience, the coach knowsexperience, the coach knows  
not to expect too much. [Thenot to expect too much. [The  
action expressed by knows is inaction expressed by knows is in  
the present; prepared expressesthe present; prepared expresses  
a time prior to that time.] a time prior to that time.] 
Having experimented withHaving experimented with  
several game plans, theseveral game plans, the  
coaching staff devised a mastercoaching staff devised a master  
strategy. [The present perfectstrategy. [The present perfect  
participle having experimentedparticiple having experimented  
indicates a time prior to theindicates a time prior to the  
past tense verb, devised.] past tense verb, devised.] 

Sequence of Verb TensesSequence of Verb Tenses
Although the various shades of time and sequence are usually conveyed adequately inAlthough the various shades of time and sequence are usually conveyed adequately in  
informal speech and writing, especially by native speakers and writers, they can createinformal speech and writing, especially by native speakers and writers, they can create  
havoc  in  academic  writing  and  they  sometimes  are  troublesome  among  students  forhavoc  in  academic  writing  and  they  sometimes  are  troublesome  among  students  for  
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whom English is  a  second language.  This  difficulty  is  especially  evident  in  complexwhom English is  a  second language.  This  difficulty  is  especially  evident  in  complex  
sentences when there is a difference between the time expressed in an independent clausesentences when there is a difference between the time expressed in an independent clause  
and the time expressed in a dependent clause.and the time expressed in a dependent clause.
Another difficulty arises with the use of infinitives and participles, modals that alsoAnother difficulty arises with the use of infinitives and participles, modals that also  
convey a sense of time. We hope the tables below will provide the order necessary toconvey a sense of time. We hope the tables below will provide the order necessary to  
help writers sort out tense sequences.help writers sort out tense sequences.
                  As long as the main clause's verb is in neither the past nor the past perfect                  As long as the main clause's verb is in neither the past nor the past perfect  
tense,  the  verb  of  the  subordinate  clause  can  be  in  any  tense  that  conveys  meaningtense,  the  verb  of  the  subordinate  clause  can  be  in  any  tense  that  conveys  meaning  
accurately. When the main clause verb is in the past or past perfect, however, the verb inaccurately. When the main clause verb is in the past or past perfect, however, the verb in  
the subordinate clause must be in the past or past perfect. The exception to this rule isthe subordinate clause must be in the past or past perfect. The exception to this rule is  
when the subordinate clause expresses what is commonly known as a general truth:when the subordinate clause expresses what is commonly known as a general truth:

• In the 1950s, English teachers still believed that a background in Latin In the 1950s, English teachers still believed that a background in Latin isis essential essential  
for an understanding of English. for an understanding of English. 

• Columbus somehow knew that the world Columbus somehow knew that the world isis round.  round. 
• Slave owners widely understood that literacy among oppressed people Slave owners widely understood that literacy among oppressed people isis a a  

dangerous thingdangerous thing

A Summary of Verb TensesA Summary of Verb Tenses

Present TensesPresent Tenses
Simple present: She wants a drink.Simple present: She wants a drink.
Present continuous: They are walking home.Present continuous: They are walking home.
Past TensesPast Tenses
Simple past: Zaheer lived in China in 1965.Simple past: Zaheer lived in China in 1965.
Past continuous: I was reading when she arrived.Past continuous: I was reading when she arrived.
Perfect TensesPerfect Tenses
Present perfect: I have lived here since 1987.Present perfect: I have lived here since 1987.
Present perfect continuous: I have been living here for years.Present perfect continuous: I have been living here for years.
Past perfect: We had been to see her several times before she visited us.Past perfect: We had been to see her several times before she visited us.
Past perfect continuous: He had been watching her for some time when she turned andPast perfect continuous: He had been watching her for some time when she turned and  
smiled.smiled.
Future perfect: We will have arrived in the States by the time you get this letter.Future perfect: We will have arrived in the States by the time you get this letter.
Future perfect continuous: By the end of your course, you will have been studying forFuture perfect continuous: By the end of your course, you will have been studying for  
five years.five years.
Future TensesFuture Tenses
Simple future: They will go to Italy next week.Simple future: They will go to Italy next week.
Future continuous: I will be travelling by train.Future continuous: I will be travelling by train.
Conditional TensesConditional Tenses
Present conditional: If he had the money he would go.Present conditional: If he had the money he would go.
Present continuous conditional: He would be getting up now if he were in Australia.Present continuous conditional: He would be getting up now if he were in Australia.
Perfect conditional: She would have visited me if she had had time.Perfect conditional: She would have visited me if she had had time.
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Perfect continuous conditional: I would have been playing tennis if I hadn't broken myPerfect continuous conditional: I would have been playing tennis if I hadn't broken my  
arm.arm.
Verbs  are  also  said  to  be  either  active  (The  executive  committee  Verbs  are  also  said  to  be  either  active  (The  executive  committee  approvedapproved the  new the  new  
policy) or passive (The new policy policy) or passive (The new policy was approvedwas approved by the executive committee) in voice. by the executive committee) in voice.  
In the active voice, the subject and verb relationship is straightforward: the subject is aIn the active voice, the subject and verb relationship is straightforward: the subject is a  
be-er or a do-er and the verb moves the sentence along. In the passive voice, the subjectbe-er or a do-er and the verb moves the sentence along. In the passive voice, the subject  
of the sentence is neither a do-er nor a be-er, but is acted upon by some other of the sentence is neither a do-er nor a be-er, but is acted upon by some other agenagentt or by or by  
something unnamed (The new policy was approved). Computerized grammar checkerssomething unnamed (The new policy was approved). Computerized grammar checkers  
can pick out a passive voice construction from miles away and ask you to revise it to acan pick out a passive voice construction from miles away and ask you to revise it to a  
more active construction. There is nothing inherently wrong with the passive voice, but ifmore active construction. There is nothing inherently wrong with the passive voice, but if  
you can say the same thing in the active mode, do so. Your text will have more pizzazz asyou can say the same thing in the active mode, do so. Your text will have more pizzazz as  
a result,  since passive verb constructions tend to lie about in their pajamas and avoida result,  since passive verb constructions tend to lie about in their pajamas and avoid  
actual work. actual work. 
    The passive voice is especially helpful (and even regarded as mandatory) in scientific    The passive voice is especially helpful (and even regarded as mandatory) in scientific  
or technical writing or lab reports, where the actor is not really important but the processor technical writing or lab reports, where the actor is not really important but the process  
or principle being described is of ultimate importance. Instead of writing “I poured 20 ccor principle being described is of ultimate importance. Instead of writing “I poured 20 cc  
of  acid  into the beaker,”  we would write  “Twenty cc of  acid  of  acid  into the beaker,”  we would write  “Twenty cc of  acid  is/was pouredis/was poured into  the into the  
beaker.”beaker.”

The Passive VoiceThe Passive Voice
Passive Verb FormationPassive Verb Formation

The passive forms of a verb are created by combining a form of the "to be verb" with theThe passive forms of a verb are created by combining a form of the "to be verb" with the  
past participle of the main verb. Other helping verbs are also sometimes present: "Thepast participle of the main verb. Other helping verbs are also sometimes present: "The  
measure measure could have been killedcould have been killed in committee."  in committee." 

Passive Tenses and Active Equivalents Passive Tenses and Active Equivalents 

Notice that the tense of the verb to be in the passive voice is the same as the tense of theNotice that the tense of the verb to be in the passive voice is the same as the tense of the  
main verb in the active voice.main verb in the active voice.
Example: to keepExample: to keep
Tense/Verb FormTense/Verb Form Active VoiceActive Voice Passive VoicePassive Voice
Simple PresentSimple Present KeepsKeeps Is keptIs kept
Present ContinuousPresent Continuous Is keepingIs keeping Is being keptIs being kept
Simple PastSimple Past KeptKept Was keptWas kept
Past ContinuousPast Continuous Was keepingWas keeping Was being keptWas being kept
Present PerfectPresent Perfect Have keptHave kept Have been keptHave been kept
Past PerfectPast Perfect Had keptHad kept Had been keptHad been kept
FutureFuture Will keepWill keep Will be keptWill be kept
Conditional PresentConditional Present Would keep Would keep Would be keptWould be kept
Conditional PastConditional Past Would have keptWould have kept Would have been keptWould have been kept
Present InfinitivePresent Infinitive To keepTo keep To be keptTo be kept
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Perfect InfinitivePerfect Infinitive To have keptTo have kept To have been keptTo have been kept
Present Participle/GerundPresent Participle/Gerund KeepingKeeping Being keptBeing kept
Perfect ParticiplePerfect Participle Having keptHaving kept Having been keptHaving been kept

Example sentences:Example sentences:
Active: I Active: I keepkeep the butter in the fridge. the butter in the fridge.
Passive: The butter Passive: The butter is keptis kept in the fridge. in the fridge.

Active: They Active: They stolestole the painting. the painting.
Passive: The painting Passive: The painting was stolenwas stolen..

Active: They Active: They are repairingare repairing the road. the road.
Passive: The road Passive: The road is being repairedis being repaired..

Active: Shakespeare Active: Shakespeare wrotewrote Hamlet. Hamlet.
Passive: Hamlet Passive: Hamlet was writtenwas written by Shakespeare. by Shakespeare.

Active: A dog Active: A dog bitbit him. him.
Passive: He Passive: He was bittenwas bitten by a dog by a dog

• When it is more important to draw our attention to the person or thing acted upon:When it is more important to draw our attention to the person or thing acted upon:  
The unidentified victim The unidentified victim was apparently struckwas apparently struck during the early morning hours.  during the early morning hours. 

• When the  actor  in  the  situation  is  not  important:  The  aurora  borealis  When  the  actor  in  the  situation  is  not  important:  The  aurora  borealis  can  becan  be   
observedobserved in the early morning hours. in the early morning hours.

Choosing Active VoiceChoosing Active Voice
In  most  nonscientific  writing  situations,  active  voice  is  preferable  to  passive  for  theIn  most  nonscientific  writing  situations,  active  voice  is  preferable  to  passive  for  the  
majority of your sentences. Even in scientific writing, overuse of passive voice or use ofmajority of your sentences. Even in scientific writing, overuse of passive voice or use of  
passive voice in long and complicated sentences can cause readers to lose interest or topassive voice in long and complicated sentences can cause readers to lose interest or to  
become confused. Sentences in active voice are generally--though not always-- clearerbecome confused. Sentences in active voice are generally--though not always-- clearer  
and more direct than those in passive voice.and more direct than those in passive voice.
Sentences in active voice are also more concise than those in passive voice because fewerSentences in active voice are also more concise than those in passive voice because fewer  
words are required to express action in active voice than in passive.words are required to express action in active voice than in passive.

Changing Passive to ActiveChanging Passive to Active
If you want to change a passive-voice sentence to active voice, find the agent in a "byIf you want to change a passive-voice sentence to active voice, find the agent in a "by  
the..." phrase, or consider carefully who or what is performing the action expressed in thethe..." phrase, or consider carefully who or what is performing the action expressed in the  
verb.  Make that  agent  the  subject  of  the  sentence,  and  change the  verb  accordingly.verb.  Make that  agent  the  subject  of  the  sentence,  and  change the  verb  accordingly.  
Sometimes  you  will  need  to  infer  the  agent  from the  surrounding  sentences,  whichSometimes  you  will  need  to  infer  the  agent  from the  surrounding  sentences,  which  
provide context. provide context. 
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Choosing Passive VoiceChoosing Passive Voice
While active voice helps to create clear and direct sentences, sometimes writers find thatWhile active voice helps to create clear and direct sentences, sometimes writers find that  
using an indirect expression is rhetorically effective in a given situation, so they chooseusing an indirect expression is rhetorically effective in a given situation, so they choose  
passive  voice.  Also,  as  mentioned  above,  writers  in  the  sciences  conventionally  usepassive  voice.  Also,  as  mentioned  above,  writers  in  the  sciences  conventionally  use  
passive voice more often than writers  in other discourses.  Passive voice makes sensepassive voice more often than writers  in other discourses.  Passive voice makes sense  
when the agent performing the action is obvious, unimportant, or unknown or when awhen the agent performing the action is obvious, unimportant, or unknown or when a  
writer wishes to postpone mentioning the agent until the last part of the sentence or towriter wishes to postpone mentioning the agent until the last part of the sentence or to  
avoid mentioning the agent at all. The passive voice is effective in such circumstancesavoid mentioning the agent at all. The passive voice is effective in such circumstances  
because it highlights the action and what is acted upon rather than the agent performingbecause it highlights the action and what is acted upon rather than the agent performing  
the action.the action.

ActiveActive PassivePassive
The dispatcher is notifying police that threeThe dispatcher is notifying police that three  
prisoners have escaped.prisoners have escaped.

Police are being notified that three prisoners havePolice are being notified that three prisoners have  
escaped.escaped.

Surgeons successfully performed a newSurgeons successfully performed a new  
experimental liver-transplant operationexperimental liver-transplant operation  
yesterday.yesterday.

A new experimental liver-transplant operation wasA new experimental liver-transplant operation was  
performed successfully yesterday.performed successfully yesterday.

"Authorities make rules to be broken," he said"Authorities make rules to be broken," he said  
defiantly.defiantly.

"Rules are made to be broken," he said defiantly."Rules are made to be broken," he said defiantly.

In each of these examples, the passive voice makes sense because the agent is relativelyIn each of these examples, the passive voice makes sense because the agent is relatively  
unimportant compared to the action itself and what is acted upon.unimportant compared to the action itself and what is acted upon.

Changing Active to PassiveChanging Active to Passive
If you want to change an active-voice sentence to passive voice, consider carefully whoIf you want to change an active-voice sentence to passive voice, consider carefully who  
or what is performing the action expressed in the verb, and then make that agent theor what is performing the action expressed in the verb, and then make that agent the  
object of a "by the..." phrase. Make what is acted upon the subject of the sentence, andobject of a "by the..." phrase. Make what is acted upon the subject of the sentence, and  
change the verb to a form of be + past participle. Including an explicit "by the..." phrasechange the verb to a form of be + past participle. Including an explicit "by the..." phrase  
is optional.is optional.
Only  transitive  verbs  (those  that  take  objects)  can  be  transformed  into  passiveOnly  transitive  verbs  (those  that  take  objects)  can  be  transformed  into  passive  
constructions.  Furthermore,  active  sentences  containing  certain  verbs  cannot  beconstructions.  Furthermore,  active  sentences  containing  certain  verbs  cannot  be  
transformed into passive structures. To have is the most important of these verbs. We cantransformed into passive structures. To have is the most important of these verbs. We can  
say "He has a new car," but we cannot say,  "A new car is had by him." We can saysay "He has a new car," but we cannot say,  "A new car is had by him." We can say  
"Josefina lacked finesse," but we cannot say, "Finesse was lacked." Here is a brief list of"Josefina lacked finesse," but we cannot say, "Finesse was lacked." Here is a brief list of  
such verbs:such verbs:
ResembleResemble Look likeLook like EqualEqual Agree withAgree with
MeanMean ContainContain HoldHold CompriseComprise
Lack Lack SuitSuit FitFit Become Become 
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Verbals in Passive StructuresVerbals in Passive Structures
Verbals or verb formsVerbals or verb forms  can also take on features of the passive voice. An infinitive phrasecan also take on features of the passive voice. An infinitive phrase  
in the passive voice, for instance, can perform various functions within a sentence (justin the passive voice, for instance, can perform various functions within a sentence (just  
like the active forms of the infinitive). like the active forms of the infinitive). 

• Subject: Subject: To be electedTo be elected by my peers is a great honor.  by my peers is a great honor. 
• Object: That child really likes Object: That child really likes to be read toto be read to by her mother.  by her mother. 
• Modifier: Grasso was the first woman Modifier: Grasso was the first woman to be electedto be elected governor in her own right. governor in her own right.

The same is true of passive gerunds. The same is true of passive gerunds. 
• Subject: Subject: Being electedBeing elected by my peers was a great thrill.  by my peers was a great thrill. 
• Object: I really don't like Object: I really don't like being lectured tobeing lectured to by my boss.  by my boss. 
• Object of preposition: I am so tired Object of preposition: I am so tired of being lectured toof being lectured to by my boss. by my boss.

With passive participles, part of the passive construction is often omitted, the result beingWith passive participles, part of the passive construction is often omitted, the result being  
a simple modifying participial phrase.a simple modifying participial phrase.

• [[Having beenHaving been] designed for off-road performance, the Pathseeker does not always] designed for off-road performance, the Pathseeker does not always  
behave well on paved highways.behave well on paved highways.

Some Suggestions!Some Suggestions!
1. Avoid starting a sentence in active voice and then shifting to passive.1. Avoid starting a sentence in active voice and then shifting to passive.
Unnecessary shift in voiceUnnecessary shift in voice RevisedRevised
Many customers in the restaurant foundMany customers in the restaurant found  
the coffee too bitter to drink, but it wasthe coffee too bitter to drink, but it was  
still ordered frequently.still ordered frequently.

Many customers in the restaurant found the coffee tooMany customers in the restaurant found the coffee too  
bitter to drink, but they still ordered it frequently.bitter to drink, but they still ordered it frequently.

He tried to act cool when he slipped in theHe tried to act cool when he slipped in the  
puddle, but he was still laughed at by thepuddle, but he was still laughed at by the  
other students.other students.

He tried to act cool when he slipped in the puddle, butHe tried to act cool when he slipped in the puddle, but  
the other students still laughed at him.the other students still laughed at him.

2. Avoid dangling modifiers caused by the use of passive voice. A dangling modifier is a2. Avoid dangling modifiers caused by the use of passive voice. A dangling modifier is a  
word or phrase that modifies a word not clearly stated in the sentence.word or phrase that modifies a word not clearly stated in the sentence.
Dangling modifier with passive voiceDangling modifier with passive voice RevisedRevised
To save time, the paper was written on aTo save time, the paper was written on a  
computer. (Who was saving time? Thecomputer. (Who was saving time? The  
paper?)paper?)

To save time, Kristin wrote the paper on a computer.To save time, Kristin wrote the paper on a computer.

Seeking to lay off workers without takingSeeking to lay off workers without taking  
the blame, consultants were hired to breakthe blame, consultants were hired to break  
the bad news. Who was seeking to lay offthe bad news. Who was seeking to lay off  
workers? The consultants?)workers? The consultants?)

Seeking to lay off workers without taking the blame,Seeking to lay off workers without taking the blame,  
the CEO hired consultants to break the bad news.the CEO hired consultants to break the bad news.

3.  Don't  trust  the  grammar-checking  programs  in  word-processing  software.  Many3.  Don't  trust  the  grammar-checking  programs  in  word-processing  software.  Many  
grammar checkers flag all passive constructions, but you may want to keep some that aregrammar checkers flag all passive constructions, but you may want to keep some that are  
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flagged. Trust your judgement, or ask another human being for their opinion about whichflagged. Trust your judgement, or ask another human being for their opinion about which  
sentence sounds best. sentence sounds best. 

Tenses in Active Voice   (The Obsession of a User)Tenses in Active Voice   (The Obsession of a User)
Notice that sometimes the use of passive voice can create awkward sentences, as in theNotice that sometimes the use of passive voice can create awkward sentences, as in the  
last example above. Also, overuse of passive voice throughout an essay can cause yourlast example above. Also, overuse of passive voice throughout an essay can cause your  
prose to seem flat and uninteresting. In scientific writing, however, passive voice is moreprose to seem flat and uninteresting. In scientific writing, however, passive voice is more  
readily accepted since using it allows one to write without using personal pronouns or thereadily accepted since using it allows one to write without using personal pronouns or the  
names of particular researchers as the subjects of sentences (see the third example above).names of particular researchers as the subjects of sentences (see the third example above).  
This practice helps to create the appearance of an objective, fact-based discourse becauseThis practice helps to create the appearance of an objective, fact-based discourse because  
writers can present research and conclusions without attributing them to particular agents.writers can present research and conclusions without attributing them to particular agents.  
Instead,  the  writing  appears  to  convey  information  that  is  not  limited  or  biased  byInstead,  the  writing  appears  to  convey  information  that  is  not  limited  or  biased  by  
individual perspectives or personal interests.individual perspectives or personal interests.
You can recognize passive-voice expressions because the verb phrase will always includeYou can recognize passive-voice expressions because the verb phrase will always include  
a form of be, such as am, is, was, were, are, or been. The presence of a be-verb, however,a form of be, such as am, is, was, were, are, or been. The presence of a be-verb, however,  
does not necessarily mean that the sentence is in passive voice. Another way to recognizedoes not necessarily mean that the sentence is in passive voice. Another way to recognize  
passive-voice sentences is that they may include a "by the..." phrase after the verb; thepassive-voice sentences is that they may include a "by the..." phrase after the verb; the  
agent performing the action, if named, is the object of the preposition in this phrase.agent performing the action, if named, is the object of the preposition in this phrase.

Verb Tenses inVerb Tenses in  
Active VoiceActive Voice

SingularSingular PluralPlural

Simple TensesSimple Tenses
Indicate that an action is present, past or future relative to theIndicate that an action is present, past or future relative to the  
speaker or writer.speaker or writer.
PresentPresent

1st person 1st person I walk/draw I walk/draw we walk/draw we walk/draw 
2nd person 2nd person you walk/draw you walk/draw you walk/draw you walk/draw 
3rd person 3rd person he/she/ithe/she/it

walks/draws walks/draws 
they walk/draw they walk/draw 

PastPast
1st person 1st person I walked/drew I walked/drew we walked/drew we walked/drew 
2nd person 2nd person you walked/drew you walked/drew you walked/drew you walked/drew 
3rd person 3rd person he/she/ithe/she/it

walked/drew walked/drew 
they walked/drew they walked/drew 

FutureFuture
1st person 1st person I will walk/draw I will walk/draw we will walk/draw we will walk/draw 
2nd person 2nd person you will walk/draw you will walk/draw you will walk/draw you will walk/draw 
3rd person 3rd person he/she/it will he/she/it will 

walk/draw walk/draw 
they will walk/draw they will walk/draw 
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Perfect TensesPerfect Tenses
Indicate that an action was or will be completed before another timeIndicate that an action was or will be completed before another time  
or action.or action.
Present PerfectPresent Perfect

1st person 1st person I have walked/drawn I have walked/drawn we havewe have  
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

2nd person 2nd person you haveyou have  
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

you haveyou have  
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

3rd person 3rd person he/she/it hashe/she/it has
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

they havethey have  
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

Past PerfectPast Perfect
1st person 1st person I had walked/drawn I had walked/drawn we had walked/drawnwe had walked/drawn  

2nd person 2nd person you hadyou had  
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

you hadyou had  
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

3rd person 3rd person he/she/it hadhe/she/it had
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

they hadthey had  
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

Future PerfectFuture Perfect

1st person 1st person I will haveI will have  
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

we will have walked/we will have walked/
drawn drawn 

2nd person 2nd person you will haveyou will have  
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

you will have walked/you will have walked/
drawn drawn 

3rd person 3rd person he/she/it will havehe/she/it will have
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

they will havethey will have  
walked/drawn walked/drawn 

Progressive TensesProgressive Tenses
Indicate continuing/continuous action. Indicate continuing/continuous action. 
Present Progressive Present Progressive 

1st person 1st person I amI am  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

we arewe are  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

2nd person 2nd person you areyou are  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

you areyou are  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

3rd person 3rd person he/she/it ishe/she/it is
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

they arethey are  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

Past Progressive Past Progressive 

1st person 1st person I wasI was  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

we werewe were  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

2nd person 2nd person you wereyou were  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

you wereyou were  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

3rd person 3rd person he/she/it washe/she/it was
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

they werethey were  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

Future Progressive Future Progressive 
1st person 1st person I will beI will be  we will bewe will be  
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walking/drawing walking/drawing walking/drawing walking/drawing 

2nd person 2nd person you will be walking/you will be walking/
drawing drawing 

you will beyou will be  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

3rd person 3rd person he/she/it will behe/she/it will be
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

they will bethey will be  
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

Present Perfect Progressive Present Perfect Progressive 

1st person 1st person I have been I have been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

we have been we have been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

2nd person 2nd person you have been you have been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

you have been you have been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

3rd person 3rd person he/she/it has beenhe/she/it has been
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

they have been they have been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

Past Perfect Progressive Past Perfect Progressive 

1st person 1st person I had been I had been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

we had been we had been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

2nd person 2nd person you had been you had been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

you had been you had been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

3rd person 3rd person he/she/it had beenhe/she/it had been
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

they had been they had been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

Future Perfect Progressive Future Perfect Progressive 

1st person 1st person I will have been I will have been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

we will have been we will have been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

2nd person 2nd person you will have been you will have been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

you will have been you will have been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

3rd person 3rd person he/she/it will havehe/she/it will have  
beenbeen
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

they will have been they will have been 
walking/drawing walking/drawing 

Verb Meanings with Continuous TensesVerb Meanings with Continuous Tenses
There are some verbs that we do not normally use in the continuous tense. And there areThere are some verbs that we do not normally use in the continuous tense. And there are  
other verbs that we use in the simple tense with one meaning and in the continuous tenseother verbs that we use in the simple tense with one meaning and in the continuous tense  
with another meaning. In this lesson we look at:with another meaning. In this lesson we look at:

• Verbs not used with Verbs not used with continuouscontinuous tenses  tenses 
• Verbs with Verbs with twotwo meanings meanings

Verbs not Used with Continuous TensesVerbs not Used with Continuous Tenses
We usually use the following verbs with simple tenses only (not continuous tenses):We usually use the following verbs with simple tenses only (not continuous tenses):

•• hate, like, love, need, prefer, want, wish hate, like, love, need, prefer, want, wish 
•• believe, imagine, know, mean, realize, recognize, remember, suppose, understand believe, imagine, know, mean, realize, recognize, remember, suppose, understand 
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•• belong, concern, consist, contain, depend, involve, matter, need, owe, own,belong, concern, consist, contain, depend, involve, matter, need, owe, own,  
possess possess 

•• appear, resemble, seem, appear, resemble, seem, 
•• hear, see hear, see 

Here are some examples:Here are some examples:
I want a coffee.I want a coffee. not I am wanting a coffee.not I am wanting a coffee.
I don't believe you are right.I don't believe you are right. not I am not believing you are right.not I am not believing you are right.
Does this pen belong to you?Does this pen belong to you? not Is this pen belonging to you?not Is this pen belonging to you?
It seemed wrong.It seemed wrong. not It was seeming wrong.not It was seeming wrong.
I don't hear anything.I don't hear anything. not I am not hearing anything.not I am not hearing anything.
Notice that we often use can + see/hear:Notice that we often use can + see/hear:

• I can see someone in the distance.I can see someone in the distance.
(not I am seeing someone in the(not I am seeing someone in the  
distance.) distance.) 

•• I can't hear you very well. I can't hear you very well. 
(not I am not hearing you very well.) (not I am not hearing you very well.) 

Dr. Tips.Dr. Tips.
With verbs that we don't use in the continuous tense, there is no real action or activity.With verbs that we don't use in the continuous tense, there is no real action or activity.  
Compare "to hear" and "to listen".  "To hear" means "to receive sound in your  ears".Compare "to hear" and "to listen".  "To hear" means "to receive sound in your  ears".  
There is no real action or activity by you. We use "to hear" with simple tenses only. ButThere is no real action or activity by you. We use "to hear" with simple tenses only. But  
"to listen" means "to try to hear". You make an effort to hear. There is a kind of action or"to listen" means "to try to hear". You make an effort to hear. There is a kind of action or  
activity. We can use "to listen" with simple or continuous tenses.activity. We can use "to listen" with simple or continuous tenses.

Verbs with Two MeaningsVerbs with Two Meanings
Some verbs have two different meanings or senses. For one sense we must use a simpleSome verbs have two different meanings or senses. For one sense we must use a simple  
tense. For the other sense we can use a continuous or simple tense.tense. For the other sense we can use a continuous or simple tense.
For example, the verb to think has two different senses:For example, the verb to think has two different senses:

1. to believe, to have an opinion (example: I think Ricky Martin is hot.) to believe, to have an opinion (example: I think Ricky Martin is hot.) 
2.2. to reflect, to use your brain to solve a problem (example: I am thinking about myto reflect, to use your brain to solve a problem (example: I am thinking about my  

homework.) homework.) 
In sense 1. There is no real action, no activity. This sense is called "stative". In sense 2.In sense 1. There is no real action, no activity. This sense is called "stative". In sense 2.  
There is a kind of action, a kind of activity. This sense is called "dynamic".There is a kind of action, a kind of activity. This sense is called "dynamic".
When we use the stative sense, we use a simple tense. When we use the dynamic sense,When we use the stative sense, we use a simple tense. When we use the dynamic sense,  
we can use a simple or continuous tense (depending on the situation).we can use a simple or continuous tense (depending on the situation).
Look at these examples:Look at these examples:
"Stative" sense"Stative" sense
(no real action)(no real action)

"Dynamic" sense"Dynamic" sense
(a kind of action)(a kind of action)

Simple onlySimple only ContinuousContinuous SimpleSimple

I think she is beautiful.I think she is beautiful. Be quiet. I'm thinking.Be quiet. I'm thinking. I will think about thisI will think about this  
problem tomorrow.problem tomorrow.

I don't consider that he isI don't consider that he is  We are considering your jobWe are considering your job  We consider every jobWe consider every job  
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the right man for the job.the right man for the job. application and will give you ourapplication and will give you our  
answer in a few days.answer in a few days.

application veryapplication very  
carefully.carefully.

This table measures 4 x 6This table measures 4 x 6  
feet.feet.

She is measuring the room for a newShe is measuring the room for a new  
carpet.carpet.

A good carpenterA good carpenter  
measures his woodmeasures his wood  
carefully.carefully.

Does the wine taste good?Does the wine taste good? I was tasting the wine when I droppedI was tasting the wine when I dropped  
the glass.the glass.

I always taste wineI always taste wine  
before I drink it.before I drink it.

Mariam has threeMariam has three  
children.children.

Please phone later. We are havingPlease phone later. We are having  
dinner now.dinner now.

We have dinner at 8pmWe have dinner at 8pm  
every day.every day.

Dr. Tips.Dr. Tips.
If you have a doubt about a particular verb, ask yourself the question: "Is there any realIf you have a doubt about a particular verb, ask yourself the question: "Is there any real  
action or activity?"action or activity?"

Auxiliary Verbs (or Helping Verbs)Auxiliary Verbs (or Helping Verbs)

do, does, don't, doesn'tdo, does, don't, doesn't  (Present Simple Auxiliary Verbs) (Present Simple Auxiliary Verbs) 
The auxiliary “do” is used mainly to form questions and negative sentences with theThe auxiliary “do” is used mainly to form questions and negative sentences with the  
present simple tense. It is not normally used in affirmative sentences. present simple tense. It is not normally used in affirmative sentences. 
It is also used in forming tag questions and shortened answers. Study the followingIt is also used in forming tag questions and shortened answers. Study the following  
examples: examples: 

•• I enjoy cycling in the countryside, but I don't enjoy cycling in towns.I enjoy cycling in the countryside, but I don't enjoy cycling in towns.
•• She doesn't play the ballgames that girls usually play, but she plays football.She doesn't play the ballgames that girls usually play, but she plays football.
•• You don't really like Helen, do you?' 'Of course I do! / No, it's true. I don't.You don't really like Helen, do you?' 'Of course I do! / No, it's true. I don't.
•• Do all cats drink milk?' 'Most do, some don't.Do all cats drink milk?' 'Most do, some don't.

Doesn't he ever take a day off work?' 'He did once in 1999, but he hasn't so far this year!Doesn't he ever take a day off work?' 'He did once in 1999, but he hasn't so far this year!
DoDo may be used in affirmative sentences,  but when it  is used in this  way,  it  denotes may be used in affirmative sentences,  but when it  is used in this  way,  it  denotes  
strong contrastive emphasis with heavy word stress on the auxiliary itself. strong contrastive emphasis with heavy word stress on the auxiliary itself. 
Quite a lot of emotion is usually involved. Study the following examples: Quite a lot of emotion is usually involved. Study the following examples: 

•• Do come in! Please don't stand there on the doorstep.Do come in! Please don't stand there on the doorstep.
•• He thinks I don't love him, but I do love him with all my heart!He thinks I don't love him, but I do love him with all my heart!
••  He's not a vegetarian! He does eat meat! I have seen him eat meat! He's not a vegetarian! He does eat meat! I have seen him eat meat!

did, didn't did, didn't (Past Simple Auxiliary Verbs)(Past Simple Auxiliary Verbs)
DidDid and didn't are used as past simple 'helping' verbs in exactly the same way as do/don't and didn't are used as past simple 'helping' verbs in exactly the same way as do/don't  
and does/doesn't are used in the present simple. and does/doesn't are used in the present simple. 
Study the following examples: Study the following examples: 

•• I played a lot of rugby as a young man, but I didn't ever play football. I played a lot of rugby as a young man, but I didn't ever play football. 
•• You didn't forget to post my letter, did you? Of course I didn't. You didn't forget to post my letter, did you? Of course I didn't. 
•• Did he pass his exam? He did, yeah!Did he pass his exam? He did, yeah!
•• I did remember to put salt into the dishwasher. It's not my fault that it's notI did remember to put salt into the dishwasher. It's not my fault that it's not  

working.working.
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Contrastive EmphasisContrastive Emphasis
There are three other circumstances when do is used in affirmative sentences or clauses.There are three other circumstances when do is used in affirmative sentences or clauses.
It is used for contrastive emphasis when we want to contrast one set of circumstances orIt is used for contrastive emphasis when we want to contrast one set of circumstances or  
point in time with another. Study the following: point in time with another. Study the following: 

•• I wish I could lose some weight. Yes, well you do eat rather a lot of sweet things.I wish I could lose some weight. Yes, well you do eat rather a lot of sweet things.
•• Why didn’t you ask him for a loan? I did ask him, but he said he had no money.Why didn’t you ask him for a loan? I did ask him, but he said he had no money.
•• I hardly ever see my ex-wife, but I do see my children every week.I hardly ever see my ex-wife, but I do see my children every week.

Polite ImperativesPolite Imperatives
It is sometimes used with imperatives when we want to make a suggestion or invitationIt is sometimes used with imperatives when we want to make a suggestion or invitation  
more polite or welcoming. Study the following: more polite or welcoming. Study the following: 

•• Do have some more strawberries! Help yourself! Do have some more strawberries! Help yourself! 
•• Do come in! Do sit down!Do come in! Do sit down!
•• Do be careful on holiday! Don’t take any risks!Do be careful on holiday! Don’t take any risks!
•• Do write and tell us how you’re getting on!Do write and tell us how you’re getting on!

Avoiding RepetitionAvoiding Repetition
It is often used when we want to avoid repeating a verb, which we have already used inIt is often used when we want to avoid repeating a verb, which we have already used in  
the first part of the sentence. Consider the following: the first part of the sentence. Consider the following: 

•• Can I have another go with your game boy? Yes, do! Can I have another go with your game boy? Yes, do! 
•• She said she’d help me with the ironing and she did!She said she’d help me with the ironing and she did!
••  Did you see Maria when she was over in London? Yes, I did! Did you see Maria when she was over in London? Yes, I did!

have/haven't, has/hasn't, had/hadn't have/haven't, has/hasn't, had/hadn't 
(Present Perfect and Past Perfect Auxiliary Verbs) (Present Perfect and Past Perfect Auxiliary Verbs) 
The auxiliaries have and had are used as 'helping' verbs in the construction of the perfectThe auxiliaries have and had are used as 'helping' verbs in the construction of the perfect  
and past perfect forms of all main verbs. They are often pronounced as contracted weakand past perfect forms of all main verbs. They are often pronounced as contracted weak  
forms in affirmative sentences and contracted weak forms are also used in the negative.forms in affirmative sentences and contracted weak forms are also used in the negative.  
Study the following examples and say them to yourself as you read them: Study the following examples and say them to yourself as you read them: 

•• They've been living in Calcutta for three years now, but they still haven't got usedThey've been living in Calcutta for three years now, but they still haven't got used  
to the heat.to the heat.

•• He's collected his medication from the chemist, but he hasn't actually taken any ofHe's collected his medication from the chemist, but he hasn't actually taken any of  
the pills yet. the pills yet. 

•• Have you seen my green pullover anywhere, Sandra?' 'No, sorry, I haven't.Have you seen my green pullover anywhere, Sandra?' 'No, sorry, I haven't.
•• This was a lie, for she'd borrowed his green pullover and had forgotten to returnThis was a lie, for she'd borrowed his green pullover and had forgotten to return  

it.it.
•• They told me that they'd lived in Wiltshire all their lives, but had never visitedThey told me that they'd lived in Wiltshire all their lives, but had never visited  

Stonehenge.Stonehenge.
•• We have paid for the flights, but we haven't paid the travel insurance yet.We have paid for the flights, but we haven't paid the travel insurance yet.
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Notice  that  in  this  last  example  there  is  strong  contrastive  emphasis,  so  the  weakNotice  that  in  this  last  example  there  is  strong  contrastive  emphasis,  so  the  weak  
contracted form of have is not used in the affirmative part of the utterance. This equatescontracted form of have is not used in the affirmative part of the utterance. This equates  
to the emphatic use of do in the earlier examples.to the emphatic use of do in the earlier examples.

Be ABe Able toble to
Although we look at be able to here, it is not a modal verb. It is simply the verb "to be"Although we look at be able to here, it is not a modal verb. It is simply the verb "to be"  
plus an adjective (able) followed by the infinitive. We look at "be able to" here becauseplus an adjective (able) followed by the infinitive. We look at "be able to" here because  
we sometimes use it instead of "can" and "could". We use "be able to":we sometimes use it instead of "can" and "could". We use "be able to":

•• to talk about ability to talk about ability 

Structure of Structure of be able tobe able to

The structure of be able to is:The structure of be able to is:
subject + be + able + infinitivesubject + be + able + infinitive
Sentence NatureSentence Nature SubjectSubject Verb (Be)Verb (Be) Adjective (Able)Adjective (Able) InfinitiveInfinitive

++ II amam ableable to driveto drive
-- SheShe isn’t/is notisn’t/is not ableable to driveto drive

Are youAre you (verb placed(verb placed  
before subject)before subject)

ableable to driveto drive

Notice that Notice that be able tobe able to is possible in all tenses, for example: is possible in all tenses, for example:
•• I was able to drive... I was able to drive... 
•• I will be able to drive... I will be able to drive... 
•• I have been able to drive... I have been able to drive... 

Notice too that Notice too that be able tobe able to has an infinitive form: has an infinitive form:
•• I would like to be able to speak Chinese. I would like to be able to speak Chinese. 

Use of Use of be able tobe able to
Be able to: abilityBe able to: ability

We use be able to to express ability. "Able" is an adjective meaning: having the power,We use be able to to express ability. "Able" is an adjective meaning: having the power,  
skill or means to do something. If we say, "I am able to swim", it is like saying "I canskill or means to do something. If we say, "I am able to swim", it is like saying "I can  
swim". We sometimes use "be able to" instead of "can" or "could" for ability. "Be ableswim". We sometimes use "be able to" instead of "can" or "could" for ability. "Be able  
to" is possible in all  tenses—but "can" is  possible  only in the present and "could" isto" is possible in all  tenses—but "can" is  possible  only in the present and "could" is  
possible only in the past for ability.  In addition, "can" and "could" have no infinitivepossible only in the past for ability.  In addition, "can" and "could" have no infinitive  
form. So we use "be able to" when we want to use other tenses or the infinitive. Look atform. So we use "be able to" when we want to use other tenses or the infinitive. Look at  
these examples:these examples:

•• I have been able to swim since I was five. (present perfect) I have been able to swim since I was five. (present perfect) 
•• You will be able to speak perfect English very soon. (future simple) You will be able to speak perfect English very soon. (future simple) 

I would like to be able to fly an airplane. (infinitive)I would like to be able to fly an airplane. (infinitive)

Dr. TipsDr. Tips
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Be able to is not a modal auxiliary verb. We include it here for convenience, because it isBe able to is not a modal auxiliary verb. We include it here for convenience, because it is  
often used like "can" and "could", which are modal auxiliary verbs.often used like "can" and "could", which are modal auxiliary verbs.

Modal Auxiliary VerbsModal Auxiliary Verbs

CanCan
Can is an auxiliary verb, a modal auxiliary verb. We use "can" to:Can is an auxiliary verb, a modal auxiliary verb. We use "can" to:

•• talk about possibility and ability talk about possibility and ability 
•• make requests make requests 
•• ask for or give permission ask for or give permission 

Structure of CanStructure of Can

subject + can + main verbsubject + can + main verb
The main verb is always the bare infinitive (infinitive without "to").The main verb is always the bare infinitive (infinitive without "to").

subjectsubject auxiliary verbauxiliary verb main verbmain verb
++ II CanCan PlayPlay tennis.tennis.

-- HeHe CannotCannot
can'tcan't PlayPlay tennis.tennis.

?? Can youCan you (auxiliary verb placed(auxiliary verb placed  
before subject)before subject) PlayPlay tennis?tennis?

Notice that:Notice that:
•• Can is invariable. There is only one form of can. Can is invariable. There is only one form of can. 
•• The main verb is always the bare infinitive. The main verb is always the bare infinitive. 

Dr. Tips.Dr. Tips.
The main verb is always the bare infinitive (infinitive without "to).The main verb is always the bare infinitive (infinitive without "to).

Use of Use of CanCan (Multi Dimensional)  (Multi Dimensional) 
Can: Possibility and AbilityCan: Possibility and Ability
We use can to talk about what is possible, what we are able or free to do:We use can to talk about what is possible, what we are able or free to do:

•• She can drive a car. She can drive a car. 
•• Javed can speak Spanish. Javed can speak Spanish. 
•• I cannot hear you. (I can't hear you.) I cannot hear you. (I can't hear you.) 
•• Can you hear me? Can you hear me? 

Normally, we use can for the present. But it is possible to use can when we make presentNormally, we use can for the present. But it is possible to use can when we make present  
decisions about future ability.decisions about future ability.

A.A.Can you help me with my homework? (Present) Can you help me with my homework? (Present) 
B.B.Sorry. I'm busy today. But I can help you tomorrow. (Future) Sorry. I'm busy today. But I can help you tomorrow. (Future) 
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Can: Requests and OrdersCan: Requests and Orders

We often use can in a question to ask somebody to do something. This is not a realWe often use can in a question to ask somebody to do something. This is not a real  
question - we do not really want to know if the person is able to do something, we wantquestion - we do not really want to know if the person is able to do something, we want  
them to do it! The use of can in this way is informal (mainly between friends and family):them to do it! The use of can in this way is informal (mainly between friends and family):

•• Can you make a cup of coffee, please!Can you make a cup of coffee, please!
•• Can you put the TV on.Can you put the TV on.
•• Can you come here a minute. Can you come here a minute. 
•• Can you be quiet! Can you be quiet! 

Can: PermissionCan: Permission

We sometimes use can to ask or give permission for something:We sometimes use can to ask or give permission for something:
A.A.Can I smoke in this room? Can I smoke in this room? 
B.B.You can't smoke here, but you can smoke in the garden. You can't smoke here, but you can smoke in the garden. 

(Note that we also use could, may, might for permission. The use of can for permission is(Note that we also use could, may, might for permission. The use of can for permission is  
informal.)informal.)

CouldCould
Could is an auxiliary verb, a modal auxiliary verb. We use could to:Could is an auxiliary verb, a modal auxiliary verb. We use could to:

•• talk about past possibility or ability talk about past possibility or ability 
•• make requests make requests 

Structure of Structure of CouldCould

subject + could + main verbsubject + could + main verb
The main verb is always the bare infinitive (infinitive without "to").The main verb is always the bare infinitive (infinitive without "to").

SubjectSubject auxiliary verbauxiliary verb main verbmain verb
++ My grandmotherMy grandmother CouldCould speakspeak Japanese.Japanese.

-- SheShe could notcould not
couldn'tcouldn't speakspeak Chinese.Chinese.

?? CouldCould your grandmotheryour grandmother speakspeak Japanese?Japanese?
 Notice that:Notice that:
•• Could is invariable. There is only one form of could. Could is invariable. There is only one form of could. 
•• The main verb is always the bare infinitive. The main verb is always the bare infinitive. 

Dr. Tips.Dr. Tips.

The main verb is always the bare infinitive.The main verb is always the bare infinitive.

Use of CouldUse of Could
Could: Past Possibility or AbilityCould: Past Possibility or Ability

We use could to talk about what was possible in the past, what we were able or free to do:We use could to talk about what was possible in the past, what we were able or free to do:
•• I could swim when I was 5 years old. I could swim when I was 5 years old. 
•• My grandmother could speak seven languages. My grandmother could speak seven languages. 
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•• When we arrived home, we could not open the door. (...couldn't open the door.) When we arrived home, we could not open the door. (...couldn't open the door.) 
•• Could you understand what he was saying? Could you understand what he was saying? 

We use could (positive) and couldn't (negative) for general ability in the past. But whenWe use could (positive) and couldn't (negative) for general ability in the past. But when  
we talk about one special occasion in the past, we use be able to (positive) and couldn'twe talk about one special occasion in the past, we use be able to (positive) and couldn't  
(negative). Look at these examples:(negative). Look at these examples:

PastPast
GeneralGeneral Specific OccasionSpecific Occasion

++
My grandmother could speakMy grandmother could speak  
Spanish.Spanish.

A man fell into the river yesterday. The police were able toA man fell into the river yesterday. The police were able to  
save him.save him.

--
My grandmother couldn'tMy grandmother couldn't  
speak Spanish.speak Spanish.

A man fell into the river yesterday. The police couldn't saveA man fell into the river yesterday. The police couldn't save  
him.him.

Could: RequestsCould: Requests

We often use could in a question to ask somebody to do something. The use of could inWe often use could in a question to ask somebody to do something. The use of could in  
this way is fairly polite (formal):this way is fairly polite (formal):

•• Could you tell me where the bank is, please? Could you tell me where the bank is, please? 
•• Could you send me a catalogue, please? Could you send me a catalogue, please? 

MustMust
(Subjective Obligation)(Subjective Obligation)

We often use must to say that something is essential or necessary, for example:We often use must to say that something is essential or necessary, for example:
•• I must go. I must go. 

Structure of Structure of MustMust

"Must" is a modal auxiliary verb. It is followed by a main verb. The structure is:"Must" is a modal auxiliary verb. It is followed by a main verb. The structure is:
subject + must + main verbsubject + must + main verb
The main verb is the base verb (infinitive without "to").The main verb is the base verb (infinitive without "to").
Look at these examples:Look at these examples:
SubjectSubject Auxiliary “Must”Auxiliary “Must” Main VerbMain Verb
II mustmust gogo home.home.
YouYou mustmust visitvisit us.us.
WeWe mustmust stopstop now.now.

Dr. Tips.Dr. Tips.
Like all auxiliary verbs, "must" cannot be followed by an infinitive. So, we say: Like all auxiliary verbs, "must" cannot be followed by an infinitive. So, we say: 

•• I must go now. (not I must to go now.) I must go now. (not I must to go now.) 

Use of MustUse of Must
In general, "must" expresses personal obligation. "Must" expresses what the speakerIn general, "must" expresses personal obligation. "Must" expresses what the speaker  
thinks is necessary. "Must" is subjective. Look at these examples:thinks is necessary. "Must" is subjective. Look at these examples:
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*0*0I must stop smoking. I must stop smoking. 
*1*1You must visit us soon. You must visit us soon. 
*2*2He must work harder. He must work harder. 

In each of the above cases, the "obligation" is the opinion or idea of the person speaking.In each of the above cases, the "obligation" is the opinion or idea of the person speaking.  
In fact, it is not a real obligation. It is not imposed from outside.In fact, it is not a real obligation. It is not imposed from outside.

Dr. Tips.Dr. Tips.
It is sometimes possible to use "must" for real obligation, for example a rule or a law. ButIt is sometimes possible to use "must" for real obligation, for example a rule or a law. But  

generally we use "have to" for this.generally we use "have to" for this.

We can use "must" to talk about the present or the future. Look at these examples:We can use "must" to talk about the present or the future. Look at these examples:
*3*3I must go now. (Present) I must go now. (Present) 
*4*4I must call my mother tomorrow. (Future) I must call my mother tomorrow. (Future) 

There is no past tense for "must". We use "have to" to talk about the past.There is no past tense for "must". We use "have to" to talk about the past.

Must Not (PMust Not (Prohibition)rohibition)
We use must not to say that something is not permitted or allowed, for example:We use must not to say that something is not permitted or allowed, for example:

*0*0Passengers must not talk to the driver. Passengers must not talk to the driver. 

Structure of Must NotStructure of Must Not

"Must" is an auxiliary verb. It is followed by a main verb. The structure for "Must Not""Must" is an auxiliary verb. It is followed by a main verb. The structure for "Must Not"  
is:is:

*1*1Subject + Must Not + Main Verb Subject + Must Not + Main Verb 
The Main Verb is the base verb (infinitive without "to").The Main Verb is the base verb (infinitive without "to").
"Must Not" is often contracted to "mustn't"."Must Not" is often contracted to "mustn't".
Look at these examples:Look at these examples:

SubjectSubject Auxiliary Must +Auxiliary Must +  
Not/Mustn’tNot/Mustn’t

Main VerbMain Verb

II mustn’t mustn’t forgetforget my keys. my keys. 
YouYou mustn’tmustn’t disturbdisturb him.him.
StudentsStudents must notmust not bebe late.late.

Notice: like all auxiliary verbs, "must" cannot be followed by an infinitive. So, we say:Notice: like all auxiliary verbs, "must" cannot be followed by an infinitive. So, we say:
*0*0You mustn't arrive late. (not You mustn't to arrive late.) You mustn't arrive late. (not You mustn't to arrive late.) 

Use of Must NotUse of Must Not
"Must Not" expresses prohibition - something that is not permitted,  not allowed. The"Must Not" expresses prohibition - something that is not permitted,  not allowed. The  
prohibition can be subjective (the speaker's opinion) or objective (a real  law or rule).prohibition can be subjective (the speaker's opinion) or objective (a real  law or rule).  
Look at these examples:Look at these examples:

*1*1I mustn't eat so much sugar. (subjective) I mustn't eat so much sugar. (subjective) 
*2*2You mustn't watch so much television. (subjective) You mustn't watch so much television. (subjective) 
*3*3Students must not leave bicycles here. (objective) Students must not leave bicycles here. (objective) 
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*4*4Policemen must not drink on duty. (objective) Policemen must not drink on duty. (objective) 
We use "Must Not" to talk about the present or the future:We use "Must Not" to talk about the present or the future:

*5*5Visitors must not smoke. (present) Visitors must not smoke. (present) 
*6*6I mustn't forget Tara's birthday. (future) I mustn't forget Tara's birthday. (future) 

We cannot use "Must Not" for the past. We use another structure to talk about the past,We cannot use "Must Not" for the past. We use another structure to talk about the past,  
for example:for example:

*7*7We were not allowed to enter. We were not allowed to enter. 
*8*8I couldn't park outside the shop.I couldn't park outside the shop.

Dr. Tips.Dr. Tips.
Modal auxiliary verbs may sound difficult but in fact they're easy. They are invariable (noModal auxiliary verbs may sound difficult but in fact they're easy. They are invariable (no  
conjugation). And the main verb is always the "bare infinitive" (the infinitive withoutconjugation). And the main verb is always the "bare infinitive" (the infinitive without  
"to")."to").

MayMay
May is a modal auxiliary verb that is used to,May is a modal auxiliary verb that is used to,
a. Ask for permission.a. Ask for permission.
b. Express possibility in affirmative sentence.b. Express possibility in affirmative sentence.
c. May is fluently used in optative sentences.c. May is fluently used in optative sentences.

Examples with structuresExamples with structures
1. Possibility:1. Possibility:

 Zaheer may go tomorrow.     Zaheer may go tomorrow.    
It may be hot today.It may be hot today.

Structure  Structure  
Subject + may + main verbSubject + may + main verb

 Subject Subject AuxiliaryAuxiliary Main VerbMain Verb
   I   I maymay watchwatch TV at night.TV at night.
  Salma  Salma maymay winwin the first prize.the first prize.

2. Asking for permission.2. Asking for permission.
   May I come in madam?   May I come in madam?

StructureStructure
May + subject + main verbMay + subject + main verb

   Auxiliary   Auxiliary SubjectSubject Main VerbMain Verb
       May       May II comecome in?in?
       May       May wewe sitsit here?here?
       May       May hehe bebe with us?with us?

3. Wishing somebody good complements. (Optative Sentences)3. Wishing somebody good complements. (Optative Sentences)
May you live long!May you live long!

StructureStructure
May + object(Indirect subject) + main verbMay + object(Indirect subject) + main verb
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 Auxiliary Auxiliary Indirect SubjectIndirect Subject Main VerbMain Verb
    May    May GodGod blessbless you!you!
    May    May your sonyour son succeed!  succeed!  

Dr. Tips Dr. Tips 
Subject is indirect in this kind of sentences, for direct subject is out of scene so we maySubject is indirect in this kind of sentences, for direct subject is out of scene so we may  
name it “object”. Such sentences are less fluently used now a days and we may also bename it “object”. Such sentences are less fluently used now a days and we may also be  
confused between “may of possibility” and “may of optative” sentences. Only questionconfused between “may of possibility” and “may of optative” sentences. Only question  
mark can help us to distinguish.mark can help us to distinguish.

MightMight
Might is the modal auxiliary verb that is used in these ways:Might is the modal auxiliary verb that is used in these ways:
1. Might is used as past equivalent or form of May.1. Might is used as past equivalent or form of May.
2. When somewhat more doubt is found in situation.2. When somewhat more doubt is found in situation.
3. Asking for permission in a less positive and hesitant way.3. Asking for permission in a less positive and hesitant way.
4. Expressing a degree of dissatisfaction or reproach.4. Expressing a degree of dissatisfaction or reproach.

Examples with StructuresExamples with Structures
1. Past Form of May1. Past Form of May
He said I might take a bath in after noon.He said I might take a bath in after noon.
She said that she might be the topper.She said that she might be the topper.
       Structure       Structure
Subject + might + main verbSubject + might + main verb

SubjectSubject Modal Auxiliary “Might”Modal Auxiliary “Might” Main VerbMain Verb
I thought II thought I mightmight chasechase him.him.
Junaid wondered whether itJunaid wondered whether it mightmight be be lie.lie.

Dr. TipsDr. Tips
In this kind of sentences, might is just replaced with may without changing the meanings,In this kind of sentences, might is just replaced with may without changing the meanings,  
because always past follows past.because always past follows past.

2. More Doubt in Situation than “May” Contains2. More Doubt in Situation than “May” Contains
  It might rain tomorrow.  It might rain tomorrow.
  I might not attend the party tonight.  I might not attend the party tonight.
      Structure      Structure
    Subject + might + main verb    Subject + might + main verb

SubjectSubject Modal AuxiliaryModal Auxiliary  
“Might”“Might”

Main VerbMain Verb

HeHe mightmight bebe the winner.the winner.
ItIt mightmight snowssnows today.today.
II might notmight not succeedsucceed in exams.in exams.
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3. Asking for Permission in Hesitant Way3. Asking for Permission in Hesitant Way
    He said I might sit.    He said I might sit.
    Might my brother play in this match captain?    Might my brother play in this match captain?
StructureStructure
 Might + subject + main verb Might + subject + main verb

Modal AuxiliaryModal Auxiliary SubjectSubject Main VerbMain Verb
MightMight II Choose you as roommate?Choose you as roommate?

Dr. Tips Dr. Tips 
This is  a situation we rarely face.  It  may be a  part  of grammar,  but  in spoken, it  isThis is  a situation we rarely face.  It  may be a  part  of grammar,  but  in spoken, it  is  
informal and almost abjured. May is frequently used in spoken.informal and almost abjured. May is frequently used in spoken.
Expressing a degree of dissatisfaction.Expressing a degree of dissatisfaction.

You might attend a little more your appearance. You might attend a little more your appearance. 
He might pay some money to guard himself.He might pay some money to guard himself.
ShouldShould
Should is a modal auxiliary verb that is used in various ways.Should is a modal auxiliary verb that is used in various ways.
1. Should is used, as the past equivalent of shall.1. Should is used, as the past equivalent of shall.
2. Should is frequently used in all persons to express obligation or duty.2. Should is frequently used in all persons to express obligation or duty.
3. Should is used to express probability.3. Should is used to express probability.
  

Conditional Conditional 

Verb FormsVerb Forms
If I had a hammer, I'd hammer in the morning, If I had a hammer, I'd hammer in the morning, 
I'd hammer in the evening, all over this land.I'd hammer in the evening, all over this land.
I'd hammer out danger, I'd hammer out warning,I'd hammer out danger, I'd hammer out warning,
I'd hammer out love between my brothers and my sistersI'd hammer out love between my brothers and my sisters
Oh, oh, all over this land.Oh, oh, all over this land.

If I had a bell, I'd ring it in the morning,If I had a bell, I'd ring it in the morning,
I'd ring it in the evening, all over this land.I'd ring it in the evening, all over this land.
I'd ring out danger, I'd ring out warning,I'd ring out danger, I'd ring out warning,
I'd ring out love between my brothers and my sistersI'd ring out love between my brothers and my sisters
Oh, oh, all over this landOh, oh, all over this land
So go the first two stanzas of Lee Hays and Pete Seeger's folk tune, "If I had a hammer,"So go the first two stanzas of Lee Hays and Pete Seeger's folk tune, "If I had a hammer,"  
one of the most famous tunes and lyrics in the history of American song. The grammar ofone of the most famous tunes and lyrics in the history of American song. The grammar of  
the lyrics uses what is called the conditional. The writer expresses an action or an ideathe lyrics uses what is called the conditional. The writer expresses an action or an idea  
(hammering  out  danger  and warning  and love)  that  is  dependent  on  a  condition,  on(hammering  out  danger  and warning  and love)  that  is  dependent  on  a  condition,  on  
something that is only imagined (having a hammer or a bell — or, in the next stanza, asomething that is only imagined (having a hammer or a bell — or, in the next stanza, a  
song). In this situation, the lyricist imagines what he would do if he "had a hammer" —song). In this situation, the lyricist imagines what he would do if he "had a hammer" —  
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now, in the present. He might also have imagined what he would have done if he "hadnow, in the present. He might also have imagined what he would have done if he "had  
had a hammer," in the past, prior to something else happening:had a hammer," in the past, prior to something else happening:

•• "If I had had a hammer, I would have hammered a warning.""If I had had a hammer, I would have hammered a warning."
The conditional is possible also in the future tense:The conditional is possible also in the future tense:

•• "If I have a hammer tomorrow, I might hammer out warning. "If I have a hammer tomorrow, I might hammer out warning. 
OR OR 
. . . I will hammer out warning." . . . I will hammer out warning." 
OR OR 
"If I were to have a hammer tomorrow, I would hammer out warning.""If I were to have a hammer tomorrow, I would hammer out warning."

And, finally, he could imagine what is called the habitual present conditional: And, finally, he could imagine what is called the habitual present conditional: 
•• "If/when I have a hammer, I hammer out warning." [I do it all the time, whenever"If/when I have a hammer, I hammer out warning." [I do it all the time, whenever  

I have a hammer.]I have a hammer.]
The Factual versus the Unreal or HypotheticalThe Factual versus the Unreal or Hypothetical
In expressing a conditional situation, we must be able to distinguish between what is aIn expressing a conditional situation, we must be able to distinguish between what is a  
factual  statement  and what  is  a  hypothetical  statement.  (Other  terms  for  hypotheticalfactual  statement  and what  is  a  hypothetical  statement.  (Other  terms  for  hypothetical  
could be unreal, imagined, wished for, only possible, etc.) For instance, if we say could be unreal, imagined, wished for, only possible, etc.) For instance, if we say 

• "The horse "The horse isis always happy when Dad  always happy when Dad staysstays home," home,"
That’s a simple statement of present habitual fact. A general truth is expressed in theThat’s a simple statement of present habitual fact. A general truth is expressed in the  
same way:same way:

• "If the sun "If the sun shinesshines all day, it  all day, it getsgets hot." hot."
Statements of habitual fact can also be made in the past: Statements of habitual fact can also be made in the past: 

• "If we "If we ate ate out at all, it out at all, it waswas always in a cheap restaurant." always in a cheap restaurant."

Hypothetical StatementsHypothetical Statements
When we express the hypothetical in English in the present tense, we end up using theWhen we express the hypothetical in English in the present tense, we end up using the  
past tense in an interesting way.past tense in an interesting way.

• If you If you likedliked tennis, we could go play on the new courts. tennis, we could go play on the new courts.
(Instead of could, we could have used would or might in that sentence.) The speaker of(Instead of could, we could have used would or might in that sentence.) The speaker of  
that sentence is not talking about something in the past tense, even though he uses thethat sentence is not talking about something in the past tense, even though he uses the  
past tense "liked." The speaker implies, in fact, that you past tense "liked." The speaker implies, in fact, that you don't likedon't like to play tennis (in the to play tennis (in the  
present), so there's no point, now, in going to the new tennis courtspresent), so there's no point, now, in going to the new tennis courts

When we use the hypothetical in this conditional mode, we accommodate our need toWhen we use the hypothetical in this conditional mode, we accommodate our need to  
speculate on how things could have been different, how we wish things were different,speculate on how things could have been different, how we wish things were different,  
how we imagine that things could be different in the future, etc. In order to express thehow we imagine that things could be different in the future, etc. In order to express the  
unreal,  the hypothetical,  the speculative, or imagined (all those being the same in thisunreal,  the hypothetical,  the speculative, or imagined (all those being the same in this  
case), English has adopted an interesting habit of moving time one step backward. Twocase), English has adopted an interesting habit of moving time one step backward. Two  
verbs are involved: one in the clause stating the condition (the "if" clause) and one in theverbs are involved: one in the clause stating the condition (the "if" clause) and one in the  
result clause. Watch how the verbs change.result clause. Watch how the verbs change.
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If the hypothetical result is in the future, we put the verb in the condition clause one stepIf the hypothetical result is in the future, we put the verb in the condition clause one step  
back — into the present: back — into the present: 

• If the Bulls If the Bulls winwin the game tomorrow, they  the game tomorrow, they will bewill be champs again. champs again.
For present unreal events, we put the verb in the condition clause one step back — intoFor present unreal events, we put the verb in the condition clause one step back — into  
the past:the past:

• If the Bulls If the Bulls wonwon another championship, Zaheer  another championship, Zaheer would drivewould drive into Barcelona for the into Barcelona for the  
celebration. celebration. 

• I I wishwish I  I hadhad tickets.  tickets. 
• If they If they werewere available anywhere, I  available anywhere, I would paywould pay any price for them.  any price for them. 
• If he If he werewere a good friend, he  a good friend, he would buywould buy them for me.  them for me. 

Note that wishing is always an unreal condition. Note, too, that the verb to be uses theNote that wishing is always an unreal condition. Note, too, that the verb to be uses the  
form were in an unreal condition.  form were in an unreal condition.  
For past unreal events — things that didn't happen, but we can imagine — we put theFor past unreal events — things that didn't happen, but we can imagine — we put the  
verb in the condition clause a further step back — into the past perfect:verb in the condition clause a further step back — into the past perfect:

• If the Shaheens If the Shaheens had wonhad won, Aunt Salma , Aunt Salma would have beenwould have been rich.  rich. 
• If she If she had bethad bet that much money on the Bulls, she and Uncle Asim  that much money on the Bulls, she and Uncle Asim could havecould have   

retiredretired. . 
• I wish I I wish I had livedhad lived in Islamabad when the WAPDA  in Islamabad when the WAPDA hadhad Shahbaz Senior.  Shahbaz Senior. 
• If I If I had knownhad known you were coming, I  you were coming, I would have bakedwould have baked a cake. a cake.

In this last sentence, note the conditional clause in the past perfect (had known) and theIn this last sentence, note the conditional clause in the past perfect (had known) and the  
result clause that uses the conditional modal + have + the past participle of the main verbresult clause that uses the conditional modal + have + the past participle of the main verb  
(would have baked).(would have baked).
Some writers seem to think that the subjunctive mood is disappearing from English, butSome writers seem to think that the subjunctive mood is disappearing from English, but  
that's probably not true. We use the subjunctive all the time to accommodate this humanthat's probably not true. We use the subjunctive all the time to accommodate this human  
urge to express possibility, the hypothetical, and the imagined.urge to express possibility, the hypothetical, and the imagined.33

Frequently,  conditional  expressions  require  that  we  use  “were”  where  we  wouldFrequently,  conditional  expressions  require  that  we  use  “were”  where  we  would  
otherwise  have  used  another  form  of  to  be.  The  switch  to  “were”  is  not  the  onlyotherwise  have  used  another  form  of  to  be.  The  switch  to  “were”  is  not  the  only  
manifestation of the subjunctive in expressing the conditional, but it is the most common.manifestation of the subjunctive in expressing the conditional, but it is the most common.  

• If my brother If my brother werewere my boss, I  my boss, I wouldn't havewouldn't have a job today.  a job today. 
• If I If I werewere to lose my job, I to lose my job, I wouldn't be wouldn't be able to pay my bills. [Notice how this is able to pay my bills. [Notice how this is  

more uncertain, more "iffy" than "If I lose my job, I won't be able to pay mymore uncertain, more "iffy" than "If I lose my job, I won't be able to pay my  
bills."] bills."] 

• If I If I werewere eight feet tall, I eight feet tall, I'd be'd be one heck of a basketball player. [The subjunctive is one heck of a basketball player. [The subjunctive is  
sometimes to express purely imaginary situation.] sometimes to express purely imaginary situation.] 

• If I If I should growshould grow to be eight feet tall, I to be eight feet tall, I'd be'd be a great basketball player. [This a great basketball player. [This  
statement seems even more imaginary and unlikely.]statement seems even more imaginary and unlikely.]

3  You can review the Verbs and Verbals section for further help understanding the Subjunctive Mood.You can review the Verbs and Verbals section for further help understanding the Subjunctive Mood.
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Using Would and CouldUsing Would and Could
When expressing the unreal, the result clauses need would, could or will. The conditionWhen expressing the unreal, the result clauses need would, could or will. The condition  
clauses do not use those verbs; the condition clauses, instead, use verbs moved one stepclauses do not use those verbs; the condition clauses, instead, use verbs moved one step  
back in time from the result (as we will see in the tables in the coming pages).back in time from the result (as we will see in the tables in the coming pages).

Future Conditionals versus Hypothetical ConditionalsFuture Conditionals versus Hypothetical Conditionals
When we want to predict something conditional about the future (what we think mightWhen we want to predict something conditional about the future (what we think might  
happen), we can use the present tense in the “if” clause and will or be going + the basehappen), we can use the present tense in the “if” clause and will or be going + the base  
form of the verb in the result clause.form of the verb in the result clause.

• If Junaid If Junaid grows grows any taller, the basketball coach any taller, the basketball coach is going to recruitis going to recruit him for the him for the  
team. team. 

• If he If he doesn't growdoesn't grow more, the coach  more, the coach will ignorewill ignore him. him.
On  the  other  hand,  the  hypothetical  conditional  allows  us  to  express  quite  unlikelyOn  the  other  hand,  the  hypothetical  conditional  allows  us  to  express  quite  unlikely  
situations or situations that are downright impossible.situations or situations that are downright impossible.

• If I If I boxedboxed against Evander Holyfield, he  against Evander Holyfield, he would killwould kill me.  me. 
• If my dad If my dad had beenhad been seven feet tall instead of less than six feet tall, he  seven feet tall instead of less than six feet tall, he would havewould have   

beenbeen a great athlete. a great athlete.

Other Forms of Conditional StatementsOther Forms of Conditional Statements
The conditional can also be signaled by means of a subject-verb inversion. This inversionThe conditional can also be signaled by means of a subject-verb inversion. This inversion  
replaces the word "if"; it is inappropriate to use both the word "if" and the subject-verbreplaces the word "if"; it is inappropriate to use both the word "if" and the subject-verb  
inversion in the same sentence.inversion in the same sentence.

•• Were Aisha a better student, she would have a better relationship with herWere Aisha a better student, she would have a better relationship with her  
instructors. instructors. 

•• Had Aisha studied harder last fall, she would not have to take so many coursesHad Aisha studied harder last fall, she would not have to take so many courses  
this spring.this spring.

Various Tenses in the ConditionalVarious Tenses in the Conditional
The following tables divide the uses of the conditional into three types, according to theThe following tables divide the uses of the conditional into three types, according to the  
time expressed in the if clause: (1) true in the present or future or possibly true in thetime expressed in the if clause: (1) true in the present or future or possibly true in the  
future; (2) untrue or contrary to fact in the present; or (3) untrue or contrary to fact in thefuture; (2) untrue or contrary to fact in the present; or (3) untrue or contrary to fact in the  
past. Notice the one step backward in time in the condition clause.past. Notice the one step backward in time in the condition clause.
True in the PresentTrue in the Present
If clauseIf clause Independent clauseIndependent clause
True as habit or factTrue as habit or fact
If + subject + present tenseIf + subject + present tense Subject + present tenseSubject + present tense
If Salma works hard,If Salma works hard, She gets good grades.She gets good grades.
True as one-time future eventTrue as one-time future event
If + subject + present tenseIf + subject + present tense Subject + future tenseSubject + future tense
If Salma hands in her paper earlyIf Salma hands in her paper early  
tomorrow,tomorrow,

She’ll probably get an A.She’ll probably get an A.
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Possibly true in the futurePossibly true in the future
If + subject + present tenseIf + subject + present tense Subject + modal + base formSubject + modal + base form
If Salma hands in her paper earlyIf Salma hands in her paper early  
tomorrow,tomorrow,

She may/might/could/should get an A.She may/might/could/should get an A.

Untrue in the PresentUntrue in the Present
If clauseIf clause Independent clauseIndependent clause
If + subject + past tenseIf + subject + past tense Subject + would/could/might + simpleSubject + would/could/might + simple  

form of verbform of verb
If Salma worked this hard in all herIf Salma worked this hard in all her  
courses,courses,

She would/could/might get on the Dean’sShe would/could/might get on the Dean’s  
List.List.

If + subject + to be verbIf + subject + to be verb Subject + would/could/might + simpleSubject + would/could/might + simple  
form of verbform of verb

If Salma were president of her class,If Salma were president of her class, She could work to reform the gradingShe could work to reform the grading  
policy. policy. 

Untrue in the PastUntrue in the Past
If clauseIf clause Independent clauseIndependent clause
If + subject + past perfect tenseIf + subject + past perfect tense Subject + modal + have + past participle Subject + modal + have + past participle 
If Aisha had worked this hard in all herIf Aisha had worked this hard in all her  
courses,courses,

She would not have failed this semester.She would not have failed this semester.

2.                     2.                        ADJECTIVE   ADJECTIVE
DefinitionDefinition
Adjectives are words that describe or modify another person or thing in the sentence. TheAdjectives are words that describe or modify another person or thing in the sentence. The  
ArticlesArticles—a, an, and the — are adjectives.—a, an, and the — are adjectives.

• the tallthe tall professor  professor 
• the lugubriousthe lugubrious lieutenant  lieutenant 
• a solida solid commitment  commitment 
• a month'sa month's pay  pay 
• a six-year-olda six-year-old child  child 
• the unhappiest, richestthe unhappiest, richest man  man 

If a group of words containing a subject and verb acts as an adjective,  it is called anIf a group of words containing a subject and verb acts as an adjective,  it is called an  
“Adjective  Clause”.  My sister,  “Adjective  Clause”.  My sister,  who  is  much  older  than  I  amwho  is  much  older  than  I  am,  is  an  engineer.  If  an,  is  an  engineer.  If  an  
adjective clause is stripped of its subject and verb, the resulting modifier  becomes anadjective clause is stripped of its subject and verb, the resulting modifier  becomes an  
Adjective Phrase: He is the man Adjective Phrase: He is the man who iswho is  keeping my family in the poorhousekeeping my family in the poorhouse..
Before getting into other usage considerations, one general note about the use—or over-Before getting into other usage considerations, one general note about the use—or over-
use—of adjectives: Adjectives are frail; don't ask them to do more work than they do oruse—of adjectives: Adjectives are frail; don't ask them to do more work than they do or  
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they should. Let your broad-shouldered verbs and nouns do the hard work of description.they should. Let your broad-shouldered verbs and nouns do the hard work of description.  
Be particularly cautious in your use of adjectives that don't have much to say in the firstBe particularly cautious in your use of adjectives that don't have much to say in the first  
place: interesting, beautiful, lovely, exciting. It is your job as a writer to create beauty andplace: interesting, beautiful, lovely, exciting. It is your job as a writer to create beauty and  
excitement and interest, and when you simply insist on its presence without showing it toexcitement and interest, and when you simply insist on its presence without showing it to  
your reader—well, you're convincing no one.your reader—well, you're convincing no one.

Adjectives tell us more about a noun. They can:Adjectives tell us more about a noun. They can:

Describe feelings or qualities:Describe feelings or qualities:

He is a lonely man. He is a lonely man. 
They are honest people.They are honest people.

Give nationality or origin: Give nationality or origin: 

Pierre is French.Pierre is French.
This clock is German.This clock is German.
Our house is Victorian. Our house is Victorian. 

Tell more about a thing's characteristics:Tell more about a thing's characteristics:

A wooden tableA wooden table
The knife is sharp The knife is sharp 

Tell us about age:Tell us about age:

He's a young man.He's a young man.
My coat is very old.My coat is very old.

Tell us about size and measurement:Tell us about size and measurement:

John is a tall man.John is a tall man.
This is a very long film. This is a very long film. 

Tell us about colour:Tell us about colour:

Paul wore a red shirt.Paul wore a red shirt.
The sunset was crimson and gold. The sunset was crimson and gold. 

Tell us about material/what something is made of:Tell us about material/what something is made of:

It was a wooden table.It was a wooden table.
She wore a cotton dress.She wore a cotton dress.

Tell us about shape:Tell us about shape:

A rectangular boxA rectangular box
A square envelopeA square envelope

Express a judgement or a value:Express a judgement or a value:

A fantastic filmA fantastic film
                          Grammar is boring.                          Grammar is boring.
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 Adjectives are invariable: Adjectives are invariable:
They do not change their form depending on the gender or number of the noun.They do not change their form depending on the gender or number of the noun.
A hot potatoA hot potato Some hot potatoesSome hot potatoes

To emphasize or strengthen the meaning of an adjective, use “very” or “really”.To emphasize or strengthen the meaning of an adjective, use “very” or “really”.

A very hot potatoA very hot potato Some really hot potatoesSome really hot potatoes

Order Order 
Where a number of adjectives are used together, the order depends on the function of theWhere a number of adjectives are used together, the order depends on the function of the  
adjective. The usual order is:adjective. The usual order is:
Value/opinion, Size, Age/Temperature, Shape, Colour, Origin, MaterialValue/opinion, Size, Age/Temperature, Shape, Colour, Origin, Material

Value/opinionValue/opinion delicious, lovely, charmingdelicious, lovely, charming
SizeSize small, huge, tiny small, huge, tiny 
Age/TemperatureAge/Temperature old, hot, youngold, hot, young
ShapeShape round, square, rectangular round, square, rectangular 
ColourColour red, blonde, blackred, blonde, black
OriginOrigin Swedish, Victorian, ChineseSwedish, Victorian, Chinese
Material Material plastic, wooden, silverplastic, wooden, silver
Examples: Examples: 

•• a lovely old red post-box a lovely old red post-box 
•• some small round plastic tables some small round plastic tables 
•• some charming small silver ornaments some charming small silver ornaments 

Position of AdjectivesPosition of Adjectives
Unlike Adverbs, which often seem capable of popping up almost anywhere in a sentence,Unlike Adverbs, which often seem capable of popping up almost anywhere in a sentence,  
adjectives nearly always appear immediately before the noun or noun phrase that theyadjectives nearly always appear immediately before the noun or noun phrase that they  
modify. Sometimes they appear in a string of adjectives, and when they do, they appearmodify. Sometimes they appear in a string of adjectives, and when they do, they appear  
in  a  set  order  according  to  category.  When indefinite  pronouns—such as  something,in  a  set  order  according  to  category.  When indefinite  pronouns—such as  something,  
someone, anybody—are modified by an adjective, the adjective comes after the pronoun:someone, anybody—are modified by an adjective, the adjective comes after the pronoun:

Anyone capableAnyone capable of doing  of doing something horriblesomething horrible to  to someone nicesomeone nice should be punished. should be punished.
Something wickedSomething wicked this way comes. this way comes.

And there are certain adjectives that, in combination with certain words, are alwaysAnd there are certain adjectives that, in combination with certain words, are always  
"postpositive" (coming after the thing they modify): "postpositive" (coming after the thing they modify): 

The president The president electelect, heir , heir apparentapparent to the Glitzy fortune, lives in New York  to the Glitzy fortune, lives in New York properproper..

See, also, the note on See, also, the note on a-adjectivesa-adjectives, below, for the position of such words as “ablaze,, below, for the position of such words as “ablaze,  
aloof, aghast.”aloof, aghast.”

Degrees of AdjectivesDegrees of Adjectives
Adjectives can express degrees of modification: Adjectives can express degrees of modification: 
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•• Gladys is a rich woman, but Josie is richer than Gladys, and Sadie's the richestGladys is a rich woman, but Josie is richer than Gladys, and Sadie's the richest  
woman in town. woman in town. 

The degrees of comparison are known as the positive, the comparative, and theThe degrees of comparison are known as the positive, the comparative, and the  
superlative. (Actually, only the comparative and superlative show degrees.) We use thesuperlative. (Actually, only the comparative and superlative show degrees.) We use the  
comparative for comparing two things and the superlative for comparing three or morecomparative for comparing two things and the superlative for comparing three or more  
things. Notice that the word “than” frequently accompanies the comparative and the wordthings. Notice that the word “than” frequently accompanies the comparative and the word  
“the” precedes the superlative. The inflected suffixes -er and -est suffice to form most“the” precedes the superlative. The inflected suffixes -er and -est suffice to form most  
comparatives and superlatives, although we need -ier and -iest when a two-syllablecomparatives and superlatives, although we need -ier and -iest when a two-syllable  
adjective ends in y (happier and happiest); otherwise we use more and most when anadjective ends in y (happier and happiest); otherwise we use more and most when an  
adjective has more than one syllable.adjective has more than one syllable.

Comparative AdjectivesComparative Adjectives
When we talk about 2 things,  we can "compare" them. We can see if they are the same orWhen we talk about 2 things,  we can "compare" them. We can see if they are the same or  
different. Perhaps they are the same in some ways and different in other ways.different. Perhaps they are the same in some ways and different in other ways.
A BA B
We can use comparative adjectives to describe the differences. "A is bigger than B."We can use comparative adjectives to describe the differences. "A is bigger than B."

Formation of Comparative AdjectivesFormation of Comparative Adjectives
There are two ways to form a comparative adjective:There are two ways to form a comparative adjective:

•• short adjectives: add '-er' short adjectives: add '-er' 
•• long adjectives: use 'more' long adjectives: use 'more' 

Short adjectivesShort adjectives
•• 1-syllable adjectives 1-syllable adjectives old, fastold, fast
•• 2-syllable adjectives ending in -y 2-syllable adjectives ending in -y happy, easyhappy, easy

Normal rule: add '-er'Normal rule: add '-er' old > olderold > older
Variation: if the adjective ends in -e, just add -rVariation: if the adjective ends in -e, just add -r late > laterlate > later
Variation: if the adjective ends in consonant, vowel, consonant, double theVariation: if the adjective ends in consonant, vowel, consonant, double the  
last consonantlast consonant big > biggerbig > bigger

Variation: if the adjective ends in -y, change the -y to -iVariation: if the adjective ends in -y, change the -y to -i happy > happierhappy > happier
Long adjectivesLong adjectives

•• 2-syllable adjectives not ending in -y 2-syllable adjectives not ending in -y modern, pleasantmodern, pleasant

•• all adjectives of 3 or more syllables all adjectives of 3 or more syllables expensive,expensive,  
intellectualintellectual

Normal rule: use 'more'Normal rule: use 'more'

modern > moremodern > more  
modernmodern
expensive > moreexpensive > more  
expensiveexpensive

With some 2-syllable adjectives, we can use '-er' or 'more':With some 2-syllable adjectives, we can use '-er' or 'more':
•• quiet > quieter/more quiet quiet > quieter/more quiet 
•• clever > cleverer/more clever clever > cleverer/more clever 
•• narrow > narrower/more narrow narrow > narrower/more narrow 
•• simple > simpler/more simple simple > simpler/more simple 
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Exception! The following adjectives have irregular forms:Exception! The following adjectives have irregular forms:
•• good > better good > better 
•• well (healthy) > better well (healthy) > better 
•• bad > worse bad > worse 
•• far > farther/further far > farther/further 

Use of Comparative AdjectivesUse of Comparative Adjectives
We use comparative adjectives when talking about 2 things (not 3 or 10 or 1,000,000 things,We use comparative adjectives when talking about 2 things (not 3 or 10 or 1,000,000 things,  
only 2 things).only 2 things).
Often, the comparative adjective is followed by 'than'.Often, the comparative adjective is followed by 'than'.
Look at these examples:Look at these examples:

•• John is 1m80. He is tall. But Chris is 1m85. He is taller than John. John is 1m80. He is tall. But Chris is 1m85. He is taller than John. 
•• America is big. But Russia is bigger. America is big. But Russia is bigger. 
•• I want to have a more powerful computer. I want to have a more powerful computer. 
•• Is French more difficult than English? Is French more difficult than English? 

If we talk about the two planets Earth and Mars, we can compare them like this:If we talk about the two planets Earth and Mars, we can compare them like this:
EarthEarth MarsMars

Diameter (km)Diameter (km) 12,7612,76
00

6,7906,790Mars is smaller than Earth.Mars is smaller than Earth.

Distance from Sun (millionDistance from Sun (million  
km)km) 150150 228228 Mars is more distant from the Sun.Mars is more distant from the Sun.

Length of day (hours)Length of day (hours) 2424 2525 A day on Mars is slightly longer than a day on Earth.A day on Mars is slightly longer than a day on Earth.
MoonsMoons 11 22 Mars has more moons than Earth.Mars has more moons than Earth.
Surface temperature (°C)Surface temperature (°C) 2222 -23-23 Mars is colder than Earth.Mars is colder than Earth.

Superlative AdjectivesSuperlative Adjectives
Comparison is between Comparison is between 22 things: "A is bigger than B." things: "A is bigger than B."
A BA B
But the superlative is the extreme between 3 or more things. "A is the biggest."But the superlative is the extreme between 3 or more things. "A is the biggest."
A B CA B C

Formation of Superlative AdjectivesFormation of Superlative Adjectives
As with comparative adjectives, there are two ways to form a superlative adjective:As with comparative adjectives, there are two ways to form a superlative adjective:

•• short adjectives: add '-est' short adjectives: add '-est' 
•• long adjectives: use 'most' long adjectives: use 'most' 

We also usually add 'the' at the beginning.We also usually add 'the' at the beginning.
Short adjectivesShort adjectives
1-syllable adjectives1-syllable adjectives old, fastold, fast
2-syllable adjectives ending in –y2-syllable adjectives ending in –y happy, easyhappy, easy
Normal rule: add '-est'Normal rule: add '-est' old > the oldestold > the oldest
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Variation: if the adjective ends in -e, just add -stVariation: if the adjective ends in -e, just add -st late > the latestlate > the latest
Variation: if the adjective ends in consonant, vowel, consonant, doubleVariation: if the adjective ends in consonant, vowel, consonant, double  
the last consonantthe last consonant big > the biggestbig > the biggest

Variation: if the adjective ends in -y, change the -y to -iVariation: if the adjective ends in -y, change the -y to -i happy > the happiesthappy > the happiest
Long adjectivesLong adjectives
2-syllable adjectives not ending in –y2-syllable adjectives not ending in –y modern, pleasantmodern, pleasant
all adjectives of 3 or more syllablesall adjectives of 3 or more syllables expensive, intellectualexpensive, intellectual

Normal rule: use 'most'Normal rule: use 'most'

modern > the mostmodern > the most  
modernmodern
expensive > the mostexpensive > the most  
expensiveexpensive

With some 2-syllable adjectives, we can use '-est' or 'most':With some 2-syllable adjectives, we can use '-est' or 'most':
•• quiet > the quietest/most quiet quiet > the quietest/most quiet 
•• clever > the cleverest/most clever clever > the cleverest/most clever 
•• narrow > the narrowest/most narrow narrow > the narrowest/most narrow 
•• simple > the simplest/most simple simple > the simplest/most simple 

Exception! The following adjectives have irregular forms:Exception! The following adjectives have irregular forms:
•• good > the best good > the best 
•• bad > the worst bad > the worst 
•• far > the furthest far > the furthest 

Use of Superlative AdjectivesUse of Superlative Adjectives
We use a superlative adjective to describe 1 thing in a group of 3 or more things.We use a superlative adjective to describe 1 thing in a group of 3 or more things.
Look at these examples:Look at these examples:

•• John is 1m75. David is 1m80. Chris is 1m85. Chris is the tallest. John is 1m75. David is 1m80. Chris is 1m85. Chris is the tallest. 
•• America, China and Russia are big countries. But Russia is the biggest. America, China and Russia are big countries. But Russia is the biggest. 
•• Mount Everest is the highest mountain in the world. Mount Everest is the highest mountain in the world. 

If we talk about the three planets Earth, Mars and Jupiter, we can use superlatives like this:If we talk about the three planets Earth, Mars and Jupiter, we can use superlatives like this:
EarthEarth MarsMars JupiterJupiter

Diameter (km)Diameter (km) 12,76012,7606,7906,790 142,80142,80
00

Jupiter is the biggest.Jupiter is the biggest.

Distance from Sun (million km)Distance from Sun (million km) 150150 228228 778778 Jupiter is the most distant from the Sun.Jupiter is the most distant from the Sun.
Length of day (hours)Length of day (hours) 2424 2525 1010 Jupiter has the shortest day.Jupiter has the shortest day.
MoonsMoons 11 22 1616 Jupiter has the most moons.Jupiter has the most moons.
Surface temperature (°C)Surface temperature (°C) 2222 -23-23 -150-150 Jupiter is the coldest.Jupiter is the coldest.
When we compare one thing with itself, we do not use "the":When we compare one thing with itself, we do not use "the":

•• England is coldest in winter. (not the coldest) England is coldest in winter. (not the coldest) 
•• My boss is most generous when we get a big order. (not the most generous) My boss is most generous when we get a big order. (not the most generous) 

PositivePositive ComparativeComparative SuperlativeSuperlative
RichRich richerricher RichestRichest
LovelyLovely lovelierlovelier LoveliestLoveliest
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beautifulbeautiful more beautifulmore beautiful most beautifulmost beautiful
Certain adjectives have irregular forms in the comparative and superlative degrees:Certain adjectives have irregular forms in the comparative and superlative degrees:
Irregular Comparative and Superlative FormsIrregular Comparative and Superlative Forms
GoodGood BetterBetter BestBest
BadBad WorseWorse WorstWorst
LittleLittle LessLess LeastLeast
muchmuch
manymany
somesome

MoreMore MostMost

FarFar FurtherFurther furthestfurthest
Be careful not to form comparatives or superlatives of adjectives which already expressBe careful not to form comparatives or superlatives of adjectives which already express  
an  extreme  of  comparison—unique,  for  instance—although  it  probably is  possible  toan  extreme  of  comparison—unique,  for  instance—although  it  probably is  possible  to  
form comparative forms of most adjectives: something can be more perfect, and someoneform comparative forms of most adjectives: something can be more perfect, and someone  
can have a fuller figure. People who argue that one woman cannot be more pregnant thancan have a fuller figure. People who argue that one woman cannot be more pregnant than  
another have never been nine-months pregnant with twins.another have never been nine-months pregnant with twins.
Be careful, also, not to use more along with a comparative adjective formed with -er norBe careful, also, not to use more along with a comparative adjective formed with -er nor  
to use most along with a superlative adjective formed with -est (e.g., do not write thatto use most along with a superlative adjective formed with -est (e.g., do not write that  
something is something is more heaviermore heavier or  or most heaviestmost heaviest).).
The as—as construction is used to create a comparison expressing equality:The as—as construction is used to create a comparison expressing equality:

• He is He is as foolish asas foolish as he is large.  he is large. 
• She is She is as bright asas bright as her mother.  her mother. 

Premodifiers with Degrees of AdjectivesPremodifiers with Degrees of Adjectives
Both adverbs and adjectives in their comparative and superlative forms can beBoth adverbs and adjectives in their comparative and superlative forms can be  
accompanied by premodifiers, single words and phrases, that intensify the degree. accompanied by premodifiers, single words and phrases, that intensify the degree. 

• We were We were a lot more carefula lot more careful this time.  this time. 
• He works He works a lot less carefullya lot less carefully than the other jeweler in town.  than the other jeweler in town. 
• We like his work We like his work so much betterso much better. . 
• You'll get your watch back You'll get your watch back all the fasterall the faster. . 

The same process can be used to downplay the degree:The same process can be used to downplay the degree:
• The weather this week has been The weather this week has been somewhat bettersomewhat better. . 
• He approaches his schoolwork He approaches his schoolwork a little less industriouslya little less industriously than his brother does.  than his brother does. 

And sometimes a set phrase, usually an informal noun phrase, is used for this purpose:And sometimes a set phrase, usually an informal noun phrase, is used for this purpose:
• He arrived He arrived a whole lot soonera whole lot sooner than we expected.  than we expected. 
• That's That's a heck of a lot bettera heck of a lot better. . 

If the intensifier very accompanies the superlative, a determiner is also required:If the intensifier very accompanies the superlative, a determiner is also required:
• She is wearing She is wearing her very finesther very finest outfit for the interview.  outfit for the interview. 
• They're doing They're doing the very bestthe very best they can.  they can. 

Occasionally, the comparative or superlative form appears with a determiner and theOccasionally, the comparative or superlative form appears with a determiner and the  
thing being modified is understood:thing being modified is understood:

• Of all the wines produced in Connecticut, I like this one Of all the wines produced in Connecticut, I like this one the mostthe most. . 
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• The quicker you finish this project, The quicker you finish this project, the betterthe better. . 
• Of the two brothers, he is Of the two brothers, he is by far the fasterby far the faster. . 

The Order of Adjectives in a SeriesThe Order of Adjectives in a Series
It would take a linguistic philosopher to explain why we say "little brown house" and notIt would take a linguistic philosopher to explain why we say "little brown house" and not  
"brown little house" or why we say "red Italian sports car" and not "Italian red sports"brown little house" or why we say "red Italian sports car" and not "Italian red sports  
car."  The  order  in  which adjectives  in  a  series  sort  themselves  out  is  perplexing  forcar."  The  order  in  which adjectives  in  a  series  sort  themselves  out  is  perplexing  for  
people learning English as a second language.  Most other languages dictate  a similarpeople learning English as a second language.  Most other languages dictate  a similar  
order, but not necessarily the same order. It takes a lot of practice with a language beforeorder, but not necessarily the same order. It takes a lot of practice with a language before  
this  order  becomes  instinctive,  because  the  order  often  seems  quite  arbitrary  (if  notthis  order  becomes  instinctive,  because  the  order  often  seems  quite  arbitrary  (if  not  
downright capricious). There is, however, a pattern. You will find many exceptions to thedownright capricious). There is, however, a pattern. You will find many exceptions to the  
pattern in the table below, but it is definitely important to learn the pattern of adjectivepattern in the table below, but it is definitely important to learn the pattern of adjective  
order if it is not part of what you naturally bring to the language. order if it is not part of what you naturally bring to the language. 
The categories in the following table can be described as follows:The categories in the following table can be described as follows:

I.I.Determiners — articles and other limiters. Determiners — articles and other limiters. 
II.II.Observation — postdeterminers and limiter adjectives (e.g., a real hero, a perfectObservation — postdeterminers and limiter adjectives (e.g., a real hero, a perfect  
idiot) and adjectives subject to subjective measure (e.g., beautiful, interesting) idiot) and adjectives subject to subjective measure (e.g., beautiful, interesting) 
III.III.Size and Shape — adjectives subject to objective measure (e.g., wealthy, large,Size and Shape — adjectives subject to objective measure (e.g., wealthy, large,  
round) round) 
IV.IV.Age — adjectives denoting age (e.g., young, old, new, ancient) Age — adjectives denoting age (e.g., young, old, new, ancient) 
V.V.Color — adjectives denoting color (e.g., red, black, pale) Color — adjectives denoting color (e.g., red, black, pale) 
VI.VI.Origin — denominal adjectives denoting source of noun (e.g., French, American,Origin — denominal adjectives denoting source of noun (e.g., French, American,  
Canadian) Canadian) 
VII.VII.Material — denominal adjectives denoting what something is made of (e.g.,Material — denominal adjectives denoting what something is made of (e.g.,  
woolen, metallic, wooden) woolen, metallic, wooden) 
VIII.VIII.Qualifier — final limiter, often regarded as part of the noun (e.g., rocking chair,Qualifier — final limiter, often regarded as part of the noun (e.g., rocking chair,  
hunting cabin, passenger car, book cover) hunting cabin, passenger car, book cover) 

THE ROYAL ORDER OF ADJECTIVES THE ROYAL ORDER OF ADJECTIVES 
DeterminerDeterminer ObservationObservation Physical DescriptionPhysical Description OriginOrigin MaterialMaterial QualifierQualifier NounNoun

SizeSize ShapeShape AgeAge ColorColor
AA beautifulbeautiful oldold ItalianItalian touringtouring carcar
anan expensiveexpensive antiqueantique silversilver mirrormirror

fourfour gorgeousgorgeous long-long-
stemmedstemmed redred silksilk rosesroses

herher ShortShort blackblack hairhair

ourour bigbig oldold EnglisEnglis
hh

sheepdosheepdo
gg

thosethose SquareSquare woodenwooden hathat boxesboxes
thatthat dilapidateddilapidated littlelittle huntinghunting cabincabin

severalseveral enorenor
mousmous youngyoung AmeriAmeri

cancan basketballbasketball playersplayers
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somesome deliciousdelicious ThaiThai foodfood

It would be folly, of course, to run more than two or three (at the most) adjectivesIt would be folly, of course, to run more than two or three (at the most) adjectives  
together. Furthermore, when adjectives belong to the same class, they become what wetogether. Furthermore, when adjectives belong to the same class, they become what we  
call coordinated adjectives, and you will want to put a comma between them: thecall coordinated adjectives, and you will want to put a comma between them: the  
inexpensive, comfortable shoes. The rule for inserting the comma works this way: if youinexpensive, comfortable shoes. The rule for inserting the comma works this way: if you  
could have inserted a conjunction — and or but — between the two adjectives, use acould have inserted a conjunction — and or but — between the two adjectives, use a  
comma. We could say these are "inexpensive but comfortable shoes," so we would use acomma. We could say these are "inexpensive but comfortable shoes," so we would use a  
comma between them (when the "but" isn't there). When you have three coordinatedcomma between them (when the "but" isn't there). When you have three coordinated  
adjectives, separate them all with commas, but don't insert a comma between the lastadjectives, separate them all with commas, but don't insert a comma between the last  
adjective and the noun (in spite of the temptation to do so because you often pause there):adjective and the noun (in spite of the temptation to do so because you often pause there):

a popular, respected, and good looking studenta popular, respected, and good looking student

Capitalizing Proper AdjectivesCapitalizing Proper Adjectives
When an adjective owes its origins to a proper noun, it should probably be capitalized.When an adjective owes its origins to a proper noun, it should probably be capitalized.  
Thus we write about Christian music, French fries, the English Parliament, the MingThus we write about Christian music, French fries, the English Parliament, the Ming  
Dynasty, a Faulknerian style, Jeffersonian democracy. Some periods of time have takenDynasty, a Faulknerian style, Jeffersonian democracy. Some periods of time have taken  
on the status of proper adjectives: the Nixon era, a Renaissance/Romantic/Victorian poeton the status of proper adjectives: the Nixon era, a Renaissance/Romantic/Victorian poet  
(but a contemporary novelist and medieval writer). Directional and seasonal adjectives(but a contemporary novelist and medieval writer). Directional and seasonal adjectives  
are not capitalized unless they're part of a title:are not capitalized unless they're part of a title:

We took the northwest route during the spring thaw. We stayed there until theWe took the northwest route during the spring thaw. We stayed there until the  
town's annual Fall Festival of Small Appliances.town's annual Fall Festival of Small Appliances.

Collective AdjectivesCollective Adjectives
When the definite article, the, is combined with an adjective describing a class or groupWhen the definite article, the, is combined with an adjective describing a class or group  
of people, the resulting phrase can act as a noun: the poor, the rich, the oppressed, theof people, the resulting phrase can act as a noun: the poor, the rich, the oppressed, the  
homeless, the lonely, the unlettered, the unwashed, the gathered, the dear departed. Thehomeless, the lonely, the unlettered, the unwashed, the gathered, the dear departed. The  
difference between a Collective Noun (which is usually regarded as singular but whichdifference between a Collective Noun (which is usually regarded as singular but which  
can be plural in certain contexts) and a collective adjective is that the latter is alwayscan be plural in certain contexts) and a collective adjective is that the latter is always  
plural and requires a plural verb:plural and requires a plural verb:

• The rural The rural poor havepoor have been ignored by the media.  been ignored by the media. 
• The The richrich of Connecticut  of Connecticut areare responsible.  responsible. 
• The The elderly areelderly are beginning to demand their rights.  beginning to demand their rights. 
• The The young at heart areyoung at heart are always a joy to be around.  always a joy to be around. 

Adjectival OppositesAdjectival Opposites
The opposite or the negative aspect of an adjective can be formed in a number of ways.The opposite or the negative aspect of an adjective can be formed in a number of ways.  
One way, of course, is to find an adjective to mean the opposite — an antonym. TheOne way, of course, is to find an adjective to mean the opposite — an antonym. The  
opposite of beautiful is ugly, the opposite of tall is short. A thesaurus can help you findopposite of beautiful is ugly, the opposite of tall is short. A thesaurus can help you find  
an appropriate opposite. Another way to form the opposite of an adjective is with aan appropriate opposite. Another way to form the opposite of an adjective is with a  
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number of prefixes. The opposite of fortunate is unfortunate, the opposite of prudent isnumber of prefixes. The opposite of fortunate is unfortunate, the opposite of prudent is  
imprudent, the opposite of considerate is inconsiderate, the opposite of honorable isimprudent, the opposite of considerate is inconsiderate, the opposite of honorable is  
dishonorable, the opposite of alcoholic is nonalcoholic, the opposite of being properlydishonorable, the opposite of alcoholic is nonalcoholic, the opposite of being properly  
filed is misfiled. If you are not sure of the spelling of adjectives modified in this way byfiled is misfiled. If you are not sure of the spelling of adjectives modified in this way by  
prefixes (or which is the appropriate prefix), you will have to consult a dictionary, as theprefixes (or which is the appropriate prefix), you will have to consult a dictionary, as the  
rules for the selection of a prefix are complex and too shifty to be trusted. The meaningrules for the selection of a prefix are complex and too shifty to be trusted. The meaning  
itself can be tricky; for instance, flammable and inflammable mean the same thing. itself can be tricky; for instance, flammable and inflammable mean the same thing. 
A third means for creating the opposite of an adjective is to combine it with less or leastA third means for creating the opposite of an adjective is to combine it with less or least  
to create a comparison which points in the opposite direction. Interesting shades ofto create a comparison which points in the opposite direction. Interesting shades of  
meaning and tone become available with this usage. It is kinder to say that "This is themeaning and tone become available with this usage. It is kinder to say that "This is the  
least beautiful city in the state." than it is to say that "This is the ugliest city in the state."least beautiful city in the state." than it is to say that "This is the ugliest city in the state."  
(It also has a slightly different meaning.) A candidate for a job can still be worthy and yet(It also has a slightly different meaning.) A candidate for a job can still be worthy and yet  
be "less worthy of consideration" than another candidate. It's probably not a good idea tobe "less worthy of consideration" than another candidate. It's probably not a good idea to  
use this construction with an adjective that is already a negative: "He is less unlucky thanuse this construction with an adjective that is already a negative: "He is less unlucky than  
his brother," although that is not the same thing as saying he is luckier than his brother.his brother," although that is not the same thing as saying he is luckier than his brother.  
Use the comparative less when the comparison is between two things or people; use theUse the comparative less when the comparison is between two things or people; use the  
superlative least when the comparison is among many things or people.superlative least when the comparison is among many things or people.

• My mother is My mother is less patientless patient than my father.  than my father. 
• Of all the new sitcoms, this is my Of all the new sitcoms, this is my least favorite least favorite show.             show.             

Adjectival ConsiderationsAdjectival Considerations
Adjectives that are really Participles, verb forms with -ing and -ed endings, can beAdjectives that are really Participles, verb forms with -ing and -ed endings, can be  
troublesome for some students. It is one thing to be a frightened child; it is an altogethertroublesome for some students. It is one thing to be a frightened child; it is an altogether  
different matter to be a frightening child. Do you want to go up to your professor afterdifferent matter to be a frightening child. Do you want to go up to your professor after  
class and say that you are confused or that you are confusing? Generally, the -ed endingclass and say that you are confused or that you are confusing? Generally, the -ed ending  
means that the noun so described ("you") has a means that the noun so described ("you") has a passivepassive relationship with something — relationship with something —  
something (the subject matter, the presentation) has bewildered you and you aresomething (the subject matter, the presentation) has bewildered you and you are  
confusconfuseded. The -ing ending means that the noun described has a more active role — you. The -ing ending means that the noun described has a more active role — you  
are not making any sense so you are confusare not making any sense so you are confusinging (to others, including your professor). (to others, including your professor).
The -ed ending modifiers are often accompanied by prepositions (these are not the onlyThe -ed ending modifiers are often accompanied by prepositions (these are not the only  
choices):choices):

•• We were amazed at all the circus animals. We were amazed at all the circus animals. 
•• We were amused by the clowns. We were amused by the clowns. 
•• We were annoyed by the elephants. We were annoyed by the elephants. 
•• We were bored by the ringmaster. We were bored by the ringmaster. 
•• We were confused by the noise. We were confused by the noise. 
•• We were disappointed by the motorcycle daredevils. We were disappointed by the motorcycle daredevils. 
•• We were disappointed in their performance. We were disappointed in their performance. 
•• We were embarrassed by my brother. We were embarrassed by my brother. 
•• We were exhausted from all the excitement. We were exhausted from all the excitement. 
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•• We were excited by the lion-tamer. We were excited by the lion-tamer. 
•• We were excited about the high-wire act, too. We were excited about the high-wire act, too. 
•• We were frightened by the lions. We were frightened by the lions. 
•• We were introduced to the ringmaster. We were introduced to the ringmaster. 
•• We were interested in the tent. We were interested in the tent. 
•• We were irritated by the heat. We were irritated by the heat. 
•• We were opposed to leaving early. We were opposed to leaving early. 
•• We were satisfied with the circus. We were satisfied with the circus. 
•• We were shocked at the level of noise under the big tent. We were shocked at the level of noise under the big tent. 
•• We were surprised by the fans' response. We were surprised by the fans' response. 
•• We were surprised at their indifference. We were surprised at their indifference. 
•• We were tired of all the lights after a while. We were tired of all the lights after a while. 
•• We were worried about the traffic leaving the parking lot. We were worried about the traffic leaving the parking lot. 

A- AdjectivesA- Adjectives
The most common of the so-called a- adjectives are ablaze, afloat, afraid, aghast, alert,The most common of the so-called a- adjectives are ablaze, afloat, afraid, aghast, alert,  
alike, alive, alone, aloof, ashamed, asleep, averse, awake, aware. These adjectives willalike, alive, alone, aloof, ashamed, asleep, averse, awake, aware. These adjectives will  
primarily show up as predicate adjectives (i.e., they come after a linking verb).primarily show up as predicate adjectives (i.e., they come after a linking verb).

• The children The children were ashamedwere ashamed. . 
• The professor The professor remained aloof.remained aloof.  
• The trees The trees were ablaze.were ablaze.

Occasionally, however, you will find a- adjectives before the word they modify: the alertOccasionally, however, you will find a- adjectives before the word they modify: the alert  
patient, the aloof physician. Most of them, when found before the word they modify, arepatient, the aloof physician. Most of them, when found before the word they modify, are  
themselves modified: the nearly awake student, the terribly alone scholar. And a-themselves modified: the nearly awake student, the terribly alone scholar. And a-  
adjectives are sometimes modified by "very much": very much afraid, very much alone,adjectives are sometimes modified by "very much": very much afraid, very much alone,  
very much ashamed, etc.very much ashamed, etc.

Comparison of Adjectives Comparison of Adjectives 
AS + ADJECTIVE + ASAS + ADJECTIVE + AS

To compare people, places, events or things, when there is no difference, use as +To compare people, places, events or things, when there is no difference, use as +  
adjective + as:adjective + as:

•• Peter is 24 years old. John is 24 years old. Peter is as old as John. Peter is 24 years old. John is 24 years old. Peter is as old as John. 

More examples:More examples:

•• Moscow is as cold as St. Petersburg in the winter. Moscow is as cold as St. Petersburg in the winter. 

•• Ramona is as happy as Raphael. Ramona is as happy as Raphael. 

•• Einstein is as famous as Darwin. Einstein is as famous as Darwin. 

•• A tiger is as dangerous as a lion. A tiger is as dangerous as a lion. 
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NOT AS + ADJECTIVE + ASNOT AS + ADJECTIVE + AS
Difference can also be shown by using not so/as ...as:Difference can also be shown by using not so/as ...as:

•• Mont Blanc is not as high as Mount Everest Mont Blanc is not as high as Mount Everest 
•• Norway is not as sunny as Thailand Norway is not as sunny as Thailand 
•• A bicycle is not as expensive as a car A bicycle is not as expensive as a car 
•• Arthur is not as intelligent as Albert Arthur is not as intelligent as Albert 

Comparison of QuantityComparison of Quantity
To show no difference: as much as, as many as, as few as, as little asTo show no difference: as much as, as many as, as few as, as little as

•• as many as / as few as + countable nouns as many as / as few as + countable nouns 
•• as much as / as little as + uncountable nouns as much as / as little as + uncountable nouns 

Examples: Examples: 

With countable nouns:With countable nouns:

•• They have as many children as us. They have as many children as us. 
•• We have as many customers as them. We have as many customers as them. 
•• Tom has as few books as Jane. Tom has as few books as Jane. 
•• There are as few houses in his village as in mine. There are as few houses in his village as in mine. 
•• You know as many people as I do. You know as many people as I do. 
•• I have visited the States as many times as he has. I have visited the States as many times as he has. 

With uncountable nouns: With uncountable nouns: 
•• John eats as much food as Peter. John eats as much food as Peter. 
•• Jim has as little food as Sam. Jim has as little food as Sam. 
•• You've heard as much news as I have. You've heard as much news as I have. 
•• He's had as much success as his brother has. He's had as much success as his brother has. 
•• They've got as little water as we have. They've got as little water as we have. 

Less versus FewerLess versus Fewer
When making a comparison between quantities we often have to make a choice betweenWhen making a comparison between quantities we often have to make a choice between  
the words fewer and less. Generally, when we're talking about countable things, we usethe words fewer and less. Generally, when we're talking about countable things, we use  
the word fewer; when we're talking about measurable quantities that we cannot count, wethe word fewer; when we're talking about measurable quantities that we cannot count, we  
use the word less. "She had use the word less. "She had fewer choresfewer chores, but she also had , but she also had less energyless energy." The managers at." The managers at  
our local Stop & Shop seem to have mastered this: they've changed the signs at the so-our local Stop & Shop seem to have mastered this: they've changed the signs at the so-
called express lanes from "Twelve Items or Less" to "Twelve Items or Fewer." Whethercalled express lanes from "Twelve Items or Less" to "Twelve Items or Fewer." Whether  
that's an actual improvement, we'll leave up to you. that's an actual improvement, we'll leave up to you. 
We do, however, definitely use less when referring to statistical or numerical expressions:We do, however, definitely use less when referring to statistical or numerical expressions:  

*0*0It's less than twenty miles to Dallas. It's less than twenty miles to Dallas. 
*1*1He's less than six feet tall. He's less than six feet tall. 
*2*2Your essay should be a thousand words or less. Your essay should be a thousand words or less. 
*3*3We spent less than forty dollars on our trip. We spent less than forty dollars on our trip. 
*4*4The town spent less than four percent of its budget on snow removal.The town spent less than four percent of its budget on snow removal.
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In these situations, it's possible to regard the quantities as sums of countable measures.In these situations, it's possible to regard the quantities as sums of countable measures.

Taller than I/me?Taller than I/me?
When making a comparison with "than" do we end with a subject form or object form,When making a comparison with "than" do we end with a subject form or object form,  
"taller than I/she" or "taller than me/her." The correct response is "taller than I/she." We"taller than I/she" or "taller than me/her." The correct response is "taller than I/she." We  
are looking for the subject form: "He is taller than I am/she is tall." (Except we leave outare looking for the subject form: "He is taller than I am/she is tall." (Except we leave out  
the verb in the second clause, "am" or "is.") Some good writers, however, will argue thatthe verb in the second clause, "am" or "is.") Some good writers, however, will argue that  
the word "than" should be allowed to function as a preposition. If we can say "He is tallthe word "than" should be allowed to function as a preposition. If we can say "He is tall  
like me/her," then (if "than" could be prepositional like like) we should be able to say,like me/her," then (if "than" could be prepositional like like) we should be able to say,  
"He is taller than me/her." It's an interesting argument, but — for now, anyway — in"He is taller than me/her." It's an interesting argument, but — for now, anyway — in  
formal, academic prose, use the subject form in such comparisons. formal, academic prose, use the subject form in such comparisons. 
We also want to be careful in a sentence such as "I like him better than she/her." TheWe also want to be careful in a sentence such as "I like him better than she/her." The  
"she" would mean that you like this person better than she likes him; the "her" would"she" would mean that you like this person better than she likes him; the "her" would  
mean that you like this male person better than you like that female person. (To avoidmean that you like this male person better than you like that female person. (To avoid  
ambiguity and the slippery use of than, we could write "I like him better than she does" orambiguity and the slippery use of than, we could write "I like him better than she does" or  
"I like him better than I like her.")"I like him better than I like her.")

More than/over?More than/over?
In the United States, we usually use "more than" in countable numerical expressionsIn the United States, we usually use "more than" in countable numerical expressions  
meaning "in excess of" or "over." In England, there is no such distinction. For instance, inmeaning "in excess of" or "over." In England, there is no such distinction. For instance, in  
the U.S., some editors would insist on "more than 40,000 traffic deaths in one year,"the U.S., some editors would insist on "more than 40,000 traffic deaths in one year,"  
whereas in the UK, "over 40,000 traffic deaths" would be acceptable. Even in the U.S.,whereas in the UK, "over 40,000 traffic deaths" would be acceptable. Even in the U.S.,  
however, you will commonly hear "over" in numerical expressions of age, time, orhowever, you will commonly hear "over" in numerical expressions of age, time, or  
height: "His sister is over forty; she's over six feet tall. We've been waiting well over twoheight: "His sister is over forty; she's over six feet tall. We've been waiting well over two  
hours for her."hours for her."

Some Adjectival Problem ChildrenSome Adjectival Problem Children
Good versus Well Good versus Well 

In both casual speech and formal writing, we frequently have to choose between theIn both casual speech and formal writing, we frequently have to choose between the  
adjective good and the adverb well. With most verbs, there is no contest: when modifyingadjective good and the adverb well. With most verbs, there is no contest: when modifying  
a verb, use the adverb. a verb, use the adverb. 

He swims He swims wellwell. . 

He knows only too He knows only too wellwell who the murderer is.  who the murderer is. 

However, when using a Linking Verb or a verb that has to do with the five human senses,However, when using a Linking Verb or a verb that has to do with the five human senses,  
you want to use the adjective instead. you want to use the adjective instead. 

How are you? I'm feeling How are you? I'm feeling goodgood, thank you. , thank you. 

After a bath, the baby smells so good. After a bath, the baby smells so good. 

Even after my careful paint job, this room doesn't look Even after my careful paint job, this room doesn't look goodgood. . 
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Many careful writers, however, will use well after linking verbs relating to health, andMany careful writers, however, will use well after linking verbs relating to health, and  
this is perfectly all right. In fact, to say that you are good or that you feel good usuallythis is perfectly all right. In fact, to say that you are good or that you feel good usually  
implies not only that you're OK physically but also that your spirits are high. implies not only that you're OK physically but also that your spirits are high. 

"How are you?" "How are you?" 

"I am "I am wellwell, thank you.", thank you."

Bad versus Badly Bad versus Badly 

When your cat died (assuming you loved your cat), did you feel bad or badly? ApplyingWhen your cat died (assuming you loved your cat), did you feel bad or badly? Applying  
the same rule that applies to good versus well, use the adjective form after verbs that havethe same rule that applies to good versus well, use the adjective form after verbs that have  
to do with human feelings. You felt bad. If you said you felt badly, it would mean thatto do with human feelings. You felt bad. If you said you felt badly, it would mean that  
something was wrong with your faculties for feeling.something was wrong with your faculties for feeling.

DeterminersDeterminers
A, An or The?A, An or The?

When do we say "the dog" and when do we say "a dog"? (On this page we talk onlyWhen do we say "the dog" and when do we say "a dog"? (On this page we talk only  
about singular, countable nouns.)about singular, countable nouns.)
The and A/An are called "articles". We divide them into "definite" and "indefinite" likeThe and A/An are called "articles". We divide them into "definite" and "indefinite" like  
this:this:
ArticlesArticles
DefiniteDefinite IndefiniteIndefinite
TheThe A, AnA, An

We use "definite" to mean sure, certain. "Definite" is particular.We use "definite" to mean sure, certain. "Definite" is particular.
We use "indefinite" to mean not sure, not certain. "Indefinite" is general.We use "indefinite" to mean not sure, not certain. "Indefinite" is general.
When we are talking about one thing in particular, we use the. When we are talking aboutWhen we are talking about one thing in particular, we use the. When we are talking about  
one thing in general, we use a or an.one thing in general, we use a or an.
Think of the sky at night. In the sky there is 1 moon and millions of stars. So normally weThink of the sky at night. In the sky there is 1 moon and millions of stars. So normally we  
could say:could say:

*5*5I saw the moon last night. I saw the moon last night. 
*6*6I saw a star last night. I saw a star last night. 

Look at these examples:Look at these examples:
TheThe A, AnA, An

*7*7The capital of France is Paris. The capital of France is Paris. 
*8*8I have found the book that I lost. I have found the book that I lost. 
*9*9Have you cleaned the car? Have you cleaned the car? 
*10*10There are six eggs in the fridge. There are six eggs in the fridge. 
*11*11Please switch off the TV when you finish. Please switch off the TV when you finish. 

*12*12I was born in a town. I was born in a town. 
*13*13John had an omelette for lunch. John had an omelette for lunch. 
*14*14James Bond ordered a drink. James Bond ordered a drink. 
*15*15We want to buy an umbrella. We want to buy an umbrella. 
*16*16Have you got a pen? Have you got a pen? 

Of course, often we can use The or A/An for the same word. It depends on the situation.Of course, often we can use The or A/An for the same word. It depends on the situation.  
Look at these examples:Look at these examples:

*17*17We want to buy an umbrella. (Any umbrella, not a particular umbrella.) We want to buy an umbrella. (Any umbrella, not a particular umbrella.) 
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*18*18Where is the umbrella? (We already have an umbrella. We are looking for ourWhere is the umbrella? (We already have an umbrella. We are looking for our  
umbrella, a particular umbrella.) umbrella, a particular umbrella.) 

This little story should help you understand the difference between The and A, An:This little story should help you understand the difference between The and A, An:
*19*19A man and a woman were walking in University Street. The woman saw a dressA man and a woman were walking in University Street. The woman saw a dress  
that she liked in a shop. She asked the man if he could buy the dress for her. He said:that she liked in a shop. She asked the man if he could buy the dress for her. He said:  
"Do you think the shop will accept a cheque? I don't have a credit card." "Do you think the shop will accept a cheque? I don't have a credit card." 

  Each, EveryEach, Every

Each and every have similar but not always identical meanings. Verbs with each and every areEach and every have similar but not always identical meanings. Verbs with each and every are  
always conjugated in the singular.always conjugated in the singular.
Each = every one separately.Each = every one separately.
Every = each, all.Every = each, all.

Sometimes, each and every have the same meaning:Sometimes, each and every have the same meaning:
*20*20Prices go up each year. Prices go up each year. 
*21*21Prices go up every year. Prices go up every year. 

But often they are not exactly the same.But often they are not exactly the same.
Each expresses the idea of 'one by one'. It emphasizes individuality.Each expresses the idea of 'one by one'. It emphasizes individuality.
Every is half-way between each and all. It sees things or people as singular, but in a group or inEvery is half-way between each and all. It sees things or people as singular, but in a group or in  
general.general.
Consider the following:Consider the following:

*22*22Every artist is sensitive. Every artist is sensitive. 
*23*23Each artist sees things differently. Each artist sees things differently. 
*24*24Every soldier saluted as the President arrived. Every soldier saluted as the President arrived. 
*25*25The President gave each soldier a medal. The President gave each soldier a medal. 
*26*26Each soldier received a medal from the President. Each soldier received a medal from the President. 

Each can be used in front of the verb:Each can be used in front of the verb:
*27*27The soldiers each received a medal. The soldiers each received a medal. 

Each can be followed by 'of':Each can be followed by 'of':
*28*28The President spoke to each of the soldiers. The President spoke to each of the soldiers. 
*29*29He gave a medal to each of them. He gave a medal to each of them. 

Every cannot be used for 2 things. For 2 things, each can be used:Every cannot be used for 2 things. For 2 things, each can be used:
*30*30He was carrying a suitcase in each hand. He was carrying a suitcase in each hand. 

Every is used to say how often something happens:Every is used to say how often something happens:
*31*31There is a plane to Bangkok every day. There is a plane to Bangkok every day. 
*32*32The bus leaves every hour. The bus leaves every hour. 
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Some and AnySome and Any

Some = a little, a few or a small number or amountSome = a little, a few or a small number or amount
Any = one, some or allAny = one, some or all
Usually, we use some in Usually, we use some in positivepositive (+) sentences and any in  (+) sentences and any in negativenegative (-) and  (-) and questionquestion (?) (?)  
sentences.sentences.

SomeSome anyany exampleexample

++
I haveI have  
somesome  
money.money.

I have $10.I have $10.

--
I don't have anyI don't have any  
money.money.

I don't have $1 and I don't have $10 and I don't haveI don't have $1 and I don't have $10 and I don't have  
$1,000,000. I have $0.$1,000,000. I have $0.

??
Do you haveDo you have  
any money?any money? Do you have $1 or $10 or $1,000,000?Do you have $1 or $10 or $1,000,000?

In general, we use something/anything and somebody/anybody in the same way as some/In general, we use something/anything and somebody/anybody in the same way as some/
any.any.
Look at these examples:Look at these examples:

*33*33He needs some stamps. He needs some stamps. 
*34*34I must go. I have some homework to do. I must go. I have some homework to do. 
*35*35I'm thirsty. I want something to drink. I'm thirsty. I want something to drink. 
*36*36I can see somebody coming. I can see somebody coming. 
*37*37He doesn't need any stamps. He doesn't need any stamps. 
*38*38I can stay. I don't have any homework to do. I can stay. I don't have any homework to do. 
*39*39I'm not thirsty. I don't want anything to drink. I'm not thirsty. I don't want anything to drink. 
*40*40I can't see anybody coming. I can't see anybody coming. 
*41*41Does he need any stamps? Does he need any stamps? 
*42*42Do you have any homework to do? Do you have any homework to do? 
*43*43Do you want anything to drink? Do you want anything to drink? 
*44*44Can you see anybody coming? Can you see anybody coming? 

We use any in a positive sentence when the real sense is negative.We use any in a positive sentence when the real sense is negative.
*45*45I refused to give them any money. (= I did not give them any money) I refused to give them any money. (= I did not give them any money) 
*46*46She finished the test without any difficulty. (= she did not have any difficulty) She finished the test without any difficulty. (= she did not have any difficulty) 

Sometimes we use some in a question, when we expect a positive “Yes” answer. (WeSometimes we use some in a question, when we expect a positive “Yes” answer. (We  
could say that it is not a real question, because we think we know the answer already.)could say that it is not a real question, because we think we know the answer already.)

*47*47Would you like some more tea? Would you like some more tea? 
*48*48Could I have some sugar, please? Could I have some sugar, please? 

Pre-DeterminersPre-Determiners
Such, What, Rather, QuiteSuch, What, Rather, Quite

These words are normally placed before the indefinite article.These words are normally placed before the indefinite article.
Such and what are often used to express surprise or other emotions:Such and what are often used to express surprise or other emotions:
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Examples:Examples:
a. What a lovely day!a. What a lovely day!
b. She's such a lovely woman!b. She's such a lovely woman!
c. What an incredible film!c. What an incredible film!
d. He's such a fantastic guitarist!d. He's such a fantastic guitarist!
Rather and quite are 'commenting' words, referring to the degree of a particular quality.Rather and quite are 'commenting' words, referring to the degree of a particular quality.  
They can express disappointment, pleasure, or other emotions, and are used before a/an +They can express disappointment, pleasure, or other emotions, and are used before a/an +  
adjective + noun:adjective + noun:
Examples:Examples:
a. It's rather a small car. (= I'm a bit disappointed because it's small)a. It's rather a small car. (= I'm a bit disappointed because it's small)
b. It was quite a nice day.(= I was agreeably surprised.)b. It was quite a nice day.(= I was agreeably surprised.)
c. He's had quite a bad accident. (= I'm worried)c. He's had quite a bad accident. (= I'm worried)
d. I've just met rather a nice man. (= I'm pleased)d. I've just met rather a nice man. (= I'm pleased)

3.                          Noun3.                          Noun
DefinitionDefinition
A noun is the name of a person, place, thing, or idea. Whatever exists, we assume, can beA noun is the name of a person, place, thing, or idea. Whatever exists, we assume, can be  
named, and that name is a noun. named, and that name is a noun. 
It's not easy to describe a noun. In simple terms, nouns are "things" (and verbs areIt's not easy to describe a noun. In simple terms, nouns are "things" (and verbs are  
"actions"). Like food. Food (noun) is something you eat (verb). Or happiness. Happiness"actions"). Like food. Food (noun) is something you eat (verb). Or happiness. Happiness  
(noun) is something you want (verb). Or human being. A human being (noun) is(noun) is something you want (verb). Or human being. A human being (noun) is  
something you are (verb).something you are (verb).

A proper noun, which names a specific person, place, or thing (Carlos, QueenA proper noun, which names a specific person, place, or thing (Carlos, Queen  
Marguerite, Middle East, Jerusalem, Malaysia, Presbyterianism, God, Spanish,Marguerite, Middle East, Jerusalem, Malaysia, Presbyterianism, God, Spanish,  
Buddhism, the Republican Party), is almost always capitalized. A proper noun used as anBuddhism, the Republican Party), is almost always capitalized. A proper noun used as an  
addressed person's name is called a noun of address. Common nouns name everythingaddressed person's name is called a noun of address. Common nouns name everything  
else, things that usually are not capitalized. else, things that usually are not capitalized. 
A group of related words can act as a single noun-like entity within a sentence. A NounA group of related words can act as a single noun-like entity within a sentence. A Noun  
Clause contains a subject and verb and can do anything that a noun can do: Clause contains a subject and verb and can do anything that a noun can do: 

What he does for this townWhat he does for this town is a blessing. is a blessing.

A Noun Phrase, frequently a noun accompanied by modifiers, is a group of related wordsA Noun Phrase, frequently a noun accompanied by modifiers, is a group of related words  
acting as a noun: the oil depletion allowance; the abnormal, hideously enlarged nose.acting as a noun: the oil depletion allowance; the abnormal, hideously enlarged nose.
There is a separate section on word combinations that become Compound Nouns—suchThere is a separate section on word combinations that become Compound Nouns—such  
as daughter-in-law, half-moon, and stick-in-the-mud.as daughter-in-law, half-moon, and stick-in-the-mud.
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What are Nouns?What are Nouns?
It is not easy to define a noun.It is not easy to define a noun.
The simple definition is: "a person, place or thing". Here are some examples:The simple definition is: "a person, place or thing". Here are some examples:

•• Person: man, woman, teacher, John, Mary Person: man, woman, teacher, John, Mary 
•• Place: home, office, town, countryside, America Place: home, office, town, countryside, America 
•• Thing: table, car, banana, money, music, love, dog, monkey Thing: table, car, banana, money, music, love, dog, monkey 

The problem with this definition is that it does not explain why "love" is a noun but can also be aThe problem with this definition is that it does not explain why "love" is a noun but can also be a  
verb.verb.
Another (more complicated) way of recognizing a noun is by its:Another (more complicated) way of recognizing a noun is by its:

3.3. Ending Ending 
4.4. Position Position 
5.5. Function Function 

1) Noun Ending1) Noun Ending
There are certain word endings that show that a word is a noun, for example:There are certain word endings that show that a word is a noun, for example:

•• -ity > nationality -ity > nationality 
•• -ment > appointment -ment > appointment 
•• -ness > happiness -ness > happiness 
•• -ation > relation -ation > relation 
•• -hood > childhood -hood > childhood 

But this is not is not true for the word endings of all nouns. For example, the noun "spoonful"But this is not is not true for the word endings of all nouns. For example, the noun "spoonful"  
ends in -ful, but the adjective "careful" also ends in -ful.ends in -ful, but the adjective "careful" also ends in -ful.
2) Position in Sentence2) Position in Sentence
We can often recognise a noun by its position in the sentence.We can often recognise a noun by its position in the sentence.
Nouns often come after a determiner. (A "determiner" is a word like a, an, the, this, my, such.)Nouns often come after a determiner. (A "determiner" is a word like a, an, the, this, my, such.)

•• a relief a relief 
•• an afternoon an afternoon 
•• the doctor the doctor 
•• this word this word 
•• my house my house 
•• such stupidity such stupidity 

Nouns often come after one or more adjectives.Nouns often come after one or more adjectives.
•• a great relief a great relief 
•• a peaceful afternoon a peaceful afternoon 
•• the tall, Indian doctor the tall, Indian doctor 
•• this difficult word this difficult word 
•• my brown and white house my brown and white house 
•• such crass stupidity such crass stupidity 

3) Function in a Sentence3) Function in a Sentence
Nouns have certain functions (jobs) in a sentence, for example:Nouns have certain functions (jobs) in a sentence, for example:
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Noun GenderNoun Gender
In general, there is no distinction between masculine, feminine and neuter in EnglishIn general, there is no distinction between masculine, feminine and neuter in English  
nouns. However, gender is sometimes shown by different forms or different words.nouns. However, gender is sometimes shown by different forms or different words.

Examples of different words:Examples of different words:
MasculineMasculine FeminineFeminine
manman
fatherfather
uncleuncle
boyboy
husbandhusband

womanwoman
mothermother
auntaunt
girlgirl
wifewife

Examples of different forms:Examples of different forms:
MasculineMasculine FeminineFeminine
actoractor
princeprince
herohero
waiterwaiter
widowerwidower

actressactress
princessprincess
heroineheroine
waitresswaitress
widowwidow

  
Some nouns can be used for either a masculine or a feminine subject:Some nouns can be used for either a masculine or a feminine subject:
Examples:Examples:
cousin cousin teenager teenager teacher teacher doctor doctor 
cook cook student student parent parent friend friend 
relation relation colleague colleague partner partner leader leader 

•• Mary is a doctor. She is a doctor Mary is a doctor. She is a doctor 
•• Peter is a doctor. He is a doctor. Peter is a doctor. He is a doctor. 
•• Arthur is my cousin. He is my cousin. Arthur is my cousin. He is my cousin. 
•• Jane is my cousin. She is my cousin. Jane is my cousin. She is my cousin. 

It is possible to make the distinction by adding the words 'male' or 'female'.It is possible to make the distinction by adding the words 'male' or 'female'.
Example: a female student; a male cousinExample: a female student; a male cousin
For professions, we can add the word 'woman'For professions, we can add the word 'woman'
Example: a woman doctor; a woman journalist.Example: a woman doctor; a woman journalist.
In some cases nouns describing things are given gender.In some cases nouns describing things are given gender.
Examples:Examples:

•• I love my car. She (the car) is my greatest passion. I love my car. She (the car) is my greatest passion. 
•• France is popular with her (France's) neighbours at the moment.France is popular with her (France's) neighbours at the moment.
•• I travelled from England to New York on the Queen Elizabeth; she (the QueenI travelled from England to New York on the Queen Elizabeth; she (the Queen  

Elizabeth) is a great ship. Elizabeth) is a great ship. 

Categories of NounsCategories of Nouns
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Nouns can be classified further as count nouns, which name anything that can be countedNouns can be classified further as count nouns, which name anything that can be counted  
(four books, two continents, a few dishes, a dozen buildings); mass nouns (or non-count(four books, two continents, a few dishes, a dozen buildings); mass nouns (or non-count  
nouns), which name something that can't be counted (water, air, energy, blood); andnouns), which name something that can't be counted (water, air, energy, blood); and  
collective nouns, which can take a singular form but are composed of more than onecollective nouns, which can take a singular form but are composed of more than one  
individual person or items (jury, team, class, committee, herd). We should note that someindividual person or items (jury, team, class, committee, herd). We should note that some  
words can be either a count noun or a non-count noun depending on how they're beingwords can be either a count noun or a non-count noun depending on how they're being  
used in a sentence:used in a sentence:

a.He got into He got into troubletrouble. (non-count) . (non-count) 
b.He had many He had many troublestroubles. (countable) . (countable) 
c.ExperienceExperience (non-count) is the best teacher.  (non-count) is the best teacher. 
d.We had many exciting We had many exciting experiences experiences (countable) in college. (countable) in college. 

Whether these words are count or non-count will determine, whether, they can be usedWhether these words are count or non-count will determine, whether, they can be used  
with articles and determiners or not. (We would not write "He got into with articles and determiners or not. (We would not write "He got into thethe troubles," but troubles," but  
we could write about "we could write about "TheThe troubles of Ireland.") troubles of Ireland.")

Types of NounTypes of Noun

Countable NounsCountable Nouns
Countable nouns are easy to recognize. They are things that we can count. For example:Countable nouns are easy to recognize. They are things that we can count. For example:  
"pen". We can count pens. We can have one, two, three or more pens. "pen". We can count pens. We can have one, two, three or more pens. 
      Count nouns refer to things that can be divided up into smaller units, which are      Count nouns refer to things that can be divided up into smaller units, which are  

separate and distinct from one another. They usually refer to what canseparate and distinct from one another. They usually refer to what can  
individually be seen or heard:individually be seen or heard:

Table, finger, bottle, word, chair, award, remark, candidate etc.Table, finger, bottle, word, chair, award, remark, candidate etc.
Here are some more countable nouns:Here are some more countable nouns:

•• dog, cat, animal, man, person dog, cat, animal, man, person 
•• bottle, box, litre bottle, box, litre 
•• coin, note, dollar coin, note, dollar 
•• cup, plate, fork cup, plate, fork 
•• table, chair, suitcase, bag table, chair, suitcase, bag 

Countable nouns can be singular or plural:Countable nouns can be singular or plural:
•• My dog is playing. My dog is playing. 
•• My dogs are hungry. My dogs are hungry. 

We can use the indefinite article a/an with countable nouns:We can use the indefinite article a/an with countable nouns:
A dog is an animal.A dog is an animal.

••
When a countable noun is singular, we must use a word like a/the/my/this with it:When a countable noun is singular, we must use a word like a/the/my/this with it:

•• I want an orange. (not I want orange.) I want an orange. (not I want orange.) 
•• Where is my bottle? (not Where is bottle?) Where is my bottle? (not Where is bottle?) 

When a countable noun is plural, we can use it alone:When a countable noun is plural, we can use it alone:
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•• I like oranges. I like oranges. 
•• Bottles can break. Bottles can break. 

We can use some and any with countable nouns:We can use some and any with countable nouns:
•• I've got some dollars. I've got some dollars. 
•• Have you got any pens? Have you got any pens? 

We can use a few and many with countable nouns:We can use a few and many with countable nouns:
•• I've got a few dollars. I've got a few dollars. 
•• I haven't got many pens. I haven't got many pens. 

Dr.Dr. Tips Tips
"People" is countable. "People" is the plural of "person". We can count people. There is"People" is countable. "People" is the plural of "person". We can count people. There is  
one person here. There are three people here.one person here. There are three people here.
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Uncountable NounsUncountable Nouns
Uncountable nouns are substances, concepts etc that we cannot divide into separate elements.Uncountable nouns are substances, concepts etc that we cannot divide into separate elements.  
We cannot "count" them. For example, we cannot count "milk". We can count "bottles of milk"We cannot "count" them. For example, we cannot count "milk". We can count "bottles of milk"  
or "litres of milk", but we cannot count "milk" itself. or "litres of milk", but we cannot count "milk" itself. 
The main difference between count and noncount nouns is whether or not the things they refer toThe main difference between count and noncount nouns is whether or not the things they refer to  
can be counted. can be counted. 
    They are regarded as a whole that can’t be divided into parts. They often refer to abstraction    They are regarded as a whole that can’t be divided into parts. They often refer to abstraction  
and occasionally have a collective meaning:and occasionally have a collective meaning:
           Anger, education, furniture, courage, warmth, progress, leisure, weather.             Anger, education, furniture, courage, warmth, progress, leisure, weather.  
Here are some more uncountable nouns:Here are some more uncountable nouns:

•• music, art, love, happiness music, art, love, happiness 
•• advice, information, news advice, information, news 
•• furniture, luggage furniture, luggage 
•• rice, sugar, butter, water rice, sugar, butter, water 
•• electricity, gas, power electricity, gas, power 
•• money, currency money, currency 

We usually treat uncountable nouns as singular. We use a singular verb. For example:We usually treat uncountable nouns as singular. We use a singular verb. For example:
•• This news is very important. This news is very important. 
•• Your luggage looks heavy. Your luggage looks heavy. 

We do not usually use the indefinite article a/an with uncountable nouns. We cannot say "anWe do not usually use the indefinite article a/an with uncountable nouns. We cannot say "an  
information" or "a music". But we can say a something of:information" or "a music". But we can say a something of:

•• a piece of news a piece of news 
•• a bottle of water a bottle of water 
•• a grain of rice a grain of rice 

We can use some and any with uncountable nouns:We can use some and any with uncountable nouns:
•• I've got some money. I've got some money. 
•• Have you got any rice? Have you got any rice? 

We can use a little and much with uncountable nouns:We can use a little and much with uncountable nouns:
•• I've got a little money. I've got a little money. 
•• I haven't got much rice.I haven't got much rice.

Illustration: Think of the batter from which a cake is made. Before putting the batter into theIllustration: Think of the batter from which a cake is made. Before putting the batter into the  
oven,  you cannot divide it  into its parts  because it  is a liquid mix.  Once it  has been baked,oven, you cannot divide it  into its parts  because it  is a liquid mix.  Once it  has been baked,  
however, it becomes solid enough to be cut into pieces. Think of noncount nouns as the batterhowever, it becomes solid enough to be cut into pieces. Think of noncount nouns as the batter  
which forms a mass, and think of the pieces of cake as the count nouns which may be numberedwhich forms a mass, and think of the pieces of cake as the count nouns which may be numbered  
and distributed.and distributed.

Dr. TipsDr. Tips
Uncountable nouns are also called "mass nouns".Uncountable nouns are also called "mass nouns".
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Understanding Countable and Uncountable Nouns Understanding Countable and Uncountable Nouns 
When we speak of nouns as being countable or uncountable, we mean that some things can beWhen we speak of nouns as being countable or uncountable, we mean that some things can be  
counted while others cannot. Countable nouns name individual items that can add up; there cancounted while others cannot. Countable nouns name individual items that can add up; there can  
be one or more of them.  Other things cannot be counted; they are considered collective ratherbe one or more of them.  Other things cannot be counted; they are considered collective rather  
than individual items.  In many cases, this distinction is easy to understand.  We all recognizethan individual items.  In many cases, this distinction is easy to understand.  We all recognize  
that we can count items like books, tables, eggs, or mountains. We can easily imagine one orthat we can count items like books, tables, eggs, or mountains. We can easily imagine one or  
more of such items.  And most of us recognize that it is not possible to count other things likemore of such items.  And most of us recognize that it is not possible to count other things like  
water, dust, air, or ice cream.  These things cannot easily be separated into individual items.  water, dust, air, or ice cream.  These things cannot easily be separated into individual items.  

But many nouns are uncountable for less obvious reasons. Most concepts or abstract ideas likeBut many nouns are uncountable for less obvious reasons. Most concepts or abstract ideas like  
peace,  happiness,  wealth  and  knowledge  are  uncountable.   So  are  many  activities  such  aspeace,  happiness,  wealth  and  knowledge  are  uncountable.   So  are  many  activities  such  as  
swimming,  eating,  and  debauchery,  and  some  conditions  such  as  confusion,  frustration,swimming,  eating,  and  debauchery,  and  some  conditions  such  as  confusion,  frustration,  
satisfaction, and certainty. These nouns are considered uncountable because they are not easilysatisfaction, and certainty. These nouns are considered uncountable because they are not easily  
identified as single things—the idea of happiness can consist of many different things and can beidentified as single things—the idea of happiness can consist of many different things and can be  
different  for different  people—or because they refer to general  activities  rather than specificdifferent  for different  people—or because they refer to general  activities  rather than specific  
instances; eating refers to the activity in general, not any particular example.  The names of mostinstances; eating refers to the activity in general, not any particular example.  The names of most  
disciplines are also uncountable, for example, sociology, medicine, anthropology. Nouns endingdisciplines are also uncountable, for example, sociology, medicine, anthropology. Nouns ending  
in -ism are also usually uncountable, for example, feminism, optimism, patriotism. in -ism are also usually uncountable, for example, feminism, optimism, patriotism. 

Some  uncountable  nouns  like  money,  homework,  work,  and  gossip  are  very  confusing  forSome  uncountable  nouns  like  money,  homework,  work,  and  gossip  are  very  confusing  for  
learners of English because they seem to refer to particular items, yet they are treated as general.learners of English because they seem to refer to particular items, yet they are treated as general.  
When we speak of work, we are not thinking of a particular job or activity--we include the ideaWhen we speak of work, we are not thinking of a particular job or activity--we include the idea  
of what anyone might do in any job that would be considered doing work.  Jobs are countableof what anyone might do in any job that would be considered doing work.  Jobs are countable  
items that are specific instances of the general idea of work.  items that are specific instances of the general idea of work.  
In the same way, homework is not the particular assignment or assignments a student does. It isIn the same way, homework is not the particular assignment or assignments a student does. It is  
the  general  idea  of  students  doing  assignments.   When  a  student  says,  "I  have  to  do  mythe  general  idea  of  students  doing  assignments.   When  a  student  says,  "I  have  to  do  my  
homework," he or she may mean one assignment or several assignments or parts of one or morehomework," he or she may mean one assignment or several assignments or parts of one or more  
assignments, so the student knows what particular activities are involved, but they are referred toassignments, so the student knows what particular activities are involved, but they are referred to  
as part of a generalized activity--my homework can be something different every day.  as part of a generalized activity--my homework can be something different every day.  
          

Note: As you have perhaps noticed, individual activities like jobs and assignments--which areNote: As you have perhaps noticed, individual activities like jobs and assignments--which are  
closely identified with uncountable nouns like work and homework--are countable.  That meansclosely identified with uncountable nouns like work and homework--are countable.  That means  
that  although you  can't  say "I  have  lots  of  homeworks  to  do,"  you  can  say "I  have lots  ofthat  although you  can't  say "I  have  lots  of  homeworks  to  do,"  you  can  say "I  have lots  of  
assignments." assignments." 

Money is an interesting example of an uncountable noun because, of course, lots of people loveMoney is an interesting example of an uncountable noun because, of course, lots of people love  
to count their money.  to count their money.  

Also confusing for many students are the numerous English nouns that have both a countableAlso confusing for many students are the numerous English nouns that have both a countable  
and an uncountable sense. Depending on the context, these nouns sometimes refer to a particularand an uncountable sense. Depending on the context, these nouns sometimes refer to a particular  
thing and at other times to a general idea.  In some cases this is not difficult.  thing and at other times to a general idea.  In some cases this is not difficult.  
For example, For example, 
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     Death (in general) is inevitable.     Death (in general) is inevitable.
She missed work because there was a death in her family. However, many nouns are thought ofShe missed work because there was a death in her family. However, many nouns are thought of  
as general more by custom than for any clear reason.  Many food items fall into this category,as general more by custom than for any clear reason.  Many food items fall into this category,
e.g., chicken, cheese, and fruit.e.g., chicken, cheese, and fruit.
Thus, we see a chicken on a farm, but we eat chicken; we say that the tomato is a fruit, not aThus, we see a chicken on a farm, but we eat chicken; we say that the tomato is a fruit, not a  
vegetable, but we like fruit on our cereal.  vegetable, but we like fruit on our cereal.  

Note: individual servings of food items are usually countable, but not the food itself, e.g.,     Note: individual servings of food items are usually countable, but not the food itself, e.g.,     
               pie            a piece of pie               pie            a piece of pie
               bread          a slice of bread                   bread          a slice of bread    
               gum            a stick of gum                gum            a stick of gum 

Other nouns that can be either countable or uncountable include substances that things can beOther nouns that can be either countable or uncountable include substances that things can be  
made of, like paper or glass.  When you write an essay on paper, it becomes a paper. Other nounsmade of, like paper or glass.  When you write an essay on paper, it becomes a paper. Other nouns  
in this category are words like wood and cloth, which refer to the material that may be made ofin this category are words like wood and cloth, which refer to the material that may be made of  
many different varieties of tree or fabric.  Thus, the material of an elm, an oak or a pine is allmany different varieties of tree or fabric.  Thus, the material of an elm, an oak or a pine is all  
wood and linen, silk and cotton are all made into cloth. wood and linen, silk and cotton are all made into cloth. 

Nouns that can be Countable and UncountableNouns that can be Countable and Uncountable
Sometimes, the same noun can be countable and uncountable, often with a change of meaning.Sometimes, the same noun can be countable and uncountable, often with a change of meaning.

CountableCountable UncountableUncountable
There are two hairs in my coffee!There are two hairs in my coffee! hairhair I don't have much hair.I don't have much hair.
There are two lights in our bedroom.There are two lights in our bedroom. lightlight Close the curtain. There's too much light!Close the curtain. There's too much light!

Shhhhh! I thought I heard a noise.Shhhhh! I thought I heard a noise. noisenoiseIt's difficult to work when there is too muchIt's difficult to work when there is too much  
noise.noise.

Have you got a paper to read? (=Have you got a paper to read? (=  
newspaper)newspaper)

papepape
rr

I want to draw a picture. Have you got someI want to draw a picture. Have you got some  
paper?paper?

Our house has seven rooms.Our house has seven rooms. roomroomIs there room for me to sit here?Is there room for me to sit here?
We had a great time at the party.We had a great time at the party. timetime Have you got time for a coffee?Have you got time for a coffee?
Macbeth is one of Shakespeare's greatestMacbeth is one of Shakespeare's greatest  
works.works. workwork I have no money. I need work!I have no money. I need work!

Dr. TipsDr. Tips
Drinks (coffee, water, orange juice) areDrinks (coffee, water, orange juice) are  
usually uncountable. But if we are thinkingusually uncountable. But if we are thinking  
of a cup or a glass, we can say (in aof a cup or a glass, we can say (in a  
restaurant, for example): restaurant, for example): 
Two teas and one coffee please.Two teas and one coffee please.

PluralizingPluralizing
The Rules The Rules 

•• Count nouns can be pluralized by adding a final -s to the nouns. Count nouns can be pluralized by adding a final -s to the nouns. 
•• Noncount nouns cannot be not pluralized at all. Noncount nouns cannot be not pluralized at all. 
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Exception: The rule needs to be slightly revised for a number of nouns. Certain nounsException: The rule needs to be slightly revised for a number of nouns. Certain nouns  
in English belong to both classes: they have both a noncount and a count meaning.in English belong to both classes: they have both a noncount and a count meaning.  
Normally, the noncount meaning is abstract and general, and the count meaning isNormally, the noncount meaning is abstract and general, and the count meaning is  
concrete and specific. concrete and specific. 

Compare  the  changes  in  meaning  of  the  following  nouns  if  they  work  as  count  orCompare  the  changes  in  meaning  of  the  following  nouns  if  they  work  as  count  or  
noncount noncount nouns:nouns:

CountCount NoncountNoncount
The researcher had to overcomeThe researcher had to overcome  
some specific some specific problemsproblems to collect to collect  
the data.the data.

The researcher had no The researcher had no problemproblem  
finding studies that supportedfinding studies that supported  
his view.his view.

The political The political argumentsarguments took the took the  
nation to a situation of politicalnation to a situation of political  
instability.instability.

The author's The author's argumentargument was was  
unsupported and stereotypical.unsupported and stereotypical.

There were bright There were bright lightslights and harsh and harsh  
soundssounds..

LightLight travels faster than travels faster than  
soundsound. . 

Special Case: A special case is the use of the mass/count distinction for the purposeSpecial Case: A special case is the use of the mass/count distinction for the purpose  
of classification. The nouns which function both ways mainly denote foods andof classification. The nouns which function both ways mainly denote foods and  

beverages: food(s), drink(s), wine(s), bread(s), coffee(s), and fruit(s). beverages: food(s), drink(s), wine(s), bread(s), coffee(s), and fruit(s). 

Examples: Examples: 

UnitsUnits MassMass
Several types of FrenchSeveral types of French  
wines are grown in thewines are grown in the  
French Riviera. French Riviera. 

The crops of Columbia coffee are moreThe crops of Columbia coffee are more  
resistant to dry climate than are the cropsresistant to dry climate than are the crops  
of Brazilian coffee. of Brazilian coffee. 

A Revision of the rules of the exceptions requires that the rule for pluralizing be revised:A Revision of the rules of the exceptions requires that the rule for pluralizing be revised:  
count nouns and nouns used in a count sense can be pluralized; noncount nouns andcount nouns and nouns used in a count sense can be pluralized; noncount nouns and  

nouns used in a noncount sense cannot. nouns used in a noncount sense cannot. 
Pluralizes with -sPluralizes with -s Does not PluralizeDoes not Pluralize

Count NounCount Noun XX
Count UseCount Use XX
Noncount Noun Noncount Noun XX
Noncount Use Noncount Use XX

ArticlesArticles
Nouns that Take Articles Nouns that Take Articles 
Choosing which article to use with a noun is a complex matter because the range ofChoosing which article to use with a noun is a complex matter because the range of  
choices depends on whether the noun in question is count or noncount, singular or plural. choices depends on whether the noun in question is count or noncount, singular or plural. 
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The following chart shows which articles go together with which kinds of nouns. TheThe following chart shows which articles go together with which kinds of nouns. The  
demonstratives (this, that, these, those) have been included because they also mark thedemonstratives (this, that, these, those) have been included because they also mark the  
noun they modify as definite or specific. noun they modify as definite or specific. 

A/AnA/An TheThe This/ThatThis/That These/ThoseThese/Those

CountCount SingularSingular XX XX XX
PluralPlural XX XX

NoncountNoncount SingularSingular XX XX
PluralPlural
Note: Noncount Nouns are always singular. Note: Noncount Nouns are always singular. 

  Kinds of NounKinds of Noun
Proper Nouns (Names)Proper Nouns (Names)

A proper noun is the special word (or name) that we use for a person, place orA proper noun is the special word (or name) that we use for a person, place or  
organization, like John, Marie, London, France or Sony. A name is a noun, but aorganization, like John, Marie, London, France or Sony. A name is a noun, but a  
very special noun—a proper noun. Proper nouns have special rules.very special noun—a proper noun. Proper nouns have special rules.
common nouncommon noun proper nounproper noun
man, boyman, boy JohnJohn
woman, girlwoman, girl MaryMary
country, towncountry, town England, LondonEngland, London
companycompany Ford, SonyFord, Sony
shop, restaurantshop, restaurant Maceys, McDonaldsMaceys, McDonalds
month, day of the weekmonth, day of the week January, SundayJanuary, Sunday
book, filmbook, film War & Peace, TitanicWar & Peace, Titanic
We normally use “the” for names made with “…of…”: We normally use “the” for names made with “…of…”: 

•• the Tower of London the Tower of London 
•• the Gulf of Siam the Gulf of Siam 
•• the Tropic of Cancer the Tropic of Cancer 
•• the London School of Economics the London School of Economics 
•• the Bank of France the Bank of France 
•• the Statue of Liberty the Statue of Liberty 
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Using Capital Letters with Proper NounsUsing Capital Letters with Proper Nouns

We always use a Capital Letter for the first letter of a proper noun (name). This includes namesWe always use a Capital Letter for the first letter of a proper noun (name). This includes names  
of people, places, companies, days of the week and months. For example:of people, places, companies, days of the week and months. For example:

• They like They like JJohn. (not They like john.) ohn. (not They like john.) 
• I live in I live in EEngland. ngland. 
• She works for She works for SSony. ony. 
• The last day in The last day in JJanuary is a anuary is a MMonday. onday. 
• We saw We saw TTitanic in the itanic in the OOdeon deon CCinema. inema. 

Proper Nouns with "the"Proper Nouns with "the"

We normally use "the" for country names that include “States”, “Kingdom”,We normally use "the" for country names that include “States”, “Kingdom”,  
“Republic” etc:“Republic” etc:
States States the United States of America/the USA the United States of America/the USA 
Kingdom Kingdom the United Kingdom/the UK the United Kingdom/the UK 
Republic Republic the French Republic the French Republic 
We normally use “the” for names of canals, rivers, seas and oceans: We normally use “the” for names of canals, rivers, seas and oceans: 
canals canals the Suez Canal the Suez Canal 
rivers rivers the River Nile, the Nile the River Nile, the Nile 
seas seas the Mediterranean Sea, the Mediterranean the Mediterranean Sea, the Mediterranean 
oceans oceans the Pacific Ocean, the Pacific the Pacific Ocean, the Pacific 
We normally use “the” for plural names of people and places: We normally use “the” for plural names of people and places: 
people (families, for example) people (families, for example) the Clintons the Clintons 
countries countries the Philippines, the United States the Philippines, the United States 
island groups island groups the Virgin Islands, the British Isles the Virgin Islands, the British Isles 
mountain ranges mountain ranges the Himalayas, the Alps the Himalayas, the Alps 
Look at these sentences: Look at these sentences: 

•• I saw the Clintons today. It was Bill’s birthday. I saw the Clintons today. It was Bill’s birthday. 
•• Trinidad is the largest island in the West Indies. Trinidad is the largest island in the West Indies. 
•• Mount Everest is in the Himalayas. Mount Everest is in the Himalayas. 

We normally use “the” with the following sorts of names: We normally use “the” with the following sorts of names: 
hotels, restaurants hotels, restaurants the Ritz Hotel, the Peking Restaurant the Ritz Hotel, the Peking Restaurant 
banks banks the National Westminster Bank the National Westminster Bank 
cinemas, theatres cinemas, theatres the Royal Theatre, the ABC Cinema the Royal Theatre, the ABC Cinema 
museums museums the British Museum, the National Gallery the British Museum, the National Gallery 
buildings buildings the White House, the Crystal Palace the White House, the Crystal Palace 
newspapers newspapers the Daily Telegraph, the Sunday Post the Daily Telegraph, the Sunday Post 
organisations organisations the United Nations, the BBC, the European Union the United Nations, the BBC, the European Union 
Proper Nouns without "the"Proper Nouns without "the"

We do not use “the” with names of people. For example:We do not use “the” with names of people. For example:

first names first names Bill (not the Bill) Bill (not the Bill) 
Hilary Hilary 
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surnames surnames Clinton Clinton 
Gates Gates 

full names full names Hilary Gates Hilary Gates 
We do not normally use “the” with names of companies. For example: We do not normally use “the” with names of companies. For example: 

•• Renault, Ford, Sony, EnglishCLUB.net Renault, Ford, Sony, EnglishCLUB.net 
•• General Motors, Air France, British Airways General Motors, Air France, British Airways 
•• Warner Brothers, Brown & Son Ltd Warner Brothers, Brown & Son Ltd 

We do not normally use “the” for shops, banks, hotels etc named after a founder or otherWe do not normally use “the” for shops, banks, hotels etc named after a founder or other  
person (with -’s or -s). For example: person (with -’s or -s). For example: 
shops shops Harrods, Marks & Spencer, Maceys Harrods, Marks & Spencer, Maceys 
banks banks Barclays Bank Barclays Bank 
hotels, restaurants hotels, restaurants Steve’s Hotel, Joe’s Café, McDonalds Steve’s Hotel, Joe’s Café, McDonalds 
churches, cathedrals churches, cathedrals St John’s Church, St Peter’s Cathedral St John’s Church, St Peter’s Cathedral 

We do not normally use “the” with names of places. For example: We do not normally use “the” with names of places. For example: 
towns towns Washington (not the Washington), Paris, Tokyo Washington (not the Washington), Paris, Tokyo 
states, regions states, regions Texas, Kent, Eastern Europe Texas, Kent, Eastern Europe 
countries countries England, Italy, Brazil England, Italy, Brazil 
continents continents Asia, Europe, North America Asia, Europe, North America 
islands islands Corsica Corsica 
mountains mountains Everest Everest 

Exception!Exception! If a country name includes “States”, “Kingdom”, “Republic” etc, we use If a country name includes “States”, “Kingdom”, “Republic” etc, we use  
“the”: “the”: 
states states the United States, the US, the United States of America, the USA the United States, the US, the United States of America, the USA 
kingdom kingdom the United Kingdom, the UK the United Kingdom, the UK 
republic republic the French Republic the French Republic 

We do not use “the” with “President/Doctor/Mr etc + Name”: We do not use “the” with “President/Doctor/Mr etc + Name”: 
the president, the king the president, the king President Bush (not the President Bush) President Bush (not the President Bush) 
the captain, the detective the captain, the detective Captain Kirk, Detective Colombo Captain Kirk, Detective Colombo 
the doctor, the professor the doctor, the professor Doctor Well, Dr Well, Professor Dolittle Doctor Well, Dr Well, Professor Dolittle 
my uncle, your aunt my uncle, your aunt Uncle Jack, Aunt Jill Uncle Jack, Aunt Jill 

Mr Gates (not the Mr Gates), Mrs Clinton, Miss Black Mr Gates (not the Mr Gates), Mrs Clinton, Miss Black 
Look at these example sentences: Look at these example sentences: 

•• I wanted to speak to the doctor. I wanted to speak to the doctor. 
•• I wanted to speak to Doctor Brown. I wanted to speak to Doctor Brown. 
•• Who was the president before President Kennedy? Who was the president before President Kennedy? 

We do not use “the” with “Lake/Mount + Name”: We do not use “the” with “Lake/Mount + Name”: 
the lake the lake Lake Victoria Lake Victoria 
the mount the mount Mount Everest Mount Everest 

Look at this example sentence:Look at this example sentence:
•• We live beside Lake Victoria. We have a fantastic view across the lake. We live beside Lake Victoria. We have a fantastic view across the lake. 

We do not normally use “the” for roads, streets, squares, parks etc: We do not normally use “the” for roads, streets, squares, parks etc: 
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streets etc streets etc Oxford Street, Trenholme Road, Fifth Avenue Oxford Street, Trenholme Road, Fifth Avenue 
squares etc squares etc Trafalgar Square, Oundle Place, Piccadilly Circus Trafalgar Square, Oundle Place, Piccadilly Circus 
parks etc parks etc Central Park, Kew Gardens Central Park, Kew Gardens 

Many big, important buildings have names made of two words (for example, KennedyMany big, important buildings have names made of two words (for example, Kennedy  
Airport). If the first word is the name of a person or place, we do not normally use “the”: Airport). If the first word is the name of a person or place, we do not normally use “the”: 
people people Kennedy Airport, Alexander Palace, St Paul’s Cathedral Kennedy Airport, Alexander Palace, St Paul’s Cathedral 
places places Heathrow Airport, Waterloo Station, Edinburgh Castle Heathrow Airport, Waterloo Station, Edinburgh Castle 

The Common Noun The Common Noun 
Recognize a common noun when you see: Recognize a common noun when you see: 

Nouns name people, places, and things. Every noun can further be classified asNouns name people, places, and things. Every noun can further be classified as  
common or proper. A common or proper. A commoncommon noun names  noun names generalgeneral items.  items. 

Go into the kitchen. What do you see? Refrigerator, stove, microwave, window,Go into the kitchen. What do you see? Refrigerator, stove, microwave, window,  
curtain, coffee maker, wallpaper, spatula, sink, faucet, plate--all of these curtain, coffee maker, wallpaper, spatula, sink, faucet, plate--all of these thingsthings  
are common nouns. are common nouns. 

Leave the house. Where can you go? Mall, restaurant, school, post office,Leave the house. Where can you go? Mall, restaurant, school, post office,  
backyard, beach, Laundromat, supermarket, gas station--all of these backyard, beach, Laundromat, supermarket, gas station--all of these placesplaces are are  
common nouns. common nouns. 

Go to the mall. Who do you see? Teenager, grandmother, salesclerk, policeGo to the mall. Who do you see? Teenager, grandmother, salesclerk, police  
officer, toddler, mother, father, manager, janitor, shoplifter--all of these officer, toddler, mother, father, manager, janitor, shoplifter--all of these peoplepeople are are  
common nouns. common nouns. 

The important thing to remember is that common nouns are The important thing to remember is that common nouns are generalgeneral names. Thus, names. Thus,  
they are not capitalized unless they begin a sentence or are part of a title. they are not capitalized unless they begin a sentence or are part of a title. ProperProper  
nounsnouns, those that name , those that name specificspecific things, are the class of nouns that require things, are the class of nouns that require  
capitalization. capitalization. 

Notice the difference in the chart below: Notice the difference in the chart below: 

Common NounCommon Noun Proper NounProper Noun
coffee shopcoffee shop  

waiterwaiter  
jeansjeans  
sandwichsandwich  
chairchair  
arenaarena  
countrycountry  

fire fighterfire fighter

StarbucksStarbucks  
SimonSimon  
Levi'sLevi's  
Big MacBig Mac  
Lazy BoyLazy Boy  
TD Waterhouse CenterTD Waterhouse Center  
AustraliaAustralia  

Captain Richard OrsiniCaptain Richard Orsini

Read the following sentences. Notice the difference between the common and properRead the following sentences. Notice the difference between the common and proper  
nouns. nouns. 
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Although there are five other Although there are five other chairschairs in the living room, everyone in Jim's in the living room, everyone in Jim's  
family fights to sit in the puffy new family fights to sit in the puffy new Lazy BoyLazy Boy..  

chairschairs = common noun;  = common noun; Lazy BoyLazy Boy = proper noun.  = proper noun. 

Harriet threw the stale cucumber Harriet threw the stale cucumber sandwichsandwich in the trash can and fantasized in the trash can and fantasized  
about a about a Big MacBig Mac dripping with special sauce. dripping with special sauce.  

sandwichsandwich = common noun;  = common noun; Big MacBig Mac = proper noun.  = proper noun. 

Because we like an attentive Because we like an attentive waiterwaiter, we always ask for , we always ask for SimonSimon when we when we eat eat  
at Mama Rizoni's Pizzeria.at Mama Rizoni's Pizzeria.  

waiterwaiter = common noun;  = common noun; SimonSimon = proper noun.  = proper noun. 

We use common nouns to talk about objects or concepts:We use common nouns to talk about objects or concepts:
objectsobjects table, hill, water, atom, elephanttable, hill, water, atom, elephant
eventsevents lesson, revolutionlesson, revolution
feelingsfeelings fear, hate, lovefear, hate, love
timetime year, minute, millenniumyear, minute, millennium
conceptsconcepts warfare, brotherhood, causationwarfare, brotherhood, causation

NoteNote
We can divide common nouns into two further groups. We talk about concrete nounsWe can divide common nouns into two further groups. We talk about concrete nouns  
when we refer to objects and we talk about abstract nouns when we refer to conceptswhen we refer to objects and we talk about abstract nouns when we refer to concepts  
which are mental rather than physical (i.e. we cannot see, hear, taste, smell or touchwhich are mental rather than physical (i.e. we cannot see, hear, taste, smell or touch  
them).them).

The Collective Noun The Collective Noun 
DefinitionDefinition

A collective noun, according to Webster's II: New Riverside University Dictionary is:A collective noun, according to Webster's II: New Riverside University Dictionary is:  
"A noun that denotes a collection of persons or things regarded as a unit. usage: A"A noun that denotes a collection of persons or things regarded as a unit. usage: A  
collective noun takes a singular verb when the reference is to a group as a whole andcollective noun takes a singular verb when the reference is to a group as a whole and  
a plural verb when the reference is to members of a group as single individuals: Thea plural verb when the reference is to members of a group as single individuals: The  
orchestra was playing. The orchestra have all gone home.". orchestra was playing. The orchestra have all gone home.". 

Recognize a collective noun when you see: Recognize a collective noun when you see: 

Nouns name people, places, and things. Nouns name people, places, and things. Collective nounsCollective nouns, a special class, name, a special class, name  
groupsgroups ( (thingsthings) composed of ) composed of membersmembers (usually  (usually peoplepeople). Check out the chart). Check out the chart  
below:below:

Collective NounsCollective Nouns
              armyarmy  

audienceaudience  
boardboard  
cabinetcabinet  
classclass  

       council       council  
departmentdepartment  
facultyfaculty  
familyfamily  
firmfirm  

      minority      minority  
navynavy  
publicpublic  
schoolschool  
senatesenate  
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committeecommittee  
companycompany  

       corporation       corporation

groupgroup  
juryjury  

       majority       majority

societysociety  
teamteam  

       troupe       troupe

Use correct verbs and pronouns with collective nouns.Use correct verbs and pronouns with collective nouns.

Each noun from the list above is a single Each noun from the list above is a single thingthing. That thing, however, is made up. That thing, however, is made up  
of of more than one personmore than one person. You cannot have a committee, team, or family of . You cannot have a committee, team, or family of oneone;;  
you need at least two people who compose the unit. you need at least two people who compose the unit. 

Because  more  than  one person makes  up each  of  these  collective  nouns--andBecause  more  than  one person makes  up each  of  these  collective  nouns--and  
because  people  behave  as  both  herd  animals  and solitary  creatures--collectivebecause  people  behave  as  both  herd  animals  and solitary  creatures--collective  
nouns can  be  either  singular  or  plural,  depending on  context.  In  writing,  thisnouns can  be  either  singular  or  plural,  depending on  context.  In  writing,  this  
double status often causes agreement errors. How do you tell if a collective noundouble status often causes agreement errors. How do you tell if a collective noun  
is singular or plural? What verbs and pronouns do you use with it? is singular or plural? What verbs and pronouns do you use with it? 

Here is the key: Imagine a flock of pigeons pecking at birdseed on the ground.Here is the key: Imagine a flock of pigeons pecking at birdseed on the ground.  
Suddenly, a cat races out of the bushes. What do the pigeons do? They fly off Suddenly, a cat races out of the bushes. What do the pigeons do? They fly off as aas a  
unitunit in an attempt to escape the predator, wheeling through the sky in the same in an attempt to escape the predator, wheeling through the sky in the same  
direction. direction. 

People often behave in the same manner, doing one thing People often behave in the same manner, doing one thing in unisonin unison with the other with the other  
members of their group. When these people are part of a collective noun, thatmembers of their group. When these people are part of a collective noun, that  
noun becomes singular. As a result, you must use singular verbs and pronounsnoun becomes singular. As a result, you must use singular verbs and pronouns  
with it. Read the following examples. with it. Read the following examples. 

Every afternoon the baseball Every afternoon the baseball team follows itsteam follows its coach out to the hot field to coach out to the hot field to  
practice.practice.  

TeamTeam = singular;  = singular; followsfollows = a singular verb;  = a singular verb; itsits = a singular pronoun.  = a singular pronoun. 

Today, Dr. Ribley's Today, Dr. Ribley's class takes itsclass takes its first 100-item exam. first 100-item exam.  

ClassClass = singular;  = singular; takestakes = a singular verb;  = a singular verb; itsits = a singular pronoun.  = a singular pronoun. 

The The jury agreesjury agrees that the state prosecutors did not provide enough that the state prosecutors did not provide enough  
evidence, so evidence, so itsits verdict is not guilty. verdict is not guilty.  

JuryJury = singular;  = singular; agreesagrees = a singular verb;  = a singular verb; itsits = a singular pronoun.  = a singular pronoun. 

Now imagine five house cats in the living room. Do the cats do the same thing atNow imagine five house cats in the living room. Do the cats do the same thing at  
the same time? Not this group! One cat might be sleeping on top of the warmthe same time? Not this group! One cat might be sleeping on top of the warm  
television. Another might be grooming itself on the sofa. A third animal might betelevision. Another might be grooming itself on the sofa. A third animal might be  
perched on the windowsill,  watching the world outside. There is  perched on the windowsill,  watching the world outside. There is  oneone group of group of  
animals, but the members of that group are all animals, but the members of that group are all doing their own thingdoing their own thing. . 
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Members of collective nouns can behave in a similar fashion. When the membersMembers of collective nouns can behave in a similar fashion. When the members  
are  are  acting as individualsacting as individuals, the collective noun is  , the collective noun is  pluralplural and requires plural verbs and requires plural verbs  
and pronouns. Here are some examples: and pronouns. Here are some examples: 

After  the  three-hour  practice  under  the  brutal  sun,  the  After  the  three-hour  practice  under  the  brutal  sun,  the  team  showerteam  shower,,  
changechange into  into theirtheir street clothes, and  street clothes, and headhead to  to theirtheir air-conditioned homes. air-conditioned homes.  

TeamTeam = plural;  = plural; showershower, , changechange, , headhead = plural verbs;  = plural verbs; theirtheir = a plural = a plural  
pronoun. pronoun. 

After the long exam, the After the long exam, the class finish theirclass finish their research papers on famous research papers on famous  
mathematicians at home.mathematicians at home.  

ClassClass = plural;  = plural; finishfinish = a plural verb;  = a plural verb; theirtheir = a plural pronoun.  = a plural pronoun. 

The The jury disagreejury disagree about the guilt of the accused and  about the guilt of the accused and have toldhave told the judge the judge  
that that theythey are hopelessly deadlocked. are hopelessly deadlocked.  

JuryJury = plural;  = plural; disagreedisagree, , have toldhave told = plural verbs;  = plural verbs; theythey = a plural pronoun.  = a plural pronoun. 

Whenever you cannot decide if a collective noun is singular or plural, exerciseWhenever you cannot decide if a collective noun is singular or plural, exercise  
your options as a writer. You have two ways that you can compose the sentenceyour options as a writer. You have two ways that you can compose the sentence  
without  causing  an  agreement  error:  1)  insert  the  word  without  causing  an  agreement  error:  1)  insert  the  word  membersmembers after  the after  the  
collective noun (collective noun (jury membersjury members,  ,  committee memberscommittee members,  ,  board membersboard members), or 2) use), or 2) use  
an  entirely  different  word  (an  entirely  different  word  (playersplayers instead  of   instead  of  teamteam,  ,  studentsstudents instead  of   instead  of  class,class,  
soldierssoldiers instead of army). Then you can use plural verbs and pronouns without instead of army). Then you can use plural verbs and pronouns without  
worrying about making mistakes or sounding unnatural. worrying about making mistakes or sounding unnatural. 

Plural Noun FormsPlural Noun Forms
The plural form of most nouns is created simply by adding the letter s.The plural form of most nouns is created simply by adding the letter s.

•• more than one snake = snakes more than one snake = snakes 
•• more than one ski = skis more than one ski = skis 
•• more than one Barrymore = Barrymoresmore than one Barrymore = Barrymores

Words that end in -ch, x, s or s-like sounds, however, will require an -es for the plural: Words that end in -ch, x, s or s-like sounds, however, will require an -es for the plural: 
•• more than one witch = witches more than one witch = witches 
•• more than one box = boxes more than one box = boxes 
•• more than one gas = gases more than one gas = gases 
•• more than one bus = buses more than one bus = buses 
•• more than one kiss = kisses more than one kiss = kisses 
•• more than one Jones = Jonesesmore than one Jones = Joneses

In addition, there are several nouns that have irregular plural forms. Plurals formed in thisIn addition, there are several nouns that have irregular plural forms. Plurals formed in this  
way are sometimes called mutated (or mutating) plurals.way are sometimes called mutated (or mutating) plurals.

•• more than one child = children more than one child = children 
•• more than one woman = women more than one woman = women 
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•• more than one man = men more than one man = men 
•• more than one person = people more than one person = people 
•• more than one goose = geese more than one goose = geese 
•• more than one mouse = mice more than one mouse = mice 
•• more than one barracks = barracks more than one barracks = barracks 
•• more than one deer = deermore than one deer = deer

And, finally, there are nouns that maintain their Latin or Greek form in the plural. (SeeAnd, finally, there are nouns that maintain their Latin or Greek form in the plural. (See  
media and data and alumni, below.) media and data and alumni, below.) 

•• more than one nucleus = nuclei more than one nucleus = nuclei 
•• more than one syllabus = syllabi more than one syllabus = syllabi 
•• more than one focus = foci more than one focus = foci 
•• more than one fungus = fungi more than one fungus = fungi 
•• more than one cactus = cacti (cactuses is acceptable) more than one cactus = cacti (cactuses is acceptable) 
•• more than one thesis = theses more than one thesis = theses 
•• more than one crisis = crises more than one crisis = crises 
•• more than one phenomenon = phenomena more than one phenomenon = phenomena 
•• more than one index = indices (indexes is acceptable) more than one index = indices (indexes is acceptable) 
•• more than one appendix = appendices (appendixes is acceptable) more than one appendix = appendices (appendixes is acceptable) 
•• more than one criterion = criteriamore than one criterion = criteria

Note the pronunciation of this word, crises: the second syllable sounds like ease. MoreNote the pronunciation of this word, crises: the second syllable sounds like ease. More  
than one base in the game of baseball is bases, but more than one basis for an argument,than one base in the game of baseball is bases, but more than one basis for an argument,  
say, is also bases, and then we pronounce the word bassay, is also bases, and then we pronounce the word baseaseease..
A handful of nouns appear to be plural in form but take a singular verb:A handful of nouns appear to be plural in form but take a singular verb:

• The news The news isis bad.  bad. 
• Gymnastics Gymnastics isis fun to watch.  fun to watch. 
• Economics/mathematics/statistics Economics/mathematics/statistics isis said to be difficult. ("Economics" can said to be difficult. ("Economics" can  

sometimes be a plural concept, as in "The economics of the situation sometimes be a plural concept, as in "The economics of the situation demanddemand  
that . . . .")that . . . .")

Numerical expressions are usually singular, but can be plural if the individuals within aNumerical expressions are usually singular, but can be plural if the individuals within a  
numerical group are acting individually:numerical group are acting individually:

•• Fifty thousand dollars is a lot of money. Fifty thousand dollars is a lot of money. 
•• One-half of the faculty is retiring this summer. One-half of the faculty is retiring this summer. 
•• One-half of the faculty have doctorates. One-half of the faculty have doctorates. 
•• Fifty percent of the students have voted already.Fifty percent of the students have voted already.

And another handful of nouns might seem to be singular in nature but take a plural formAnd another handful of nouns might seem to be singular in nature but take a plural form  
and always use a plural verb:and always use a plural verb:

• My pants My pants areare torn. (Nowadays you will sometimes see this word as a singular torn. (Nowadays you will sometimes see this word as a singular  
"pant" [meaning one pair of pants] especially in clothing ads, but most writers"pant" [meaning one pair of pants] especially in clothing ads, but most writers  
would regard that as an affectation.) would regard that as an affectation.) 
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• Her scissors Her scissors werewere stolen.  stolen. 
• The glasses The glasses havehave slipped down his nose again. slipped down his nose again.

When a noun names the title of something or is a word being used as a word, it is singularWhen a noun names the title of something or is a word being used as a word, it is singular  
whether the word takes a singular form or not.whether the word takes a singular form or not.

• Faces Faces isis the name of the new restaurant downtown.  the name of the new restaurant downtown. 
• Okies, which most people regard as a disparaging word, Okies, which most people regard as a disparaging word, waswas first used to describe first used to describe  

the residents of Oklahoma during the 1930s. the residents of Oklahoma during the 1930s. 
• Chelmsley Brothers Chelmsley Brothers is is the best moving company in town. the best moving company in town. 
• Postcards Postcards isis my favorite novel.  my favorite novel. 
•• The term Okies was used to describe the residents of Oklahoma during the 1930s.The term Okies was used to describe the residents of Oklahoma during the 1930s.  

(In this sentence, the word Okies is actually an appositive for the singular subject,(In this sentence, the word Okies is actually an appositive for the singular subject,  
"term.")"term.")

Abstract NounsAbstract Nouns
Abstract  nouns are  frequently  nouns made from verbs  by the  addition  of  word-formingAbstract  nouns are  frequently  nouns made from verbs  by the  addition  of  word-forming  
suffixes such as -ation and -ance (solicitation from solicit;  governance from govern,  forsuffixes such as -ation and -ance (solicitation from solicit;  governance from govern,  for  
example); overusing them can make long-winded, hard-to-follow prose. If you think yourexample); overusing them can make long-winded, hard-to-follow prose. If you think your  
idea will be more impressive when expressed in abstract language, you probably deceiveidea will be more impressive when expressed in abstract language, you probably deceive  
yourself. Such words cannot make an idea more important than it really is; they usually justyourself. Such words cannot make an idea more important than it really is; they usually just  
express it less clearly: enhancement and improvement of the domiciling arrangements is notexpress it less clearly: enhancement and improvement of the domiciling arrangements is not  
as clear as fixing up the house. as clear as fixing up the house. 

USE:USE:

An abstract noun refers to states, events, concepts, feelings, qualities, etc., that have noAn abstract noun refers to states, events, concepts, feelings, qualities, etc., that have no  
physical existence.physical existence.
For  example,  For  example,  freedom;  happiness;  idea;  musicfreedom;  happiness;  idea;  music are  all  Abstract  Nouns  that  have  no are  all  Abstract  Nouns  that  have  no  
physicalphysical existence. existence.
An Abstract Noun can be either a countable noun or uncountable noun. Abstract nounsAn Abstract Noun can be either a countable noun or uncountable noun. Abstract nouns  
that refer to events are almost usually countable: a noise; a meeting.that refer to events are almost usually countable: a noise; a meeting.

Articles with Abstract Nouns & Abstract nouns without articlesArticles with Abstract Nouns & Abstract nouns without articles
Many nouns  refer  to  abstract,  uncountable  ideas.  These  nouns  don't  usually  have  anMany nouns  refer  to  abstract,  uncountable  ideas.  These  nouns  don't  usually  have  an  
article (a, an or the) before them. However, there are always exceptions (see Exceptionsarticle (a, an or the) before them. However, there are always exceptions (see Exceptions  
below).below).
Here are some sentences with abstract nouns. The abstract nouns are in bold type.Here are some sentences with abstract nouns. The abstract nouns are in bold type.

•• It takes courage to climb the tallest mountain on the continent. It takes courage to climb the tallest mountain on the continent. 
•• The editor we hire needs to have enthusiasm, dedication and knowledge. The editor we hire needs to have enthusiasm, dedication and knowledge. 
•• Is love the most important emotion? Is love the most important emotion? 
•• As a child she lived in poverty, but now she has great wealth. As a child she lived in poverty, but now she has great wealth. 
•• Many people feel that happiness is the most important thing in life. Many people feel that happiness is the most important thing in life. 
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ExceptionsExceptions

Sometimes  there  is  a  particular  type  of  an  abstract  noun.  When  we refer  to  a  type,Sometimes  there  is  a  particular  type  of  an  abstract  noun.  When  we refer  to  a  type,  
amount, or specific instance of the noun and not the noun in general, we use amount, or specific instance of the noun and not the noun in general, we use thethe..

•• Don't become a lion tamer if you don't have the courage. Don't become a lion tamer if you don't have the courage. 
•• Our team has the enthusiasm and dedication to get the job done. Our team has the enthusiasm and dedication to get the job done. 
•• They escaped the poverty of their homeland. They escaped the poverty of their homeland. 

Nouns which are sometimes abstract and sometimes concreteNouns which are sometimes abstract and sometimes concrete

Some nouns are used as both abstract and concrete nouns. That is, they need no article inSome nouns are used as both abstract and concrete nouns. That is, they need no article in  
some situations but need an article in others. (Hint: the more you read and pay attention,some situations but need an article in others. (Hint: the more you read and pay attention,  
the more of these nouns you will notice.) Here are just a few examples.the more of these nouns you will notice.) Here are just a few examples.

•• Life (or death): We can ask what the most important thing in life is, and we canLife (or death): We can ask what the most important thing in life is, and we can  
worry about death. However, we can also talk about a life or a death, the life orworry about death. However, we can also talk about a life or a death, the life or  
death of one person. death of one person. 

•• Discipline: To succeed in life, you need discipline. When we talk about aDiscipline: To succeed in life, you need discipline. When we talk about a  
discipline, we are referring to a career or field of study such as architecture ordiscipline, we are referring to a career or field of study such as architecture or  
biology. biology. 

•• Time: Time seems to move faster as we get older. Think of a time when you wereTime: Time seems to move faster as we get older. Think of a time when you were  
young and a day seemed to last forever. young and a day seemed to last forever. 

Don't  confuse  an  abstract  noun  with  a  concrete  noun.  Don't  confuse  an  abstract  noun  with  a  concrete  noun.  Most  nouns  are  Most  nouns  are  concreteconcrete,  not,  not  
abstract. Concrete nouns register on your five senses. Here is an example:abstract. Concrete nouns register on your five senses. Here is an example:  

Joseph cuddled the wet Joseph cuddled the wet puppypuppy under his warm jacket. under his warm jacket.  

PuppyPuppy is an example of a concrete noun. You can see a puppy,  stroke its fur, is an example of a concrete noun. You can see a puppy,  stroke its fur,  
smell its Milk-Bone breath, and listen to it whine. You can even taste the puppy ifsmell its Milk-Bone breath, and listen to it whine. You can even taste the puppy if  
you don't mind pulling dog hair off your tongue afterwards. Because a puppy willyou don't mind pulling dog hair off your tongue afterwards. Because a puppy will  
register on all five senses, register on all five senses, puppypuppy is a concrete noun.  is a concrete noun. 

Look over this chart contrasting abstract and concrete nouns: Look over this chart contrasting abstract and concrete nouns: 

Abstract NounsAbstract Nouns Concrete NounsConcrete Nouns
       deceit       deceit  

dedicationdedication  
curiositycuriosity  
trusttrust  

       relaxation       relaxation

       the President       the President  
teacherteacher  
catcat  
airplaneairplane  

       bubble bath       bubble bath

Dr. TipsDr. Tips
Recognize an abstract noun when you see: Recognize an abstract noun when you see: 
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Nouns name people, places, and things. One class of nouns is Nouns name people, places, and things. One class of nouns is abstractabstract. Your five. Your five  
senses cannot detect this group of nouns: you senses cannot detect this group of nouns: you cannot seecannot see them,  them, cannot hearcannot hear them, them,  
cannot smellcannot smell them,  them, cannot tastecannot taste them, and  them, and cannot feelcannot feel them.  them. 

Nominalization: Don't Overuse Abstract NounsNominalization: Don't Overuse Abstract Nouns
A "nominalized" sentence is one in which abstract nouns perform most of the work. Instead ofA "nominalized" sentence is one in which abstract nouns perform most of the work. Instead of  
boring your readers with a lot of abstract nouns (such as those formed by a verb root + "-tion"),boring your readers with a lot of abstract nouns (such as those formed by a verb root + "-tion"),  
revise your sentences in order to make your verbs do the work.revise your sentences in order to make your verbs do the work.

This paper gives an analysis of the problem and offers a solution.This paper gives an analysis of the problem and offers a solution.
(The abstract nouns "analysis" and "solution" convey most of the meaning in this sentence,(The abstract nouns "analysis" and "solution" convey most of the meaning in this sentence,  
while the verbs "gives" and "offers" are practically meaningless.)while the verbs "gives" and "offers" are practically meaningless.)
This paper analyzes the problem and solves it.This paper analyzes the problem and solves it.
(The second sentence is shorter and more direct.)(The second sentence is shorter and more direct.)

Nominalized  sentences  may be  grammatically  and factually  correct,  but  vague.  MostNominalized  sentences  may be  grammatically  and factually  correct,  but  vague.  Most  
humans learn best when they can form specific, vivid mental images -- and verbs arehumans learn best when they can form specific, vivid mental images -- and verbs are  
more vivid than nouns.more vivid than nouns.
The collection of samples was taking place at the crime scene, and an interrogation of theThe collection of samples was taking place at the crime scene, and an interrogation of the  
suspect was about to happen at police headquarters.suspect was about to happen at police headquarters.
(The sentence above is not wrong, but it could be much more informative and powerful.)(The sentence above is not wrong, but it could be much more informative and powerful.)
At the scene, Deputy Harris collected blood; downtown, Detective Jones hammered awayAt the scene, Deputy Harris collected blood; downtown, Detective Jones hammered away  
at the suspect's story.at the suspect's story.
(Revision uses fewer words, but provides many more concrete details.)(Revision uses fewer words, but provides many more concrete details.)

Nominalized PhraseNominalized Phrase Succinct RevisionSuccinct Revision
gave a reportgave a report ReportedReported
made a decisionmade a decision DecidedDecided
offered a suggestionoffered a suggestion SuggestedSuggested
issued an announcementissued an announcement AnnouncedAnnounced
served as a catalystserved as a catalyst CatalyzedCatalyzed
resulted in an increaseresulted in an increase IncreasedIncreased
led to the destruction ofled to the destruction of destroyeddestroyed

Material nounMaterial noun                    
The material noun describes a substance or a material which has regular form like water,The material noun describes a substance or a material which has regular form like water,  
air and etc.air and etc.
* Materials for goods* Materials for goods
brick, cloth, cotton, earth, glass, ivory, metal, nylon, paper, stone, timber, wood,brick, cloth, cotton, earth, glass, ivory, metal, nylon, paper, stone, timber, wood,  
uranium ...uranium ...
* Metals or chemical element * Metals or chemical element 
aluminium, copper, gold, hydrogen, iron, oxygen, silver, uranium ...aluminium, copper, gold, hydrogen, iron, oxygen, silver, uranium ...
* Gas and liquid * Gas and liquid 
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air, beer, coffee, dew, gas, ice, ink, milk, oil, smog, smoke air, beer, coffee, dew, gas, ice, ink, milk, oil, smog, smoke ﾁﾁ cc
* Food* Food
beef, bread, butter, fish, fruit, meat, pork, rice, salt, sugar, wheat ...beef, bread, butter, fish, fruit, meat, pork, rice, salt, sugar, wheat ...

1. The usage of the material noun1. The usage of the material noun
The material noun is the uncountable noun, so that the form is always singular. The material noun is the uncountable noun, so that the form is always singular. 
* The material noun describing a material generically has no article, and is followed by* The material noun describing a material generically has no article, and is followed by  
singular verb.singular verb.
- Beef is more nourishing than pork. Nourishing: food that is nourishing makes you- Beef is more nourishing than pork. Nourishing: food that is nourishing makes you  
strong and healthy.strong and healthy.
- Blood is thicker than water.- Blood is thicker than water.
* The material noun describing a specified material has a definite article.* The material noun describing a specified material has a definite article.
- The coffee we had at lunch was very good.- The coffee we had at lunch was very good.

2. The way of describing the quantity of the material noun2. The way of describing the quantity of the material noun
* Container* Container
- a bottle of beer- a bottle of beer
- a bucketful of water- a bucketful of water
- a cup of cocoa- a cup of cocoa
- a glass of wine- a glass of wine
- a handful of sand- a handful of sand
- a spoonful of sugar- a spoonful of sugar
* The unit of quantity* The unit of quantity
- a barrel of oil- a barrel of oil
- a bushel of barley - a bushel of barley 
- a gram of silver- a gram of silver
- an once of wool- an once of wool
- a pound of butter- a pound of butter
* Shape* Shape
- a cake of soap- a cake of soap
- a loaf of bread- a loaf of bread
- a lump of sugar- a lump of sugar
- a piece of chalk- a piece of chalk
- a sheet of paper- a sheet of paper
- a slice of bread- a slice of bread

In the case of the indefinite quantity, the material noun can take some, any, little, a little,In the case of the indefinite quantity, the material noun can take some, any, little, a little,  
and so on.and so on.
- There is some ink left in the bottle- There is some ink left in the bottle
- It costs much money to go abroad for sightseeing.- It costs much money to go abroad for sightseeing.
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3. The translation from the material noun to the common noun3. The translation from the material noun to the common noun
If the material noun describes kinds, produce, or unity, it can be also used as the commonIf the material noun describes kinds, produce, or unity, it can be also used as the common  
noun.noun.
- They sell various teas and tobaccos at that store. [kinds]- They sell various teas and tobaccos at that store. [kinds]
- Take care not to break the glasses. [produce]- Take care not to break the glasses. [produce]
- Don't throw a stone at a dog. [unity]- Don't throw a stone at a dog. [unity]
an iron, glasses, a copper, a paper, a firean iron, glasses, a copper, a paper, a fire

Plural Compound NounsPlural Compound Nouns
Compound words create special problems when we need to pluralize them. As a generalCompound words create special problems when we need to pluralize them. As a general  
rule, the element within the compound that word that is pluralized will receive the plural -rule, the element within the compound that word that is pluralized will receive the plural -
s, but it's not always that simple. Daughters-in-law follows the general rule, but cupfulss, but it's not always that simple. Daughters-in-law follows the general rule, but cupfuls  
does not. does not. 

Problem ChildrenProblem Children

Many careful writers insist that the words data and media are Latin plurals and must,Many careful writers insist that the words data and media are Latin plurals and must,  
therefore, be used as plural words. The singular Latin forms of these words, however, aretherefore, be used as plural words. The singular Latin forms of these words, however, are  
seldom used:  datum as  a  single  bit  of  information  or  medium as  a  single  means  ofseldom used:  datum as  a  single  bit  of  information  or  medium as  a  single  means  of  
communication. Many authorities nowadays approve sentences like My data communication. Many authorities nowadays approve sentences like My data isis lost. and lost. and  
The media The media isis out to get the President. Even textbooks in computer science are beginning out to get the President. Even textbooks in computer science are beginning  
to use "data" as a singular.to use "data" as a singular.
Alumni and alumnae remain problematic. The plural of masculine singular alumnus isAlumni and alumnae remain problematic. The plural of masculine singular alumnus is  
alumni;  the  plural  of  feminine  singular  alumna  is  alumnae.  In  traditional  Latin,  thealumni;  the  plural  of  feminine  singular  alumna  is  alumnae.  In  traditional  Latin,  the  
masculine plural form, alumni, could include both genders. This does not go over wellmasculine plural form, alumni, could include both genders. This does not go over well  
with some female alums. We note, furthermore, that Vassar College, which now has both,with some female alums. We note, furthermore, that Vassar College, which now has both,  
has  lists  of alumni  and alumnae.  Hartford College for Women,  we assume,  has onlyhas  lists  of alumni  and alumnae.  Hartford College for Women,  we assume,  has only  
alumnae.  In its publication style  manual,  Wesleyan University approves of alumni/ae.alumnae.  In its publication style  manual,  Wesleyan University approves of alumni/ae.  
The genderless graduate and the truncated and informal alum have much to commendThe genderless graduate and the truncated and informal alum have much to commend  
them.them.

Special CasesSpecial Cases

With words that end in a consonant and a y, you'll need to change the “y” to an “i” andWith words that end in a consonant and a y, you'll need to change the “y” to an “i” and  
add “es”.add “es”.

•• more than one baby = babiesmore than one baby = babies
•• more than one gallery = galleriesmore than one gallery = galleries

(Notice the difference between this and galleys, where the final “y” is not(Notice the difference between this and galleys, where the final “y” is not  
preceded by a consonant.) preceded by a consonant.) 

•• more than one reality = realitiesmore than one reality = realities
This rule does not apply to proper nouns: This rule does not apply to proper nouns: 

•• more than one Kennedy = Kennedysmore than one Kennedy = Kennedys
Words that end in “o” create special problems.Words that end in “o” create special problems.
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•• more than one potato = potatoes more than one potato = potatoes 
•• more than one hero = heroesmore than one hero = heroes

. . . however . . . . . . however . . . 
•• more than one memo = memos more than one memo = memos 
•• more than one cello = cellosmore than one cello = cellos

. . . and for words where another vowel comes before the “o” . . . . . . and for words where another vowel comes before the “o” . . . 
•• more than one stereo = stereosmore than one stereo = stereos

Plurals of words that end in “f” or “fe” usually change the “f” sound to a v sound and addPlurals of words that end in “f” or “fe” usually change the “f” sound to a v sound and add  
“s” or “es”.“s” or “es”.

•• more than one knife = knives more than one knife = knives 
•• more than one leaf = leaves more than one leaf = leaves 
•• more than one hoof = hooves more than one hoof = hooves 
•• more than one life = lives more than one life = lives 
•• more than one self = selvesmore than one self = selves

There are, however, exceptions:There are, however, exceptions:
•• more than one dwarf = dwarfs more than one dwarf = dwarfs 
•• more than one roof = roofsmore than one roof = roofs

    Dr. Tips Dr. Tips 
When in doubt, as always, consult a dictionary.When in doubt, as always, consult a dictionary. Some dictionaries, for instance, will list Some dictionaries, for instance, will list  
both  wharfs  and  wharves  as  acceptable  plural  forms  of  wharf.  It  makes  for  goodboth  wharfs  and  wharves  as  acceptable  plural  forms  of  wharf.  It  makes  for  good  
arguments. arguments. 

Collective Nouns, Company Names, Family NamesCollective Nouns, Company Names, Family Names
There are, further, so called collective nouns, which are singular when we think of themThere are, further, so called collective nouns, which are singular when we think of them  
as groups and plural when we think of the individuals acting within the whole (whichas groups and plural when we think of the individuals acting within the whole (which  
happens sometimes, but not often).happens sometimes, but not often).
audienceaudience
bandband
classclass
committeecommittee
crowdcrowd
dozendozen

familyfamily
flockflock
groupgroup
heapheap
herdherd
juryjury

kindkind
lotlot
[the] number[the] number
publicpublic
staffstaff
teamteam

Thus, if we're talking about eggs, we could say "A dozen Thus, if we're talking about eggs, we could say "A dozen isis probably not enough." But if probably not enough." But if  
we're talking partying with our friends, we could say,  "A dozen  we're talking partying with our friends, we could say,  "A dozen  areare coming over this coming over this  
afternoon." The jury afternoon." The jury delivers itsdelivers its verdict. [But] The jury came in and took  verdict. [But] The jury came in and took theirtheir seats. We seats. We  
could say the Tokyo String Quartet could say the Tokyo String Quartet isis one of the best string ensembles in the world, but one of the best string ensembles in the world, but  
we could say the Beatles  we could say the Beatles  were  were  some of the most famous singers in history. Generally,some of the most famous singers in history. Generally,  
band names and musical groups take singular or plural verbs depending on the form ofband names and musical groups take singular or plural verbs depending on the form of  
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their names: "The Mamas and the Papas  their names: "The Mamas and the Papas  werewere one of the best groups of the 70s" and one of the best groups of the 70s" and  
"Metallica "Metallica isis my favorite band."  my favorite band." 
Note  that  "the  number"  is  a  singular  collective  noun.  "Note  that  "the  number"  is  a  singular  collective  noun.  "The  numberThe  number of  applicants   of  applicants  isis  
steadily increasing." "steadily increasing." "AA number," on the other hand, is a plural form: "There are several number," on the other hand, is a plural form: "There are several  
students in the lobby. students in the lobby. A number areA number are here to see the president." here to see the president."
Collective nouns are count nouns, which means, they, themselves, can be pluralized: aCollective nouns are count nouns, which means, they, themselves, can be pluralized: a  
university has several athletic university has several athletic teamsteams and  and classesclasses. And the immigrant . And the immigrant familiesfamilies kept watch kept watch  
over their over their herdsherds and  and flocksflocks..
The word following the phrase one of the (as an object of the preposition of) will alwaysThe word following the phrase one of the (as an object of the preposition of) will always  
be plural. be plural. 

• One of the reasonsOne of the reasons we do this is that it rains a lot in spring.  we do this is that it rains a lot in spring. 
• One of the studentsOne of the students in this room is responsible. in this room is responsible.

Notice, though, that the verb ("is") agrees with one, which is singular, and not with theNotice, though, that the verb ("is") agrees with one, which is singular, and not with the  
object of the preposition, which is always plural. object of the preposition, which is always plural. 

When a family name (a proper noun) is pluralized, we almost always simply add an "s."When a family name (a proper noun) is pluralized, we almost always simply add an "s."  
So we go to visit the Smiths, the Kennedys, the Grays, etc. When a family name ends inSo we go to visit the Smiths, the Kennedys, the Grays, etc. When a family name ends in  
s,  x,  ch,  sh,  or z,  however,  we form the plural  by added -es,  as in  the Marches,  thes,  x,  ch,  sh,  or z,  however,  we form the plural  by added -es,  as in  the Marches,  the  
Joneses, the Maddoxes, the Bushes, the Rodriguezes. Do not form a family name pluralJoneses, the Maddoxes, the Bushes, the Rodriguezes. Do not form a family name plural  
by using an apostrophe; that device is reserved for creating possessive forms.by using an apostrophe; that device is reserved for creating possessive forms.
When a proper noun ends in an "s" with a hard "z" sound, we don't add any ending toWhen a proper noun ends in an "s" with a hard "z" sound, we don't add any ending to  
form the  plural:  "The  Chambers  are  coming  to  dinner"  (not  the  Chamberses);  "Theform the  plural:  "The  Chambers  are  coming  to  dinner"  (not  the  Chamberses);  "The  
Hodges used to live here" (not the Hodgeses).Hodges used to live here" (not the Hodgeses).
The  names  of  companies  and  other  organizations  are  usually  regarded  as  singular,The  names  of  companies  and  other  organizations  are  usually  regarded  as  singular,  
regardless  of  their  ending:  "General  Motors  regardless  of  their  ending:  "General  Motors  hashas announced   announced  itsits fall  lineup  of  new fall  lineup  of  new  
vehicles."  Try to avoid the inconsistency that  is  almost  inevitable  when you think ofvehicles."  Try to avoid the inconsistency that  is  almost  inevitable  when you think of  
corporate entities as a group of individuals: "General Motors  corporate entities as a group of individuals: "General Motors  hashas announced   announced  theirtheir fall fall  
lineup of new vehicles." But note that some inconsistency is acceptable in all but thelineup of new vehicles." But note that some inconsistency is acceptable in all but the  
most formal writing: "Ford has announced its breakup with Firestone Tires.  most formal writing: "Ford has announced its breakup with Firestone Tires.  TheirTheir cars cars  
will no longer use tires built by Firestone." Some writers will use a plural verb when awill no longer use tires built by Firestone." Some writers will use a plural verb when a  
plural construction such as "Associates" is part of the company's title or when the titleplural construction such as "Associates" is part of the company's title or when the title  
consists  of  a  series  of  names:  "Upton,  Vernon,  and  Gridley  consists  of  a  series  of  names:  "Upton,  Vernon,  and  Gridley  areare moving  to  new law moving  to  new law  
offices next week" or "Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego & Associates  offices next week" or "Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego & Associates  havehave won all   won all  theirtheir  
cases this year." Singular verbs and pronouns would be correct in those sentences, also.cases this year." Singular verbs and pronouns would be correct in those sentences, also.

The names of sports teams, on the other hand, are treated as plurals, regardless of theThe names of sports teams, on the other hand, are treated as plurals, regardless of the  
form of that name. We would write that "The Yankees form of that name. We would write that "The Yankees havehave signed a new third baseman" signed a new third baseman"  
and "The Yankees and "The Yankees areare a great organization" (even if we're Red Sox fans).  a great organization" (even if we're Red Sox fans). 

Plurals and ApostrophesPlurals and Apostrophes
We use an apostrophe to create plural forms in two limited situations: for pluralizedWe use an apostrophe to create plural forms in two limited situations: for pluralized  
letters of the alphabet and when we are trying to create the plural form of a word thatletters of the alphabet and when we are trying to create the plural form of a word that  
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refers to the word itself. Here we also should italicize this "word as word," but not the 'srefers to the word itself. Here we also should italicize this "word as word," but not the 's  
ending that belongs to it. Do not use the apostrophe + s to create the plural of acronymsending that belongs to it. Do not use the apostrophe + s to create the plural of acronyms  
(pronounceable abbreviations such as laser and IRA and URL) and other abbreviations.(pronounceable abbreviations such as laser and IRA and URL) and other abbreviations.  
(A possible exception to this last rule is an acronym that ends in "S": "We filed four(A possible exception to this last rule is an acronym that ends in "S": "We filed four  
NOS's in that folder.") NOS's in that folder.") 

•• Jeffrey got four A's on his last report card. Jeffrey got four A's on his last report card. 
•• Towanda learned very quickly to mind her p's and q's. Towanda learned very quickly to mind her p's and q's. 
•• You have fifteen and's in that last paragraph.You have fifteen and's in that last paragraph.

Notice that we do not use an apostrophe -s to create the plural of a word-in-itself. ForNotice that we do not use an apostrophe -s to create the plural of a word-in-itself. For  
instance, we would refer to the "ins and outs" of a mystery, the "yeses and nos" of a voteinstance, we would refer to the "ins and outs" of a mystery, the "yeses and nos" of a vote  
(NYPL Writer's  Guide to  Style  and Usage),  and we assume that  Theodore  Bernstein(NYPL Writer's  Guide to  Style  and Usage),  and we assume that  Theodore  Bernstein  
knew what he was talking about in his book Dos, Don'ts & Maybes of English Usage. Weknew what he was talking about in his book Dos, Don'ts & Maybes of English Usage. We  
would also write "The shortstop made two spectacular outs in that inning." But when wewould also write "The shortstop made two spectacular outs in that inning." But when we  
refer torefer to a word-as-a-word, we first italicize it—I pointed out the use of the word out in a word-as-a-word, we first italicize it—I pointed out the use of the word out in  
that sentence—and if necessary, we pluralize it by adding the unitalicized apostrophe -sthat sentence—and if necessary, we pluralize it by adding the unitalicized apostrophe -s
—"In his essay on prepositions, Jose used an astonishing three dozen out's." This practice—"In his essay on prepositions, Jose used an astonishing three dozen out's." This practice  
is not universally followed, and in newspapers, you would find our example sentenceis not universally followed, and in newspapers, you would find our example sentence  
written without italics or apostrophe: "You have fifteen ands in that last paragraph." written without italics or apostrophe: "You have fifteen ands in that last paragraph." 
              Some abbreviations  have  embedded  plural  forms,  and there  are  often              Some abbreviations  have  embedded  plural  forms,  and there  are  often  
inconsistencies  in  creating  the  plurals  of  these  words.  The  speed  of  an  internalinconsistencies  in  creating  the  plurals  of  these  words.  The  speed  of  an  internal  
combustion engine is measured in "revolutioncombustion engine is measured in "revolutionss per minute" or rpm (lower case) and the per minute" or rpm (lower case) and the  
efficiency of an automobile is reported in "mileefficiency of an automobile is reported in "miless per gallon" or mpg (no "-s" endings). per gallon" or mpg (no "-s" endings).
             Notice, furthermore, that we do not use an apostrophe to create plurals in the             Notice, furthermore, that we do not use an apostrophe to create plurals in the  
following:following:

•• The 1890s in Europe are widely regarded as years of social decadence. The 1890s in Europe are widely regarded as years of social decadence. 
•• I have prepared 1099s for the entire staff. I have prepared 1099s for the entire staff. 
•• Rosa and her brother have identical IQs, and they both have PhDs from Harvard. Rosa and her brother have identical IQs, and they both have PhDs from Harvard. 
•• She has over 400 URLs in her bookmark file. She has over 400 URLs in her bookmark file. 

Singular Subjects, Plural Predicates, etc.Singular Subjects, Plural Predicates, etc.

We frequently  run  into  a  situation  in  which  a  singular  subject  is  linked  to  a  pluralWe  frequently  run  into  a  situation  in  which  a  singular  subject  is  linked  to  a  plural  
predicate:predicate:

• My favorite My favorite breakfast breakfast is is cereal with fruit, milk, orange juice, and toastcereal with fruit, milk, orange juice, and toast..
Sometimes, too, a plural subject can be linked to singular predicate:Sometimes, too, a plural subject can be linked to singular predicate:

• Mistakes in parallelism are the only Mistakes in parallelism are the only problemproblem here.  here. 
           In such situations, remember that the number (singular or plural) of the subject,           In such situations, remember that the number (singular or plural) of the subject,  
not the predicate, determines the number of the verb. not the predicate, determines the number of the verb. 
A special  situation  exists  when  a  subject  seems  not  to  agree  with  its  predicate.  ForA special  situation  exists  when  a  subject  seems  not  to  agree  with  its  predicate.  For  
instance, when we want each student to see his or her counselor (and each student isinstance, when we want each student to see his or her counselor (and each student is  
assigned to only one counselor), but we want to avoid that "his or her" construction byassigned to only one counselor), but we want to avoid that "his or her" construction by  
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pluralizing, do we say "Students must see their  pluralizing, do we say "Students must see their  counselorscounselors" or "Students must see their" or "Students must see their  
counselorcounselor"? The singular counselor is necessary to avoid the implication that students"? The singular counselor is necessary to avoid the implication that students  
have  more  than  one counselor  apiece.  Do we say "Many sons  dislike  their  father  orhave  more  than  one counselor  apiece.  Do we say "Many sons  dislike  their  father  or  
fathers"? We don't mean to suggest that the sons have more than one father, so we use thefathers"? We don't mean to suggest that the sons have more than one father, so we use the  
singular father. Theodore Bernstein, in Dos, Don'ts and Maybes of English Usage, sayssingular father. Theodore Bernstein, in Dos, Don'ts and Maybes of English Usage, says  
that "Idiomatically the noun applying to more than one person remains in the singularthat "Idiomatically the noun applying to more than one person remains in the singular  
when (a) it represents a quality or thing possessed in common ("The audience's when (a) it represents a quality or thing possessed in common ("The audience's curiositycuriosity  
was  aroused");  or  (b)  it  is  an  abstraction  ("The  judges  applied  their  was  aroused");  or  (b)  it  is  an  abstraction  ("The  judges  applied  their  reasonreason to  the to  the  
problem"),  or (c) it  is a figurative word ("All ten children had  problem"),  or (c) it  is a figurative word ("All ten children had  a sweet tootha sweet tooth") (203).") (203).  
Sometimes  good sense will  have  to  guide you.  We might  want  to  say "Puzzled,  theSometimes  good sense will  have  to  guide you.  We might  want  to  say "Puzzled,  the  
children scratched their  head" to avoid the image of multi-headed children,  but  "Thechildren scratched their  head" to avoid the image of multi-headed children,  but  "The  
audience rose to their foot" is plainly ridiculous and about to tip over.audience rose to their foot" is plainly ridiculous and about to tip over.
In "The boys moved their car/cars," the plural would indicate that each boy owned a car,In "The boys moved their car/cars," the plural would indicate that each boy owned a car,  
the singular that the boys (together) owned one car (which is quite possible). It is alsothe singular that the boys (together) owned one car (which is quite possible). It is also  
possible that each boy owned more than one car. Be prepared for such situations, andpossible that each boy owned more than one car. Be prepared for such situations, and  
consider carefully the implications of using either the singular or the plural. You mightconsider carefully the implications of using either the singular or the plural. You might  
have to avoid the problem by going the opposite direction of pluralizing: moving thingshave to avoid the problem by going the opposite direction of pluralizing: moving things  
to the singular and talking about what each boy did.to the singular and talking about what each boy did.

Compound nounsCompound nouns
DefinitionDefinition

In  English,  words,  particularly  adjectives  and  nouns,  are  combined  into  compoundIn  English,  words,  particularly  adjectives  and  nouns,  are  combined  into  compound  
structures in a variety of ways. And once they are formed, they sometimes metamorphosestructures in a variety of ways. And once they are formed, they sometimes metamorphose  
over  time.  A common pattern  is  that  two words—fire  fly,  say—will  be  joined  by aover  time.  A common pattern  is  that  two words—fire  fly,  say—will  be  joined  by a  
hyphen for a time— ire-fly—and then be joined into one word—firefly. In this respect, ahyphen for a time— ire-fly—and then be joined into one word—firefly. In this respect, a  
language like German, in which words are happily and immediately linked one to thelanguage like German, in which words are happily and immediately linked one to the  
other, might seem to have an advantage. There is only one sure way to know how to spellother, might seem to have an advantage. There is only one sure way to know how to spell   
compounds in English: use an authoritative dictionary.compounds in English: use an authoritative dictionary.

FormationFormation

Words can be combined to form compound nouns. These are very common, andWords can be combined to form compound nouns. These are very common, and  
new combinations are invented almost daily. They normally have two parts. Thenew combinations are invented almost daily. They normally have two parts. The  
second part identifies the object or person in question (man, friend, tank, table,second part identifies the object or person in question (man, friend, tank, table,  
room).  The  first  part  tells  us  what  kind  of  object  or  person it  is,  or  what  itsroom).  The  first  part  tells  us  what  kind  of  object  or  person it  is,  or  what  its  
purpose is (police, boy, water, dining, bed):purpose is (police, boy, water, dining, bed):

What Type/what PurposeWhat Type/what Purpose What or Who What or Who 

PolicePolice ManMan

BoyBoy FriendFriend
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WaterWater Tank Tank 

DiningDining TableTable

BedBed RoomRoom

The two parts may be written in a number of ways:The two parts may be written in a number of ways:
1. as one word.1. as one word.
Example: policeman, boyfriendExample: policeman, boyfriend
2. as two words joined with a hyphen.2. as two words joined with a hyphen.
Example: dining-tableExample: dining-table
3. as two separate words.3. as two separate words.
Example: fish tank.Example: fish tank.

There are three forms of compound words: There are three forms of compound words: 

The closed form, in which the words are melded together, such as firefly, secondhand,The closed form, in which the words are melded together, such as firefly, secondhand,  
softball, childlike, crosstown, redhead, keyboard, makeup, notebook;softball, childlike, crosstown, redhead, keyboard, makeup, notebook;

the hyphenated form, such as daughter-in-law, master-at-arms, over-the-counter, six-the hyphenated form, such as daughter-in-law, master-at-arms, over-the-counter, six-
pack, six-year-old, mass-produced;pack, six-year-old, mass-produced;

and the open form, such as post office, real estate, middle class, full moon, half sister,and the open form, such as post office, real estate, middle class, full moon, half sister,  
attorney general.attorney general.

How a word modified by an adjective—"a How a word modified by an adjective—"a little schoollittle school," "the ," "the yellow butteryellow butter"—is different"—is different  
from  a  compound  word—"  a  from  a  compound  word—"  a  high  schoolhigh  school,"  "the  ,"  "the  peanut  butterpeanut  butter"—is  a  nice  and"—is  a  nice  and  
philosophical  question.  It  clearly  has  something  to  do  with  the  degree  to  which  thephilosophical  question.  It  clearly  has  something  to  do  with  the  degree  to  which  the  
preceding  word changes  the essential  character  of the noun,  the degree to  which thepreceding  word changes  the essential  character  of the noun,  the degree to  which the  
modifier  and  the  noun  are  inseparable.  If  you  were  diagramming  a  sentence  with  amodifier  and  the  noun  are  inseparable.  If  you  were  diagramming  a  sentence  with  a  
compound word, you would probably keep the words together, on the same horizontalcompound word, you would probably keep the words together, on the same horizontal  
line. line. 
Modifying compounds are often hyphenated to avoid confusion. The New York PublicModifying compounds are often hyphenated to avoid confusion. The New York Public  
Library's  Writer's  Guide points out that  an old-furniture salesman clearly deals  in oldLibrary's  Writer's  Guide points out that  an old-furniture salesman clearly deals  in old  
furniture, but an old furniture salesman would be an old man. We probably would notfurniture, but an old furniture salesman would be an old man. We probably would not  
have the same ambiguity, however, about a used car dealer. When compounded modifiershave the same ambiguity, however, about a used car dealer. When compounded modifiers  
precede a noun, they are often hyphenated: part-time teacher, fifty-yard-wide field, fire-precede a noun, they are often hyphenated: part-time teacher, fifty-yard-wide field, fire-
resistant curtains, high-speed chase. When those same modifying words come after theresistant curtains, high-speed chase. When those same modifying words come after the  
noun, however, they are not hyphenated: a field fifty yards wide, curtains that are firenoun, however, they are not hyphenated: a field fifty yards wide, curtains that are fire  
resistant, etc. The second-rate opera company gave a performance that was first rate. resistant, etc. The second-rate opera company gave a performance that was first rate. 
Comparative and superlative forms of adjectives are hyphenated when compounded withComparative and superlative forms of adjectives are hyphenated when compounded with  
other modifiers: the highest-priced car, the shorter-term loan. But this is not always theother modifiers: the highest-priced car, the shorter-term loan. But this is not always the  
case: the most talented youngster. Adverbs, words ending in -ly, are not hyphenated whencase: the most talented youngster. Adverbs, words ending in -ly, are not hyphenated when  
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compounded  with  other  modifiers:  a  highly  rated  bank,  a  partially  refunded  ticket,compounded  with  other  modifiers:  a  highly  rated  bank,  a  partially  refunded  ticket,  
publicly held securities.publicly held securities.
Sometimes  hyphenated  modifiers  lose  their  hyphens  when  they  become  compoundSometimes  hyphenated  modifiers  lose  their  hyphens  when  they  become  compound  
nouns: A clear decision-making process was evident in their decision making. The bluishnouns: A clear decision-making process was evident in their decision making. The bluish  
grey was slowly disappearing from the bluish-grey sky. This is not always so, however:grey was slowly disappearing from the bluish-grey sky. This is not always so, however:  
your high-rise apartment building is also known as a high-rise.your high-rise apartment building is also known as a high-rise.
     When modifying a person with his or her age, the compounded phrase is hyphenated:     When modifying a person with his or her age, the compounded phrase is hyphenated:  
my six-year-old son.  However,  when the age comes after  the person,  we don't  use amy six-year-old son.  However,  when the age comes after  the person,  we don't  use a  
hyphen. My son is six years old. He is, however, a six-year-old.hyphen. My son is six years old. He is, however, a six-year-old.

Plurals and PossessivesPlurals and Possessives
Most dictionaries will give variant spellings of compound plurals. When you have moreMost dictionaries will give variant spellings of compound plurals. When you have more  
than one truck filled with sand, do you have several truckfuls or trucksful? The dictionarythan one truck filled with sand, do you have several truckfuls or trucksful? The dictionary  
will give you both, with the first spelling usually preferred. (And the same is true ofwill give you both, with the first spelling usually preferred. (And the same is true of  
teaspoonfuls, cupfuls, etc.) The dictionary will help you discover that only one spelling isteaspoonfuls, cupfuls, etc.) The dictionary will help you discover that only one spelling is  
acceptable for some compounds — like passersby.acceptable for some compounds — like passersby.
For hyphenated forms, the pluralizing -s is usually attached to the element that is actuallyFor hyphenated forms, the pluralizing -s is usually attached to the element that is actually  
being pluralized:  daughters-in-law, half-moons,  mayors-elect.  The Chicago Manual ofbeing pluralized:  daughters-in-law, half-moons,  mayors-elect.  The Chicago Manual of  
Style  says  that  "hyphenated  and  open  compounds  are  regularly  made  plural  by  theStyle  says  that  "hyphenated  and  open  compounds  are  regularly  made  plural  by  the  
addition of the plural inflection to the element that is subject to the change in number"addition of the plural inflection to the element that is subject to the change in number"  
and  gives  as  examples  "fathers-in-law,"  "sergeants-in-arms,"  "doctors  of  philosophy,"and gives  as  examples  "fathers-in-law,"  "sergeants-in-arms,"  "doctors  of  philosophy,"  
"and  courts-martial"  (196).  The  NYPL  Writer's  Guide  puts  it  this  way:  "the  most"and  courts-martial"  (196).  The  NYPL  Writer's  Guide  puts  it  this  way:  "the  most  
significant word — generally the noun — takes the plural form. The significant wordsignificant word — generally the noun — takes the plural form. The significant word  
may be at the beginning, middle, or end of the term" (396). And then we get examplesmay be at the beginning, middle, or end of the term" (396). And then we get examples  
such as  "attorneys  at  law,"  "bills  of  fare,"  chiefs  of  staff,"  notaries  public,"  assistantsuch as  "attorneys  at  law,"  "bills  of  fare,"  chiefs  of  staff,"  notaries  public,"  assistant  
attorneys general," "higher-ups," "also-rans," and "go-betweens."attorneys general," "higher-ups," "also-rans," and "go-betweens."
Note: some dictionaries will  list "attorney generals" along with "attorneys  general" asNote: some dictionaries will  list "attorney generals" along with "attorneys  general" as  
acceptable plurals of that office. Whether that's a matter of caving in to popular usage oracceptable plurals of that office. Whether that's a matter of caving in to popular usage or  
an inability to determine the "significant word" is unknown.an inability to determine the "significant word" is unknown.

As a general rule, then, the plural form of an element in a hierarchical term belongs to theAs a general rule, then, the plural form of an element in a hierarchical term belongs to the  
base element in the term, regardless of the base element's placement:base element in the term, regardless of the base element's placement:

• first first sergeantssergeants  
• sergeantssergeants major  major 
• sergeantssergeants first class  first class 
• colonel colonel generalsgenerals [Russian]  [Russian] 
• lieutenant lieutenant generalsgenerals  
• lieutenant lieutenant colonelscolonels  
• apprentice, journeyman, and master apprentice, journeyman, and master mechanicsmechanics  
• deputy deputy librarianslibrarians  
• deputy assistant deputy assistant secretariessecretaries of state  of state 
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The possessive of a hyphenated compound is created by attaching an apostrophe -s to theThe possessive of a hyphenated compound is created by attaching an apostrophe -s to the  
end of the compound itself: my daughter-in-law's car, a friend of mine's car. To create theend of the compound itself: my daughter-in-law's car, a friend of mine's car. To create the  
possessive of pluralized and compounded forms, a writer is wise to avoid the apostrophepossessive of pluralized and compounded forms, a writer is wise to avoid the apostrophe  
-s form and use an "of" phrase (the "post genitive") instead: the meeting of the daughters--s form and use an "of" phrase (the "post genitive") instead: the meeting of the daughters-
in-law, the schedule of half-moons. Otherwise, the possessive form becomes downrightin-law, the schedule of half-moons. Otherwise, the possessive form becomes downright  
weird: the daughters-in-law's meeting, friends of mine's cars.weird: the daughters-in-law's meeting, friends of mine's cars.
One of the most difficult decisions to make about possessives and plurals of compoundOne of the most difficult decisions to make about possessives and plurals of compound  
words occurs when you can't decide whether the first noun in a compound structure iswords occurs when you can't decide whether the first noun in a compound structure is  
acting as a noun that ought to be showing possession or as what is called an attributiveacting as a noun that ought to be showing possession or as what is called an attributive  
noun, essentially an adjective. In other words, do we write that I am going to a writersnoun, essentially an adjective. In other words, do we write that I am going to a writers  
conference  or  to  a  writers'  conference?  The  Chicago  Style  Manual  suggests  that  ifconference  or  to  a  writers'  conference?  The  Chicago  Style  Manual  suggests  that  if  
singular  nouns can  act  as  attributive  nouns—city government,  tax  relief—then  pluralsingular  nouns can  act  as  attributive  nouns—city government,  tax  relief—then  plural  
nouns should be able to act as attributive nouns: consumers group, teachers union. Thisnouns should be able to act as attributive nouns: consumers group, teachers union. This  
principle  is  not  universally  endorsed,  however,  and  writers  must  remember  to  beprinciple  is  not  universally  endorsed,  however,  and  writers  must  remember  to  be  
consistent within a document.consistent within a document.
This section does not speak to the matter of compounded nouns such as "Professor Villa'sThis section does not speak to the matter of compounded nouns such as "Professor Villa's  
and Professor Darling's classes have been filled."and Professor Darling's classes have been filled."

Compounds with PrefixesCompounds with Prefixes
With a handful  of exceptions,  compounds created by the addition of a prefix are notWith a handful  of exceptions,  compounds created by the addition of a prefix are not  
hyphenated:hyphenated:

anteroom,  antisocial,  binomial,  biochemistry,  coordinate,  counterclockwise,anteroom,  antisocial,  binomial,  biochemistry,  coordinate,  counterclockwise,  
extraordinary,  infrastructure,  interrelated,  intramural,  macroeconomics,extraordinary,  infrastructure,  interrelated,  intramural,  macroeconomics,  
metaphysical,  microeconomics,  midtown,  minibike,  multicultural,  neoromantic,metaphysical,  microeconomics,  midtown,  minibike,  multicultural,  neoromantic,  
nonviolent,  overanxious,  postwar,  preconference,  pseudointellectual,  reunify,nonviolent,  overanxious,  postwar,  preconference,  pseudointellectual,  reunify,  
semiconductor,  socioeconomic,  subpar,  supertanker,  transatlantic,  unnatural,semiconductor,  socioeconomic,  subpar,  supertanker,  transatlantic,  unnatural,  
underdevelopedunderdeveloped

Exceptions Include Exceptions Include 
compounds in which the second element is capitalized or a number: compounds in which the second element is capitalized or a number: 

anti-Semitic, pre-1998, post-Freudian anti-Semitic, pre-1998, post-Freudian 

compounds which need hyphens to avoid confusion compounds which need hyphens to avoid confusion 

un-ionized (as distinguished from unionized), co-op un-ionized (as distinguished from unionized), co-op 

compounds in which a vowel would be repeated (especially to avoid confusion) compounds in which a vowel would be repeated (especially to avoid confusion) 

co-op, semi-independent, anti-intellectual (but reestablish, reedit) co-op, semi-independent, anti-intellectual (but reestablish, reedit) 

compounds consisting of more than one word compounds consisting of more than one word 

non-English-speaking, pre-Civil War non-English-speaking, pre-Civil War 

compounds that would be difficult to read without a hyphen compounds that would be difficult to read without a hyphen 
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pro-life, pro-choice, co-editedpro-life, pro-choice, co-edited

Also, when we combine compound nouns, we would use a hyphen with the first, but notAlso, when we combine compound nouns, we would use a hyphen with the first, but not  
the last: when under- and overdeveloped nations get together. . . .the last: when under- and overdeveloped nations get together. . . .

SpellingSpelling

The  following  table  presents  a  mini-dictionary  of  compound  modifiers  and  nouns.The  following  table  presents  a  mini-dictionary  of  compound  modifiers  and  nouns.  
Perhaps the best use of a very partial inventory like this is to suggest the kinds of wordsPerhaps the best use of a very partial inventory like this is to suggest the kinds of words  
that a writer would be wise either to memorize or to be at least wary of. It is sometimesthat a writer would be wise either to memorize or to be at least wary of. It is sometimes  
enough to know when we should get the dictionary off the shelf.enough to know when we should get the dictionary off the shelf.
2-year education2-year education
one-week vacationone-week vacation
A-frameA-frame
African AmericanAfrican American
Air ForceAir Force
all-city tournamentall-city tournament
attorney generalattorney general
blood pressureblood pressure
blue-green dressblue-green dress
bull's-eyebull's-eye
databasedatabase
daughter-in-lawdaughter-in-law
English-speaking personEnglish-speaking person
ex-wifeex-wife
first-rate accommodationsfirst-rate accommodations
footballfootball
grandmothergrandmother
grant-in-aidgrant-in-aid
great-auntgreat-aunt

half sisterhalf sister
high-level officialshigh-level officials
I-beamI-beam
Italian-AmericanItalian-American
Italian-American clubItalian-American club
jack-in-the-boxjack-in-the-box
lifelikelifelike
light yearlight year
mayor-electmayor-elect
salespersonsalesperson
secretary-treasurersecretary-treasurer
stockbrokerstockbroker
T-squareT-square
threefoldthreefold
up-to-the-minuteup-to-the-minute
V-formationV-formation
vice presidentvice president
well-made clotheswell-made clothes
worldwide inflationworldwide inflation
X-rayX-ray

Notice that African American contains no hyphen, but Italian-American does. There areNotice that African American contains no hyphen, but Italian-American does. There are  
no hard and fast rules about this, and social conventions change. (There is no hyphen inno hard and fast rules about this, and social conventions change. (There is no hyphen in  
French Canadian.)  Some groups have insisted that  they do not  want  to  be known asFrench Canadian.)  Some groups have insisted that  they do not  want  to  be known as  
"hyphenated Americans" and resist,  therefore, the use of a hyphen, preferring that the"hyphenated Americans" and resist,  therefore, the use of a hyphen, preferring that the  
word "American" be used as an adjective. word "American" be used as an adjective. 

Suspended CompoundsSuspended Compounds
With a series of nearly identical compounds, we sometimes delay the final term of theWith a series of nearly identical compounds, we sometimes delay the final term of the  
final term until the last instance, allowing the hyphen to act as a kind of place holder, asfinal term until the last instance, allowing the hyphen to act as a kind of place holder, as  
inin

•• The third- and fourth-grade teachers met with the parents. The third- and fourth-grade teachers met with the parents. 
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•• Both full- and part-time employees will get raises this year. Both full- and part-time employees will get raises this year. 
•• We don't see many 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children around here.We don't see many 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children around here.

Be careful not to overuse this feature of the hyphen; readers have to wait until that finalBe careful not to overuse this feature of the hyphen; readers have to wait until that final  
instance to know what you're talking about, and that can be annoying.instance to know what you're talking about, and that can be annoying.

Possessive FormsPossessive Forms
Forming PossessivesForming Possessives

Showing possession in English is a relatively easy matter (believe it or not). By adding anShowing possession in English is a relatively easy matter (believe it or not). By adding an  
apostrophe  and  an  s  we  can  manage  to  transform  most  singular  nouns  into  theirapostrophe  and  an  s  we  can  manage  to  transform  most  singular  nouns  into  their  
possessive form:possessive form:

•• the car's front seat the car's front seat 
•• Charles's car Charles's car 
•• Bartkowski's book Bartkowski's book 
•• a hard day's worka hard day's work

Some writers will say that the -s after Charles' is not necessary and that adding only theSome writers will say that the -s after Charles' is not necessary and that adding only the  
apostrophe (Charles' car) will suffice to show possession. Consistency is the key here: ifapostrophe (Charles' car) will suffice to show possession. Consistency is the key here: if  
you  choose not  to  add the  -s  after  a  noun that  already ends  in  s,  do so consistentlyyou  choose not  to  add the  -s  after  a  noun that  already ends  in  s,  do so consistently  
throughout your text. William Strunk's Elements of Style recommends adding the 's.throughout your text. William Strunk's Elements of Style recommends adding the 's.
You will find that some nouns, especially proper nouns, especially when there are other -You will find that some nouns, especially proper nouns, especially when there are other -
s and -z sounds involved, turn into clumsy beasts when you add another s: "That's olds and -z sounds involved, turn into clumsy beasts when you add another s: "That's old  
Mrs. Chambers's estate." In that case, you're better off with "Mrs. Chambers' estate." Mrs. Chambers's estate." In that case, you're better off with "Mrs. Chambers' estate." 
There is another way around this problem of klunky possessives: using the "of phrase" toThere is another way around this problem of klunky possessives: using the "of phrase" to  
show possession. show possession. 
You should know that most words that end in an unpronounced "s" form their possessiveYou should know that most words that end in an unpronounced "s" form their possessive  
by adding an apostrophe + s. by adding an apostrophe + s. 
However,  many non-English  words  that  end  with  a  silent  "s"  or  "x" will  form theirHowever,  many non-English  words  that  end  with  a  silent  "s"  or  "x" will  form their  
possessives with only an apostrophe. possessives with only an apostrophe. 
There are "certain expressions that end in s or the s sound that traditionally require anThere are "certain expressions that end in s or the s sound that traditionally require an  
apostrophe only: for appearance' sake, for conscience' sake, for goodness' sake"apostrophe only: for appearance' sake, for conscience' sake, for goodness' sake"
When a word ends in a double s, we're better  off writing its possessive with only anWhen a word ends in a double s, we're better  off writing its possessive with only an  
apostrophe: the boss' memo, the witness' statement. apostrophe: the boss' memo, the witness' statement. 
Many  writers  consider  it  bad  form  to  use  apostrophe  -s  possessives  with  pieces  ofMany  writers  consider  it  bad  form  to  use  apostrophe  -s  possessives  with  pieces  of  
furniture  and  buildings  or  inanimate  objects  in  general.  Instead  of  "the  desk's  edge"furniture  and  buildings  or  inanimate  objects  in  general.  Instead  of  "the  desk's  edge"  
(according to many authorities), we should write "the edge of the desk" and instead of(according to many authorities), we should write "the edge of the desk" and instead of  
"the hotel's windows" we should write "the windows of the hotel." In fact,  we would"the hotel's windows" we should write "the windows of the hotel." In fact,  we would  
probably avoid the possessive altogether and use the noun as an attributive: "the hotelprobably avoid the possessive altogether and use the noun as an attributive: "the hotel  
windows." This rule (if, in fact, it is one) is no longer universally endorsed. We wouldwindows." This rule (if, in fact, it is one) is no longer universally endorsed. We would  
not say "the radio of that car" instead of "that car's radio" (or the "car radio") and wenot say "the radio of that car" instead of "that car's radio" (or the "car radio") and we  
would not write "the desire of my heart" instead of "my heart's desire." Writing "the edgewould not write "the desire of my heart" instead of "my heart's desire." Writing "the edge  
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of  the  ski"  would  probably  be  an  improvement  over  "the  ski's  edge,"  however.  of  the  ski"  would  probably  be  an  improvement  over  "the  ski's  edge,"  however.  
For expressions of time and measurement, the possessive is shown with an apostrophe -s:For expressions of time and measurement, the possessive is shown with an apostrophe -s:  
"one dollar's worth," "two dollars' worth," "a hard day's night," "two years' experience,""one dollar's worth," "two dollars' worth," "a hard day's night," "two years' experience,"  
"an evening's entertainment.""an evening's entertainment."
THE POSSESSIVESTHE POSSESSIVES
Possessive pronouns and possessive adjectives show who the thing belongs to.Possessive pronouns and possessive adjectives show who the thing belongs to.

PERSONPERSON  ADJECTIVES ADJECTIVES PRONOUNS PRONOUNS 
1st 1st (I) (I) my my mine mine 
2nd 2nd (you) (you) your your yours yours 
3rd 3rd (he) (he) his his his his 

(she) (she) her her hers hers 
(it) (it) it it its its 

PluralPlural  
1st 1st (we) (we) our our ours ours 
2nd 2nd (you) (you) your your yours yours 
3rd 3rd (they) (they) their their theirs theirs 
NOTE: In English, possessive adjectives and pronouns refer to the possessor, not theNOTE: In English, possessive adjectives and pronouns refer to the possessor, not the  
object or person that is possessed.object or person that is possessed.
Example: Example: 

Jane's brother is married to John's sister.Jane's brother is married to John's sister.
Her brother is married to his sister.Her brother is married to his sister.

Examples:Examples:

a. Peter and Peter and his sisterhis sister..
b. Jane and b. Jane and her fatherher father..
c. Do you know where c. Do you know where your booksyour books are? are?
d. Is this d. Is this their picnictheir picnic? No, it is ? No, it is oursours..
e. I think this is e. I think this is youryour passport. Yes, it is  passport. Yes, it is minemine..

Possessives & GerundsPossessives & Gerunds
Possessive  forms  are  frequently  modifiers  for  verb forms  used as  nouns,  or  gerunds.Possessive  forms  are  frequently  modifiers  for  verb forms  used as  nouns,  or  gerunds.  
Using the possessive will affect how we read the sentence. For instance, "I'm worriedUsing the possessive will affect how we read the sentence. For instance, "I'm worried  
about Joe running in the park after dark" means that I'm worried about Joe and the factabout Joe running in the park after dark" means that I'm worried about Joe and the fact  
that he runs in the park after dark (the word "running" is a present participle modifyingthat he runs in the park after dark (the word "running" is a present participle modifying  
Joe). On the other hand, "I'm worried about Joe's running in the park after dark" puts theJoe). On the other hand, "I'm worried about Joe's running in the park after dark" puts the  
emphasis on the running that Joe is doing ("running" is a gerund, and "Joe's" modifiesemphasis on the running that Joe is doing ("running" is a gerund, and "Joe's" modifies  
that verbal).  Usually,  almost always in fact,  we use the possessive form of a noun orthat verbal).  Usually,  almost always in fact,  we use the possessive form of a noun or  
pronoun to modify a gerund. More is involved, however. pronoun to modify a gerund. More is involved, however. 
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Possessives of Plurals & Irregular PluralsPossessives of Plurals & Irregular Plurals
Most plural nouns already end in s. To create their possessive, simply add an apostropheMost plural nouns already end in s. To create their possessive, simply add an apostrophe  
after the s:after the s:

•• The Pepins' house is the big blue one on the corner. The Pepins' house is the big blue one on the corner. 
•• The lions' usual source of water has dried up. The lions' usual source of water has dried up. 
•• The gases' odors mixed and became nauseating. The gases' odors mixed and became nauseating. 
•• The witches' brooms were hidden in the corner. The witches' brooms were hidden in the corner. 
•• The babies' beds were all in a row.The babies' beds were all in a row.

With nouns whose plurals are irregular, however, you will need to add an apostropheWith nouns whose plurals are irregular, however, you will need to add an apostrophe  
followed by an s to create the possessive form.followed by an s to create the possessive form.

•• She plans on opening a women's clothing boutique. She plans on opening a women's clothing boutique. 
•• Children's programming is not a high priority. Children's programming is not a high priority. 
•• The geese's food supply was endangered.The geese's food supply was endangered.

(But with words that do not change their form when pluralized, you will have to add an -s(But with words that do not change their form when pluralized, you will have to add an -s  
or -es.)or -es.)

•• The seaweed was destroyed by the fishes' overfeeding.The seaweed was destroyed by the fishes' overfeeding.
Compound PossessivesCompound Possessives
Compound Possessives have been expressed in Compound section behind. Please see thatCompound Possessives have been expressed in Compound section behind. Please see that  
section.section.

Double PossessivesDouble Possessives
Do we say "a friend of my uncle" or "a friend of my uncle's"? In spite of the fact that "aDo we say "a friend of my uncle" or "a friend of my uncle's"? In spite of the fact that "a  
friend of my uncle's" seems to overwork the notion of possessiveness, that is usually whatfriend of my uncle's" seems to overwork the notion of possessiveness, that is usually what  
we say and write.  The double possessive construction  is  sometimes  called  the "post-we say and write.  The double possessive construction  is  sometimes  called  the "post-
genitive" or "of followed by a possessive case or an absolute possessive pronoun" genitive" or "of followed by a possessive case or an absolute possessive pronoun" 
(from the Oxford English Dictionary, which likes to show off). The double possessive(from the Oxford English Dictionary, which likes to show off). The double possessive  
has been around since the fifteenth century, and is widely accepted. It's extremely helpful,has been around since the fifteenth century, and is widely accepted. It's extremely helpful,  
for instance, in distinguishing between "a picture of my father" (in which we see the oldfor instance, in distinguishing between "a picture of my father" (in which we see the old  
man)  and "a picture of my father's" (which he owns). Native speakers will note howman) and "a picture of my father's" (which he owns). Native speakers will note how  
much more natural it is to say "He's a fan of hers" than "he's a fan of her." much more natural it is to say "He's a fan of hers" than "he's a fan of her." 
     Generally, what follows the "of" in a double possessive will be definite and human,     Generally, what follows the "of" in a double possessive will be definite and human,  
not otherwise, so we would say "a friend of my uncle's" but not "a friend of the museum'snot otherwise, so we would say "a friend of my uncle's" but not "a friend of the museum's  
[museum, instead]." What precedes the "of" is usually indefinite ([museum, instead]." What precedes the "of" is usually indefinite (aa friend, not   friend, not  the bestthe best  
friend), unless it's preceded by the demonstratives this or that, as in "this friend of myfriend), unless it's preceded by the demonstratives this or that, as in "this friend of my  
father's."father's."
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4.                            Adverb.4.                            Adverb.
DefinitionDefinition
Adverbs are words that modify Adverbs are words that modify 

•• a verb (He drove slowly.—How did he drive?) a verb (He drove slowly.—How did he drive?) 
•• an adjective (He drove a very fast car.—How fast was his car?) an adjective (He drove a very fast car.—How fast was his car?) 
•• another adverb (She moved quite slowly down the aisle.—How slowly did sheanother adverb (She moved quite slowly down the aisle.—How slowly did she  

move?)move?)
As we will see, adverbs often tell when, where, why, or under what conditions somethingAs we will see, adverbs often tell when, where, why, or under what conditions something  
happens or happened. Adverbs frequently end in -ly; however, many words and phraseshappens or happened. Adverbs frequently end in -ly; however, many words and phrases  
not ending in -ly serve an adverbial function and an -ly ending is not a guarantee that anot ending in -ly serve an adverbial function and an -ly ending is not a guarantee that a  
word is an adverb. The words lovely, lonely, motherly, friendly, neighborly, for instance,word is an adverb. The words lovely, lonely, motherly, friendly, neighborly, for instance,  
are adjectives: are adjectives: 

• That That lovely lovely woman lives in a woman lives in a friendlyfriendly neighborhood. neighborhood.
If a group of words containing a subject and verb acts as an adverb (modifying the verbIf a group of words containing a subject and verb acts as an adverb (modifying the verb  
of a sentence), it is called an adverb clause: of a sentence), it is called an adverb clause: 

• When this class is overWhen this class is over, we're going to the movies. , we're going to the movies. 
When a group of words When a group of words notnot containing a subject and verb acts as an adverb, it is called an containing a subject and verb acts as an adverb, it is called an  
adverbial adverbial phrasephrase. Prepositional phrases frequently have adverbial functions (telling place. Prepositional phrases frequently have adverbial functions (telling place  
and time, modifying the verb): and time, modifying the verb): 

• He went He went to the moviesto the movies. . 
• She works She works in the holidaysin the holidays. . 
• They lived in Canada They lived in Canada during the warduring the war. . 

And infinitive phrases can act as adverbs (usually telling why):And infinitive phrases can act as adverbs (usually telling why):
• She hurried to the mainland She hurried to the mainland to see her brotherto see her brother. . 
• The senator ran The senator ran to catch the busto catch the bus..

But there are other kinds of adverbial phrases:But there are other kinds of adverbial phrases:
• He calls his mother He calls his mother as often as possibleas often as possible. . 

Adverbs  can  modify  adjectives,  but  an  adjective  cannot  modify  an  adverb.  Thus  weAdverbs  can  modify  adjectives,  but  an  adjective  cannot  modify  an  adverb.  Thus  we  
would say that "the students showed a would say that "the students showed a reallyreally wonderful attitude" and that "the students wonderful attitude" and that "the students  
showed a showed a wonderfullywonderfully casual attitude" and that "my professor is   casual attitude" and that "my professor is  reallyreally tall, but  tall, but notnot "He "He  
ran real fast."ran real fast."
Like adjectives, adverbs can have comparative and superlative forms to show degree. Like adjectives, adverbs can have comparative and superlative forms to show degree. 

• Walk Walk fasterfaster if you want to keep up with me.  if you want to keep up with me. 
• The student who reads The student who reads fastestfastest will finish first.  will finish first. 

We often use more and most, less and least to show degree with adverbs:We often use more and most, less and least to show degree with adverbs:
• With sneakers on, she could move With sneakers on, she could move more quicklymore quickly among the patients.  among the patients. 
• The flowers were the The flowers were the most beautifullymost beautifully arranged creations I've ever seen.  arranged creations I've ever seen. 
• She worked She worked less confidentlyless confidently after her accident.  after her accident. 
• That was the That was the least skillfullyleast skillfully done performance I've seen in years.  done performance I've seen in years. 
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The The as—asas—as construction can be used to create adverbs that express sameness or equality: construction can be used to create adverbs that express sameness or equality:  
"He can't run "He can't run as fast asas fast as his sister." his sister."
A handful of adverbs have two forms, one that ends in -ly and one that doesn't. In certainA handful of adverbs have two forms, one that ends in -ly and one that doesn't. In certain  
cases, the two forms have different meanings:cases, the two forms have different meanings:

• He arrived He arrived latelate. . 
• LatelyLately, he couldn't seem to be on time for anything., he couldn't seem to be on time for anything.

In most cases, however, the form without the -ly ending should be reserved for casualIn most cases, however, the form without the -ly ending should be reserved for casual  
situations:situations:

• She certainly drives She certainly drives slowslow in that old Buick of hers.  in that old Buick of hers. 
• He did He did wrongwrong by her.  by her. 
• He spoke He spoke sharp, quicksharp, quick, and to the point., and to the point.

Adverbs  often  function  as  intensifiers,  conveying  a  greater  or  lesser  emphasis  toAdverbs  often  function  as  intensifiers,  conveying  a  greater  or  lesser  emphasis  to  
something.  Intensifiers are said to have three different functions: they can emphasize,something.  Intensifiers are said to have three different functions: they can emphasize,  
amplify, or downtone. Here are some examples:amplify, or downtone. Here are some examples:

•• Emphasizers: Emphasizers: 
• I I reallyreally don't believe him.  don't believe him. 
• He He literallyliterally wrecked his mother's car.  wrecked his mother's car. 
• She She simplysimply ignored me.  ignored me. 
• They're going to be late, They're going to be late, for surefor sure..

•• Amplifiers: Amplifiers: 
• The teacher The teacher completelycompletely rejected her proposal.  rejected her proposal. 
• I I absolutelyabsolutely refuse to attend any more faculty meetings.  refuse to attend any more faculty meetings. 
• They They heartilyheartily endorsed the new restaurant.  endorsed the new restaurant. 
• I I soso wanted to go with them.  wanted to go with them. 
• We know this city We know this city wellwell..

•• Downtoners: Downtoners: 
• I I kind ofkind of like this college.  like this college. 
• Joe Joe sort ofsort of felt betrayed by his sister.  felt betrayed by his sister. 
• His mother His mother mildlymildly disapproved his actions.  disapproved his actions. 
• We can improve on this We can improve on this to some extentto some extent. . 
• The boss The boss almostalmost quit after that.  quit after that. 
• The school was The school was all butall but ruined by the storm. ruined by the storm.

Adverbs (as well as adjectives) in their various degrees can be accompanied byAdverbs (as well as adjectives) in their various degrees can be accompanied by  
premodifiers:premodifiers:

• She runs She runs veryvery fast.  fast. 
• We're going to run out of material We're going to run out of material all theall the faster  faster 44

4  This issue has been addressed in the section on degrees in adjectives. For this section on intensifiers, weThis issue has been addressed in the section on degrees in adjectives. For this section on intensifiers, we  
are indebted to A Grammar of Contemporary English by Randolph Quirk, Sidney Greenbaum, Geoffreyare indebted to A Grammar of Contemporary English by Randolph Quirk, Sidney Greenbaum, Geoffrey  
Leech, and Jan Svartvik. Longman Group: London. 1978. pages 438 to 457. Examples our own. Leech, and Jan Svartvik. Longman Group: London. 1978. pages 438 to 457. Examples our own. 
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Using Adverbs in a Numbered ListUsing Adverbs in a Numbered List
Within the normal flow of text, it's nearly always a bad idea to number items beyondWithin the normal flow of text, it's nearly always a bad idea to number items beyond  
three or four, at the most. Anything beyond that, you're better off with a three or four, at the most. Anything beyond that, you're better off with a vertical listvertical list that that  
uses numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.). Also, in such a list, don't use adverbs (with an -ly ending);uses numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.). Also, in such a list, don't use adverbs (with an -ly ending);  
use instead the uninflected ordinal number (first, second, third, fourth, fifth, etc.).  use instead the uninflected ordinal number (first, second, third, fourth, fifth, etc.).  FirstFirst  
(not  firstly),  it's  unclear  what  the  adverb  is  modifying.  (not  firstly),  it's  unclear  what  the  adverb  is  modifying.  SecondSecond (not  secondly),  it's (not  secondly),  it's  
unnecessary. unnecessary. ThirdThird (not thirdly), after you get beyond "secondly," it starts to sound silly. (not thirdly), after you get beyond "secondly," it starts to sound silly.  
Adverbs that number in this manner are treated as disjuncts.Adverbs that number in this manner are treated as disjuncts.

Adverbs We Can Do WithoutAdverbs We Can Do Without

Review the section on “Being Concise” for some advice on adverbs that we can eliminateReview the section on “Being Concise” for some advice on adverbs that we can eliminate  
to the benefit  of our prose: intensifiers  such as very,  extremely,  and really that  don'tto the benefit  of our prose: intensifiers  such as very,  extremely,  and really that  don't  
intensify anything and expletive constructions ("intensify anything and expletive constructions ("There areThere are several books that address this several books that address this  
issue.")issue.")

Kinds of AdverbsKinds of Adverbs
Adverbs of MannerAdverbs of Manner
She moved She moved slowlyslowly and spoke  and spoke quietlyquietly..

Adverbs of PlaceAdverbs of Place
She has lived She has lived on the islandon the island all her life.  all her life. 
She still lives She still lives therethere now. now.

Adverbs of FrequencyAdverbs of Frequency
She takes the boat to the mainland She takes the boat to the mainland every dayevery day..
She She oftenoften goes by herself. goes by herself.

Adverbs of TimeAdverbs of Time
She tries to get back She tries to get back before dark.before dark.
It's starting to get dark It's starting to get dark nownow..
She finished her tea She finished her tea firstfirst..
She left She left earlyearly..

Adverbs of PurposeAdverbs of Purpose
She drives her boat slowly She drives her boat slowly to avoid hitting the rocksto avoid hitting the rocks..
She shops in several stores She shops in several stores to get the best buysto get the best buys..

Positions of AdverbsPositions of Adverbs
One of the hallmarks of adverbs is their ability to move around in a sentence. Adverbs ofOne of the hallmarks of adverbs is their ability to move around in a sentence. Adverbs of  
manner are particularly flexible in this regard.manner are particularly flexible in this regard.

• SolemnlySolemnly the minister addressed her congregation.  the minister addressed her congregation. 
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• The minister The minister solemnlysolemnly addressed her congregation.  addressed her congregation. 
• The minister addressed her congregation The minister addressed her congregation solemnlysolemnly..

The following adverbs of frequency appear in various points in these sentences:The following adverbs of frequency appear in various points in these sentences:
• Before the main verb: I Before the main verb: I nevernever get up before nine o'clock.  get up before nine o'clock. 
• Between the auxiliary verb and the main verb: I have Between the auxiliary verb and the main verb: I have rarelyrarely written to my brother written to my brother  

without a good reason. without a good reason. 
•• Before the verb used to: I always used to see him at his summer home.Before the verb used to: I always used to see him at his summer home.

Indefinite adverbs of time can appear either before the verb or between the auxiliary andIndefinite adverbs of time can appear either before the verb or between the auxiliary and  
the main verb:the main verb:

• He He finallyfinally showed up for batting practice.  showed up for batting practice. 
• She has She has recentlyrecently retired. retired.

Order of AdverbsOrder of Adverbs
There is a basic order in which adverbs will appear when there is more than one. It isThere is a basic order in which adverbs will appear when there is more than one. It is  
similar to “The Royal Order of Adjectives”, but it is even more flexible.similar to “The Royal Order of Adjectives”, but it is even more flexible.

THE ROYAL ORDER OF ADVERBSTHE ROYAL ORDER OF ADVERBS
VerbVerb MannerManner PlacePlace FrequencyFrequency Time Time PurposePurpose
Dad walks Dad walks ImpatientlyImpatiently Into townInto town Every afternoonEvery afternoon BeforeBefore  

suppersupper
To get aTo get a  
newspaper.newspaper.

Asif swimsAsif swims EnthusiasticallyEnthusiastically In the pool In the pool Every morningEvery morning Before dawnBefore dawn To keep inTo keep in  
shape.shape.

Rubab napesRubab napes In her roomIn her room  Every morning Every morning Before lunch.Before lunch.
In actual practice, of course, it would be highly unusual to have a string of adverbial modifiersIn actual practice, of course, it would be highly unusual to have a string of adverbial modifiers  
beyond two or three (at the most). Because the placement of adverbs is so flexible, one or two ofbeyond two or three (at the most). Because the placement of adverbs is so flexible, one or two of  
the modifiers  would probably move to the beginning of the sentence: "Every afternoon beforethe modifiers  would probably move to the beginning of the sentence: "Every afternoon before  
supper, Dad impatiently walks into town to get a newspaper." When that happens, the introductorysupper, Dad impatiently walks into town to get a newspaper." When that happens, the introductory  
adverbial modifiers are usually set off with a comma.adverbial modifiers are usually set off with a comma.

More Notes on Adverb OrderMore Notes on Adverb Order

As  a  general  principle,  shorter  adverbial  phrases  precede  longer  adverbial  phrases,As  a  general  principle,  shorter  adverbial  phrases  precede  longer  adverbial  phrases,  
regardless of content. In the following sentence, an adverb of time precedes an adverb ofregardless of content. In the following sentence, an adverb of time precedes an adverb of  
frequency because it is shorter (and simpler):frequency because it is shorter (and simpler):

• Dad takes a brisk walk Dad takes a brisk walk before breakfast every day of his lifebefore breakfast every day of his life..
A second principle: among similar adverbial phrases of kind (manner, place, frequency,A second principle: among similar adverbial phrases of kind (manner, place, frequency,  
etc.), the more specific adverbial phrase comes first:etc.), the more specific adverbial phrase comes first:

• My grandmother was born My grandmother was born in a sod house on the plainsin a sod house on the plains of northern Nebraska.  of northern Nebraska. 
• She promised to meet him She promised to meet him for lunch next Tuesdayfor lunch next Tuesday..

Bringing  an  adverbial  modifier  to  the  beginning  of  the  sentence  can  place  specialBringing  an  adverbial  modifier  to  the  beginning  of  the  sentence  can  place  special  
emphasis on that modifier. This is particularly useful with adverbs of manner:emphasis on that modifier. This is particularly useful with adverbs of manner:
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• Slowly, ever so carefullySlowly, ever so carefully, Jesse filled the coffee cup up to the brim, even above, Jesse filled the coffee cup up to the brim, even above  
the brim. the brim. 

• OccasionallyOccasionally, but only occasionally, one of these lemons will get by the, but only occasionally, one of these lemons will get by the  
inspectors.inspectors.

Inappropriate Adverb OrderInappropriate Adverb Order

Review the  section  on Misplaced  Modifiers  for  some additional  ideas  on placement.Review the  section  on Misplaced  Modifiers  for  some additional  ideas  on placement.  
Modifiers can sometimes attach themselves to and thus modify words that they ought notModifiers can sometimes attach themselves to and thus modify words that they ought not  
to modify. to modify. 

• They reported that Giuseppe Balle, a European rock star, had died They reported that Giuseppe Balle, a European rock star, had died on the sixon the six   
o'clock newso'clock news..

Clearly,  it would be better to move the underlined modifier to a position immediatelyClearly,  it would be better to move the underlined modifier to a position immediately  
after "they reported" or even to the beginning of the sentence — so the poor man doesn'tafter "they reported" or even to the beginning of the sentence — so the poor man doesn't  
die on television. Misplacement can also occur with very simple modifiers, such as onlydie on television. Misplacement can also occur with very simple modifiers, such as only  
and barely: and barely: 

• She She only grewonly grew to be four feet tall. to be four feet tall.
It would be better if "She grew to be It would be better if "She grew to be only four feet tallonly four feet tall." ." 

Adjuncts, Disjuncts, and ConjunctsAdjuncts, Disjuncts, and Conjuncts
Regardless of its position, an adverb is Regardless of its position, an adverb is often neatlyoften neatly integrated into the flow of a sentence. integrated into the flow of a sentence.  
When this is true, as it  When this is true, as it  almost alwaysalmost always is,  the adverb is called an adjunct. (Notice the is,  the adverb is called an adjunct. (Notice the  
underlined adjuncts or adjunctive adverbs in the first two sentences of this paragraph.)underlined adjuncts or adjunctive adverbs in the first two sentences of this paragraph.)  
When the adverb does not fit  into the flow of the clause,  it  is called a disjunct or aWhen the adverb does not fit  into the flow of the clause,  it  is called a disjunct or a  
conjunct and is often set off by a comma or set of commas. A disjunct frequently acts as aconjunct and is often set off by a comma or set of commas. A disjunct frequently acts as a  
kind of evaluation of the rest of the sentence. Although it usually modifies the verb, wekind of evaluation of the rest of the sentence. Although it usually modifies the verb, we  
could say that it modifies the entire clause, too. Notice how "too" is a disjunct in thecould say that it modifies the entire clause, too. Notice how "too" is a disjunct in the  
sentence  immediately  before  this  one;  that  same  word  can  also  serve  as  an  adjunctsentence  immediately  before  this  one;  that  same  word  can  also  serve  as  an  adjunct  
adverbial modifier: It's adverbial modifier: It's too hottoo hot to play outside. Here are two more disjunctive adverbs: to play outside. Here are two more disjunctive adverbs:

• FranklyFrankly, Martha, I don't give a hoot. , Martha, I don't give a hoot. 
• FortunatelyFortunately, no one was hurt., no one was hurt.

Conjuncts, on the other  hand, serve a connector function within the flow of the text,Conjuncts, on the other  hand, serve a connector function within the flow of the text,  
signaling a transition between ideas.signaling a transition between ideas.

• If they start smoking those awful cigars, If they start smoking those awful cigars, thenthen I'm not staying.  I'm not staying. 
• We've told the landlord about this ceiling again and again, and We've told the landlord about this ceiling again and again, and yetyet he's done he's done  

nothing to fix it.nothing to fix it.
At the extreme edge of this category, we have the purely conjunctive device known as theAt the extreme edge of this category, we have the purely conjunctive device known as the  
conjunctive adverb (often called the adverbial conjunction):conjunctive adverb (often called the adverbial conjunction):
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• Jose has spent years preparing for this event; Jose has spent years preparing for this event; neverthelessnevertheless, he's the most nervous, he's the most nervous  
person here. person here. 

• I love this school; I love this school; howeverhowever, I don't think I can afford the tuition., I don't think I can afford the tuition.55

Some Special CasesSome Special Cases
The adverbs enough and not enough usually take a postmodifier position:The adverbs enough and not enough usually take a postmodifier position:

• Is that music Is that music loud enoughloud enough? ? 
• These shoes are These shoes are not big enoughnot big enough. . 
• In a roomful of elderly people, you must remember to speak In a roomful of elderly people, you must remember to speak loudly enoughloudly enough..

(Notice, though, that when enough functions as an adjective, it can come before the noun:(Notice, though, that when enough functions as an adjective, it can come before the noun:
• Did she give us Did she give us enough timeenough time??

The adverb enough is often followed by an infinitive:The adverb enough is often followed by an infinitive:
• She didn't run fast She didn't run fast enough to winenough to win..

The adverb too comes before adjectives and other adverbs:The adverb too comes before adjectives and other adverbs:
• She ran She ran too fasttoo fast. . 
• She works She works too quicklytoo quickly..

If too comes after the adverb it is probably a disjunct (meaning also) and is usually set offIf too comes after the adverb it is probably a disjunct (meaning also) and is usually set off  
with a comma:with a comma:

• Jasmine works hard. She works Jasmine works hard. She works quickly, tooquickly, too..
The adverb too is often followed by an infinitive:The adverb too is often followed by an infinitive:

• She runs She runs too slowly to entertoo slowly to enter this race. this race.
Another common construction with the adverb too is  too followed by a prepositionalAnother common construction with the adverb too is  too followed by a prepositional  
phrase — for + the object of the preposition — followed by an infinitive:phrase — for + the object of the preposition — followed by an infinitive:

• This milk is This milk is too hot for a baby to drinktoo hot for a baby to drink..

Relative AdverbsRelative Adverbs
Adjectival  clauses  are  sometimes  introduced by what  are  called  the  relative  adverbs:Adjectival  clauses  are  sometimes  introduced by what  are  called  the  relative  adverbs:  
where, when, and why. Although the entire clause is adjectival and will modify a noun,where, when, and why. Although the entire clause is adjectival and will modify a noun,  
the relative word itself fulfills an adverbial function (modifying a verb within its ownthe relative word itself fulfills an adverbial function (modifying a verb within its own  
clause).clause).
The relative adverb where will begin a clause that modifies a noun of place:The relative adverb where will begin a clause that modifies a noun of place:

My entire family now worships in the My entire family now worships in the churchchurch where my great grandfather used to where my great grandfather used to  
be minister.be minister.

The relative pronoun "where" modifies the verb "used to be" (which makes it adverbial),The relative pronoun "where" modifies the verb "used to be" (which makes it adverbial),  
but the entire clause ("where my great grandfather used to be minister") modifies thebut the entire clause ("where my great grandfather used to be minister") modifies the  
word "church."word "church."
A when clause will modify nouns of time: A when clause will modify nouns of time: 

5  For  further  study on this section:  A University Grammar  of English by Randolph Quirk and SidneyFor further  study on this section:  A University Grammar  of English by Randolph Quirk and Sidney  
Greenbaum. Longman Group: Essex, England. 1993. 126. Examples mine!Greenbaum. Longman Group: Essex, England. 1993. 126. Examples mine!
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My favorite month is always My favorite month is always FebruaryFebruary, when we celebrate Valentine's Day and, when we celebrate Valentine's Day and  
Presidents' Day.Presidents' Day.

And a why clause will modify the noun reason:And a why clause will modify the noun reason:

Do you know the Do you know the reasonreason why Isabel isn't in class today? why Isabel isn't in class today?

We sometimes leave out the relative adverb in such clauses,  and many writers  preferWe sometimes leave out the relative adverb in such clauses,  and many writers  prefer  
"that" to "why" in a clause referring to "reason": "that" to "why" in a clause referring to "reason": 

• Do you know the reason Do you know the reason whywhy Isabel isn't in class today?  Isabel isn't in class today? 
• I always look forward to the day I always look forward to the day whenwhen we begin our summer vacation.  we begin our summer vacation. 
• I know the reason I know the reason thatthat men like motorcycles. men like motorcycles.66  

Viewpoint, Focus, and Negative AdverbsViewpoint, Focus, and Negative Adverbs
A viewpoint  adverb generally  comes  after  a  noun and is  related  to  an  adjective  thatA viewpoint  adverb generally  comes  after  a  noun and is  related  to  an  adjective  that  
precedes that noun:precedes that noun:

• A successful athletic team is often a A successful athletic team is often a good team good team scholasticallyscholastically. . 
• Investing all our money in snowmobiles was probably not a Investing all our money in snowmobiles was probably not a sound ideasound idea   

financiallyfinancially..
You will sometimes hear a phrase like "scholastically speaking" or "financially speaking"You will sometimes hear a phrase like "scholastically speaking" or "financially speaking"  
in these circumstances, but the word "speaking" is seldom necessary.in these circumstances, but the word "speaking" is seldom necessary.
A focus adverb indicates that what is being communicated is limited to the part that isA focus adverb indicates that what is being communicated is limited to the part that is  
focused; a focus adverb will tend either to focused; a focus adverb will tend either to limitlimit the sense of the sentence ("He got an A the sense of the sentence ("He got an A  
justjust for attending the class.") or to act as an  for attending the class.") or to act as an additiveadditive ("He got an A  ("He got an A in additionin addition to being to being  
published."published."
Although  negative  constructions  like  the  words  "not"  and  "never"  are  usually  foundAlthough  negative  constructions  like  the  words  "not"  and  "never"  are  usually  found  
embedded within a verb string—"He has embedded within a verb string—"He has nevernever been much help to his mother."—they are been much help to his mother."—they are  
technically not part of the verb; they are, indeed, adverbs. However, a so-called negativetechnically not part of the verb; they are, indeed, adverbs. However, a so-called negative  
adverb  creates  a  negative  meaning  in  a  sentence  without  the  use  of  the  usualadverb  creates  a  negative  meaning  in  a  sentence  without  the  use  of  the  usual  
no/not/neither/nor/never constructions:no/not/neither/nor/never constructions:

• He He seldomseldom visits.  visits. 
• She She hardly hardly eats anything since the accident. eats anything since the accident. 
• After her long and tedious lectures, After her long and tedious lectures, rarelyrarely was anyone awake. was anyone awake.

Adverb-FormAdverb-Form

1. In most cases, an adverb is formed by adding '-ly' to an adjective:1. In most cases, an adverb is formed by adding '-ly' to an adjective:
AdjectiveAdjective AdverbAdverb
CheapCheap
QuickQuick
SlowSlow

CheaplyCheaply
QuicklyQuickly
SlowlySlowly

6  For  further  study  on  this  section:  Understanding  English  Grammar  by  Martha  Kolln.  4For  further  study  on  this  section:  Understanding  English  Grammar  by  Martha  Kolln.  4thth Edition, Edition,  
MacMillan Publishing Company: New York. 1994MacMillan Publishing Company: New York. 1994
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Examples:Examples:
• Time goes Time goes quicklyquickly. . 
• He walked He walked slowlyslowly to the door.  to the door. 
• She She certainlycertainly had an interesting life.  had an interesting life. 
• He He carefullycarefully picked up the sleeping child.  picked up the sleeping child. 

If the adjective ends in '-y', replace the 'y' with 'i' and add '-ly':If the adjective ends in '-y', replace the 'y' with 'i' and add '-ly':
AdjectiveAdjective AdverbAdverb
EasyEasy
AngryAngry
HappyHappy
LuckyLucky

EasilyEasily
AngrilyAngrily
HappilyHappily
LuckilyLuckily

If the adjective ends in -'able', '-ible', or '-le', replace the '-e' with '-y':If the adjective ends in -'able', '-ible', or '-le', replace the '-e' with '-y':
AdjectiveAdjective AdverbAdverb
ProbableProbable
Terrible Terrible 
GentleGentle

ProbablyProbably
TerriblyTerribly
GentlyGently

If the adjective ends in '-ic', add '-ally':If the adjective ends in '-ic', add '-ally':77

AdjectiveAdjective AdverbAdverb
BasicBasic
EconomicEconomic
TragicTragic

BasicallyBasically
EconomicallyEconomically
TragicallyTragically

1.1. Some adverbs have the same form as the adjective:Some adverbs have the same form as the adjective:
Adjective/AdverbAdjective/Adverb

Early, fast, hard, high, late, near, straight, wrongEarly, fast, hard, high, late, near, straight, wrong

Compare:Compare:
• It is a It is a fastfast car.  car. 
• He drives very He drives very fastfast. . 
• This is a This is a hardhard exercise. exercise.
• He works He works hardhard..
• We saw many We saw many highhigh buildings. buildings.
• The bird flew The bird flew highhigh in the sky.  in the sky. 

3. 'Well' and 'good' 3. 'Well' and 'good' 
'Well' is the adverb that corresponds to the adjective 'good'. 'Well' is the adverb that corresponds to the adjective 'good'. 
Examples:Examples:

• He is a He is a goodgood student. student.
• He studies He studies wellwell..
• She is a She is a good good pianist.pianist.

7 The exception in this case is “public-publicly”.  The exception in this case is “public-publicly”. 
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• She plays the piano She plays the piano wellwell..
• They are They are goodgood swimmers. swimmers.
• They swim They swim wellwell. . 

Adverbs of CertaintyAdverbs of Certainty
These adverbs express how certain or sure we feel about an action or event.These adverbs express how certain or sure we feel about an action or event.
Common adverbs of certainty:Common adverbs of certainty:
Certainly, definitely, probably, undoubtedly, surelyCertainly, definitely, probably, undoubtedly, surely
Adverbs of certainty go before the main verb but after the verb 'to be':Adverbs of certainty go before the main verb but after the verb 'to be':

•• He definitely left the house this morning. He definitely left the house this morning. 
•• He is probably in the park. He is probably in the park. 

With other auxiliary verb, these adverbs go between the auxiliary and the main verb:With other auxiliary verb, these adverbs go between the auxiliary and the main verb:
•• He has certainly forgotten the meeting. He has certainly forgotten the meeting. 
•• He will probably remember tomorrow. He will probably remember tomorrow. 

Sometimes these adverbs can be placed at the beginning of the sentence:Sometimes these adverbs can be placed at the beginning of the sentence:
•• Undoubtedly, Winston Churchill was a great politician.Undoubtedly, Winston Churchill was a great politician.

BE CAREFUL with “surely”. When it is placed at the beginning of the sentence, it meansBE CAREFUL with “surely”. When it is placed at the beginning of the sentence, it means  
the speaker thinks something is true, but is looking for confirmation:the speaker thinks something is true, but is looking for confirmation:
Example:Example:

•• Surely you've got a bicycle? Surely you've got a bicycle? 

Adverbs of DegreeAdverbs of Degree

Adverbs of degree tell us about the intensity or degree of an action, an adjective orAdverbs of degree tell us about the intensity or degree of an action, an adjective or  
another adverb.another adverb.

Common adverbs of degree:Common adverbs of degree:

Almost, nearly, quite, just, too, enough, hardly, scarcely, completely, very, extremely.Almost, nearly, quite, just, too, enough, hardly, scarcely, completely, very, extremely.

Adverbs of degree are usually placed:Adverbs of degree are usually placed:

6. Before the adjective or adverb they are modifying:Before the adjective or adverb they are modifying:
e.g. The water was e.g. The water was extremelyextremely cold.  cold. 

7. Before the main verb:Before the main verb:
e.g. He was e.g. He was just just leaving. She has leaving. She has almostalmost finished.  finished. 

Examples:Examples:

• She doesn't She doesn't quitequite know what she'll do after university.  know what she'll do after university. 

• They are They are completelycompletely exhausted from the trip.  exhausted from the trip. 

• I am I am tootoo tired to go out tonight.  tired to go out tonight. 

• He He hardlyhardly noticed what she was saying.  noticed what she was saying. 

Enough, very, tooEnough, very, too
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Enough as an adverb meaning 'to the necessary degree' goes after adjectives andEnough as an adverb meaning 'to the necessary degree' goes after adjectives and  
adverbs.adverbs.

Example:Example:

• Is your coffeeIs your coffee  hot enoughhot enough? (adjective) ? (adjective) 

• He didn't work He didn't work hardhard  enoughenough. (adverb) . (adverb) 

It also goes before nouns, and means 'as much as is necessary'. In this case it isIt also goes before nouns, and means 'as much as is necessary'. In this case it is  
not an adverb, but a 'determiner'.not an adverb, but a 'determiner'.

Example:Example:

• We have We have enoughenough bread.  bread. 

• They don't have They don't have enoughenough food.  food. 

Too  as  an  adverb  meaning  'more  than  is  necessary  or  useful'  goes  beforeToo  as  an  adverb  meaning  'more  than  is  necessary  or  useful'  goes  before  
adjectives and adverbs, e.g.adjectives and adverbs, e.g.

• This coffee is This coffee is tootoo hot. (adjective)  hot. (adjective) 

• He works He works too too hard. (adverb) hard. (adverb) 

Enough and too with adjectives can be followed by 'for someone/something'.Enough and too with adjectives can be followed by 'for someone/something'.

Example: Example: 

• The dress was big The dress was big enoughenough for me.  for me. 

• She's not experienced She's not experienced enoughenough for this job.  for this job. 

• The coffee was The coffee was tootoo hot for me.  hot for me. 

• The dress was The dress was tootoo small for her.  small for her. 

We can also use 'to + infinitive' after enough and too with adjectives/adverb.We can also use 'to + infinitive' after enough and too with adjectives/adverb.

Example: Example: 

• The coffee was The coffee was tootoo hot to drink.  hot to drink. 

• He didn't work hard He didn't work hard enoughenough to pass the exam.  to pass the exam. 

• She's not old She's not old enoughenough to get married.  to get married. 

• You're You're tootoo young to have grandchildren!  young to have grandchildren! 

Very goes before an adverb or adjective to make it stronger.Very goes before an adverb or adjective to make it stronger.

Example: Example: 

• The girl was The girl was veryvery beautiful. (adjective)  beautiful. (adjective) 

• He worked He worked veryvery quickly. (adverb)  quickly. (adverb) 
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If we want to make a negative form of an adjective or adverb, we can use a wordIf we want to make a negative form of an adjective or adverb, we can use a word  
of opposite meaning, or not very.of opposite meaning, or not very.

Example:Example:

• The girl was ugly OR The girl was The girl was ugly OR The girl was not verynot very beautiful  beautiful 

• He worked slowly OR He didn't He worked slowly OR He didn't work verywork very quickly.  quickly. 

BE CAREFUL about the correct usage because there is a big difference betweenBE CAREFUL about the correct usage because there is a big difference between  
too and very. too and very. 

• Very expresses a fact:Very expresses a fact:
He speaks He speaks veryvery quickly.  quickly. 

• Too suggests there is a problem:Too suggests there is a problem:
He speaks He speaks tootoo quickly (for me to understand).  quickly (for me to understand). 

Other Adverbs like “Very”Other Adverbs like “Very”

These common adverbs are used like very and not very, and are listed in order ofThese common adverbs are used like very and not very, and are listed in order of  
strength, from positive to negative:strength, from positive to negative:

extremely,  especially,  particularly,  pretty,  rather,  quite,  fairly,  rather,  notextremely,  especially,  particularly,  pretty,  rather,  quite,  fairly,  rather,  not  
especially, not particularly.especially, not particularly.

Note: rather can be positive or negative, depending on the adjective or adverb thatNote: rather can be positive or negative, depending on the adjective or adverb that  
follows:follows:

Positive: The teacher was Positive: The teacher was ratherrather nice. nice.
Negative: The film was Negative: The film was ratherrather disappointing. disappointing.

Inversion with Negative AdverbsInversion with Negative Adverbs

Normally the subject goes before the verb: Normally the subject goes before the verb: 

SubjectSubject VerbVerb

II

SheShe

LeftLeft

GoesGoes

However, some negative adverbs can cause an inversion - the order is reversed andHowever, some negative adverbs can cause an inversion - the order is reversed and  
the verb goes before the subjectthe verb goes before the subject

Example: Example: 

I have I have nevernever seen such courage.  seen such courage. NeverNever have I seen such courage.  have I seen such courage. 
She She rarelyrarely left the house.  left the house. RarelyRarely did she leave the house. did she leave the house.

Negative inversion is used in writing, not in speaking.Negative inversion is used in writing, not in speaking.

Other adverbs and adverbial expressions that can be used in an identical way:Other adverbs and adverbial expressions that can be used in an identical way:
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seldom, scarcely, hardly, not only .....seldom, scarcely, hardly, not only .....
but also, no sooner .....but also, no sooner .....
than, not until, under no circumstances.than, not until, under no circumstances.

Adverbs of MannerAdverbs of Manner
Adverbs of manner tell  us how something happens. They are usually placed after theAdverbs of manner tell  us how something happens. They are usually placed after the  
main verb or after the object. main verb or after the object. 
Examples:Examples:

• He swims He swims wellwell, (after the main verb) , (after the main verb) 
• He ran... He ran... rapidly, slowly, quickly.rapidly, slowly, quickly.. . 
• She spoke... She spoke... softly, loudly, aggressivelysoftly, loudly, aggressively.. .. 
• James coughed James coughed loudlyloudly to attract her attention.  to attract her attention. 
• He plays the flute He plays the flute beautifullybeautifully. (after the object) . (after the object) 
• He ate the chocolate cake He ate the chocolate cake greedilygreedily. . 

BE CAREFUL! The adverb should not be put between the verb and the object:BE CAREFUL! The adverb should not be put between the verb and the object:
•• He ate greedily the chocolate cake [incorrect] He ate greedily the chocolate cake [incorrect] 
•• He ate the chocolate cake greedily [correct] He ate the chocolate cake greedily [correct] 

If there is a preposition before the object, e.g. at, towards, we can place the adverb eitherIf there is a preposition before the object, e.g. at, towards, we can place the adverb either  
before the preposition or after the object.before the preposition or after the object.
Example:Example:

• The child ran The child ran happilyhappily towards his mother.  towards his mother. 
• The child ran towards his mother The child ran towards his mother happilyhappily. . 

Sometimes an adverb of manner is placed before a verb + object to add emphasis:Sometimes an adverb of manner is placed before a verb + object to add emphasis:
• He He gentlygently woke the sleeping woman.  woke the sleeping woman. 

Some writers put an adverb of manner at the beginning of the sentence to catch ourSome writers put an adverb of manner at the beginning of the sentence to catch our  
attention and make us curious:attention and make us curious:

• SlowlySlowly she picked up the knife.  she picked up the knife. 
(We want to know what happened slowly, who did it slowly, why they did it slowly)(We want to know what happened slowly, who did it slowly, why they did it slowly)
However, adverbs should always come  However, adverbs should always come  afterafter intransitive verbs (=verbs which have no intransitive verbs (=verbs which have no  
object). object). 
Example:Example:

• The town grew The town grew quicklyquickly. . 
• He waited He waited patientlypatiently..

Also, these common adverbs are almost always placed Also, these common adverbs are almost always placed afterafter the verb: the verb:
•• well well 
•• badly badly 
•• hard hard 
•• fast fast 
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The position of the adverb is important when there is more than one verb in a sentence. IfThe position of the adverb is important when there is more than one verb in a sentence. If  
the adverb is placed after a clause, then it modifies the whole action described by thethe adverb is placed after a clause, then it modifies the whole action described by the  
clause.clause.
Notice the difference in meaning between the following pairs of sentences:Notice the difference in meaning between the following pairs of sentences:

• She She quicklyquickly agreed to re-type the letter. (= her agreement was quick)  agreed to re-type the letter. (= her agreement was quick) 
• She agreed to re-type the letter She agreed to re-type the letter quickly.quickly. (= the re-typing was quick)  (= the re-typing was quick) 
• He He quietlyquietly asked me to leave the house. (= his request was quiet)  asked me to leave the house. (= his request was quiet) 
• He asked me to leave the house He asked me to leave the house quietly.quietly. (= the leaving was quiet)  (= the leaving was quiet) 

Adverbs of PlaceAdverbs of Place
Adverbs of place tell us where something happens.Adverbs of place tell us where something happens.
They are usually placed after the main verb or after the object:They are usually placed after the main verb or after the object:
Example:Example:

After the main verb:After the main verb:

• I looked I looked everywhereeverywhere. . 
• John looked John looked away, up, down, aroundaway, up, down, around... ... 
• I'm going I'm going home, out, back…home, out, back…  
• Come Come inin. . 

After the object:After the object:
• They built a house They built a house nearbynearby. . 
• She took the child She took the child outsideoutside. . 

'Here' and 'There''Here' and 'There'
With verbs of movement, here means towards or with the speaker:With verbs of movement, here means towards or with the speaker:

• Come Come herehere (= towards me)  (= towards me) 
• It's in It's in herehere (= come with me to see it)  (= come with me to see it) 

There means away from, or not with the speaker:There means away from, or not with the speaker:
• Put it Put it therethere (= away from me)  (= away from me) 
• It's in It's in therethere (= go by yourself to see it)  (= go by yourself to see it) 

Here and there are combined with prepositions to make many common adverbial phrases:Here and there are combined with prepositions to make many common adverbial phrases:

down here, down there;down here, down there;
over here, over there;over here, over there;
under here, under there;under here, under there;
up here, up thereup here, up there

Here and there are  placed  at  the beginning of  the sentence in  exclamations  or whenHere and there are  placed  at  the beginning of  the sentence in  exclamations  or when  
emphasis is needed. emphasis is needed. 
They are followed by the verb if the subject is a noun: They are followed by the verb if the subject is a noun: 

• HereHere comes the bus. (followed by the verb)  comes the bus. (followed by the verb) 
Or by a pronoun if this is the subject (it, she, he etc.):Or by a pronoun if this is the subject (it, she, he etc.):

• HereHere it is! (followed by the pronoun)  it is! (followed by the pronoun) 
• ThereThere she goes! (followed by the pronoun)  she goes! (followed by the pronoun) 
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NOTE: most common adverbs of place also function as prepositions.NOTE: most common adverbs of place also function as prepositions.
Examples:Examples:
about, across, along, around, behind, by, down, in, off, on, over, round, through, under,about, across, along, around, behind, by, down, in, off, on, over, round, through, under,  
up.up.

Go to Prepositions or Phrasal VerbsGo to Prepositions or Phrasal Verbs
Other adverbs of place: ending in '-wards', expressing movement in a particular direction:Other adverbs of place: ending in '-wards', expressing movement in a particular direction:
backwardsbackwards
forwardsforwards
downwardsdownwards
upwardsupwards
inwardsinwards
outwardsoutwards

northwardsnorthwards
southwardssouthwards
eastwardseastwards
westwardswestwards
homewardshomewards
onwardsonwards

Example:Example:
• Cats don't usually walk Cats don't usually walk backwardsbackwards. . 
• The ship sailed The ship sailed westwardswestwards. . 

BE CAREFUL! 'Towards' is a preposition, not an adverb, so it is always followed by aBE CAREFUL! 'Towards' is a preposition, not an adverb, so it is always followed by a  
noun or a pronoun:noun or a pronoun:

•• He walked towards the car. He walked towards the car. 
•• She ran towards me. She ran towards me. 

Expressing both movement and location:Expressing both movement and location:
ahead, abroad, overseas, uphill, downhill, sideways, indoors, outdoorsahead, abroad, overseas, uphill, downhill, sideways, indoors, outdoors
Example:Example:

• The child went The child went indoorsindoors. . 
• He lived and worked He lived and worked abroadabroad. . 

ADVERBS OF TIMEADVERBS OF TIME
Adverbs of time tell us when an action happened, but also for how long, and how often.Adverbs of time tell us when an action happened, but also for how long, and how often.
Examples:Examples:

•• When: today, yesterday, later, now, last yearWhen: today, yesterday, later, now, last year
•• For how long: all day, not long, for a while, since last yearFor how long: all day, not long, for a while, since last year
•• How often: sometimes, frequently, never, often, yearly How often: sometimes, frequently, never, often, yearly 

"When" adverbs are usually placed at the end of the sentence:"When" adverbs are usually placed at the end of the sentence:
• Goldilocks went to the Bears' house Goldilocks went to the Bears' house yesterdayyesterday..
• I'm going to tidy my room I'm going to tidy my room tomorrowtomorrow. . 

This is a "neutral" position, but some "when" adverbs can be put in other positions to giveThis is a "neutral" position, but some "when" adverbs can be put in other positions to give  
a different emphasisa different emphasis
Compare:Compare:

• LaterLater Goldilocks ate some porridge. (the time is more important) Goldilocks ate some porridge. (the time is more important)
• Goldilocks Goldilocks laterlater ate some porridge. (this is more formal, like a policeman's ate some porridge. (this is more formal, like a policeman's  

report)report)
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• Goldilocks ate some porridge Goldilocks ate some porridge laterlater. (this is neutral, no particular emphasis) . (this is neutral, no particular emphasis) 
"For how long" adverbs are usually placed at the end of the sentence:"For how long" adverbs are usually placed at the end of the sentence:

• She stayed in the Bears' house She stayed in the Bears' house all dayall day..
• My mother lived in France for My mother lived in France for a yeara year. . 

Notice: 'for' is always followed by an expression of duration:Notice: 'for' is always followed by an expression of duration:
•• for three days, for three days, 
•• for a week, for a week, 
•• for several years, for several years, 
•• for two centuries. for two centuries. 

'Since' is always followed by an expression of a point in time:'Since' is always followed by an expression of a point in time:
•• since Monday, since Monday, 
•• since 1997, since 1997, 
•• since the last war. since the last war. 

"How often" adverbs expressing the frequency of an action are usually placed before the"How often" adverbs expressing the frequency of an action are usually placed before the  
main verb but after auxiliary verbs (such as be, have, may, must):main verb but after auxiliary verbs (such as be, have, may, must):

• I I oftenoften eat vegetarian food. (before the main verb)  eat vegetarian food. (before the main verb) 
• He He nevernever drinks milk. (before the main verb)  drinks milk. (before the main verb) 
• You must You must alwaysalways fasten your seat belt. (after the auxiliary must)  fasten your seat belt. (after the auxiliary must) 
• She is She is nevernever sea-sick.(after the auxiliary is)  sea-sick.(after the auxiliary is) 
• I have I have nevernever forgotten my first kiss. (after the auxiliary have and before the main forgotten my first kiss. (after the auxiliary have and before the main  

verb forgotten) verb forgotten) 
Some other "how often" adverbs express the exact number of times an action happensSome other "how often" adverbs express the exact number of times an action happens  
and are usually placed at the end of the sentence:and are usually placed at the end of the sentence:

• This magazine is published This magazine is published monthlymonthly..
• He visits his mother He visits his mother once a weekonce a week. . 

When a frequency adverb is placed at the end of a sentence it is much stronger.When a frequency adverb is placed at the end of a sentence it is much stronger.
Compare:Compare:

• She She regularlyregularly visits France. visits France.
• She visits France She visits France regularlyregularly. . 

Adverbs that can be used in these two positions:Adverbs that can be used in these two positions:
•• frequently, frequently, 
•• generally, generally, 
•• normally, normally, 
•• occasionally, occasionally, 
•• often, often, 
•• regularly, regularly, 
•• sometimes, sometimes, 
•• usually usually 

'Yet' and 'Still''Yet' and 'Still'
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Yet  is  used  in  questions  and  in  negative  sentences,  and  is  placed  at  the  end  of  theYet  is  used  in  questions  and  in  negative  sentences,  and  is  placed  at  the  end  of  the  
sentence or after not.sentence or after not.

• Have you finished your work Have you finished your work yetyet? (= a simple request for information) No, ? (= a simple request for information) No, notnot   
yetyet. (= simple negative answer) . (= simple negative answer) 

• They haven't met him They haven't met him yetyet. (= simple negative statement) . (= simple negative statement) 
• Haven't you finished Haven't you finished yetyet? (= expressing slight surprise) ? (= expressing slight surprise) 

Still expresses continuity; it is used in positive sentences and questions, and is placedStill expresses continuity; it is used in positive sentences and questions, and is placed  
before the main verb and after auxiliary verbs (such as be, have, might, will)before the main verb and after auxiliary verbs (such as be, have, might, will)

• I am I am stillstill hungry.  hungry. 
• She is She is stillstill waiting for you waiting for you
• Are you Are you stillstill here? here?
• Do you Do you stillstill work for the BBC?  work for the BBC? 

Order of Adverbs of TimeOrder of Adverbs of Time
If you need to use more than one adverb of time at the end of a sentence, use them in thisIf you need to use more than one adverb of time at the end of a sentence, use them in this  
order:order:

1: 'how long'1: 'how long'
2: 'how often'2: 'how often'
3: 'when' (think of 'low')3: 'when' (think of 'low')

Example:Example:
•• 1 + 2 : I work (1) for five hours (2) every day 1 + 2 : I work (1) for five hours (2) every day 
•• 2 + 3 : The magazine was published (2) weekly (3) last year. 2 + 3 : The magazine was published (2) weekly (3) last year. 
•• 1 + 3 : I was abroad (1) for two months (3) last year. 1 + 3 : I was abroad (1) for two months (3) last year. 
•• 1 + 2 + 3 : She worked in a hospital (1) for two days (2) every week (3) last year. 1 + 2 + 3 : She worked in a hospital (1) for two days (2) every week (3) last year. 

Viewpoint and Commenting AdverbsViewpoint and Commenting Adverbs
There  are  some  adverbs  and  adverbial  expressions  which  tell  us  about  the  speaker'sThere  are  some  adverbs  and  adverbial  expressions  which  tell  us  about  the  speaker's  
viewpoint or opinion about an action, or make some comment on the action.viewpoint or opinion about an action, or make some comment on the action.
ViewpointViewpoint
FranklyFrankly, I think he is a liar. (= this is my frank, honest opinion), I think he is a liar. (= this is my frank, honest opinion)
TheoreticallyTheoretically, you should pay a fine. (= from a theoretical point of view but there may be, you should pay a fine. (= from a theoretical point of view but there may be  
another way of looking at the situation)another way of looking at the situation)
These adverbs are placed at the beginning of the sentence and are separated from the restThese adverbs are placed at the beginning of the sentence and are separated from the rest  
of the sentence by a comma.of the sentence by a comma.
Some common Viewpoint adverbs:Some common Viewpoint adverbs:
honestly,  seriously,  confidentially,  personally,  surprisingly,  ideally,  economically,honestly,  seriously,  confidentially,  personally,  surprisingly,  ideally,  economically,  
officially, obviously, clearly, surely, undoubtedly.officially, obviously, clearly, surely, undoubtedly.
Examples:Examples:

• PersonallyPersonally, I'd rather go by train. , I'd rather go by train. 
• SurprisinglySurprisingly, this car is cheaper than the smaller model. , this car is cheaper than the smaller model. 
• GeographicallyGeographically, Britain is rather cut off from the rest of Europe. , Britain is rather cut off from the rest of Europe. 
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CommentingCommenting
• She is She is certainlycertainly the best person for the job.  the best person for the job. 
• You You obviouslyobviously enjoyed your meal.  enjoyed your meal. 

These are very similar to viewpoint adverbs, and often the same words, but they go in aThese are very similar to viewpoint adverbs, and often the same words, but they go in a  
different position - after the verb to be and before the main verb.different position - after the verb to be and before the main verb.
Some common Commenting adverbs:Some common Commenting adverbs:
definitely, certainly, obviously, simply.definitely, certainly, obviously, simply.

Interrogative AdverbsInterrogative Adverbs
These are:These are:
why, where, how, when why, where, how, when 
They are usually placed at the beginning of a question.They are usually placed at the beginning of a question.
Examples:Examples:

• Why Why are you so late? are you so late? 
• WhereWhere is my passport?  is my passport? 
• HowHow are you?  are you? 
• HowHow much is that coat?  much is that coat? 
• WhenWhen does the train arrive?  does the train arrive? 

Notice that how can be used in four different ways:Notice that how can be used in four different ways:
1. meaning 'in what way?':1. meaning 'in what way?':
HowHow did you make this sauce? did you make this sauce?
HowHow do you start the car? do you start the car?
2. with adjectives:2. with adjectives:
HowHow tall are you? tall are you?
HowHow old is your house? old is your house?
3. with much and many:3. with much and many:
HowHow much are these tomatoes? much are these tomatoes?
HowHow many people are coming to the party? many people are coming to the party?
4. with other adverbs:4. with other adverbs:
HowHow quickly can you read this? quickly can you read this?
HowHow often do you go to London? often do you go to London?

Adverbs of FrequencyAdverbs of Frequency
Adverbs of Frequency answer the question "How often?" or "How frequently?" They tellAdverbs of Frequency answer the question "How often?" or "How frequently?" They tell  
us how often somebody does something.us how often somebody does something.
Adverbs of frequency come before the main verb (except the main verb "to be"):Adverbs of frequency come before the main verb (except the main verb "to be"):

*0We We usuallyusually go shopping on Saturday.  go shopping on Saturday. 
*1I have I have oftenoften done that.  done that. 
*2She is She is always always late. late. 

Occasionally, sometimes, often, frequently and usually can also go at the beginning orOccasionally, sometimes, often, frequently and usually can also go at the beginning or  
end of a sentence:end of a sentence:

*3SometimesSometimes they come and stay with us.  they come and stay with us. 
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*4I play tennis I play tennis occasionallyoccasionally. . 
Rarely and seldom can also go at the end of a sentence (often with "very"):Rarely and seldom can also go at the end of a sentence (often with "very"):

*5We see them We see them rarelyrarely. . 
John eats meat very John eats meat very seldomseldom..

Comparative Forms of AdverbsComparative Forms of Adverbs
In  general,  comparative  and  superlative  forms  of  adverbs  are  the  same  as  forIn  general,  comparative  and  superlative  forms  of  adverbs  are  the  same  as  for  
adjectives:adjectives:

• add add -er-er or  or -est-est to short adverbs:  to short adverbs: 

AdverbAdverb ComparativeComparative SuperlativeSuperlative
hardhard
latelate
fastfast

hardharderer
latlaterer  
fastfasterer

the hardthe hardestest
the latthe latestest  
the fastthe fastestest

Example: Example: 

• Jim works Jim works harderharder than his brother.  than his brother. 

• Everyone in the race ran Everyone in the race ran fastfast, but John ran the , but John ran the fastest fastest of all. of all. 

With  adverbs  ending  in  -ly,  use  “more”  for  the  comparative  and  “most”  for  theWith  adverbs  ending  in  -ly,  use  “more”  for  the  comparative  and  “most”  for  the  
superlative:superlative:

AdverbAdverb ComparativeComparative SuperlativeSuperlative

quietlyquietly
slowlyslowly
seriouslyseriously

moremore quietly quietly
moremore slowly slowly
moremore seriously seriously

mostmost quietly quietly
mostmost slowly slowly
mostmost seriously seriously

Example: Example: 

• The teacher spoke The teacher spoke more slowlymore slowly to help us to understand.  to help us to understand. 

• Could you sing Could you sing more quietlymore quietly please?  please? 

Some adverbs have irregular comparative forms:Some adverbs have irregular comparative forms:

AdverbAdverb ComparativeComparative SuperlativeSuperlative

badlybadly
farfar
littlelittle
wellwell

worseworse
farther/furtherfarther/further
lessless
betterbetter

worstworst
farthest/furthestfarthest/furthest
leastleast
bestbest

Example: Example: 

• The little boy ran The little boy ran furtherfurther than his friends.  than his friends. 

• You're driving You're driving worseworse today than yesterday! today than yesterday!
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BE CAREFUL! Sometimes 'most' can mean 'very':BE CAREFUL! Sometimes 'most' can mean 'very':

• We were We were mostmost grateful for your help  grateful for your help 

• I am I am mostmost impressed by this application.  impressed by this application. 

Linking AdverbsLinking Adverbs
Linking adverbs are adverbs that are used to link ideas or clauses in spoken discourse orLinking adverbs are adverbs that are used to link ideas or clauses in spoken discourse or  
written text. They could also be called conjunctive adverbs in so far as they perform thewritten text. They could also be called conjunctive adverbs in so far as they perform the  
same sort of function as conjunctions.same sort of function as conjunctions.
We use a very wide variety of linking adverbs. Some are more commonly used in formalWe use a very wide variety of linking adverbs. Some are more commonly used in formal  
written English, whilst others are more characteristic of informal, spoken language. Herewritten English, whilst others are more characteristic of informal, spoken language. Here  
are some of the most common.are some of the most common.

As well / tooAs well / too
As well and too are linking adverbs, meaning also or in addition, which would be a moreAs well and too are linking adverbs, meaning also or in addition, which would be a more  
formal  equivalent.  Again,  note  the  difference  in  meaning  and  usage  when  they  areformal  equivalent.  Again,  note  the  difference  in  meaning  and  usage  when  they  are  
employed as adverbs modifying the adjective or adding information to the verb, and asemployed as adverbs modifying the adjective or adding information to the verb, and as  
linking adverbs, meaning in addition:linking adverbs, meaning in addition:
This T-shirt is too small for me. I need a larger size.This T-shirt is too small for me. I need a larger size.

•• I certainly can't play the piano as well as she does. Katrina is good enough to be aI certainly can't play the piano as well as she does. Katrina is good enough to be a  
concert pianist. I play quite well, but not as well.concert pianist. I play quite well, but not as well.

•• My birthday's on the sixth of June. ~ That's funny. My birthday's on the sixth ofMy birthday's on the sixth of June. ~ That's funny. My birthday's on the sixth of  
June too / as well.June too / as well.

*6*6We're all going to Cornwall for our holidays this year. Oh, and Jeremy's coming asWe're all going to Cornwall for our holidays this year. Oh, and Jeremy's coming as  
well / too. well / too. 

Note that too and as well as linking adverbs are normally placed in end position in theNote that too and as well as linking adverbs are normally placed in end position in the  
clause, although in a more formal style too can be placed immediately after the subject:clause, although in a more formal style too can be placed immediately after the subject:
You like Beethoven. I too am fond of Beethoven's music.You like Beethoven. I too am fond of Beethoven's music.

11PRONOUNPRONOUN
DefinitionDefinition
Generally  (but  not  always)  pronouns  stand  for  (pro  +  noun)  or  refer  to  a  noun,  anGenerally  (but  not  always)  pronouns  stand  for  (pro  +  noun)  or  refer  to  a  noun,  an  
individual or individuals or thing or things (the pronoun’s antecedent) whose identity isindividual or individuals or thing or things (the pronoun’s antecedent) whose identity is  
made clear earlier  in the text.  For example,  we are bewildered by writers  who claimmade clear earlier  in the text.  For example,  we are bewildered by writers  who claim  
something like; something like; 
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•• They say that eating beef is bad for you.They say that eating beef is bad for you.
They is a pronoun referring to someone, but who are they? Cows? Whom do theyThey is a pronoun referring to someone, but who are they? Cows? Whom do they  
represent? Sloppy use of pronouns is unfair.represent? Sloppy use of pronouns is unfair.
Not all pronouns will refer to an antecedent, however. Not all pronouns will refer to an antecedent, however. 
•• Everyone here earns over a thousand dollars a day.Everyone here earns over a thousand dollars a day.
The word “everyone” has no antecedent.The word “everyone” has no antecedent.
The problem of agreement between a pronoun and its antecedent and between a pronounThe problem of agreement between a pronoun and its antecedent and between a pronoun  
and its verb is treated in another section on “Pronoun-Antecedent Consistency”. and its verb is treated in another section on “Pronoun-Antecedent Consistency”. 

Personal PronounsPersonal Pronouns

Unlike English nouns, which usually do not change form except for the addition of an -sUnlike English nouns, which usually do not change form except for the addition of an -s  
ending  to  create  the  plural  or  the  apostrophe  +  s  to  create  the  possessive,  personalending  to  create  the  plural  or  the  apostrophe  +  s  to  create  the  possessive,  personal  
pronouns (which stand for persons or things) change form according to their various usespronouns (which stand for persons or things) change form according to their various uses  
within a sentence. Thus I is used as the subject of a sentence (I am happy.), me is used aswithin a sentence. Thus I is used as the subject of a sentence (I am happy.), me is used as  
an object in various ways (He hit me. He gave me a book. Do this for me.), and my isan object in various ways (He hit me. He gave me a book. Do this for me.), and my is  
used as  the  possessive form (That's  my car.)  The same is  true of  the  other  personalused as  the  possessive form (That's  my car.)  The same is  true of  the  other  personal  
pronouns: the singular you and he/she/it and the plural we, you, and they. These formspronouns: the singular you and he/she/it and the plural we, you, and they. These forms  
are called cases. are called cases. 

Personal pronouns can also be characterized or distinguished by person. “First person”Personal pronouns can also be characterized or distinguished by person. “First person”  
refers to the speaker(s) or writer(s) ("I" for singular, "we" for plural). “Second person”refers to the speaker(s) or writer(s) ("I" for singular, "we" for plural). “Second person”  
refers to the person or people being spoken or written to ("you" for both singular andrefers to the person or people being spoken or written to ("you" for both singular and  
plural). “Third person” refers to the person or people being spoken or written about ("he,"plural). “Third person” refers to the person or people being spoken or written about ("he,"  
"she," and "it" for singular, "they" for plural). As you will see, each person can change"she," and "it" for singular, "they" for plural). As you will see, each person can change  
form, reflecting its use within a sentence. Thus, "I" becomes "me" when used as an objectform, reflecting its use within a sentence. Thus, "I" becomes "me" when used as an object  
("She  left  me")  and  "my"  when used  in  its  possessive  role  (That's  my car");  "they"("She left  me")  and  "my"  when used  in  its  possessive  role  (That's  my car");  "they"  
becomes "them" in object form ("I like them") and "their" in possessive ("That's just theirbecomes "them" in object form ("I like them") and "their" in possessive ("That's just their  
way"). way"). 

When a personal pronoun is connected by a conjunction to another noun or pronoun, itsWhen a personal pronoun is connected by a conjunction to another noun or pronoun, its  
case does not change. We would write "case does not change. We would write "II am taking a course in Asian history"; if Tahira am taking a course in Asian history"; if Tahira  
is also taking that course, we would write "is also taking that course, we would write "Tahira and ITahira and I are taking a course in Asian are taking a course in Asian  
history." (Notice that Tahira gets listed before "I" does. This is one of the few ways inhistory." (Notice that Tahira gets listed before "I" does. This is one of the few ways in  
which English is a "polite" language.) The same is true when the object form is called for:which English is a "polite" language.) The same is true when the object form is called for:  
"Professor Vendetti gave all her books to "Professor Vendetti gave all her books to meme"; if Tahira also received some books, we'd"; if Tahira also received some books, we'd  
write "Professor Zaheer gave all his books to write "Professor Zaheer gave all his books to Tahira and meTahira and me."."88  

8 For more on this, see Cases of Pronoun For more on this, see Cases of Pronoun
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Cases of PronounCases of Pronoun
When a pronoun and a noun are combined (which will happen with the plural first- andWhen a pronoun and a noun are combined (which will happen with the plural first- and  
second-person pronouns), choose the case of the pronoun that would be appropriate if thesecond-person pronouns), choose the case of the pronoun that would be appropriate if the  
noun were not there. noun were not there. 

• We studentsWe students are demanding that the administration give us two hours for lunch.  are demanding that the administration give us two hours for lunch. 
• The administration has managed to put The administration has managed to put us studentsus students in a bad situation. in a bad situation.

With the second person, we don't really have a problem because the subject form is theWith the second person, we don't really have a problem because the subject form is the  
same as the object form, "you": same as the object form, "you": 

• You studentsYou students are demanding too much. are demanding too much.
• We expect We expect you studentsyou students to behave like adults. to behave like adults.

Among  the  possessive  pronoun  forms,  there  is  also  what  is  called  the  nominativeAmong  the  possessive  pronoun  forms,  there  is  also  what  is  called  the  nominative  
possessive: mine, yours, ours, theirs. possessive: mine, yours, ours, theirs. 

• Look at those cars. Look at those cars. TheirsTheirs is really ugly;  is really ugly; oursours is beautiful.  is beautiful. 
• This new car is This new car is minemine. . 
• MineMine is newer than  is newer than yours.yours.

Demonstrative PronounsDemonstrative Pronouns

The family of demonstratives (this/that/these/those/such) can behave either as pronounsThe family of demonstratives (this/that/these/those/such) can behave either as pronouns  
or as “determiner”. or as “determiner”. 
As pronouns, they identify or point to nouns. As pronouns, they identify or point to nouns. 

•• That is incredible! (referring to something you just saw) That is incredible! (referring to something you just saw) 
•• I will never forget this. (referring to a recent experience) I will never forget this. (referring to a recent experience) 
•• Such is my belief. (referring to an explanation just made)Such is my belief. (referring to an explanation just made)

As determiners, the demonstratives adjectivally modify a noun that follows. A sense ofAs determiners, the demonstratives adjectivally modify a noun that follows. A sense of  
relative  distance  (in  time  and  space)  can  be  conveyed  through  the  choice  of  theserelative  distance  (in  time  and  space)  can  be  conveyed  through  the  choice  of  these  
pronouns/determiners:pronouns/determiners:

•• These [pancakes sitting here now on my plate] are delicious. These [pancakes sitting here now on my plate] are delicious. 
•• Those [pancakes that I had yesterday morning] were even better. Those [pancakes that I had yesterday morning] were even better. 
•• This [book in my hand] is well written; This [book in my hand] is well written; 
•• That [book that I'm pointing to, over there, on the table] is trash. That [book that I'm pointing to, over there, on the table] is trash. 

A sense of emotional distance or even disdain can be conveyed with the demonstrativeA sense of emotional distance or even disdain can be conveyed with the demonstrative  
pronouns: pronouns: 

• You're going to wear You're going to wear thesethese??
Pronouns used in this way would receive special stress in a spoken sentence. Pronouns used in this way would receive special stress in a spoken sentence. 
When used as subjects, the demonstratives, in either singular or plural form, can be usedWhen used as subjects, the demonstratives, in either singular or plural form, can be used  
to refer to objects as well as persons. to refer to objects as well as persons. 

• ThisThis is my father.  is my father. 
• ThatThat is my book. is my book.
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In other roles, however, the reference of demonstratives is non-personal. In other words,In other roles, however, the reference of demonstratives is non-personal. In other words,  
when referring to students, say, we could write "Those were loitering near the entrancewhen referring to students, say, we could write "Those were loitering near the entrance  
during the fire drill" (as long as it is perfectly clear in context what "those" refers to). Butduring the fire drill" (as long as it is perfectly clear in context what "those" refers to). But  
we would not write "The principal suspended those for two days";  instead, we wouldwe would not write "The principal suspended those for two days";  instead, we would  
have to use "those" as a determiner and write "The principal suspended have to use "those" as a determiner and write "The principal suspended those studentsthose students for for  
two days."two days."

Relative PronounsRelative Pronouns

The relative pronouns (who/whoever/which/that) relate groups of words to nouns or otherThe relative pronouns (who/whoever/which/that) relate groups of words to nouns or other  
pronouns  (The  student  who  studies  hardest  usually  does  the  best.).  The  word  whopronouns  (The  student  who  studies  hardest  usually  does  the  best.).  The  word  who  
connects or relates the subject, student, to the verb within the dependent clause (studies).connects or relates the subject, student, to the verb within the dependent clause (studies).  
Choosing correctly between which and that and between who and whom leads to whatChoosing correctly between which and that and between who and whom leads to what  
are probably the most Frequently Asked Questions about English grammar. Generally,are probably the most Frequently Asked Questions about English grammar. Generally,  
we use "which" to introduce clauses that  are parenthetical  in nature (i.e.,  that  can bewe use "which" to introduce clauses that  are parenthetical  in nature (i.e.,  that  can be  
removed from the sentence without changing the essential meaning of the sentence). Forremoved from the sentence without changing the essential meaning of the sentence). For  
that reason, a "which clause" is often set off with a comma or a pair of commas. "Thatthat reason, a "which clause" is often set off with a comma or a pair of commas. "That  
clauses,"  on  the  other  hand,  are  usually  deemed  indispensable  for  the  meaning  of  aclauses,"  on  the  other  hand,  are  usually  deemed  indispensable  for  the  meaning  of  a  
sentence and are not set off with commas. The pronoun which refers to things; who (andsentence and are not set off with commas. The pronoun which refers to things; who (and  
its forms) refers to people; that usually refers to things, but it can also refer to people in aits forms) refers to people; that usually refers to things, but it can also refer to people in a  
general kind of way. general kind of way. 

The expanded form of the relative pronouns — whoever, whomever, whatever — areThe expanded form of the relative pronouns — whoever, whomever, whatever — are  
known as indefinite relative pronouns. A couple of sample sentences should suffice toknown as indefinite relative pronouns. A couple of sample sentences should suffice to  
demonstrate why they are called "indefinite":demonstrate why they are called "indefinite":

• The coach will select The coach will select whomeverwhomever he pleases.  he pleases. 
• He seemed to say He seemed to say whateverwhatever came to mind.  came to mind. 
• WhoeverWhoever crosses this line first will win the race. crosses this line first will win the race.

What is often an indefinite relative pronoun:What is often an indefinite relative pronoun:
• She will tell you She will tell you whatwhat you need to know. you need to know.

Indefinite PronounsIndefinite Pronouns

The indefinite pronounsThe indefinite pronouns99 do not substitute for specific nouns but function themselves as do not substitute for specific nouns but function themselves as  
nouns (Everyone is wondering if any is left.)nouns (Everyone is wondering if any is left.)

One of the chief difficulties we have with the indefinite pronouns lies in the fact thatOne of the chief difficulties we have with the indefinite pronouns lies in the fact that  
"everybody" feels as though it refers to more than one person, but it takes a singular verb."everybody" feels as though it refers to more than one person, but it takes a singular verb.  
(Everybody (Everybody is is accounted for.) If you think of this word as meaning "every single body,"accounted for.) If you think of this word as meaning "every single body,"  
the confusion usually disappears. The indefinite pronoun “none” can be either singular orthe confusion usually disappears. The indefinite pronoun “none” can be either singular or  

9  everybody/anybody/somebody/all/each/every/some/none/oneeverybody/anybody/somebody/all/each/every/some/none/one
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plural,  depending on its  context.  “None” is nearly always plural  (meaning "not any")plural,  depending on its  context.  “None” is nearly always plural  (meaning "not any")  
except when something else in the sentence makes us regard it as a singular (meaningexcept when something else in the sentence makes us regard it as a singular (meaning  
"not one"), as in "None of the food is fresh." “Some” can be singular or plural depending"not one"), as in "None of the food is fresh." “Some” can be singular or plural depending  
on whether  it  refers to something countable  or noncountable.  Refer to the section onon whether  it  refers to something countable  or noncountable.  Refer to the section on  
“Pronoun Consistency” for help on determining the number of the indefinite pronouns“Pronoun Consistency” for help on determining the number of the indefinite pronouns  
(and the number [singular/plural] of the verbs that accompany them). There is a separate(and the number [singular/plural] of the verbs that accompany them). There is a separate  
section on the uses of the pronoun “section on the uses of the pronoun “oneone”.”.
There are other indefinite pronouns, words that double as “determiners”: There are other indefinite pronouns, words that double as “determiners”: 

enough, few, fewer, less, little, many, much, several, more, most, all, both, every,enough, few, fewer, less, little, many, much, several, more, most, all, both, every,  
each, any, either, neither, none, someeach, any, either, neither, none, some

•• Few will be chosen; fewer will finish. Few will be chosen; fewer will finish. 
• Little is expected.Little is expected.1010

Intensive PronounsIntensive Pronouns

The intensive pronouns (such as myself, yourself, herself, ourselves, themselves) consistThe intensive pronouns (such as myself, yourself, herself, ourselves, themselves) consist  
of a personal pronoun plus “self” or “selves” and emphasize a noun. (I myself don't knowof a personal pronoun plus “self” or “selves” and emphasize a noun. (I myself don't know  
the answer.) It is possible—but rather unusual—for an intensive pronoun to precede thethe answer.) It is possible—but rather unusual—for an intensive pronoun to precede the  
noun it refers to. (Myself, I don't believe a word he says.)noun it refers to. (Myself, I don't believe a word he says.)

Reflexive PronounsReflexive Pronouns

The reflexive pronouns (which have the same forms as the intensive pronouns) indicateThe reflexive pronouns (which have the same forms as the intensive pronouns) indicate  
that the sentence subject also receives the action of the verb. (Students who cheat on thisthat the sentence subject also receives the action of the verb. (Students who cheat on this  
quiz are only hurting  quiz are only hurting  themselvesthemselves. You paid  . You paid  yourselfyourself a million dollars? She encouraged a million dollars? She encouraged  
herselfherself to do well.) What this means is that whenever there is a reflexive pronoun in a to do well.) What this means is that whenever there is a reflexive pronoun in a  
sentence there must be a person to whom that pronoun can "reflect." In other words, thesentence there must be a person to whom that pronoun can "reflect." In other words, the  
sentence "Please hand that book to myself" would be incorrect because there is no "I" insentence "Please hand that book to myself" would be incorrect because there is no "I" in  
that sentence for the "myself" to reflect to (and we would use "me" instead of "myself").that sentence for the "myself" to reflect to (and we would use "me" instead of "myself").   
A sentence such as "I gave that book to myself for Christmas" might be silly, but it wouldA sentence such as "I gave that book to myself for Christmas" might be silly, but it would  
be correct.be correct.1111

When pronouns are combined, the reflexive will take either the first person:When pronouns are combined, the reflexive will take either the first person:
• John, Carlos, and I have deceived John, Carlos, and I have deceived ourselvesourselves into believing in my uncle. into believing in my uncle.

Or, when there is no first person, the second person:Or, when there is no first person, the second person:
• You and Carlos have deceived You and Carlos have deceived yourselvesyourselves..

The indefinite pronoun (see above) one has its own reflexive form ("One must have faithThe indefinite pronoun (see above) one has its own reflexive form ("One must have faith  
in  in  oneselfoneself."),  but  the  other  indefinite  pronouns  use  either  himself  or  themselves  as."),  but  the  other  indefinite  pronouns  use  either  himself  or  themselves  as  

10  See  the  section  on  “Pronoun  Consistency”  for  help  in  determining  the  number  (singular/plural)See  the  section  on  “Pronoun  Consistency”  for  help  in  determining  the  number  (singular/plural)  
characteristics of these pronouns. characteristics of these pronouns. 
11 Be alert  to a tendency to use reflexive and intensive forms (ending in -self)  where they are  neitherBe alert  to a tendency to use reflexive and intensive forms (ending in -self)  where they are  neither  
appropriate nor necessary:appropriate nor necessary:

1. Bob and Bob and myselfmyself I are responsible for this decision.  I are responsible for this decision. 2. 2. These decisions will be made by These decisions will be made by myselfmyself me. me.
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reflexives.  It  is  probably  better  to  pluralize  and avoid  the  clumsy  reflexives.  It  is  probably  better  to  pluralize  and avoid  the  clumsy  himself  himself  oror herself herself  
construction.construction.

•• No one here can blame himself or herself. No one here can blame himself or herself. 
•• The people here cannot blame themselves.The people here cannot blame themselves.

Interrogative PronounsInterrogative Pronouns

The interrogative pronouns (who/which/what) introduce questions. (What is that? WhoThe interrogative pronouns (who/which/what) introduce questions. (What is that? Who  
will  help  me?  Which  do  you  prefer?)  Which  is  generally  used  with  more  specificwill  help  me?  Which  do  you  prefer?)  Which  is  generally  used  with  more  specific  
reference than what. If we're taking a quiz and I ask, "reference than what. If we're taking a quiz and I ask, "WhichWhich questions give you the most questions give you the most  
trouble?", I am referring to specific questions on that quiz. If I ask, "trouble?", I am referring to specific questions on that quiz. If I ask, "WhatWhat questions give questions give  
you most trouble"? I could be asking what you most trouble"? I could be asking what kind ofkind of questions on that quiz (or what kind of questions on that quiz (or what kind of  
question, generically, in general) gives you trouble. The interrogative pronouns also actquestion, generically, in general) gives you trouble. The interrogative pronouns also act  
as determiners: It doesn't matter as determiners: It doesn't matter which beerwhich beer you buy. He doesn't know  you buy. He doesn't know whose carwhose car he hit. he hit.  
In this determiner role, they are sometimes called interrogative adjectives.In this determiner role, they are sometimes called interrogative adjectives.
Like the “relative pronouns”, the interrogative pronouns introduce “noun clauses”, andLike the “relative pronouns”, the interrogative pronouns introduce “noun clauses”, and  
like the relative pronouns, the interrogative pronouns play a subject role in the clauseslike the relative pronouns, the interrogative pronouns play a subject role in the clauses  
they introduce:they introduce:

• We know We know who is guilty of this crime.who is guilty of this crime.  
• I already told the detective I already told the detective what I know about it.what I know about it.

Reciprocal PronounsReciprocal Pronouns

The reciprocal pronouns are each other and one another. They are convenient forms forThe reciprocal pronouns are each other and one another. They are convenient forms for  
combining ideas. If Bob gave Alicia a book for Christmas and Alicia gave Bob a book forcombining ideas. If Bob gave Alicia a book for Christmas and Alicia gave Bob a book for  
Christmas, we can say that they gave Christmas, we can say that they gave each othereach other books (or that they gave books to each books (or that they gave books to each  
other). other). 

• My mother and I give My mother and I give each othereach other a hard time.  a hard time. 
If more than two people are involved (let's say a whole book club), we would say thatIf more than two people are involved (let's say a whole book club), we would say that  
they gave they gave one anotherone another books. This rule (if it is one) should be applied circumspectly. It's books. This rule (if it is one) should be applied circumspectly. It's  
quite  possible  for  the  exchange  of  books  within  this  book  club,  for  example,  to  bequite  possible  for  the  exchange  of  books  within  this  book  club,  for  example,  to  be  
between individuals, making "each other" just as appropriate as "one another."between individuals, making "each other" just as appropriate as "one another."
Reciprocal pronouns can also take possessive forms: Reciprocal pronouns can also take possessive forms: 

• They borrowed They borrowed each other'seach other's ideas.  ideas. 
• The scientists in this lab often use The scientists in this lab often use one another'sone another's equipment.  equipment. 

Pronoun Further ElaboratedPronoun Further Elaborated

Using Pronouns ClearlyUsing Pronouns Clearly
Because a pronoun “refers back” to a noun or “takes the place of” that noun, you have toBecause a pronoun “refers back” to a noun or “takes the place of” that noun, you have to  
use the correct pronoun so that your reader clearly understands which noun your pronounuse the correct pronoun so that your reader clearly understands which noun your pronoun  
is referring to.is referring to.
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Therefore, pronouns should:Therefore, pronouns should:

1. Agree in NUMBER1. Agree in NUMBER

If the pronoun takes the place of a singular noun, you have to use a singular pronoun: If the pronoun takes the place of a singular noun, you have to use a singular pronoun: 
If a student parks a car on campus, If a student parks a car on campus, hehe or  or sheshe has to buy a parking sticker. has to buy a parking sticker.
Remember that the words everybody, anybody, anyone, each, neither, nobody, someone,Remember that the words everybody, anybody, anyone, each, neither, nobody, someone,  
a person, etc. are singular and take singular pronouns.a person, etc. are singular and take singular pronouns.
Everybody ought to do Everybody ought to do hishis or  or herher best. (Not: their best) best. (Not: their best)
Neither of the girls brought Neither of the girls brought herher umbrella. (Not: their umbrellas) umbrella. (Not: their umbrellas)

It should be noted that many people find the construction "his or her" wordy, so if it isIt should be noted that many people find the construction "his or her" wordy, so if it is  
possible  to use a  plural  noun as your  antecedent  so that  you  can use "they"  as  yourpossible  to use a  plural  noun as your  antecedent  so that  you  can use "they"  as  your  
pronoun, it may be wise to do so. If you do use a singular noun and the context makes thepronoun, it may be wise to do so. If you do use a singular noun and the context makes the  
gender clear, then it is permissible to use just "his" or "her" rather than "his or her." gender clear, then it is permissible to use just "his" or "her" rather than "his or her." 

2. Agree in PERSON2. Agree in PERSON

If you are writing in the "first person" (I), don't confuse your reader by switching to theIf you are writing in the "first person" (I), don't confuse your reader by switching to the  
"second person" (you) or "third person" (he, she, they, it, etc.). Similarly, if you are using"second person" (you) or "third person" (he, she, they, it, etc.). Similarly, if you are using  
the "second person," don't switch to "first" or "third."the "second person," don't switch to "first" or "third."
When a person comes to class, he or she should have his or her homework ready.When a person comes to class, he or she should have his or her homework ready.
(Not: When a person comes to class, you should have your homework ready.)(Not: When a person comes to class, you should have your homework ready.)

3. Refer Clearly to a Specific Noun3. Refer Clearly to a Specific Noun

Don't be vague or ambiguous.Don't be vague or ambiguous.
Don’t say: Although the motorcycle hit the tree, it was not damaged. (Is "it" theDon’t say: Although the motorcycle hit the tree, it was not damaged. (Is "it" the  
motorcycle or the tree?)motorcycle or the tree?)
Don’t say: I don't think they should show violence on TV. (Who are "they"?)Don’t say: I don't think they should show violence on TV. (Who are "they"?)
Don’t say: Vacation is coming soon, which is nice. (What is nice, the vacation or the factDon’t say: Vacation is coming soon, which is nice. (What is nice, the vacation or the fact  
that it is coming soon?)that it is coming soon?)
Don’t say: George worked in a national forest last summer. This may be his life's work.Don’t say: George worked in a national forest last summer. This may be his life's work.  
(What word does "this" refer to?)(What word does "this" refer to?)
Don’t say: If you put this sheet in your notebook, you can refer to it. (What does "it" referDon’t say: If you put this sheet in your notebook, you can refer to it. (What does "it" refer  
to, the sheet or your notebook?)to, the sheet or your notebook?)

Pronoun CasePronoun Case
Pronoun Case is really a very simple matter. There are three cases.Pronoun Case is really a very simple matter. There are three cases.
1. Subjective case: pronouns used as subject.1. Subjective case: pronouns used as subject.
2. Objective case: pronouns used as objects of verbs or prepositions.2. Objective case: pronouns used as objects of verbs or prepositions.
3. Possessive case: pronouns which express ownership.3. Possessive case: pronouns which express ownership.

Pronouns as SubjectsPronouns as Subjects Pronouns as ObjectsPronouns as Objects Pronouns that ShowPronouns that Show  
PossessionPossession

II
YouYou

MeMe
YouYou

My (Mine)My (Mine)
Your (Yours)Your (Yours)
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He, She, ItHe, She, It
WeWe
TheyThey
WhoWho

Him, Her, ItHim, Her, It
UsUs
ThemThem
WhomWhom

His, Her, (Hers), It (Its)His, Her, (Hers), It (Its)
Our (Ours)Our (Ours)
Their (Theirs)Their (Theirs)
WhoseWhose

The pronouns “this, that, these, those, and which” do not change form.The pronouns “this, that, these, those, and which” do not change form.

Some Problems of CaseSome Problems of Case

1. In compound structures, where there are two pronouns or a noun and a pronoun, drop1. In compound structures, where there are two pronouns or a noun and a pronoun, drop  
the other noun for a moment. Then you can see which case you want.the other noun for a moment. Then you can see which case you want.

Not: Bob and me travel a good deal.Not: Bob and me travel a good deal.
(Would you say, "me travel"?)(Would you say, "me travel"?)
Not: He gave the flowers to Jane and I.Not: He gave the flowers to Jane and I.
(Would you say, "he gave the flowers to I"?)(Would you say, "he gave the flowers to I"?)
Not: Us men like the coach.Not: Us men like the coach.
(Would you say, "us like the coach"?)(Would you say, "us like the coach"?)

2. In comparisons, the comparisons usually follow than or as:2. In comparisons, the comparisons usually follow than or as:

He is taller than I (am tall).He is taller than I (am tall).
This helps you as much as (it helps) me.This helps you as much as (it helps) me.
She is as noisy as I (am).She is as noisy as I (am).

Comparisons are really shorthand sentences, which usually omit words, such as those inComparisons are really shorthand sentences, which usually omit words, such as those in  
the parentheses in the sentences above. If you complete the comparison in your head, youthe parentheses in the sentences above. If you complete the comparison in your head, you  
can choose the correct case for the pronoun.can choose the correct case for the pronoun.

Not: He is taller than me.Not: He is taller than me.
(Would you say, "than me am tall"?)(Would you say, "than me am tall"?)

3. In formal and semiformal writing:3. In formal and semiformal writing:

Use the subjective form after a form of the verb to be.Use the subjective form after a form of the verb to be.
Formal: It is I.Formal: It is I.
Informal: It is me.Informal: It is me.
Use whom in the objective case.Use whom in the objective case.
Formal: To whom am I talking?Formal: To whom am I talking?
Informal: Who am I talking to?Informal: Who am I talking to?

Pronoun-Antecedent AgreementPronoun-Antecedent Agreement
Let us again see the function of pronoun:Let us again see the function of pronoun:

Pronoun Pronoun 
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A pronoun is a substitute for a noun. It refers to a person, place, thing, feeling, or qualityA pronoun is a substitute for a noun. It refers to a person, place, thing, feeling, or quality  
but does not refer to it by its name. The pronoun in the following sample sentence isbut does not refer to it by its name. The pronoun in the following sample sentence is  
bolded. bolded. 

The critique of Plato's Republic was written from a contemporary point of view. It was anThe critique of Plato's Republic was written from a contemporary point of view. It was an  
in-depth analysis of Plato's opinions about possible governmental forms.in-depth analysis of Plato's opinions about possible governmental forms.

Antecedent Antecedent 

An antecedent is the word, phrase, or clause to which a pronoun refers, understood by theAn antecedent is the word, phrase, or clause to which a pronoun refers, understood by the  
context. The antecedent in the following sample sentence is bolded. context. The antecedent in the following sample sentence is bolded. 

The critique of Plato's Republic was written from a contemporary point of view. It was anThe critique of Plato's Republic was written from a contemporary point of view. It was an  
in-depth analysis of Plato's opinions about possible governmental forms.in-depth analysis of Plato's opinions about possible governmental forms.

While the pronouns I and you can be replaced by nouns, the context of a sentence does notWhile the pronouns I and you can be replaced by nouns, the context of a sentence does not  
always require the nouns to make clear to which persons I and you refer. However, the thirdalways require the nouns to make clear to which persons I and you refer. However, the third  
person pronouns (he, she, it, they) almost always derive their meaning from their antecedentsperson pronouns (he, she, it, they) almost always derive their meaning from their antecedents  
or the words for which they stand. Remember that pronouns in the third person communicateor the words for which they stand. Remember that pronouns in the third person communicate  
nothing unless the reader knows what they mean:nothing unless the reader knows what they mean:

It is the best source available. What source is that?It is the best source available. What source is that?

Agreement Agreement 

A pronoun must agree with its antecedent in three ways: A pronoun must agree with its antecedent in three ways: 

• PersonPerson  refers to the quality of being. refers to the quality of being. 

• NumbersNumbers  is the quality that distinguishes between singular (one entity) and pluralis the quality that distinguishes between singular (one entity) and plural  
(numerous entities). (numerous entities). 

• GenderGender is the quality that distinguishes the entities as masculine or feminine. is the quality that distinguishes the entities as masculine or feminine.

Grammar ConflictsGrammar Conflicts
The  following  are  some  incorrect  sentences.  Explanations  of  the  conflicts  that  someThe  following  are  some  incorrect  sentences.  Explanations  of  the  conflicts  that  some  
sentences may present in person, number,  and gender and some possible solutions to thesentences may present in person, number,  and gender and some possible solutions to the  
errors are given. errors are given. 
Person Person 

Incorrect Sentence Incorrect Sentence 

“If a person wants to succeed in corporate life, you have to know the rules of the game.”“If a person wants to succeed in corporate life, you have to know the rules of the game.”

ExplanationExplanation

AntecedentAntecedent a person (third person)a person (third person)
PronounPronoun you (second person)you (second person)
ConclusionConclusion no person agreementno person agreement
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Solution Solution 

Although the antecedent and the pronoun agree in number, they do not agree in person.Although the antecedent and the pronoun agree in number, they do not agree in person.  
This problem can be remedied in two ways. This problem can be remedied in two ways. 

SolutionSolution ExampleExample

Change the second person singular, you, toChange the second person singular, you, to  
a third person singular pronoun.a third person singular pronoun.

If a person wants to succeed in corporateIf a person wants to succeed in corporate  
life, he or she has to know the rules of thelife, he or she has to know the rules of the  
game.game.

Change the third person singularChange the third person singular  
antecedent, a person, to a second personantecedent, a person, to a second person  
singular antecedent.singular antecedent.

If you want to succeed in corporate life,If you want to succeed in corporate life,  
you have to know the rules of the game.you have to know the rules of the game.

Number Number 
Incorrect Sentence Incorrect Sentence 

“If anybody wants to succeed in corporate life, they have to know the rules of the game.”“If anybody wants to succeed in corporate life, they have to know the rules of the game.”

ExplanationExplanation

AntecedentAntecedent anybody (third person singular)anybody (third person singular)
PronounPronoun they (third person plural)they (third person plural)
ConclusionConclusion no number agreementno number agreement

Solution Solution 

Although the antecedent and pronoun agree in person, they do not agree in number. ThisAlthough the antecedent and pronoun agree in person, they do not agree in number. This  
problem can be remedied in two ways. problem can be remedied in two ways. 

SolutionSolution ExampleExample
Make theMake the  
antecedent plural.antecedent plural.

If people want to succeed in corporate life, they have to know theIf people want to succeed in corporate life, they have to know the  
rules of the game. rules of the game. 

Make the pronounMake the pronoun  
singular.singular.

If anybody wants to succeed in corporate life, he or she has toIf anybody wants to succeed in corporate life, he or she has to  
know the rules of the game.know the rules of the game.

Gender Gender 
Incorrect Sentence Incorrect Sentence 

“If a person wants to succeed in corporate life, he has to know the rules of the game.”“If a person wants to succeed in corporate life, he has to know the rules of the game.”

ExplanationExplanation

AntecedentAntecedent a person (third person neutral singular)a person (third person neutral singular)
PronounPronoun he (third person masculine singular)he (third person masculine singular)
ConclusionConclusion no gender agreementno gender agreement

Solution Solution 
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Even though there is person and number agreement between the antecedent, a person, andEven though there is person and number agreement between the antecedent, a person, and  
the pronoun, he, there is no gender agreement; in other words, the language appears tothe pronoun, he, there is no gender agreement; in other words, the language appears to  
favor one sex over the other. This problem can be remedied in two ways. favor one sex over the other. This problem can be remedied in two ways. 

SolutionSolution ExampleExample
Replace the pronoun heReplace the pronoun he  
with he or she.with he or she.

If a person wants to succeed in corporate life, he or she hasIf a person wants to succeed in corporate life, he or she has  
to know the rules of the game.to know the rules of the game.

Make the entire sentenceMake the entire sentence  
plural.plural.

If people want to succeed in corporate life, they have toIf people want to succeed in corporate life, they have to  
know the rules of the game.know the rules of the game.

6.                    CONJUNCTION6.                    CONJUNCTION
DefinitionDefinition
Some words are satisfied spending an evening at home, alone, eating ice-cream right outSome words are satisfied spending an evening at home, alone, eating ice-cream right out  
of the box, watching Geo News on TV, or reading a good book. Others aren't happyof the box, watching Geo News on TV, or reading a good book. Others aren't happy  
unless they're out on the town, mixing it up with other words; they're joiners and they justunless they're out on the town, mixing it up with other words; they're joiners and they just  
can't help themselves. “A conjunction is a joiner; a word that connects (conjoins) parts ofcan't help themselves. “A conjunction is a joiner; a word that connects (conjoins) parts of  
a sentence.”a sentence.”

What are Conjunctions?What are Conjunctions?

Conjunctions are words that "join". Conjunctions join two parts of a sentence.Conjunctions are words that "join". Conjunctions join two parts of a sentence.
1. Form1. Form
Conjunctions have three basic forms:Conjunctions have three basic forms:
•• Single WordSingle Word

for example: and, but, because, although) for example: and, but, because, although) 
• Compound (often ending with ‘as’ or ‘that’)Compound (often ending with ‘as’ or ‘that’)

(for example: provided that, as long as, in order that) (for example: provided that, as long as, in order that) 
• Correlative (which surround an adverb or adjective)Correlative (which surround an adverb or adjective)

(for example: so...that, such…as) (for example: so...that, such…as) 
2. Function (Job)2. Function (Job)
Conjunctions are divided into two basic types.Conjunctions are divided into two basic types.
• Coordinating ConjunctionsCoordinating Conjunctions  are used to join two parts of a sentence that areare used to join two parts of a sentence that are  

grammatically equal. The two parts may be single words or clauses, for example:grammatically equal. The two parts may be single words or clauses, for example:
- Jack and Jill went up the hill.- Jack and Jill went up the hill.
- The water was warm but I didn't go swimming. - The water was warm but I didn't go swimming. 

• Subordinating ConjunctionsSubordinating Conjunctions  are used to join a subordinate dependent clause to a mainare used to join a subordinate dependent clause to a main  
clause, for example:clause, for example:
- I went swimming, although it was cold. - I went swimming, although it was cold. 

3. Position3. Position
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Coordinating ConjunctionsCoordinating Conjunctions  always come between the words or clauses that they join. always come between the words or clauses that they join. 

Subordinating Conjunctions usually come at the beginning of the subordinate clause.Subordinating Conjunctions usually come at the beginning of the subordinate clause.

Coordinating ConjunctionsCoordinating Conjunctions

The simple, little conjunctions are called coordinating. The simple, little conjunctions are called coordinating. 
Coordinating ConjunctionsCoordinating Conjunctions
AndAnd But But OrOr YetYet ForFor NorNor So So 

Dr. TipsDr. Tips
It may help you remember these conjunctions by recalling that they all have fewer thanIt may help you remember these conjunctions by recalling that they all have fewer than  
four letters. Also, remember the acronym FANBOYS: four letters. Also, remember the acronym FANBOYS: FFor-or-AAnd-nd-NNor-or-BBut-ut-OOr-r-YYet-et-SSo. Beo. Be  
careful of the words then and now; neither is a coordinating conjunction, so what we saycareful of the words then and now; neither is a coordinating conjunction, so what we say  
about coordinating conjunctions' roles in a sentence and punctuation does not apply toabout coordinating conjunctions' roles in a sentence and punctuation does not apply to  
those two words.those two words.

When a coordinating conjunction connects twoWhen a coordinating conjunction connects two  independent clausesindependent clauses, it is often (but not, it is often (but not  
always) accompanied by a comma:always) accompanied by a comma:

• James wants to play for UConnJames wants to play for UConn,,  butbut he has had trouble meeting the academic he has had trouble meeting the academic  
requirements.requirements.

When the two independent clauses connected by a coordinating conjunction are nicelyWhen the two independent clauses connected by a coordinating conjunction are nicely  
balanced or brief, many writers will omit the comma:balanced or brief, many writers will omit the comma:

• James has a great jump shot James has a great jump shot butbut he isn't quick on his feet. he isn't quick on his feet.
The comma is always correct when used to separate two independent clauses connectedThe comma is always correct when used to separate two independent clauses connected  
by a coordinating conjunction. by a coordinating conjunction. 
A comma is also correct when ‘and’ is used to attach the last item of a serial list, althoughA comma is also correct when ‘and’ is used to attach the last item of a serial list, although  
many writers (especially in newspapers) will omit that final comma:many writers (especially in newspapers) will omit that final comma:

• Zaheer  spent  his  summer  studying  basic  math,  writingZaheer  spent  his  summer  studying  basic  math,  writing,  and,  and reading reading  
comprehension.comprehension.

When a coordinating conjunction is used to connect all the elements in a series, a commaWhen a coordinating conjunction is used to connect all the elements in a series, a comma  
is not used:is not used:

• Presbyterians  Presbyterians  andand Methodists   Methodists  andand Baptists  are  the  prevalent  Protestant Baptists  are  the  prevalent  Protestant  
congregations in Oklahoma.congregations in Oklahoma.

A comma is also used with but when expressing a contrast: A comma is also used with but when expressing a contrast: 
• This is a useful ruleThis is a useful rule, but, but difficult to remember. difficult to remember.

In most of their other roles as joiners (other than joining independent clauses, that is),In most of their other roles as joiners (other than joining independent clauses, that is),  
coordinating conjunctions can join two sentence elements without the help of a comma.coordinating conjunctions can join two sentence elements without the help of a comma.

• Hemingway Hemingway andand Fitzgerald are among the American expatriates of the between- Fitzgerald are among the American expatriates of the between-
the-wars era. the-wars era. 

• Hemingway  was  renowned  for  his  clear  style  Hemingway  was  renowned  for  his  clear  style  andand his  insights  into  American his  insights  into  American  
notions of male identity. notions of male identity. 
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• It is hard to say whether Hemingway It is hard to say whether Hemingway or or Fitzgerald is the more interesting culturalFitzgerald is the more interesting cultural  
icon of his day. icon of his day. 

• Although Hemingway is  sometimes  disparaged for his  unpleasant  portrayal  ofAlthough Hemingway is  sometimes  disparaged for his  unpleasant  portrayal  of  
women  women  andand for  his  glorification  of  machismo,  we  nonetheless  find  some for  his  glorification  of  machismo,  we  nonetheless  find  some  
sympathetic, even heroic, female figures in his novels sympathetic, even heroic, female figures in his novels andand short stories.  short stories. 

Beginning a Sentence with And, Or, and ButBeginning a Sentence with And, Or, and But
A frequently asked question about conjunctions is whether and or but can be used at theA frequently asked question about conjunctions is whether and or but can be used at the  
beginning of a sentence. This is what R.W. Burchfield has to say about this use of and:beginning of a sentence. This is what R.W. Burchfield has to say about this use of and:

There is a persistent belief that it is improper to begin a sentence with “And”, butThere is a persistent belief that it is improper to begin a sentence with “And”, but  
this  prohibition  has  been  cheerfully  ignored  by standard  authors  from Anglo-this  prohibition  has  been  cheerfully  ignored  by standard  authors  from Anglo-
Saxon times onwards. An initial “And” is a useful aid to writers as the narrativeSaxon times onwards. An initial “And” is a useful aid to writers as the narrative  
continues.continues.

The same is true with the conjunction but. A sentence beginning with ‘and’ or ‘but’ willThe same is true with the conjunction but. A sentence beginning with ‘and’ or ‘but’ will  
tend to draw attention to itself and its transitional function. Writers should examine suchtend to draw attention to itself and its transitional function. Writers should examine such  
sentences with two questions in mind: (1) would the sentence and paragraph function justsentences with two questions in mind: (1) would the sentence and paragraph function just  
as well without the initial conjunction? (2) should the sentence in question be connectedas well without the initial conjunction? (2) should the sentence in question be connected  
to the previous sentence? If the initial conjunction still seems appropriate, use it.to the previous sentence? If the initial conjunction still seems appropriate, use it.

Among the coordinating conjunctions, the most common, of course, are and, but, and or.Among the coordinating conjunctions, the most common, of course, are and, but, and or.  
It might be helpful to explore the uses of these three little words. The examples below byIt might be helpful to explore the uses of these three little words. The examples below by  
no means exhaust the possible meanings of these conjunctions.no means exhaust the possible meanings of these conjunctions.
AND AND 

a.To suggest that one idea is chronologically sequential to another: "Tahira sent in herTo suggest that one idea is chronologically sequential to another: "Tahira sent in her  
applications applications andand waited by the phone for a response."  waited by the phone for a response." 
b.To suggest that one idea is the result of another: "Wesley heard the weather reportTo suggest that one idea is the result of another: "Wesley heard the weather report  
andand promptly boarded up his house."  promptly boarded up his house." 
c.To suggest that one idea is in contrast to another (frequently replaced by but in thisTo suggest that one idea is in contrast to another (frequently replaced by but in this  
usage): "Juanita is brilliant usage): "Juanita is brilliant and and Shalimar has a pleasant personality. Shalimar has a pleasant personality. 
d.To  suggest  an  element  of  surprise  (sometimes  replaced  by  yet  in  this  usage):To  suggest  an  element  of  surprise  (sometimes  replaced  by  yet  in  this  usage):  
"Hartford is a rich city "Hartford is a rich city andand suffers from many symptoms of urban blight."  suffers from many symptoms of urban blight." 

To suggest that one clause is dependent upon another, conditionally (usually theTo suggest that one clause is dependent upon another, conditionally (usually the  
first clause is an imperative): "Use your credit cards frequently  first clause is an imperative): "Use your credit cards frequently  andand you'll soon you'll soon  
find yourself deep in debt." find yourself deep in debt." 

e.To suggest a kind of "comment" on the first clause: "Charlie became addicted toTo suggest a kind of "comment" on the first clause: "Charlie became addicted to  
gambling—gambling—and and that surprised no one who knew him."that surprised no one who knew him."

BUT BUT 
a.To suggest a contrast  that  is unexpected in light of the first  clause: "Joey lost aTo suggest a contrast  that  is unexpected in light of the first  clause: "Joey lost a  
fortune in the stock market, fortune in the stock market, but but he still seems able to live quite comfortably." he still seems able to live quite comfortably." 
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b.To suggest in an affirmative sense what the first part of the sentence implied in aTo suggest in an affirmative sense what the first part of the sentence implied in a  
negative  way (sometimes  replaced  by on  the  contrary):  "The club  never  investednegative  way (sometimes  replaced  by on  the  contrary):  "The club  never  invested  
foolishly, foolishly, butbut used the services of a sage investment counselor."  used the services of a sage investment counselor." 
c.To connect two ideas with the meaning of "with the exception of" (and then theTo connect two ideas with the meaning of "with the exception of" (and then the  
second word takes over as subject): "Everybody second word takes over as subject): "Everybody butbut Goldenbreath is trying out for the Goldenbreath is trying out for the  
team."team."

OR OR 
a.To suggest that only one possibility can be realized,  excluding one or the other:To suggest that only one possibility can be realized,  excluding one or the other:  
"You can study hard for this exam "You can study hard for this exam or or you can fail." you can fail." 
b.To suggest the inclusive combination of alternatives: "We can broil chicken on theTo suggest the inclusive combination of alternatives: "We can broil chicken on the  
grill tonight, grill tonight, oror we can just eat leftovers.  we can just eat leftovers. 
c.To suggest  a  refinement  of  the  first  clause:  "Smith  College  is  the  premier  all-To  suggest  a  refinement  of  the  first  clause:  "Smith  College  is  the  premier  all-
women's college in the country, women's college in the country, or or so it seems to most Smith College alumnae." so it seems to most Smith College alumnae." 
d.To suggest a restatement or "correction" of the first part of the sentence: "There areTo suggest a restatement or "correction" of the first part of the sentence: "There are  
no rattlesnakes in this canyon, no rattlesnakes in this canyon, oror so our guide tells us."  so our guide tells us." 
e.To suggest a negative condition: "The New Hampshire state motto is the rather grimTo suggest a negative condition: "The New Hampshire state motto is the rather grim  
"Live free "Live free oror die."  die." 
f.To suggest  a  negative  alternative  without  the  use  of  an  imperative:  "They mustTo suggest  a  negative  alternative  without  the  use  of  an  imperative:  "They must  
approve his political style approve his political style oorr they wouldn't keep electing him mayor." they wouldn't keep electing him mayor."1212  

The Others . . .The Others . . .

The  conjunction  NOR is  not  extinct,  but  it  is  not  used  nearly  as  often  as  the  otherThe  conjunction  NOR is  not  extinct,  but  it  is  not  used  nearly  as  often  as  the  other  
conjunctions, so it might feel a bit odd when nor does come up in conversation or writing.conjunctions, so it might feel a bit odd when nor does come up in conversation or writing.  
Its most common use is as the little brother in the correlative pair, neither-nor: Its most common use is as the little brother in the correlative pair, neither-nor: 

• He is neither sane He is neither sane nornor brilliant.  brilliant. 
• That is neither what I said That is neither what I said nor nor what I meant.what I meant.

It can be used with other negative expressions:It can be used with other negative expressions:
• That is not what I meant to say,  That is not what I meant to say,  nornor should you interpret  my statement  as an should you interpret  my statement  as an  

admission of guilt.admission of guilt.
It is possible to use nor without a preceding negative element, but it is unusual and, to anIt is possible to use nor without a preceding negative element, but it is unusual and, to an  
extent, rather stuffy: extent, rather stuffy: 

•• George's handshake is as good as any written contract,  nor has he ever provenGeorge's handshake is as good as any written contract,  nor has he ever proven  
untrustworthy.untrustworthy.

The word “Yet” functions sometimes as an adverb and has several meanings: in additionThe word “Yet” functions sometimes as an adverb and has several meanings: in addition  
("yet  another  cause  of  trouble"  or  "a  simple  yet  noble  woman"),  even  ("yet  more("yet  another  cause  of  trouble"  or  "a  simple  yet  noble  woman"),  even  ("yet  more  
expensive"), still ("he is yet a novice"), eventually ("they may yet win"), and so soon asexpensive"), still ("he is yet a novice"), eventually ("they may yet win"), and so soon as  
now  ("he's  not  here  yet").  It  also  functions  as  a  coordinating  conjunction  meaningnow  ("he's  not  here  yet").  It  also  functions  as  a  coordinating  conjunction  meaning  

12  Authoritative work consulted for this section on the usesAuthoritative work consulted for this section on the uses: : A University Grammar of English by RandolphA University Grammar of English by Randolph  
Quirk and Sidney Greenbaum. Longman Group: Essex England. 1993Quirk and Sidney Greenbaum. Longman Group: Essex England. 1993
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something  like  "nevertheless"  or  "but."  The  word  yet  seems  to  carry  an  element  ofsomething  like  "nevertheless"  or  "but."  The  word  yet  seems  to  carry  an  element  of  
distinctiveness that but can seldom register.distinctiveness that but can seldom register.

• John plays basketball well, John plays basketball well, yetyet his favorite sport is badminton.  his favorite sport is badminton. 
• The visitors complained loudly about the heat,  The visitors complained loudly about the heat,  yetyet they continued to play golf they continued to play golf  

every day.every day.
In sentences such as the second one, above, the pronoun subject of the second clauseIn sentences such as the second one, above, the pronoun subject of the second clause  
("they,"  in  this  case)  is  often  left  out.  When that  happens,  the comma preceding the("they,"  in  this  case)  is  often  left  out.  When that  happens,  the comma preceding the  
conjunction might also disappear: "The visitors complained loudly yet continued to playconjunction might also disappear: "The visitors complained loudly yet continued to play  
golf every day."golf every day."
Yet is sometimes combined with other conjunctions, but or and. It would not be unusualYet is sometimes combined with other conjunctions, but or and. It would not be unusual  
to see to see and yetand yet in sentences like the ones above. This usage is acceptable. in sentences like the ones above. This usage is acceptable.

The word “For” is most often used as a preposition, of course, but it does serve, on rareThe word “For” is most often used as a preposition, of course, but it does serve, on rare  
occasions,  as  a  coordinating  conjunction.  Some people  regard  the  conjunction  occasions,  as  a  coordinating  conjunction.  Some people  regard  the  conjunction  forfor as as  
rather highfalutin and literary, and it does tend to add a bit of weightiness to the text.rather highfalutin and literary, and it does tend to add a bit of weightiness to the text.  
Beginning a sentence with the conjunction "for" is probably not a good idea, except whenBeginning a sentence with the conjunction "for" is probably not a good idea, except when  
you're singing "For he's a jolly good fellow."For" has serious sequential implications andyou're singing "For he's a jolly good fellow."For" has serious sequential implications and  
in its use the order of thoughts is more important than it is, say, with because or since. Itsin its use the order of thoughts is more important than it is, say, with because or since. Its  
function is to introduce the reason for the preceding clause: function is to introduce the reason for the preceding clause: 

• John thought  he had a  good chance  to  get  the  job,  John thought  he had a  good chance  to  get  the  job,  forfor his  father  was  on the his  father  was  on the  
company's board of trustees. company's board of trustees. 

• Most of the visitors were happy just sitting around in the shade, Most of the visitors were happy just sitting around in the shade, forfor it had been a it had been a  
long, dusty journey on the train.long, dusty journey on the train.

Be careful of the conjunction “So”. Sometimes it can connect two independent clausesBe careful of the conjunction “So”. Sometimes it can connect two independent clauses  
along with a comma, but sometimes it can't. For instance, in this sentence,along with a comma, but sometimes it can't. For instance, in this sentence,

•• Soto is not the only Olympic athlete in his family, so are his brother, sister, andSoto is not the only Olympic athlete in his family, so are his brother, sister, and  
his Uncle Chet.his Uncle Chet.

Where the word “so” means "as well" or "in addition"; most careful writers would use aWhere the word “so” means "as well" or "in addition"; most careful writers would use a  
semicolon between the two independent clauses. In the following sentence, where “so” issemicolon between the two independent clauses. In the following sentence, where “so” is  
acting like a minor-league "therefore," the conjunction and the comma are adequate to theacting like a minor-league "therefore," the conjunction and the comma are adequate to the  
task:task:

•• Soto has always been nervous in large gatherings, so it is no surprise that heSoto has always been nervous in large gatherings, so it is no surprise that he  
avoids crowds of his adoring fans.avoids crowds of his adoring fans.

Sometimes, at the beginning of a sentence, “so” will act as a kind of summing up deviceSometimes, at the beginning of a sentence, “so” will act as a kind of summing up device  
or transition, and when it does, it is often set off from the rest of the sentence with aor transition, and when it does, it is often set off from the rest of the sentence with a  
comma:comma:

•• So, the sheriff peremptorily removed the child from the custody of his parents.So, the sheriff peremptorily removed the child from the custody of his parents.

The Case of Then and ThanThe Case of Then and Than
In some parts of the United States, we are told, “then and than” not only look alike, theyIn some parts of the United States, we are told, “then and than” not only look alike, they  
sound alike. Like a teacher with twins in his classroom, you need to be able to distinguishsound alike. Like a teacher with twins in his classroom, you need to be able to distinguish  
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between these two words; otherwise, they'll become mischievous and confounding. Theybetween these two words; otherwise, they'll become mischievous and confounding. They  
are  often  used  and  they  should  be  used  for  the  right  purposes.are  often  used  and  they  should  be  used  for  the  right  purposes.

“Than” is used to make comparisons. In the sentence "Asif would rather be rescued “Than” is used to make comparisons. In the sentence "Asif would rather be rescued thenthen  
stay on the island," we have employed the wrong word because a comparison is beingstay on the island," we have employed the wrong word because a comparison is being  
made between Asif's two choices; we need  made between Asif's two choices; we need  thanthan instead.  In the sentence, "Other   instead.  In the sentence, "Other  thanthan  
Pincher Martin, Golding did not write another popular novel," the adverbial constructionPincher Martin, Golding did not write another popular novel," the adverbial construction  
"other than" helps us make an implied comparison; this usage is perfectly acceptable in"other than" helps us make an implied comparison; this usage is perfectly acceptable in  
the United States but careful writers in the UK try to avoid it. the United States but careful writers in the UK try to avoid it. 

Generally,  the only question about “than” arises when we have to decide whether theGenerally,  the only question about “than” arises when we have to decide whether the  
word is being used as a conjunction or as a preposition. If it's a preposition (and Merriam-word is being used as a conjunction or as a preposition. If it's a preposition (and Merriam-
Webster's dictionary provides for this usage), then the word that follows it should be inWebster's dictionary provides for this usage), then the word that follows it should be in  
the object form.the object form.

• He's taller and somewhat more handsome He's taller and somewhat more handsome than methan me. . 
• Just because you look like him doesn't mean you can play better Just because you look like him doesn't mean you can play better than himthan him. . 

Most careful writers, however, will insist that than be used as a conjunction; it's as if partMost careful writers, however, will insist that than be used as a conjunction; it's as if part  
of the clause introduced by “than” has been left out: of the clause introduced by “than” has been left out: 

• He's taller and somewhat more handsome He's taller and somewhat more handsome than Ithan I [am handsome].  [am handsome]. 
• You can play better You can play better than hethan he [can play]. [can play].

In formal, academic text, you should probably use “than” as a conjunction and follow itIn formal, academic text, you should probably use “than” as a conjunction and follow it  
with the subject form of a pronoun (where a pronoun is appropriate). with the subject form of a pronoun (where a pronoun is appropriate). 

“Then” is  a  conjunction,  but  it  is  not  one  of  the  little  conjunctions  discussed  in  the“Then” is  a  conjunction,  but  it  is  not  one  of  the  little  conjunctions  discussed  in  the  
previous  pages.  We can  use  these  conjunctions  to  connect  two  independent  clauses;previous  pages.  We can  use  these  conjunctions  to  connect  two  independent  clauses;  
usually, they will be accompanied (preceded) by a comma. Too many students think thatusually, they will be accompanied (preceded) by a comma. Too many students think that  
“then”  works  the  same  way:  "Caesar  invaded  Gaul,  “then”  works  the  same  way:  "Caesar  invaded  Gaul,  thenthen he  turned  his  attention  to he  turned  his  attention  to  
England." You can tell the difference between “then” and a coordinating conjunction byEngland." You can tell the difference between “then” and a coordinating conjunction by  
trying  to  move  the  word  around in  the  sentence.  We can  write  "he  trying  to  move  the  word  around in  the  sentence.  We can  write  "he  thenthen turned  his turned  his  
attention to England"; "he turned his attention, attention to England"; "he turned his attention, thenthen, to England"; “he turned his attention, to England"; “he turned his attention  
to  England  to  England  thenthen."  The  word  can  move  around  within  the  clause.  Try  that  with  a."  The  word  can  move  around  within  the  clause.  Try  that  with  a  
conjunction, and you will quickly see that the conjunction cannot move around. "Caesarconjunction, and you will quickly see that the conjunction cannot move around. "Caesar  
invaded Gaul,  invaded Gaul,  andand then he turned his attention to England." The word “and” is stuck then he turned his attention to England." The word “and” is stuck  
exactly there and cannot move like “then”, which is more like an adverbial conjunctionexactly there and cannot move like “then”, which is more like an adverbial conjunction  
(or conjunctive adverb) than a coordinating conjunction.  Our original sentence in this(or conjunctive adverb) than a coordinating conjunction.  Our original sentence in this  
paragraph — "Caesar invaded Gaul,  then he turned his attention to England" — is aparagraph — "Caesar invaded Gaul,  then he turned his attention to England" — is a  
“comma splice”, a faulty sentence construction in which a comma tries to hold together“comma splice”, a faulty sentence construction in which a comma tries to hold together  
two independent clauses all by itself: the comma needs a coordinating conjunction to helptwo independent clauses all by itself: the comma needs a coordinating conjunction to help  
out, and the word “then” simply doesn't work that way.out, and the word “then” simply doesn't work that way.

Subordinating ConjunctionsSubordinating Conjunctions

A Subordinating Conjunction (sometimes called a “dependent word” or “subordinator”)A Subordinating Conjunction (sometimes called a “dependent word” or “subordinator”)  
comes  at  the  beginning  of  a  “subordinate  or  dependent  clause”  and  establishes  thecomes  at  the  beginning  of  a  “subordinate  or  dependent  clause”  and  establishes  the  
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relationship between the dependent clause and the rest of the sentence. It also turns therelationship between the dependent clause and the rest of the sentence. It also turns the  
clause into something that depends on the rest of the sentence for its meaning.clause into something that depends on the rest of the sentence for its meaning.

• He took to the stage He took to the stage as thoughas though he had been preparing for this moment all his life.  he had been preparing for this moment all his life. 
• BecauseBecause he loved acting, he refused to give up his dream of being in the movies.  he loved acting, he refused to give up his dream of being in the movies. 
• UnlessUnless we act now, all is lost.  we act now, all is lost. 

Notice that  some of the subordinating conjunctions  in the table  below—after,  before,Notice that  some of the subordinating conjunctions  in the table  below—after,  before,  
since—are  also  prepositions,  but  as  subordinators  they are  being used to  introduce  asince—are  also  prepositions,  but  as  subordinators  they are  being used to  introduce  a  
clause and to subordinate the following clause to the independent element in the sentence.clause and to subordinate the following clause to the independent element in the sentence.

Dr. TipsDr. Tips
A subordinate or dependent clause "depends" on a main or independent clause. It cannotA subordinate or dependent clause "depends" on a main or independent clause. It cannot  
exist alone. Imagine that somebody says to you: "Hello! Although it was raining." Whatexist alone. Imagine that somebody says to you: "Hello! Although it was raining." What  
do you understand? Nothing! But a main or independent clause can exist alone. You willdo you understand? Nothing! But a main or independent clause can exist alone. You will  
understand very well if somebody says to you: "Hello! Zaheer went swimming."understand very well if somebody says to you: "Hello! Zaheer went swimming."

Common Subordinating ConjunctionsCommon Subordinating Conjunctions
afterafter
althoughalthough
asas
as ifas if
as long asas long as
as thoughas though
becausebecause
beforebefore
even ifeven if
even thougheven though

ifif
if onlyif only
in order thatin order that
now thatnow that
onceonce
rather thanrather than
sincesince
so thatso that
thanthan
thatthat

thoughthough
tilltill
unlessunless
untiluntil
whenwhen
wheneverwhenever
wherewhere
whereaswhereas
whereverwherever
whilewhile

The Case of The Case of LikeLike and  and AsAs
Strictly speaking, the word like is a preposition, not a conjunction. It can, therefore, beStrictly speaking, the word like is a preposition, not a conjunction. It can, therefore, be  
used to introduce a prepositional phrase ("My brother is tall used to introduce a prepositional phrase ("My brother is tall like my fatherlike my father"), but it should"), but it should  
not be used to introduce a clause ("My brother can't play the piano not be used to introduce a clause ("My brother can't play the piano likelike  as he did beforeas he did before   
the accidentthe accident" or "It looks " or "It looks likelike  asas  ifif basketball is quickly overtaking baseball as America's basketball is quickly overtaking baseball as America's  
national sport."). To introduce a clause, it's a good idea to use as, as though, or as if,national sport."). To introduce a clause, it's a good idea to use as, as though, or as if,  
instead.instead.

*0LikeLike  AsAs I told you earlier, the lecture has been postponed.  I told you earlier, the lecture has been postponed. 
*1It looks It looks likelike  as ifas if it's going to snow this afternoon.  it's going to snow this afternoon. 
*2Zaheer kept looking out the window Zaheer kept looking out the window likelike  as thoughas though he had someone waiting for he had someone waiting for  
him.him.

In formal, academic text, it's a good idea to reserve the use of like for situations in whichIn formal, academic text, it's a good idea to reserve the use of like for situations in which  
similarities are being pointed out:similarities are being pointed out:

*3The National College of Arts is The National College of Arts is likelike a two-year liberal arts college. a two-year liberal arts college.
However, when you are listing things that have similarities, such as is probably moreHowever, when you are listing things that have similarities, such as is probably more  
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suitable: suitable: 
The college has several  highly regarded neighbors,  The college has several  highly regarded neighbors,  likelike  such assuch as the Lahore Museum, the Lahore Museum,  
Punjab University, Punjab Public Library, and the famous Anarkali Food Street.Punjab University, Punjab Public Library, and the famous Anarkali Food Street.

Omitting Omitting ThatThat
The word “that” is used as a conjunction to connect a subordinate clause to a precedingThe word “that” is used as a conjunction to connect a subordinate clause to a preceding  
verb. In this construction that is sometimes called the "expletive that." Indeed, the word isverb. In this construction that is sometimes called the "expletive that." Indeed, the word is  
often omitted to good effect, but the very fact of easy omission causes some editors tooften omitted to good effect, but the very fact of easy omission causes some editors to  
take  out  the  red  pen  and  strike  out  the  conjunction  that  wherever  it  appears.  In  thetake  out  the  red  pen  and  strike  out  the  conjunction  that  wherever  it  appears.  In  the  
following sentences,  we can happily omit  the that (or keep it,  depending on how thefollowing sentences,  we can happily omit  the that (or keep it,  depending on how the  
sentence sounds to us):sentence sounds to us):

*0*0Isabel knew [that] she was about to be fired. Isabel knew [that] she was about to be fired. 
*1*1She definitely felt [that] her fellow employees hadn't supported her. She definitely felt [that] her fellow employees hadn't supported her. 
*2*2I hope [that] she doesn't blame me. I hope [that] she doesn't blame me. 

Sometimes omitting the that creates a break in the flow of a sentence, a break that can beSometimes omitting the that creates a break in the flow of a sentence, a break that can be  
adequately bridged with the use of a comma: adequately bridged with the use of a comma: 

*3The problem is, The problem is, thatthat production in her department has dropped.  production in her department has dropped. 
*4Remember, Remember, thatthat we didn't have these problems before she started working here. we didn't have these problems before she started working here.

As a general rule, if the sentence feels just as good without the “that”, if no ambiguityAs a general rule, if the sentence feels just as good without the “that”, if no ambiguity  
results from its omission, if the sentence is more efficient or elegant without it, then weresults from its omission, if the sentence is more efficient or elegant without it, then we  
can safely omit the “that”. Theodore Bernstein lists can safely omit the “that”. Theodore Bernstein lists three conditionsthree conditions in which we should in which we should  
maintain the conjunction that:maintain the conjunction that:

*5When a time element intervenes between the verb and the clause: "The boss saidWhen a time element intervenes between the verb and the clause: "The boss said  
yesterday yesterday thatthat production in this department was down fifty percent." (Notice the production in this department was down fifty percent." (Notice the  
position of "yesterday.") position of "yesterday.") 
*6When the verb of the clause is long delayed: "Our annual report revealed When the verb of the clause is long delayed: "Our annual report revealed thatthat some some  
losses sustained by this department in the third quarter of last year were worse thanlosses sustained by this department in the third quarter of last year were worse than  
previously thought." (Notice the distance between the subject "losses" and its verb,previously thought." (Notice the distance between the subject "losses" and its verb,  
"were.") "were.") 
*7When a second that can clear up who said or did what: "The CEO said that Isabel'sWhen a second that can clear up who said or did what: "The CEO said that Isabel's  
department was slacking off and department was slacking off and thatthat production dropped precipitously in the fourth production dropped precipitously in the fourth  
quarter." (Did the CEO say that production dropped or was the drop a result of whatquarter." (Did the CEO say that production dropped or was the drop a result of what  
he said about Isabel's department? The second that makes the sentence clear.)he said about Isabel's department? The second that makes the sentence clear.)1313

Beginning a Sentence with Beginning a Sentence with BecauseBecause
Somehow,  the  notion  that  one  should  not  begin  a  sentence  with  the  subordinatingSomehow,  the  notion  that  one  should  not  begin  a  sentence  with  the  subordinating  
conjunction “because” retains a mysterious grip on people's sense of writing proprieties.conjunction “because” retains a mysterious grip on people's sense of writing proprieties.  
This might come about because a sentence that begins with “because” could well end upThis might come about because a sentence that begins with “because” could well end up  
a fragment if one is not careful to follow up the "because clause" with an independenta fragment if one is not careful to follow up the "because clause" with an independent  

13  For an authoritative study on this section, see, Dos, Don'ts & Maybes of English Usage by TheodoreFor an authoritative study on this section, see, Dos, Don'ts & Maybes of English Usage by Theodore  
Bernstein. Gramercy Books: New York. 1999. p. 217Bernstein. Gramercy Books: New York. 1999. p. 217
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clause. clause. 
*0BecauseBecause e-mail now plays such a huge role in our communications industry. e-mail now plays such a huge role in our communications industry.

When the "because clause" is properly subordinated to another idea (regardless of theWhen the "because clause" is properly subordinated to another idea (regardless of the  
position of the clause in the sentence), there is absolutely nothing wrong with it:position of the clause in the sentence), there is absolutely nothing wrong with it:
BecauseBecause e-mail now plays such a huge role in our communications industry, the postal e-mail now plays such a huge role in our communications industry, the postal  
service would very much like to see it taxed in some manner.service would very much like to see it taxed in some manner.

Correlative ConjunctionsCorrelative Conjunctions

Some  conjunctions  combine  with  other  words  to  form  what  are  called  “correlativeSome  conjunctions  combine  with  other  words  to  form  what  are  called  “correlative  
conjunctions”. They always travel in pairs, joining various sentence elements that shouldconjunctions”. They always travel in pairs, joining various sentence elements that should  
be treated as grammatically equal. be treated as grammatically equal. 

*1She led the team She led the team not onlynot only in statistics  in statistics but alsobut also by virtue of her enthusiasm.  by virtue of her enthusiasm. 
*2Polonius said, "Polonius said, "NeitherNeither a borrower  a borrower nornor a lender be."  a lender be." 
*3WhetherWhether you win this race  you win this race oror lose it doesn't matter as long as you do your best.  lose it doesn't matter as long as you do your best. 

Correlative conjunctions sometimes create problems in parallel form. Here is a brief listCorrelative conjunctions sometimes create problems in parallel form. Here is a brief list  
of common correlative conjunctions.of common correlative conjunctions.
both . . . andboth . . . and
not only . . . but alsonot only . . . but also
not . . . butnot . . . but
either . . . oreither . . . or

neither . . . norneither . . . nor
whether . . . orwhether . . . or
as . . . asas . . . as

Conjunctive AdverbsConjunctive Adverbs

The conjunctive adverbs such as “however, moreover, nevertheless, consequently”, as aThe conjunctive adverbs such as “however, moreover, nevertheless, consequently”, as a  
result are used to create complex relationships between ideas. Refer to the section onresult are used to create complex relationships between ideas. Refer to the section on  
Coherence:  Transitions  between  Ideas  for  an  extensive  list  of  conjunctive  adverbsCoherence:  Transitions  between  Ideas  for  an  extensive  list  of  conjunctive  adverbs  
categorized  according  to  their  various  uses  and for  some advice  on their  applicationcategorized  according  to  their  various  uses  and for  some advice  on their  application  
within sentences (including punctuation issues).within sentences (including punctuation issues).

Rules of “Comma” UsingRules of “Comma” Using
Use a comma to separate the elements in a series (three or more things), including the lastUse a comma to separate the elements in a series (three or more things), including the last  
two. "He hit the ball, dropped the bat, and ran to first base." You may have learned thattwo. "He hit the ball, dropped the bat, and ran to first base." You may have learned that  
the comma before the "and" is unnecessary, which is fine if you're in control of things.the comma before the "and" is unnecessary, which is fine if you're in control of things.  
However, there are situations in which, if you don't use this comma (especially when theHowever, there are situations in which, if you don't use this comma (especially when the  
list is complex or lengthy), these last two items in the list will try to glom together (likelist is complex or lengthy), these last two items in the list will try to glom together (like  
macaroni and cheese). Using a comma between all the items in a series, including the lastmacaroni and cheese). Using a comma between all the items in a series, including the last  
two, avoids this problem. This last comma—the one between the word "and" and thetwo, avoids this problem. This last comma—the one between the word "and" and the  
preceding word—is often called the serial comma or the Oxford comma. In newspaperpreceding word—is often called the serial comma or the Oxford comma. In newspaper  
writing, incidentally, you will seldom find a serial comma, but that is not necessarily awriting, incidentally, you will seldom find a serial comma, but that is not necessarily a  
sign that it should be omitted in academic prose.sign that it should be omitted in academic prose.

Use  a  comma  +  a  little  conjunction  (and,  but,  for,  nor,  yet,  or,  so)  to  connect  twoUse  a  comma  +  a  little  conjunction  (and,  but,  for,  nor,  yet,  or,  so)  to  connect  two  
independent clauses, as in "He hit the ball well, but he was caught near the boundary."independent clauses, as in "He hit the ball well, but he was caught near the boundary."
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Contending that the coordinating conjunction is adequate separation, some writers willContending that the coordinating conjunction is adequate separation, some writers will  
leave out the comma in a sentence with short, balanced independent clauses (such as weleave out the comma in a sentence with short, balanced independent clauses (such as we  
see in the example just given). If there is ever any doubt, however, use the comma, as it issee in the example just given). If there is ever any doubt, however, use the comma, as it is  
always correct in this situation.always correct in this situation.

One of the most frequent errors in comma usage is the placement of a comma after aOne of the most frequent errors in comma usage is the placement of a comma after a  
coordinating conjunction. We cannot say that the comma will always come before thecoordinating conjunction. We cannot say that the comma will always come before the  
conjunction and never after, but it would be a rare event, indeed, that we need to follow aconjunction and never after, but it would be a rare event, indeed, that we need to follow a  
coordinating conjunction with a comma. When speaking, we do sometimes pause aftercoordinating conjunction with a comma. When speaking, we do sometimes pause after  
the little conjunction, but there is seldom a good reason to put a comma there.the little conjunction, but there is seldom a good reason to put a comma there.

Use a comma to set off introductory elements, as in "Running despite being caught, heUse a comma to set off introductory elements, as in "Running despite being caught, he  
suddenly realized how stupid he looked."suddenly realized how stupid he looked."
It is permissible to omit the comma after a brief introductory element if the omission doesIt is permissible to omit the comma after a brief introductory element if the omission does  
not result in confusion or hesitancy in reading. If there is ever any doubt, use the comma,not result in confusion or hesitancy in reading. If there is ever any doubt, use the comma,  
as it is always correctas it is always correct

Use a comma to set off parenthetical elements, as in "The Founders Bridge, which spansUse a comma to set off parenthetical elements, as in "The Founders Bridge, which spans  
the Connecticut River, is falling down." By "parenthetical element," we mean a part of athe Connecticut River, is falling down." By "parenthetical element," we mean a part of a  
sentence that can be removed without changing the essential meaning of that sentence.sentence that can be removed without changing the essential meaning of that sentence.  
The  parenthetical  element  is  sometimes  called  "added information."  This  is  the  mostThe parenthetical  element  is  sometimes  called  "added information."  This  is  the  most  
difficult  rule  in  punctuation  because  it  is  sometimes  unclear  what  is  "added"  ordifficult  rule  in  punctuation  because  it  is  sometimes  unclear  what  is  "added"  or  
"parenthetical" and what is essential to the meaning of a sentence. "parenthetical" and what is essential to the meaning of a sentence. 
Appositives are almost always treated as parenthetical elements.Appositives are almost always treated as parenthetical elements.

*4Calhoun's ambition, Calhoun's ambition, to become a goalie in professional soccerto become a goalie in professional soccer, is within his reach. , is within his reach. 
*5Eleanor, Eleanor, his wife of thirty yearshis wife of thirty years, suddenly decided to open her own business., suddenly decided to open her own business.

Sometimes the appositive and the word it identifies are so closely related that the commaSometimes the appositive and the word it identifies are so closely related that the comma  
can be omitted, as in "His wife Eleanor suddenly decided to open her own business." Wecan be omitted, as in "His wife Eleanor suddenly decided to open her own business." We  
could  argue  that  the  name "Eleanor"  is  not  essential  to  the  meaning  of  the  sentencecould  argue  that  the  name "Eleanor"  is  not  essential  to  the  meaning  of  the  sentence  
(assuming he has only one wife), and that would suggest that we can put commas both(assuming he has only one wife), and that would suggest that we can put commas both  
before  and  after  the  name  (and  that  would,  indeed,  be  correct).  But  "his  wife"  andbefore  and  after  the  name  (and  that  would,  indeed,  be  correct).  But  "his  wife"  and  
"Eleanor" are so close that we can regard the entire phrase as one unit and leave out the"Eleanor" are so close that we can regard the entire phrase as one unit and leave out the  
commas. With the phrase turned around, however, we have a more definite parentheticalcommas. With the phrase turned around, however, we have a more definite parenthetical  
element and the commas are necessary: "Eleanor, his wife, suddenly decided to open herelement and the commas are necessary: "Eleanor, his wife, suddenly decided to open her  
own business." Consider, also, the difference between "College President Ira Rubenzahlown business." Consider, also, the difference between "College President Ira Rubenzahl  
voted to rescind the withdrawal policy" (in which we need the name "Ira Rubenzahl" orvoted to rescind the withdrawal policy" (in which we need the name "Ira Rubenzahl" or  
the sentence  doesn't  make sense)  and "Ira Rubenzahl,  the college  president,  voted tothe sentence  doesn't  make sense)  and "Ira Rubenzahl,  the college  president,  voted to  
rescind the withdrawal policy" (in which the sentence makes sense without his title, therescind the withdrawal policy" (in which the sentence makes sense without his title, the  
appositive, and we treat the appositive as a parenthetical element, with a pair of commas).appositive, and we treat the appositive as a parenthetical element, with a pair of commas).  

As pointed out above, an adverbial clause that begins a sentence is set off with a comma:As pointed out above, an adverbial clause that begins a sentence is set off with a comma:
*0*0Although Zaheer had spent several years in Karachi, he still bundled up warmly inAlthough Zaheer had spent several years in Karachi, he still bundled up warmly in  
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the brisk autumns of Punjab. the brisk autumns of Punjab. 
*1*1Because Tahira had learned to study by herself, she was able to pass the entranceBecause Tahira had learned to study by herself, she was able to pass the entrance  
exam.exam.

When  an  adverbial  clause  comes  later  on  in  the  sentence,  however,  the  writer  mustWhen  an  adverbial  clause  comes  later  on  in  the  sentence,  however,  the  writer  must  
determine if the clause is essential to the meaning of the sentence or not. A "becausedetermine if the clause is essential to the meaning of the sentence or not. A "because  
clause" can be particularly  troublesome in  this  regard.  In most  sentences,  a  "becauseclause" can be particularly  troublesome in  this  regard.  In most  sentences,  a  "because  
clause" is  essential  to the meaning of the sentence,  and it  will  not  be set  off  with aclause" is  essential  to the meaning of the sentence,  and it  will  not  be set  off  with a  
comma:comma:

*2*2The Gondals had to leave their farms in the Gondal Bar because the droughtThe Gondals had to leave their farms in the Gondal Bar because the drought  
conditions had ruined their farms.conditions had ruined their farms.

Sometimes,  though,  the  "because  clause"  must  be  set  off  with  a  comma  to  avoidSometimes,  though,  the  "because  clause"  must  be  set  off  with  a  comma  to  avoid  
misreading:misreading:

*3*3I knew that President Musharraf would resign that morning, because my sister-in-I knew that President Musharraf would resign that morning, because my sister-in-
law worked in the Presidency and she called me with the news.law worked in the Presidency and she called me with the news.

Without that comma, the sentence says that Musharraf’s resignation was the fault of myWithout that comma, the sentence says that Musharraf’s resignation was the fault of my  
sister-in-law.  Musharraf  did  not  resign  sister-in-law.  Musharraf  did  not  resign  becausebecause my  sister-in-law  worked  in  the my  sister-in-law  worked  in  the  
Presidency, so we set off that clause to make the meaning clearly parenthetical.Presidency, so we set off that clause to make the meaning clearly parenthetical.

When a parenthetical element—an interjection, adverbial modifier, or even an adverbialWhen a parenthetical element—an interjection, adverbial modifier, or even an adverbial  
clause—follows a coordinating conjunction used to connect two independent clauses, weclause—follows a coordinating conjunction used to connect two independent clauses, we  
do not put a comma in front of the parenthetical element.do not put a comma in front of the parenthetical element.

*4*4The Red Sox were leading the league at the end of May, but of course, they alwaysThe Red Sox were leading the league at the end of May, but of course, they always  
do well in the spring. [no comma after "but"] do well in the spring. [no comma after "but"] 
*5*5The Yankees didn't do so well in the early going, but frankly, everyone expectsThe Yankees didn't do so well in the early going, but frankly, everyone expects  
them to win the season. [no comma after "but"] them to win the season. [no comma after "but"] 
*6*6The Tigers spent much of the season at the bottom of the league, and even thoughThe Tigers spent much of the season at the bottom of the league, and even though  
they picked up several promising rookies, they expect to be there again next year. [nothey picked up several promising rookies, they expect to be there again next year. [no  
comma after "and"]comma after "and"]

When both a city's name and that city's state or country's name are mentioned together,When both a city's name and that city's state or country's name are mentioned together,  
the state or country's name is treated as a parenthetical element.the state or country's name is treated as a parenthetical element.

*7*7We visited Hartford, Connecticut, last summer. We visited Hartford, Connecticut, last summer. 
*8*8Paris, France, is sometimes called "The City of Lights."Paris, France, is sometimes called "The City of Lights."

When the state becomes a possessive form, this rule is no longer followed:When the state becomes a possessive form, this rule is no longer followed:
*9*9Hartford, Connecticut's investment in the insurance industry is well known.Hartford, Connecticut's investment in the insurance industry is well known.

Also, when the state or country's name becomes part of a compound structure, the secondAlso, when the state or country's name becomes part of a compound structure, the second  
comma is dropped: comma is dropped: 

*10*10Heublein, a Hartford, Connecticut-based company, is moving to another state.Heublein, a Hartford, Connecticut-based company, is moving to another state.
An “absolute phrase” is always treated as a parenthetical element, as is an interjection.An “absolute phrase” is always treated as a parenthetical element, as is an interjection.  
An addressed person's name is also always parenthetical. Be sure, however, that the nameAn addressed person's name is also always parenthetical. Be sure, however, that the name  
is that of someone actually being spoken to. is that of someone actually being spoken to. 

*11Their years of training now forgottenTheir years of training now forgotten, the soldiers broke ranks. , the soldiers broke ranks. 
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*12YesYes, it is always a matter, , it is always a matter, of courseof course, of preparation and attitude. , of preparation and attitude. 
*13I'm telling you, I'm telling you, JuanitaJuanita, I couldn't be more surprised. (I told Juanita I couldn't be, I couldn't be more surprised. (I told Juanita I couldn't be  
more surprised. [no commas])more surprised. [no commas])

Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives. You could think of this as "That tall,Use a comma to separate coordinate adjectives. You could think of this as "That tall,  
distinguished, good looking fellow" rule (as opposed to "the little old lady"). If you candistinguished, good looking fellow" rule (as opposed to "the little old lady"). If you can  
put an “and” or a “but” between the adjectives, a comma will probably belong there. Forput an “and” or a “but” between the adjectives, a comma will probably belong there. For  
instance, you could say, "He is a tall and distinguished fellow" or "I live in a very old andinstance, you could say, "He is a tall and distinguished fellow" or "I live in a very old and  
run-down house." So you would write, "He is a tall, distinguished man" and "I live in arun-down house." So you would write, "He is a tall, distinguished man" and "I live in a  
very old, run-down house." But you would probably not say, "She is a little and old lady,"very old, run-down house." But you would probably not say, "She is a little and old lady,"  
or "I live in a little and purple house," so commas would not appear between little and oldor "I live in a little and purple house," so commas would not appear between little and old  
or between little and purple.or between little and purple.

Use a comma to set off quoted elements. Because we don't use quoted material all theUse a comma to set off quoted elements. Because we don't use quoted material all the  
time, even when writing, this is probably the most difficult rule to remember in commatime, even when writing, this is probably the most difficult rule to remember in comma  
usage.  It  is  a  good idea  to  find  a  page  from an  article  that  uses  several  quotations,usage.  It  is  a  good idea  to  find  a  page  from an  article  that  uses  several  quotations,  
photocopy  that  page,  and  keep  it  in  front  of  you  as  a  model  when  you're  writing.photocopy  that  page,  and  keep  it  in  front  of  you  as  a  model  when  you're  writing.  
Generally, use a comma to separate quoted material from the rest of the sentence thatGenerally, use a comma to separate quoted material from the rest of the sentence that  
explains or introduces the quotation:explains or introduces the quotation:

*14*14Summing up this argument, Peter Coveney writes, "The purpose and strength ofSumming up this argument, Peter Coveney writes, "The purpose and strength of  
the romantic image of the child had been above all to establish a relation betweenthe romantic image of the child had been above all to establish a relation between  
childhood and adult consciousness."childhood and adult consciousness."

If an attribution of a quoted element comes in the middle of the quotation, two commasIf an attribution of a quoted element comes in the middle of the quotation, two commas  
will be required. But be careful not to create a comma splice in so doing.will be required. But be careful not to create a comma splice in so doing.

*15*15"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make words mean so many  
things." things." 
*16*16"I should like to buy an egg, please," she said timidly. "How do you sell them?""I should like to buy an egg, please," she said timidly. "How do you sell them?"

Be careful not to use commas to set off quoted elements introduced by the word that orBe careful not to use commas to set off quoted elements introduced by the word that or  
quoted elements that are embedded in a larger structure:quoted elements that are embedded in a larger structure:

*17*17Peter Coveney writes that "[t]he purpose and strength of..." Peter Coveney writes that "[t]he purpose and strength of..." 
*18*18We often say "Sorry" when we don't really mean it.We often say "Sorry" when we don't really mean it.

And, instead of a comma, use a colon to set off explanatory or introductory languageAnd, instead of a comma, use a colon to set off explanatory or introductory language  
from a quoted element that is either very formal or long (especially if it's longer than onefrom a quoted element that is either very formal or long (especially if it's longer than one  
sentence):sentence):

*19*19Peter Coveney had this to say about the nineteenth-century's use of childrenPeter Coveney had this to say about the nineteenth-century's use of children
in fiction: "The purpose and strength of... "in fiction: "The purpose and strength of... "

Use commas to set off phrases that express contrast.Use commas to set off phrases that express contrast.
*20*20Some say the world will end in ice, not fire. Some say the world will end in ice, not fire. 
*21*21It was her money, not her charm or personality, that first attracted him. It was her money, not her charm or personality, that first attracted him. 
*22*22The puppies were cute, but very messy.The puppies were cute, but very messy.
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Some writers will leave out the comma that sets off a contrasting phrase beginning withSome writers will leave out the comma that sets off a contrasting phrase beginning with  
“but”.“but”.

Use a comma to avoid confusion. This is often a matter of consistently applying the ruleUse a comma to avoid confusion. This is often a matter of consistently applying the rule  
to balance a sentence.to balance a sentence.

*23*23For most the year is already finished.For most the year is already finished.
*24*24For most, the year is already finished. For most, the year is already finished. 
*25*25Outside the lawn was cluttered with hundreds of broken branches. Outside the lawn was cluttered with hundreds of broken branches. 
*26*26Outside, the lawn was cluttered with hundreds of broken branches.Outside, the lawn was cluttered with hundreds of broken branches.

“I have spent most of the day putting in a comma and the rest of the day taking it out.”“I have spent most of the day putting in a comma and the rest of the day taking it out.”
(Oscar Wilde)(Oscar Wilde)

English's Famous Rule of Punctuation: English's Famous Rule of Punctuation: Never use only one comma between a subjectNever use only one comma between a subject  
and its verb. "Believing completely and positively in oneself is essential for success."and its verb. "Believing completely and positively in oneself is essential for success."  
[Although  readers  might  pause  after  the  word  "oneself,"  there  is  no  reason to  put  a[Although  readers  might  pause  after  the  word  "oneself,"  there  is  no  reason to  put  a  
comma there.]comma there.]

Typographical  Reasons:  Typographical  Reasons:  Between  a  city  and  a  state/province  [Lahore,  Punjab  orBetween  a  city  and  a  state/province  [Lahore,  Punjab  or  
Hartford, Connecticut], a date and the year [June 15, 1997], a name and a title when theHartford, Connecticut], a date and the year [June 15, 1997], a name and a title when the  
title  comes  after  the  name  [Zaheer  Ahmad,  Professor  of  English],  in  long  numberstitle  comes  after  the  name  [Zaheer  Ahmad,  Professor  of  English],  in  long  numbers  
[5,456,783 and $14,682], etc. Although you will often see a comma between a name and[5,456,783 and $14,682], etc. Although you will often see a comma between a name and  
suffix—Bob Downey, Jr., Richard Harrison, III—this comma is no longer regarded assuffix—Bob Downey, Jr., Richard Harrison, III—this comma is no longer regarded as  
necessary by most copy editors, and some individuals—such as Martin Luther King Jr.—necessary by most copy editors, and some individuals—such as Martin Luther King Jr.—
never used a comma there at all.never used a comma there at all.
Note that we use a comma or a set of commas to make the year parenthetical when theNote that we use a comma or a set of commas to make the year parenthetical when the  
date of the month is included:date of the month is included:

*27*27July 4, 1776, is regarded as the birth date of American liberty. July 4, 1776, is regarded as the birth date of American liberty. 
Without the date itself, however, the comma disappears: Without the date itself, however, the comma disappears: 

*28*28July 1776 was one of the most eventful months in our history.July 1776 was one of the most eventful months in our history.
In international or military format, no commas are used: In international or military format, no commas are used: 

*29*29The Declaration of Independence was signed on 4 July 1776.The Declaration of Independence was signed on 4 July 1776.

Use Commas with Caution Use Commas with Caution 
As you can see, there are many reasons for using commas, and we haven't listed them all.As you can see, there are many reasons for using commas, and we haven't listed them all.  
Yet the biggest problem that most students have with commas is their overuse. SomeYet the biggest problem that most students have with commas is their overuse. Some  
essays  look as  though the  student  loaded a  shotgun with commas  and blasted  away.essays  look as  though the  student  loaded a  shotgun with commas  and blasted  away.  
Remember, too, that a pause in reading is not always a reliable reason to use a comma.Remember, too, that a pause in reading is not always a reliable reason to use a comma.  
Try not to use a comma unless you can apply a specific rule from this page to do so. Try not to use a comma unless you can apply a specific rule from this page to do so. 
Concentrating on the proper use of commas is not mere form for form's sake. Indeed, itConcentrating on the proper use of commas is not mere form for form's sake. Indeed, it  
causes writers to review their understanding of structure and to consider carefully howcauses writers to review their understanding of structure and to consider carefully how  
their sentences are crafted.their sentences are crafted.

Try this experiment: Try this experiment: 
Give your instructor five rupees for each comma you use in an essay. YourGive your instructor five rupees for each comma you use in an essay. Your  
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instructor will return five rupees for each comma used correctly. You shouldinstructor will return five rupees for each comma used correctly. You should  
come out even. This technique for cutting down on unwanted commas hascome out even. This technique for cutting down on unwanted commas has  
been heartily endorsed by every English instructor who has tried it.been heartily endorsed by every English instructor who has tried it.

7. 7. PREPOSITIONPREPOSITION
A preposition is a word governing, and usually coming in front of, a noun or pronoun andA preposition is a word governing, and usually coming in front of, a noun or pronoun and  
expressing a relation to another word or element, as in:expressing a relation to another word or element, as in:

*0*0She left before breakfast She left before breakfast 
What did you come for?What did you come for?

English Preposition RuleEnglish Preposition Rule

There is one very simple rule about prepositions. And, unlike most rules, this rule has noThere is one very simple rule about prepositions. And, unlike most rules, this rule has no  
exceptions. The rule is:exceptions. The rule is:
A preposition is followed by a "noun". It is never followed by a verb.A preposition is followed by a "noun". It is never followed by a verb.
By "noun" we include:By "noun" we include:

*0*0noun (dog, money, love) noun (dog, money, love) 
*1*1proper noun (name) (Bangkok, Mary) proper noun (name) (Bangkok, Mary) 
*2*2pronoun (you, him, us) pronoun (you, him, us) 
*3*3noun group (my first job) noun group (my first job) 
*4*4gerund (swimming) gerund (swimming) 

A preposition cannot be followed by a verb. If we want to follow a preposition by a verb,A preposition cannot be followed by a verb. If we want to follow a preposition by a verb,  
we must use the "-ing" form, which is really a gerund or verb in noun form.we must use the "-ing" form, which is really a gerund or verb in noun form.
Here are some examples:Here are some examples:
Subject + verbSubject + verb prepositionpreposition "noun""noun"
The food isThe food is onon the table.the table.
She livesShe lives inin Japan.Japan.
Tara is lookingTara is looking forfor you.you.
The letter isThe letter is underunder your blue book.your blue book.
Pascal is usedPascal is used toto English people.English people.
She isn't usedShe isn't used toto working.working.
I ateI ate beforebefore coming.coming.

Here comes a question that, in the following sentences, why is "to" followed by a verb?Here comes a question that, in the following sentences, why is "to" followed by a verb?  
That should be impossible, according to the rule:That should be impossible, according to the rule:

•• I would like to go now. I would like to go now. 
•• She used to smoke. She used to smoke. 

In  these  sentences,  "to"  is  not  a  preposition.  It  is  part  of  the  infinitive  ("to  go",  "toIn  these  sentences,  "to"  is  not  a  preposition.  It  is  part  of  the  infinitive  ("to  go",  "to  
smoke").smoke").
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English PrepositionsEnglish Prepositions

There are more than 100 prepositions in English. Yet this is a very small number whenThere are more than 100 prepositions in English. Yet this is a very small number when  
you think of the thousands of other words (nouns, verbs etc). Prepositions are importantyou think of the thousands of other words (nouns, verbs etc). Prepositions are important  
words. We use individual prepositions more frequently than other individual words. Inwords. We use individual prepositions more frequently than other individual words. In  
fact,  the prepositions of, to and in are among the ten most frequent words in English.fact,  the prepositions of, to and in are among the ten most frequent words in English.  
Here is a short list of 70 of the more common one-word prepositions. Many of theseHere is a short list of 70 of the more common one-word prepositions. Many of these  
prepositions  have  more  than  one  meaning.  Please  check  the  dictionary  for  preciseprepositions  have  more  than  one  meaning.  Please  check  the  dictionary  for  precise  
meaning and usage.meaning and usage.
AA  

*0*0aboard aboard 
*1*1about about 
*2*2above above 
*3*3across across 
*4*4after after 
*5*5against against 
*6*6along along 
*7*7amid amid 
*8*8among among 
*9*9anti anti 
*10*10around around 
*11*11as as 
*12*12at at 

BB
*13*13before before 
*14*14behind behind 
*15*15below below 
*16*16beneath beneath 
*17*17beside beside 
*18*18besides besides 
*19*19between between 
*20*20beyond beyond 
*21*21but but 
*22*22by by 

CC
*23*23concerning concerning 
*24*24considering considering 

DD
*25*25despite despite 
*26*26down down 
*27*27during during 
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EE
*28*28except except 
*29*29excepting excepting 
*30*30excluding excluding 

FF
*31*31following following 
*32*32for for 
*33*33from from 

II
*34*34in in 
*35*35inside inside 
*36*36into into 

LL
*37*37like like 

MM
*38*38minus minus 

NN
*39*39near near 

OO
*40*40of of 
*41*41off off 
*42*42on on 
*43*43onto onto 
*44*44opposite opposite 
*45*45outside outside 
*46*46over over 

PP
*47*47past past 
*48*48per per 
*49*49plus plus 

RR
*50*50regarding regarding 
*51*51round round 

SS
*52*52save save 
*53*53since since 

TT
*54*54than than 
*55*55through through 
*56*56to to 
*57*57toward toward 
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*58*58towards towards 
UU

*59*59under under 
*60*60underneath underneath 
*61*61unlike unlike 
*62*62until until 
*63*63up up 
*64*64upon upon 

VV
*65*65versus versus 
*66*66via via 

WW
*67*67with with 
*68*68within within 
*69*69withoutwithout

Prepositions of Time, of Place, and to Introduce ObjectsPrepositions of Time, of Place, and to Introduce Objects

When talking of one single point in time, we use the following prepositions:When talking of one single point in time, we use the following prepositions:

“On” is used with days:“On” is used with days:
*70*70I will see you on Monday.I will see you on Monday.
*71*71The week begins on Sunday. The week begins on Sunday. 

“At” is used with noon, night, midnight, and with the time of day:“At” is used with noon, night, midnight, and with the time of day:
*72*72My plane leaves at noon. My plane leaves at noon. 
*73*73The movie starts at 6 p.m. The movie starts at 6 p.m. 

“In” is used with other parts of the day, with months, with years, with seasons:“In” is used with other parts of the day, with months, with years, with seasons:
*74*74He likes to read in the afternoon. He likes to read in the afternoon. 
*75*75The days are long in August. The days are long in August. 
*76*76The book was published in 1999. The book was published in 1999. 
*77*77The flowers will bloom in spring. The flowers will bloom in spring. 

Extended TimeExtended Time

To express extended time, English uses the following prepositions: since, for, by, from-To express extended time, English uses the following prepositions: since, for, by, from-
to, from-until, during,(with)into, from-until, during,(with)in

*78*78She has been gone since yesterday. (She left yesterday and has not returned.) She has been gone since yesterday. (She left yesterday and has not returned.) 
*79*79I'm going to Paris for two weeks. (I will spend two weeks there.) I'm going to Paris for two weeks. (I will spend two weeks there.) 
*80*80The movie showed from August to October. (Beginning in August and ending inThe movie showed from August to October. (Beginning in August and ending in  
October.) October.) 
*81*81The decorations were up from spring until fall. (Beginning in spring and ending inThe decorations were up from spring until fall. (Beginning in spring and ending in  
fall.) fall.) 
*82*82I watch TV during the evening. (For some period of time in the evening.) I watch TV during the evening. (For some period of time in the evening.) 
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*83*83We must finish the project within a year. (No longer than a year.) We must finish the project within a year. (No longer than a year.) 

PlacePlace

To express notions of place, English uses the following prepositions: to talk about theTo express notions of place, English uses the following prepositions: to talk about the  
point itself: in, to express something contained: inside, to talk about the surface: on, topoint itself: in, to express something contained: inside, to talk about the surface: on, to  
talk about a general vicinity, at. talk about a general vicinity, at. 

*84*84There is a wasp in the room. There is a wasp in the room. 
*85*85Put the present inside the box. Put the present inside the box. 
*86*86I left your keys on the table. I left your keys on the table. 
*87*87She was waiting at the corner. She was waiting at the corner. 

Higher than a PointHigher than a Point

To express notions of an object being higher than a point, English uses the followingTo express notions of an object being higher than a point, English uses the following  
prepositions: over, above. prepositions: over, above. 

*88*88He threw the ball over the roof. He threw the ball over the roof. 
*89*89Hang that picture above the couch. Hang that picture above the couch. 

Lower than a PointLower than a Point

To express notions of an object being lower than a point,  English uses the followingTo express notions of an object being lower than a point,  English uses the following  
prepositions: under, underneath, beneath, below. prepositions: under, underneath, beneath, below. 

*90*90The child hid underneath the blanket. The child hid underneath the blanket. 
*91*91We relaxed in the shade beneath the branches. We relaxed in the shade beneath the branches. 
*92*92The valley is below sea-level. The valley is below sea-level. 
*93*93The rabbit burrowed under the ground.The rabbit burrowed under the ground.

Close to a PointClose to a Point

To  express  notions  of  an  object  being  close  to  a  point,  English  uses  the  followingTo  express  notions  of  an  object  being  close  to  a  point,  English  uses  the  following  
prepositions:  near,  by,  next  to,  between,  among,  opposite.  For  more  detail,  see  ourprepositions:  near,  by,  next  to,  between,  among,  opposite.  For  more  detail,  see  our  
handout on Prepositions of Spatial Relationship.handout on Prepositions of Spatial Relationship.

*94*94She lives near the school. She lives near the school. 
*95*95There is an ice cream shop by the store. There is an ice cream shop by the store. 
*96*96An oak tree grows next to my house An oak tree grows next to my house 
*97*97The house is between Elm Street and Maple Street. The house is between Elm Street and Maple Street. 
*98*98I found my pen lying among the books. I found my pen lying among the books. 
*99*99The bathroom is opposite that room. The bathroom is opposite that room. 

To Introduce Objects of VerbsTo Introduce Objects of Verbs

English uses the following prepositions to introduce objects of the following verbs. English uses the following prepositions to introduce objects of the following verbs. 

At: glance, laugh, look, rejoice, smile, stareAt: glance, laugh, look, rejoice, smile, stare

*100*100She took a quick glance at her reflection.She took a quick glance at her reflection.
(Exception with mirror: She took a quick glance in the mirror.) (Exception with mirror: She took a quick glance in the mirror.) 
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*101*101You didn't laugh at his joke. You didn't laugh at his joke. 
*102*102I'm looking at the computer monitor. I'm looking at the computer monitor. 
*103*103We rejoiced at his safe rescue. We rejoiced at his safe rescue. 
*104*104That pretty girl smiled at you. That pretty girl smiled at you. 
*105*105Stop staring at me. Stop staring at me. 

Of: approve, consist, smellOf: approve, consist, smell

*106*106I don't approve of his speech. I don't approve of his speech. 
*107*107My contribution to the article consists of many pages. My contribution to the article consists of many pages. 
*108*108He came home smelling of alcohol. He came home smelling of alcohol. 

Of (or about): dream, thinkOf (or about): dream, think

*109*109I dream of finishing college in four years. I dream of finishing college in four years. 
*110*110Can you think of a number between one and ten? Can you think of a number between one and ten? 
*111*111I am thinking about this problem. I am thinking about this problem. 

For: call, hope, look, wait, watch, wishFor: call, hope, look, wait, watch, wish

*112*112Did someone call for a taxi? Did someone call for a taxi? 
*113*113He hopes for a raise in salary next year. He hopes for a raise in salary next year. 
*114*114I'm looking for my keys. I'm looking for my keys. 
*115*115We'll wait for her here. We'll wait for her here. 
*116*116You go buy the tickets and I'll watch for the train. You go buy the tickets and I'll watch for the train. 
*117*117If you wish for an "A" in this class, you must work hard. If you wish for an "A" in this class, you must work hard. 

Prepositions of Location: At, In, OnPrepositions of Location: At, In, On
Prepositions expressing spatial relations are of two kinds: prepositions of location andPrepositions expressing spatial relations are of two kinds: prepositions of location and  
prepositions of direction. Both kinds may be either positive or negative. Prepositions ofprepositions of direction. Both kinds may be either positive or negative. Prepositions of  
location appear with verbs describing states or conditions, especially be; prepositions oflocation appear with verbs describing states or conditions, especially be; prepositions of  
direction appear with verbs of motion. This handout deals with positive prepositions ofdirection appear with verbs of motion. This handout deals with positive prepositions of  
location that sometimes cause difficulty: at, on, and in. location that sometimes cause difficulty: at, on, and in. 
The  handout  is  divided  into  two sections.  The  first  explains  the  spatial  relationshipsThe handout  is  divided  into  two sections.  The  first  explains  the  spatial  relationships  
expressed by the three prepositions. The second examines more closely the uses of in andexpressed by the three prepositions. The second examines more closely the uses of in and  
on.on.

Dimensions and PrepositionsDimensions and Prepositions

Prepositions differ according to the number of dimensions they refer to. We can groupPrepositions differ according to the number of dimensions they refer to. We can group  
them into three classes using concepts from geometry: point, surface, and area or volume.them into three classes using concepts from geometry: point, surface, and area or volume.

PointPoint

Prepositions in this group indicate that the noun that follows them is treated as aPrepositions in this group indicate that the noun that follows them is treated as a  
point in relation to which another object is positioned.point in relation to which another object is positioned.
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SurfaceSurface

Prepositions in this group indicate that the position of an object is defined withPrepositions in this group indicate that the position of an object is defined with  
respect to a surface on which it rests.respect to a surface on which it rests.

Area/VolumeArea/Volume

Prepositions in this group indicate that an object lies within the boundaries of anPrepositions in this group indicate that an object lies within the boundaries of an  
area or within the confines of a volume.area or within the confines of a volume.

Notice that although in geometry surface and area go together  because both are two-Notice that although in geometry surface and area go together  because both are two-
dimensional, in grammar area and volume go together because the same prepositions aredimensional, in grammar area and volume go together because the same prepositions are  
used for both.used for both.
In light of these descriptions, at, on, and in can be classified as follows:In light of these descriptions, at, on, and in can be classified as follows:

At ....... pointAt ....... point
On ....... surfaceOn ....... surface

In ....... area/volumeIn ....... area/volume

The meanings of the three prepositions can be illustrated with some sample sentences:The meanings of the three prepositions can be illustrated with some sample sentences:
1) My car is at the house.1) My car is at the house.
2) There is a new roof on the house.2) There is a new roof on the house.
3) The house is in Tippecanoe county.3) The house is in Tippecanoe county.
4) There are five rooms in the house, which has a lovely fireplace in the living room.4) There are five rooms in the house, which has a lovely fireplace in the living room.

All of these sentences answer a question of the form,  "Where is  _______?"-but eachAll of these sentences answer a question of the form,  "Where is  _______?"-but each  
gives  different  information.  Before  going on,  explain  to  yourself  the spatial  relationsgives  different  information.  Before  going on,  explain  to  yourself  the spatial  relations  
shown in each sentence.shown in each sentence.
Sentence (1) locates a car in relation to a house, understood as a fixed point.( 2) treats theSentence (1) locates a car in relation to a house, understood as a fixed point.( 2) treats the  
house as a surface upon which another object, the roof, is placed. (3) locates the househouse as a surface upon which another object, the roof, is placed. (3) locates the house  
within a geographical area.( 4) treats the house as a three-dimensional structure that canwithin a geographical area.( 4) treats the house as a three-dimensional structure that can  
be divided into smaller volumes, namely, rooms, inside one of which is an object, thebe divided into smaller volumes, namely, rooms, inside one of which is an object, the  
fireplace.fireplace.

Using "At"Using "At"

“At” calls for further comment. Because it is the least specific of the prepositions in its“At” calls for further comment. Because it is the least specific of the prepositions in its  
spatial orientation, it has a great variety of uses. Here are some of them:spatial orientation, it has a great variety of uses. Here are some of them:
5a) Tom is waiting for his sister at the bank.5a) Tom is waiting for his sister at the bank. LocationLocation

5b) Sue spent the whole afternoon at the fair.5b) Sue spent the whole afternoon at the fair. LocationLocation

6a) We arrived at the house.6a) We arrived at the house. DestinationDestination
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6b) The waiter was at our table immediately.6b) The waiter was at our table immediately. DestinationDestination

7a) The policeman leaped at the assailant.7a) The policeman leaped at the assailant. DirectionDirection

7b) The dog jumped at my face and really7b) The dog jumped at my face and really  
scared me.scared me. DirectionDirection

In (5a), the bank can be understood as a point defining Tom's location, much as in (1)In (5a), the bank can be understood as a point defining Tom's location, much as in (1)  
above. It makes less sense to think of a fair as a point in (5b) since fairs are usuallyabove. It makes less sense to think of a fair as a point in (5b) since fairs are usually  
spread out over a fairly large area. Probably at is used in this case just because it is thespread out over a fairly large area. Probably at is used in this case just because it is the  
least  specific  preposition; it  defines Sue's location with respect to the fair rather thanleast  specific  preposition; it  defines Sue's location with respect to the fair rather than  
some other place. In (6a), at exhibits its cause/effect relationship with to, which cannot besome other place. In (6a), at exhibits its cause/effect relationship with to, which cannot be  
used here: arrival at a place is the result of going to it. For more on this relationship, seeused here: arrival at a place is the result of going to it. For more on this relationship, see  
the Prepositions of Direction: To, (On)to, (In)to. (7a) and (7b) show that with certainthe Prepositions of Direction: To, (On)to, (In)to. (7a) and (7b) show that with certain  
verbs of motion at may be used with the same meaning as its directional counterpart to,verbs of motion at may be used with the same meaning as its directional counterpart to,  
that is, direction toward something. that is, direction toward something. 
In the remainder of the handout, we will look at special problems that arise in choosingIn the remainder of the handout, we will look at special problems that arise in choosing  
between “in and on”.between “in and on”.

"In" and "On""In" and "On"

1. Nouns denoting enclosed spaces, such as a field or a window, take both “on and in”.1. Nouns denoting enclosed spaces, such as a field or a window, take both “on and in”.  
The prepositions have their normal meanings with these nouns: on is used when the spaceThe prepositions have their normal meanings with these nouns: on is used when the space  
is considered as a surface, in when the space is presented as an area:is considered as a surface, in when the space is presented as an area:
Three players are practicing on the field. Three players are practicing on the field. SurfaceSurface
Three cows are grazing in the field. Three cows are grazing in the field. AreaArea
The frost made patterns on the window. The frost made patterns on the window. SurfaceSurface

A face appeared in the window.A face appeared in the window. AreaArea

Notice that “in” implies that the field is enclosed, whereas “on” implies only that theNotice that “in” implies that the field is enclosed, whereas “on” implies only that the  
following noun denotes a surface and not necessarily an enclosed area:following noun denotes a surface and not necessarily an enclosed area:
The sheep are grazing in the pasture. The sheep are grazing in the pasture. Enclosed by a fenceEnclosed by a fence
The cattle are grazing on the open range. The cattle are grazing on the open range. Not enclosed by a fenceNot enclosed by a fence
Three players are on the basketball court. Three players are on the basketball court. Not enclosedNot enclosed
Three players are on the soccer field. Three players are on the soccer field. Not enclosedNot enclosed
Two boxers are in the ring. Two boxers are in the ring. Enclosed by ropesEnclosed by ropes
2. When the area has metaphorical instead of actual boundaries, such as when field means2. When the area has metaphorical instead of actual boundaries, such as when field means  
‘academic discipline’, “in” is used:‘academic discipline’, “in” is used:

She is a leading researcher in the bioengineering field.She is a leading researcher in the bioengineering field.

3. Several common uses of “in and on” occur with street. The first two follow the general3. Several common uses of “in and on” occur with street. The first two follow the general  
pattern of in and on usage. The third is an idiom that must be learned as a unit.pattern of in and on usage. The third is an idiom that must be learned as a unit.
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a) The children are playing in the street. a) The children are playing in the street. 
b) Our house is on Third Street.b) Our house is on Third Street.
c) He declared bankruptcy last week, and now he's out onc) He declared bankruptcy last week, and now he's out on  
the street.the street.

This is an idiom meaning thatThis is an idiom meaning that  
he's poor.he's poor.

In  (a)  the  street  is  understood  as  an  area  enclosed  by  the  sidewalks  on  either  side.In  (a)  the  street  is  understood  as  an  area  enclosed  by  the  sidewalks  on  either  side.  
Compare (b) with the discussion of sentence (3) in the first section. Here on locates theCompare (b) with the discussion of sentence (3) in the first section. Here on locates the  
house on either side of Third Street: it doesn't mean that the street is a surface on whichhouse on either side of Third Street: it doesn't mean that the street is a surface on which  
the house sits.  Because the  street  is  understood as  a  line  next  to  which the house isthe house sits.  Because the  street  is  understood as  a  line  next  to  which the house is  
situated, on functions much like at in its normal use: it locates the house in relation to thesituated, on functions much like at in its normal use: it locates the house in relation to the  
street but does not specify the exact address. For that purpose, at is used because thestreet but does not specify the exact address. For that purpose, at is used because the  
address is like a particular point on the line. Compare: "Our house is at 323 Third Street."address is like a particular point on the line. Compare: "Our house is at 323 Third Street."  
In c) out on the street is an idiom meaning "poor" or "destitute."In c) out on the street is an idiom meaning "poor" or "destitute."
4. In and on are also used with means of transportation: in is used with a car, on with4. In and on are also used with means of transportation: in is used with a car, on with  
public or commercial means of transportation:public or commercial means of transportation:

in the carin the car
on the buson the bus
on the planeon the plane
on the trainon the train
on the shipon the ship

Some speakers of English make a further distinction for public modes of transportation,Some speakers of English make a further distinction for public modes of transportation,  
using in when the carrier is stationary and on when it is in motion.using in when the carrier is stationary and on when it is in motion.

My wife stayed in/on the bus while I got out at the rest stop.My wife stayed in/on the bus while I got out at the rest stop.
The passengers sat in/on the plane awaiting takeoff.The passengers sat in/on the plane awaiting takeoff.

Prepositions of Direction: To, On (to), In (to)Prepositions of Direction: To, On (to), In (to)

This handout explains prepositions that express movement toward something: to, onto,This handout explains prepositions that express movement toward something: to, onto,  
and into. First, the prepositions will be introduced as a group. Then, the special uses ofand into. First, the prepositions will be introduced as a group. Then, the special uses of  
each one will be discussed.each one will be discussed.
To, into, and onto correspond respectively to the prepositions of location at, in, and on.To, into, and onto correspond respectively to the prepositions of location at, in, and on.  
Each  pair  can  be  defined  by  the  same  spatial  relations  of  point,  line/surface,  orEach  pair  can  be  defined  by  the  same  spatial  relations  of  point,  line/surface,  or  
area/volume. To learn more about the spatial relationships expressed by these pairs ofarea/volume. To learn more about the spatial relationships expressed by these pairs of  
prepositions, read the first section of "Prepositions of Location: At, On, and In" beforeprepositions, read the first section of "Prepositions of Location: At, On, and In" before  
you start reading this handout. you start reading this handout. 

1. The Basic Preposition of a Direction is "to".1. The Basic Preposition of a Direction is "to".

TO: signifies orientation toward a goalTO: signifies orientation toward a goal
When the goal is physical, such as a destination, "to" implies movement in the directionWhen the goal is physical, such as a destination, "to" implies movement in the direction  
of the goal.of the goal.
(a) Saeed returned to his apartment.(a) Saeed returned to his apartment.
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When the goal is not a physical place, for instance, an action, "to" marks a verb; it isWhen the goal is not a physical place, for instance, an action, "to" marks a verb; it is  
attached as an infinitive and expresses purpose. The preposition may occur alone or in theattached as an infinitive and expresses purpose. The preposition may occur alone or in the  
phrase in order.phrase in order.

(b) Zaheer washed his dog (in order) to rid it of fleas. (b) Zaheer washed his dog (in order) to rid it of fleas. 
The two uses can also occur together in a single sentence:The two uses can also occur together in a single sentence:
2. The other two prepositions of direction are compounds formed by adding "to" to2. The other two prepositions of direction are compounds formed by adding "to" to  
the corresponding prepositions of location.the corresponding prepositions of location.

The preposition of location determines the meaning of the preposition of direction.The preposition of location determines the meaning of the preposition of direction.

ON + TO = onto: signifies movement toward a surfaceON + TO = onto: signifies movement toward a surface
IN + TO = into: signifies movement toward the interior of a volumeIN + TO = into: signifies movement toward the interior of a volume

"To" is part of the directional preposition toward, and the two mean about the same thing."To" is part of the directional preposition toward, and the two mean about the same thing.

3. With many verbs of motion, "on" and "in" have a directional meaning and can3. With many verbs of motion, "on" and "in" have a directional meaning and can  
be used along with "onto" and "into".be used along with "onto" and "into".

(See the sections  below for some exceptions  to this  rule.)  This  is  why "to" is  inside(See the sections  below for some exceptions  to this  rule.)  This  is  why "to" is  inside  
parentheses in the title of the handout, showing that it  is somewhat optional with theparentheses in the title of the handout, showing that it  is somewhat optional with the  
compound prepositions. Thus, the following sentences are roughly synonymous:compound prepositions. Thus, the following sentences are roughly synonymous:

(a) Tahir jumped in/into the pool.(a) Tahir jumped in/into the pool.
(b) Paul fell on/onto the floor.(b) Paul fell on/onto the floor.
(c) The crab washed up on/onto the shore.(c) The crab washed up on/onto the shore.

To the extent that these pairs do differ, the compound preposition conveys the completionTo the extent that these pairs do differ, the compound preposition conveys the completion  
of an action, while the simple preposition points to the position of the subject as a resultof an action, while the simple preposition points to the position of the subject as a result  
of  that  action.  This  distinction  helps  us  understand  how  directional  and  locationalof  that  action.  This  distinction  helps  us  understand  how  directional  and  locational  
prepositions are related: they stand in the relationship of cause and effect.prepositions are related: they stand in the relationship of cause and effect.

Completion of an ActionCompletion of an Action Position of SubjectPosition of Subject
(a) Jean fell on(to) the floor.(a) Jean fell on(to) the floor. Jean is on the floor. Jean is on the floor. 
(b) Susumu dived in(to) the water.(b) Susumu dived in(to) the water. Susumu is in the water.Susumu is in the water.

Uses of "to"Uses of "to"

To occurs with several classes of verbs.To occurs with several classes of verbs.

1. verb + to + infinitive1. verb + to + infinitive

Verbs in this group express willingness, desire, intention, or obligation.Verbs in this group express willingness, desire, intention, or obligation.

•• willingness: be willing, consent, refuse willingness: be willing, consent, refuse 

•• desire: desire, want, wish, like, ask, request, prefer desire: desire, want, wish, like, ask, request, prefer 

•• intention: intend, plan, prepare intention: intend, plan, prepare 
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•• obligation: be obligated, have, need obligation: be obligated, have, need 

Examples:Examples:

(i)(i) I refuse to allow you to intimidate me with your threats.I refuse to allow you to intimidate me with your threats.
(ii) I'd like to ask her how long she's been skiing.(ii) I'd like to ask her how long she's been skiing.
(iii) I plan to graduate this summer.(iii) I plan to graduate this summer.
(iv) Henry had to pay his tuition at the Bursar's office. (iv) Henry had to pay his tuition at the Bursar's office. 

2. In other cases "to" is used as an ordinary preposition.2. In other cases "to" is used as an ordinary preposition.

•• verbs of communication: listen, speak (but not tell), relate, appeal (in the sense ofverbs of communication: listen, speak (but not tell), relate, appeal (in the sense of  
'plead,' not 'be attractive') 'plead,' not 'be attractive') 

•• verbs of movement: move, go, transfer, walk/run/swim/ride/drive/ fly, travel verbs of movement: move, go, transfer, walk/run/swim/ride/drive/ fly, travel 

Except for transfer, all the verbs in (2b) can take toward as well as to. However, "to"Except for transfer, all the verbs in (2b) can take toward as well as to. However, "to"  
suggests movement toward a specific destination, while "toward" suggests movement in asuggests movement toward a specific destination, while "toward" suggests movement in a  
general direction, without necessarily arriving at a destination:general direction, without necessarily arriving at a destination:

(i) Drive toward the city limits and(i) Drive toward the city limits and  
turn north.turn north.

Drive in the direction of the city limits; turnoffDrive in the direction of the city limits; turnoff  
may be before arriving there.may be before arriving there.

(ii) The plane was headed toward a(ii) The plane was headed toward a  
mountain.mountain.

It was headed in the direction of a mountain; itIt was headed in the direction of a mountain; it  
may not have reached or hit the mountain.may not have reached or hit the mountain.

(iii) Take me to the airport, please.(iii) Take me to the airport, please.  I actually want to arrive at the airport.I actually want to arrive at the airport.

Uses of "onto"Uses of "onto"

1. "Onto" can generally be replaced by "on" with verbs of motion.1. "Onto" can generally be replaced by "on" with verbs of motion.

(i) Dietrich jumped on(to) the mat.(i) Dietrich jumped on(to) the mat.
(ii) Qamar fell on(to) the floor.(ii) Qamar fell on(to) the floor.
(iii) Athena climbed on(to) the back of the truck. (iii) Athena climbed on(to) the back of the truck. 

2.  Some verbs  of  motion express  the  idea that  the  subject  causes  itself  or some2.  Some verbs  of  motion express  the  idea that  the  subject  causes  itself  or some  
physical object to be situated in a certain place.physical object to be situated in a certain place.

Of these verbs, some take only "on". Others take both on and onto, with the latter beingOf these verbs, some take only "on". Others take both on and onto, with the latter being  
preferred by some speakers.preferred by some speakers.

(i) The plane landed (i) The plane landed onon the runway. (not onto the runway) the runway. (not onto the runway)
(ii) Sam hung the decoration (ii) Sam hung the decoration onon the Christmas tree. (not onto the tree) the Christmas tree. (not onto the tree)
(iii) He placed the package (iii) He placed the package onon the table. (not onto the table) the table. (not onto the table)
(iv) Junaid spilled his Coke (iv) Junaid spilled his Coke onon the rug. (not onto the rug) the rug. (not onto the rug)
(v) Sumaira moved the chair on(to) the deck.(v) Sumaira moved the chair on(to) the deck.
(vi) The crane lowered the roof on(to) the house.(vi) The crane lowered the roof on(to) the house.
(vii) The baby threw the pot on(to) the floor. (vii) The baby threw the pot on(to) the floor. 
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Verbs taking only "on" are rare: set may be another one, and so perhaps is put. OtherVerbs taking only "on" are rare: set may be another one, and so perhaps is put. Other  
verbs taking both prepositions are raise, scatter (when it takes a direct object), pour, andverbs taking both prepositions are raise, scatter (when it takes a direct object), pour, and  
add.add.

(a) The farmer scattered seed on(to) the fertile ground.(a) The farmer scattered seed on(to) the fertile ground.
(b) We're adding (b) We're adding onon a wing at the back of the building. a wing at the back of the building.
(c) We're adding a porch (c) We're adding a porch ontoonto the house.  the house. 

In (b) above, “on” is really part of the verb, while in (c) “onto” is a simple preposition.In (b) above, “on” is really part of the verb, while in (c) “onto” is a simple preposition.  
This contrast points to a fairly important and general rule:This contrast points to a fairly important and general rule:

Simple prepositions can combine with verbs, but compound prepositions cannot. Simple prepositions can combine with verbs, but compound prepositions cannot. 

Note also that in (b), the word "on" has its ordinary meaning of a position on a surface,Note also that in (b), the word "on" has its ordinary meaning of a position on a surface,  
but in this case the surface is vertical rather than horizontal—the side of a building. Thebut in this case the surface is vertical rather than horizontal—the side of a building. The  
use of "onto" in (c) is like its use in (v) and (vi) above.use of "onto" in (c) is like its use in (v) and (vi) above.

3. There are a number of verb-preposition combinations which are formally like3. There are a number of verb-preposition combinations which are formally like  
"add on" but have the meaning "of continuing or resuming an action" when used in"add on" but have the meaning "of continuing or resuming an action" when used in  
the imperative mood.the imperative mood.

(Not all of them have the force of a command.) Except for hang, which takes both on and(Not all of them have the force of a command.) Except for hang, which takes both on and  
onto, they all occur only with on. The meanings of these combinations, some of whichonto, they all occur only with on. The meanings of these combinations, some of which  
are idiomatic, are given in parentheses.are idiomatic, are given in parentheses.
Hang on(to the rope)! ('continue to grasp tightly')Hang on(to the rope)! ('continue to grasp tightly')
Carry on ('resume what you were doing')Carry on ('resume what you were doing')
Sail on ('resume or continue sailing')Sail on ('resume or continue sailing')
Dream on ('continue dreaming'; a humorous way of saying 'that is an unattainable goal')Dream on ('continue dreaming'; a humorous way of saying 'that is an unattainable goal')
Lead on ('resume or continue leading us')Lead on ('resume or continue leading us')
Rock on ('continue playing rock music') Rock on ('continue playing rock music') 
Uses of "into"Uses of "into"

1.  With  verbs  of  motion,  "into"  and  "in" are  interchangeable  except  when the1.  With  verbs  of  motion,  "into"  and  "in" are  interchangeable  except  when the  
preposition is the last word or occurs directly before an adverbial of time, manner,preposition is the last word or occurs directly before an adverbial of time, manner,  
or frequency.or frequency.

In this case only in (or inside) can be used.In this case only in (or inside) can be used.

(i) The patient went into the doctor's office.(i) The patient went into the doctor's office.
(ii) The patient went in. (not into)(ii) The patient went in. (not into)
(iii) Our new neighbors moved into the house next door yesterday. ('to take up(iii) Our new neighbors moved into the house next door yesterday. ('to take up  
residence in a new home')residence in a new home')
(vi) Our new neighbors moved in yesterday. (vi) Our new neighbors moved in yesterday. 
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In (vi), the last word is the time adverbial yesterday, so the object of the preposition inIn (vi), the last word is the time adverbial yesterday, so the object of the preposition in  
(vi) can be omitted. Of course, in an information question, "into" also can be last word(vi) can be omitted. Of course, in an information question, "into" also can be last word  
except for an adverbial when its object is questioned by a wh- word:except for an adverbial when its object is questioned by a wh- word:

(v) Now what kind of trouble has she gotten herself into?(v) Now what kind of trouble has she gotten herself into?
(vi) Now what sort of trouble is she in? (vi) Now what sort of trouble is she in? 

2. Verbs expressing stationary position take only "on" or "in" with the ordinary2. Verbs expressing stationary position take only "on" or "in" with the ordinary  
meanings of those prepositions.meanings of those prepositions.

If a verb allows the object of the preposition to be omitted, the construction may have anIf a verb allows the object of the preposition to be omitted, the construction may have an  
idiomatic meaning.idiomatic meaning.

(a) The cat sat on the mat.(a) The cat sat on the mat.
(b) The doctor is in his office.(b) The doctor is in his office.
(c) The doctor is in. ('available for consultation') (c) The doctor is in. ('available for consultation') 

Note that “In(to)” has two special uses with move.Note that “In(to)” has two special uses with move.

3. When "move in" is followed by a purpose clause, it has the sense of "approach".3. When "move in" is followed by a purpose clause, it has the sense of "approach".

(i) The lion moved in for the kill.(i) The lion moved in for the kill.
(ii) The police moved in to rescue the hostages inside the building. (ii) The police moved in to rescue the hostages inside the building. 

In (i) and (ii) "in" is part of the verb, so "into" cannot be used; We cannot say: "The lionIn (i) and (ii) "in" is part of the verb, so "into" cannot be used; We cannot say: "The lion  
moved into for the kill."moved into for the kill."

4. When "into" is used with move, it functions as an ordinary preposition to convey4. When "into" is used with move, it functions as an ordinary preposition to convey  
the idea of moving something from one place to another.the idea of moving something from one place to another.

(a) We'll move your brother's old bed into your room. (a) We'll move your brother's old bed into your room. 

Prepositions of Spatial RelationshipPrepositions of Spatial Relationship

AboveAbove: Write your name above the line. : Write your name above the line. 
AcrossAcross: Draw a line across the page. : Draw a line across the page. 
AgainstAgainst: She leans against the tree. : She leans against the tree. 
Ahead ofAhead of: The girl is ahead of the boy. : The girl is ahead of the boy. 
AlongAlong: There is lace along the edge of the cloth. : There is lace along the edge of the cloth. 
AmongAmong: He is among the trees. : He is among the trees. 
AroundAround: Draw a circle around the answer. : Draw a circle around the answer. 
BehindBehind: The boy is behind the girl.: The boy is behind the girl.
BelowBelow: Write your name below the line. : Write your name below the line. 
BeneathBeneath: He sat beneath the tree. : He sat beneath the tree. 
BesideBeside: The girl is standing beside the boy. : The girl is standing beside the boy. 
BetweenBetween: She is between two trees. : She is between two trees. 
FromFrom: He came from the house. : He came from the house. 
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In front ofIn front of: The girl is in front of the boy. : The girl is in front of the boy. 
InsideInside: He is inside the house. : He is inside the house. 
NearbyNearby: There is a tree nearby the house. : There is a tree nearby the house. 
OffOff: His hat is off. : His hat is off. 
Out ofOut of: He came out of the house. : He came out of the house. 
ThroughThrough: She went through the door. : She went through the door. 
TowardToward: She is walking toward the house. : She is walking toward the house. 
UnderUnder: He is hiding under the table. : He is hiding under the table. 
WithinWithin: Please mark only within the circle.: Please mark only within the circle.

8.                INTERJECTION8.                INTERJECTION
Hi! That's an interjection. Hi! That's an interjection. 

Interjection is a big name for a little word. Interjections are short exclamations like Oh!,Interjection is a big name for a little word. Interjections are short exclamations like Oh!,  
Um or Ah! They have no real grammatical value but we use them quite often, usuallyUm or Ah! They have no real grammatical value but we use them quite often, usually  
more in speaking than in writing. When interjections are inserted into a sentence, theymore in speaking than in writing. When interjections are inserted into a sentence, they  
have no grammatical connection to the sentence. An interjection is sometimes followedhave no grammatical connection to the sentence. An interjection is sometimes followed  
by an exclamation mark (!) when written.by an exclamation mark (!) when written.

DefinitionDefinition
“Interjections  are  words  or  phrases  used  to  exclaim  or  protest  or  command.”  They“Interjections  are  words  or  phrases  used  to  exclaim  or  protest  or  command.”  They  
sometimes stand by themselves, but they are often contained within larger structures.sometimes stand by themselves, but they are often contained within larger structures.

•• Wow! I won the lottery! Wow! I won the lottery! 
•• Oh, I don't know about that. Oh, I don't know about that. 
•• I don't know what the heck you're talking about. I don't know what the heck you're talking about. 
•• No, you shouldn't have done that.No, you shouldn't have done that.

Most mild interjections are treated as parenthetical elements and set off from the rest ofMost mild interjections are treated as parenthetical elements and set off from the rest of  
the  sentence  with  a  comma  or  set  of  commas.  If  the  interjection  is  more  forceful,the  sentence  with  a  comma  or  set  of  commas.  If  the  interjection  is  more  forceful,  
however, it is followed with an exclamation mark. Interjections are rarely used in formalhowever, it is followed with an exclamation mark. Interjections are rarely used in formal  
or academic writing.or academic writing.

Symbol uh-huh mhm mm uh-uh Definition Symbol uh-huh mhm mm uh-uh Definition 
Expressions of surprise ('oh'), affirmation, negation and discourse particles (such as 'well,'Expressions of surprise ('oh'), affirmation, negation and discourse particles (such as 'well,'  
'anyway') are examples of interjections. Four of them utilized by speakers engaging in'anyway') are examples of interjections. Four of them utilized by speakers engaging in  
spontaneous speech will now be described in greater detail:  two of them fall  into thespontaneous speech will now be described in greater detail:  two of them fall  into the  
category "affirmation" and the other two belong to the category "negation". category "affirmation" and the other two belong to the category "negation". 

Affirmation Affirmation 
Symbol “uh-huh mhm” Symbol “uh-huh mhm” 

Definition Definition 
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These two variations of the affirmation are used by speakers engaging in spontaneousThese two variations of the affirmation are used by speakers engaging in spontaneous  
speech to indicate agreement with, certainty about, or understanding of something thatspeech to indicate agreement with, certainty about, or understanding of something that  
has just been said. has just been said. 
In transcription, the two are treated in the same manner as a word and may serve as turnsIn transcription, the two are treated in the same manner as a word and may serve as turns  
by themselves. They are written as they sound. by themselves. They are written as they sound. 

Negation Negation 
Symbol “mm uh-uh” Symbol “mm uh-uh” 

Definition Definition 
These  two sounds have  the opposite  meaning  when utilized  in  speech as  that  of  theThese  two sounds have  the opposite  meaning  when utilized  in  speech as  that  of  the  
affirmation. The 'mm' and 'uh-uh' are used to represent disagreement, and are virtuallyaffirmation. The 'mm' and 'uh-uh' are used to represent disagreement, and are virtually  
synonymous in meaning with the word 'no.' synonymous in meaning with the word 'no.' 
The sound 'mm' is produced nasally with the lips closed. It is a two-syllabic vocalizationThe sound 'mm' is produced nasally with the lips closed. It is a two-syllabic vocalization  
with a glottal stop in the middle, and is generally accompanied with a shake of the headwith a glottal stop in the middle, and is generally accompanied with a shake of the head  
carrying the meaning 'no.' carrying the meaning 'no.' 
The sound 'uh-uh' is also a two-syllabic vocalization produced at the back of the throatThe sound 'uh-uh' is also a two-syllabic vocalization produced at the back of the throat  
characterized by a vowel sound and glottal stop in the middle. It also carries the meaningcharacterized by a vowel sound and glottal stop in the middle. It also carries the meaning  
'no.' 'no.' 
When transcribing, you must be careful not to confuse these negations with filled pauses.When transcribing, you must be careful not to confuse these negations with filled pauses.  
They are responses or reactions, not filled pauses. They are responses or reactions, not filled pauses. 
There are two functions for 'hm:' the filled pause and the articulated 'hm.' The articulatedThere are two functions for 'hm:' the filled pause and the articulated 'hm.' The articulated  
version carries meaning, either as an inquiry, 'hm?' or as surprise. version carries meaning, either as an inquiry, 'hm?' or as surprise. 

Some Main Interjections with ExamplesSome Main Interjections with Examples

Interjection, meaning and example Interjection, meaning and example 
“Ah” expressing pleasure "Ah! that feels good." “Ah” expressing pleasure "Ah! that feels good." 
“Ah” expressing realization "Ah, now I understand." “Ah” expressing realization "Ah, now I understand." 
“Ah” expressing resignation "Ah well, it can't be hoped." “Ah” expressing resignation "Ah well, it can't be hoped." 
“Ah” expressing surprise "Ah! I've won!" “Ah” expressing surprise "Ah! I've won!" 
“Alas” expressing grief or pity "Alas, she's dead now." “Alas” expressing grief or pity "Alas, she's dead now." 
“Dear” expressing pity "Oh dear! Does it hurt?" “Dear” expressing pity "Oh dear! Does it hurt?" 
“Dear” expressing surprise "Dear me! That's a surprise!" “Dear” expressing surprise "Dear me! That's a surprise!" 
“Eh” asking for repetition "It's hot today." "Eh?" "I said it's hot today." “Eh” asking for repetition "It's hot today." "Eh?" "I said it's hot today." 
“Eh” expressing enquiry "What do you think of that, eh?" “Eh” expressing enquiry "What do you think of that, eh?" 
“Eh” expressing surprise "Eh! Really?" “Eh” expressing surprise "Eh! Really?" 
“Eh” inviting agreement "Let's go, eh?" “Eh” inviting agreement "Let's go, eh?" 
“Er” expressing hesitation "Lima is the capital of...er...Peru." “Er” expressing hesitation "Lima is the capital of...er...Peru." 
“Hello/hullo” expressing greeting "Hello John. How are you today?" “Hello/hullo” expressing greeting "Hello John. How are you today?" 
“Hello” expressing surprise "Hello! My car's gone!" “Hello” expressing surprise "Hello! My car's gone!" 
“Hey” calling attention "Hey! Look at that!" “Hey” calling attention "Hey! Look at that!" 
“Hey” expressing surprise, joy etc "Hey! What a good idea!" “Hey” expressing surprise, joy etc "Hey! What a good idea!" 
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“Hi” expressing greeting "Hi! What's new?" “Hi” expressing greeting "Hi! What's new?" 
“Hmm” expressing hesitation, doubt or disagreement "Hmm. I'm not so sure." “Hmm” expressing hesitation, doubt or disagreement "Hmm. I'm not so sure." 
“Oh/o” expressing surprise "Oh! You're here!" “Oh/o” expressing surprise "Oh! You're here!" 
“Oh” expressing pain "Oh! I've got a toothache." “Oh” expressing pain "Oh! I've got a toothache." 
“Oh” expressing pleading "Oh, please say 'yes'!" “Oh” expressing pleading "Oh, please say 'yes'!" 
“Ouch” expressing pain "Ouch! That hurts!" “Ouch” expressing pain "Ouch! That hurts!" 
“Uh” expressing hesitation "Uh...I don't know the answer to that." “Uh” expressing hesitation "Uh...I don't know the answer to that." 
“Uh-huh” expressing agreement "Shall we go?" "Uh-huh." “Uh-huh” expressing agreement "Shall we go?" "Uh-huh." 
“Um/umm” expressing hesitation "85 divided by 5 is...um...17." “Um/umm” expressing hesitation "85 divided by 5 is...um...17." 
“Well” expressing surprise "Well I never!" “Well” expressing surprise "Well I never!" 
“Well” introducing a remark "Well, what did he say?" “Well” introducing a remark "Well, what did he say?" 

More Help on the Correct Use of Language, SentenceMore Help on the Correct Use of Language, Sentence  
Structure, and Other Grammatical ConstructionStructure, and Other Grammatical Construction

PUNCTUATIONPUNCTUATION
Period/Full StopPeriod/Full Stop (.)(.) DashDash (—)(—)
CommaComma (,)(,) ParenthesesParentheses ()()
Exclamation MarkExclamation Mark (!)(!) BracketsBrackets ( [] )( [] )
Question MarkQuestion Mark (?)(?) EllipsisEllipsis (…)(…)
ColonColon (:)(:) Quotation MarksQuotation Marks ((“ ”“ ”))
SemicolonSemicolon (;)(;) Slash or VirguleSlash or Virgule (/)(/)
HyphenHyphen (-)(-)

The BracketThe Bracket
The brackets ( [ ] ) are used in the following situations: The brackets ( [ ] ) are used in the following situations: 
You can use them to include explanatory words or phrases within quoted language:You can use them to include explanatory words or phrases within quoted language:

Lew Perkins, the Director of Athletic Programs, said that Pumita Espinoza, theLew Perkins, the Director of Athletic Programs, said that Pumita Espinoza, the  
new soccer coach [at Notre Dame Academy] is going to be a real winner.new soccer coach [at Notre Dame Academy] is going to be a real winner.

If  you are quoting material  and you've had to change the capitalization of a word orIf  you are quoting material  and you've had to change the capitalization of a word or  
change a pronoun to make the material fit into your sentence, enclose that changed letterchange a pronoun to make the material fit into your sentence, enclose that changed letter  
or word(s) within brackets:or word(s) within brackets:

Espinoza  charged  her  former  employer  with  "falsification  of  [her]  coachingEspinoza  charged  her  former  employer  with  "falsification  of  [her]  coaching  
record."record."

See the description of the “ellipsis” for information on using brackets to set off an ellipsisSee the description of the “ellipsis” for information on using brackets to set off an ellipsis  
that you have used to indicate omitted language in a quotation.that you have used to indicate omitted language in a quotation.
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Also within quotations, you could enclose [sic] within brackets (we italicize but neverAlso within quotations, you could enclose [sic] within brackets (we italicize but never  
underline the word sic and we do not italicize the brackets themselves)  to show thatunderline the word sic and we do not italicize the brackets themselves)  to show that  
misspelled words or inappropriately used words are not your own typos or blunders butmisspelled words or inappropriately used words are not your own typos or blunders but  
are part of an accurately rendered quotation:are part of an accurately rendered quotation:

Reporters found three misspellings [sic] in the report.Reporters found three misspellings [sic] in the report.

(It is bad manners, however, to use this device to show that another writer is a lousy(It is bad manners, however, to use this device to show that another writer is a lousy  
speller  or otherwise unlettered.  Also, use it only when it  is important to maintain thespeller  or otherwise unlettered.  Also, use it only when it  is important to maintain the  
original spelling for some reason. If you can edit (remove) the error without violatingoriginal spelling for some reason. If you can edit (remove) the error without violating  
some scholarly or ethical principle, do so.) Note, also, that the word “sic” means "thus" orsome scholarly or ethical principle, do so.) Note, also, that the word “sic” means "thus" or  
"that's how it was" and is not an abbreviation; thus, no period. "that's how it was" and is not an abbreviation; thus, no period. 
If you have italicized or underlined words within quoted language that was not italicizedIf you have italicized or underlined words within quoted language that was not italicized  
or underlined in the original, you can note that change in brackets included within theor underlined in the original, you can note that change in brackets included within the  
sentence or paragraph: sentence or paragraph: 

It was the atmosphere of the gym that thrilled Jacobs, not the eight championshipIt was the atmosphere of the gym that thrilled Jacobs, not the eight championship  
banners hanging from the beams [italics added].banners hanging from the beams [italics added].

("Italics mine" or "emphasis added" would be other acceptable phrases.)("Italics mine" or "emphasis added" would be other acceptable phrases.)
You can use brackets to include parenthetical material inside parenthetical material:You can use brackets to include parenthetical material inside parenthetical material:

Chernwell was poet laureate of Bermuda (a largely honorary position [unpaid])Chernwell was poet laureate of Bermuda (a largely honorary position [unpaid])  
for ten years.for ten years.

Be kind to your reader, however, and use this device sparingly.Be kind to your reader, however, and use this device sparingly.

The ColonThe Colon
A colon [ : ] is used before a list or an explanation that is preceded by a clause that canA colon [ : ] is used before a list or an explanation that is preceded by a clause that can  
stand by itself. Think of the colon as a gate, inviting one to go on:stand by itself. Think of the colon as a gate, inviting one to go on:

There is only one thing left to do now: confess while you still have time.There is only one thing left to do now: confess while you still have time.
The charter review committee now includes the following people: The charter review committee now includes the following people: 

the mayor the mayor 
the chief of police the chief of police 
the fire chief the fire chief 
the chair of the town councilthe chair of the town council

You nearly always have a sense of what is going to follow or be on the other side of theYou nearly always have a sense of what is going to follow or be on the other side of the  
colon. (Compare the function of a “semicolon” in this regard.) You will find differingcolon. (Compare the function of a “semicolon” in this regard.) You will find differing  
advice on the use of a colon to introduce a vertical or display list.advice on the use of a colon to introduce a vertical or display list.
We will often use a colon to separate an independent clause from a quotation (often of aWe will often use a colon to separate an independent clause from a quotation (often of a  
rather formal nature) that the clause introduces:rather formal nature) that the clause introduces:
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The acting director often used her favorite quotation from Shakespeare's Tempest:The acting director often used her favorite quotation from Shakespeare's Tempest:  
"We are such stuff as dreams are made on; and our little life is rounded with a"We are such stuff as dreams are made on; and our little life is rounded with a  
sleep."sleep."

With today's sophisticated word-processing programs (which know how much space toWith today's sophisticated word-processing programs (which know how much space to  
put after punctuation marks), we insert only one space (hit the space-bar only once) afterput after punctuation marks), we insert only one space (hit the space-bar only once) after  
a colon. It might be useful to say, also, when we don't use a colon. Remember that thea colon. It might be useful to say, also, when we don't use a colon. Remember that the  
clause that precedes the mark (where you're considering a colon) ought to be able to standclause that precedes the mark (where you're considering a colon) ought to be able to stand  
on its own as an independent clause. Its purpose might be strictly to introduce the clauseon its own as an independent clause. Its purpose might be strictly to introduce the clause  
that follows, so it might feel rather incomplete by itself, but grammatically it will havethat follows, so it might feel rather incomplete by itself, but grammatically it will have  
both a subject and a predicate. In other words, we would not use a colon in situations likeboth a subject and a predicate. In other words, we would not use a colon in situations like  
the following:the following:

•• Her recipe for gunpowder included saltpeter, dry oatmeal, and ground-up charcoalHer recipe for gunpowder included saltpeter, dry oatmeal, and ground-up charcoal  
briquets. (no colon after "included") briquets. (no colon after "included") 

•• His favorite breakfast cereals  were Rice Krispies, Cheerios, and Wheaties.  (noHis favorite breakfast cereals  were Rice Krispies, Cheerios, and Wheaties.  (no  
colon after "were") colon after "were") 

•• Her usual advice, I remember, was "Keep your head up as you push the ball upHer usual advice, I remember, was "Keep your head up as you push the ball up  
the court." (no colon after "was")the court." (no colon after "was")

One of the most frequently asked questions about colons is whether we should begin anOne of the most frequently asked questions about colons is whether we should begin an  
independent clause that comes after a colon with a capital letter. If the independent clauseindependent clause that comes after a colon with a capital letter. If the independent clause  
coming after the colon is a formal quote, begin that quoted language with a capital letter. coming after the colon is a formal quote, begin that quoted language with a capital letter. 

Whitehead had this to say about writing style: "Style is the ultimate morality ofWhitehead had this to say about writing style: "Style is the ultimate morality of  
mind."mind."

If the explanatory statement coming after a colon consists of more than one sentence,If the explanatory statement coming after a colon consists of more than one sentence,  
begin the independent clause immediately after the colon with a capital letter:begin the independent clause immediately after the colon with a capital letter:

There were two reasons for a drop in attendance at NBA games this season: First,There were two reasons for a drop in attendance at NBA games this season: First,  
there was no superstar to take the place of Michael Jordan. Second, fans werethere was no superstar to take the place of Michael Jordan. Second, fans were  
disillusioned about the misbehavior of several prominent players.disillusioned about the misbehavior of several prominent players.

If the introductory phrase preceding the colon is very brief and the clause following theIf the introductory phrase preceding the colon is very brief and the clause following the  
colon represents the real business of the sentence, begin the clause after the colon with acolon represents the real business of the sentence, begin the clause after the colon with a  
capital letter:capital letter:

Remember:  Many  of  the  prominent  families  of  this  New England  state  wereRemember:  Many  of  the  prominent  families  of  this  New England  state  were  
slaveholders prior to 1850.slaveholders prior to 1850.

If the function of the introductory clause is simply to introduce, and the function of theIf the function of the introductory clause is simply to introduce, and the function of the  
second clause (following the colon) is to express a rule, begin that second clause with asecond clause (following the colon) is to express a rule, begin that second clause with a  
capital:capital:

Let us not forget this point: Appositive phrases have an entirely different functionLet us not forget this point: Appositive phrases have an entirely different function  
than participial phrases and must not be regarded as dangling modifiers.than participial phrases and must not be regarded as dangling modifiers.
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There is some disagreement among writing reference manuals about when you shouldThere is some disagreement among writing reference manuals about when you should  
capitalize an independent clause following a colon. Most of the manuals advise that whencapitalize an independent clause following a colon. Most of the manuals advise that when  
you  have more  than one sentence  in  your  explanation  or  when your  sentence(s)  is  ayou  have more  than one sentence  in  your  explanation  or  when your  sentence(s)  is  a  
formal quotation, a capital is a good idea. The NYPL Writer's Guide urges consistencyformal quotation, a capital is a good idea. The NYPL Writer's Guide urges consistency  
within a document;  the Chicago Manual of Style says you may begin an independentwithin a document;  the Chicago Manual of Style says you may begin an independent  
clause with a lowercase letter unless it's one of those two things (a quotation or more thanclause with a lowercase letter unless it's one of those two things (a quotation or more than  
one sentence). The APA Publication Manual is the most extreme: it advises us to alwaysone sentence). The APA Publication Manual is the most extreme: it advises us to always  
capitalize an independent clause following a colon. The advice given above is consistentcapitalize an independent clause following a colon. The advice given above is consistent  
with the Gregg Reference Manual.with the Gregg Reference Manual.
We also use a colon after a salutation in a business letter . . . We also use a colon after a salutation in a business letter . . . 

Dear Senator Dodd:Dear Senator Dodd:
It has come to our attention that . . . . .It has come to our attention that . . . . .

. . . and when we designate the speaker within a play or in court testimony:. . . and when we designate the speaker within a play or in court testimony:

BIFF: He had the wrong dreams. All, all, wrong.BIFF: He had the wrong dreams. All, all, wrong.
HAPPY (almost ready to fight Biff): Don't say that!HAPPY (almost ready to fight Biff): Don't say that!
BIFF: He never knew who he was.BIFF: He never knew who he was.

The DashThe Dash
The dash is a handy device, informal and essentially playful, telling you that you're aboutThe dash is a handy device, informal and essentially playful, telling you that you're about  
to take off on a different tack but still in some way connected with the present course —to take off on a different tack but still in some way connected with the present course —  
only you have to remember that the dash is there, and either put a second dash at the endonly you have to remember that the dash is there, and either put a second dash at the end  
of the notion to let the reader know that he's back on course, or else end the sentence, asof the notion to let the reader know that he's back on course, or else end the sentence, as  
here, with a period. here, with a period. 

Use a dash [ — ] (or two hyphens [ -- ] on old-fashioned typewriters) or dashes as aUse a dash [ — ] (or two hyphens [ -- ] on old-fashioned typewriters) or dashes as a  
super-comma or set of super-commas to set off parenthetical elements, especially whensuper-comma or set of super-commas to set off parenthetical elements, especially when  
those elements contain internal forms of punctuation:those elements contain internal forms of punctuation:

All four of them—Bob, Jeffrey, Jason, and Brett—did well in college.All four of them—Bob, Jeffrey, Jason, and Brett—did well in college.

In most word-processors, the dash is created by holding down the option key and hittingIn most word-processors, the dash is created by holding down the option key and hitting  
the  key that  has  the  underline  mark  above the  hyphen.  This  can  vary,  though,  fromthe  key that  has  the  underline  mark  above the  hyphen.  This  can  vary,  though,  from  
program to program. Usually, you get an en dash (see below) with the option + hyphenprogram to program. Usually, you get an en dash (see below) with the option + hyphen  
key, and you get the larger em dash (used more frequently) with option + shift + hyphenkey, and you get the larger em dash (used more frequently) with option + shift + hyphen  
keys. keys. 
Do not  use  dashes  to  set  apart  material  when  commas  would  do  the  work  for  you.Do not  use  dashes  to  set  apart  material  when  commas  would  do  the  work  for  you.  
Usually, there are no spaces between the dash and the letters on either side of a dash,Usually, there are no spaces between the dash and the letters on either side of a dash,  
although the dash is frequently shown that way in documents prepared for the Worldalthough the dash is frequently shown that way in documents prepared for the World  
Wide  Web  and  e-mail  for  typographical  and  aesthetic  reasons  (because  the  WWWWide  Web  and  e-mail  for  typographical  and  aesthetic  reasons  (because  the  WWW  
authoring and e-mail clients have little control over line-breaks).authoring and e-mail clients have little control over line-breaks).
In writing dialogue, the dash is used to show breaks in thought and shifts in tone:In writing dialogue, the dash is used to show breaks in thought and shifts in tone:
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"How many times have I asked you not to—" Jason suddenly stopped talking and looked"How many times have I asked you not to—" Jason suddenly stopped talking and looked  
out the window.out the window.

"Not to do what?" I prompted."Not to do what?" I prompted.
"Not to — Oh heck, I forget!""Not to — Oh heck, I forget!"

A dash is sometimes used to set off concluding lists and explanations in a more informalA dash is sometimes used to set off concluding lists and explanations in a more informal  
and abrupt manner  than the colon. We seldom see the dash used this  way in formal,and abrupt manner  than the colon. We seldom see the dash used this  way in formal,  
academic prose.academic prose.
Modern word processors provide for two kinds of dashes: the regular dash or em dashModern word processors provide for two kinds of dashes: the regular dash or em dash  
(which is the same width as the letter "M," — ) and the en dash (which is about half the(which is the same width as the letter "M," — ) and the en dash (which is about half the  
width, the same as the letter "N," – ). We use the em dash for most purposes and keep itswidth, the same as the letter "N," – ). We use the em dash for most purposes and keep its  
smaller  brother,  the en dash, for marking the space between dates in a chronologicalsmaller  brother,  the en dash, for marking the space between dates in a chronological  
range: "Kennedy's presidency (1961–1963) marked an extraordinary era. . . ."; in time:range: "Kennedy's presidency (1961–1963) marked an extraordinary era. . . ."; in time:  
6:30–8:45 p.m.; and between numbers and letters in an indexing scheme: table 13–C, CT6:30–8:45 p.m.; and between numbers and letters in an indexing scheme: table 13–C, CT  
Statute 144–A. Statute 144–A. 
The en  dash  is  also  used  to  join  compound  modifiers  made  up of  elements  that  areThe en  dash  is  also  used  to  join  compound  modifiers  made  up of  elements  that  are  
themselves  either  open  compounds  (frequently  two-word  proper  nouns)  or  alreadythemselves  either  open  compounds  (frequently  two-word  proper  nouns)  or  already  
hyphenated compounds: the Puerto Rican–United States collaboration, the New York–hyphenated compounds: the Puerto Rican–United States collaboration, the New York–
New  Jersey  border,  post-Darwinian–pre-Freudian  theorems.  The  Gregg  ReferenceNew  Jersey  border,  post-Darwinian–pre-Freudian  theorems.  The  Gregg  Reference  
Manual and the Chicago Manual of Style both recommend using the en dash whenever aManual and the Chicago Manual of Style both recommend using the en dash whenever a  
compound modifier is combined with a participle as in "a Frank Lloyd Wright–designedcompound modifier is combined with a participle as in "a Frank Lloyd Wright–designed  
building," "a White House–backed proposal," and "a foreign exchanged–related issue." Abuilding," "a White House–backed proposal," and "a foreign exchanged–related issue." A  
string  of  modifiers  in  a  single  compound,  though,  is  joined  with  hyphens:  hilarious,string  of  modifiers  in  a  single  compound,  though,  is  joined  with  hyphens:  hilarious,  
never-to-be-forgotten moments. If you are using an old-fashioned typewriter that cannotnever-to-be-forgotten moments. If you are using an old-fashioned typewriter that cannot  
create  an en dash, you can denote to your  typesetter  or editor that  a hyphen is to becreate  an en dash, you can denote to your  typesetter  or editor that  a hyphen is to be  
converted to an en dash by using a hyphen and hand-writing the letter "n" above it.converted to an en dash by using a hyphen and hand-writing the letter "n" above it.
Some  reference  manuals  are  urging  editors  and  publishers  to  get  rid  of  the  en  dashSome  reference  manuals  are  urging  editors  and  publishers  to  get  rid  of  the  en  dash  
altogether and to use the em dash exclusively, but en and em are still handy words toaltogether and to use the em dash exclusively, but en and em are still handy words to  
know when you're  trying to get rid of those extra e's at  the end of a Scrabble game.know when you're  trying to get rid of those extra e's at  the end of a Scrabble game.  
Finally,  we  use  what  is  called  a  3-em dash  (or  six  typewriter  hyphens)  when  we'reFinally,  we  use  what  is  called  a  3-em dash  (or  six  typewriter  hyphens)  when  we're  
showing that someone's name or a word has been omitted (perhaps for legal reasons orshowing that someone's name or a word has been omitted (perhaps for legal reasons or  
issues of taste):issues of taste):
Professors Professors ____________ and  and ____________ were suspended without pay for their refusal to grade papers.  were suspended without pay for their refusal to grade papers. 

The EllipsisThe Ellipsis
An ellipsis [ … ] proves to be a handy device when you're quoting material and you wantAn ellipsis [ … ] proves to be a handy device when you're quoting material and you want  
to  omit  some words.  The ellipsis  consists  of three evenly spaced dots (periods) withto omit  some words.  The ellipsis  consists  of three evenly spaced dots (periods) with  
spaces  between  the  ellipsis  and  surrounding  letters  or  other  marks.  Let's  take  thespaces  between  the  ellipsis  and  surrounding  letters  or  other  marks.  Let's  take  the  
sentence, "The ceremony honored twelve brilliant athletes from the Caribbean who weresentence, "The ceremony honored twelve brilliant athletes from the Caribbean who were  
visiting the U.S." and leave out "from the Caribbean who were":visiting the U.S." and leave out "from the Caribbean who were":

The ceremony honored twelve brilliant athletes … visiting the U.S.The ceremony honored twelve brilliant athletes … visiting the U.S.
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If the omission comes after the end of a sentence, the ellipsis will be placed after theIf the omission comes after the end of a sentence, the ellipsis will be placed after the  
period, making a total of four dots. … See how that works? Notice that there is no spaceperiod, making a total of four dots. … See how that works? Notice that there is no space  
between the period and the last character of the sentence.between the period and the last character of the sentence.
The ellipsis can also be used to indicate a pause in the flow of a sentence and is especiallyThe ellipsis can also be used to indicate a pause in the flow of a sentence and is especially  
useful in quoted speech:useful in quoted speech:

Juan thought and thought … and then thought some more.Juan thought and thought … and then thought some more.
"I'm wondering …" Juan said, bemused."I'm wondering …" Juan said, bemused.

Note carefully the spacing of the ellipsis marks and the surrounding characters in theNote carefully the spacing of the ellipsis marks and the surrounding characters in the  
examples above. In mid-sentence, a space should appear between the first and last ellipsisexamples above. In mid-sentence, a space should appear between the first and last ellipsis  
marks  and  the  surrounding  letters.  If  a  quotation  is  meant  to  trail  off  (as  in  Juan'smarks  and  the  surrounding  letters.  If  a  quotation  is  meant  to  trail  off  (as  in  Juan's  
bemused thought), leave a space between the last letter and the first ellipsis mark but dobemused thought), leave a space between the last letter and the first ellipsis mark but do  
not include a period with the ellipsis marks. not include a period with the ellipsis marks. 
If words are left off at the end of a sentence, and that is all that is omitted, indicate theIf words are left off at the end of a sentence, and that is all that is omitted, indicate the  
omission with ellipsis marks (preceded and followed by a space) and then indicate theomission with ellipsis marks (preceded and followed by a space) and then indicate the  
end of the sentence with a period … . If one or more sentences are omitted,  end theend of the sentence with a period … . If one or more sentences are omitted,  end the  
sentence before the ellipsis with a period and then insert your ellipsis marks with a spacesentence before the ellipsis with a period and then insert your ellipsis marks with a space  
on both sides. … As in this example. A coded ellipsis (used in the construction of thison both sides. … As in this example. A coded ellipsis (used in the construction of this  
page) will appear tighter (with less of a space between the dots) than the use of period-page) will appear tighter (with less of a space between the dots) than the use of period-
space-period-space-period.space-period-space-period.
When words at the beginning of a quoted sentence are omitted, it is not necessary to useWhen words at the beginning of a quoted sentence are omitted, it is not necessary to use  
an ellipsis to indicate that words have been left out when that fragment can fit into thean ellipsis to indicate that words have been left out when that fragment can fit into the  
flow of your text. An exception: in a block quoted fragment, use an ellipsis to indicate anflow of your text. An exception: in a block quoted fragment, use an ellipsis to indicate an  
omission:omission:

According to Quirk and Greenbaum, the distinctions are unimportant … for countAccording to Quirk and Greenbaum, the distinctions are unimportant … for count  
nouns with specific reference to definite and indefinite pronouns.nouns with specific reference to definite and indefinite pronouns.

However, if the material quoted can be read as a complete sentence, simply capitalize theHowever, if the material quoted can be read as a complete sentence, simply capitalize the  
first word of the material and leave out the ellipsis marks:first word of the material and leave out the ellipsis marks:

This principle is described by Quirk and Greenbaum:This principle is described by Quirk and Greenbaum:
The distinctions for count nouns with specific reference to definite and indefiniteThe distinctions for count nouns with specific reference to definite and indefinite  
pronouns remain unimportant.pronouns remain unimportant.

When a lengthy quotation begins with a complete sentence and ends with a completeWhen a lengthy quotation begins with a complete sentence and ends with a complete  
sentence, do not use an ellipsis at either the end or the beginning of the quotation unless itsentence, do not use an ellipsis at either the end or the beginning of the quotation unless it  
is, for some reason, important to emphasize that some language has been omitted.is, for some reason, important to emphasize that some language has been omitted.
The ellipsis should be regarded as one unit and should not be broken at the end of a line.The ellipsis should be regarded as one unit and should not be broken at the end of a line.  
Toward  that  end,  it  is  useful  to  know  the  code  that  will  create  an  unbroken  andToward  that  end,  it  is  useful  to  know  the  code  that  will  create  an  unbroken  and  
unbreakable ellipsis  for you on the word-processing program you are using. On mostunbreakable ellipsis  for you on the word-processing program you are using. On most  
machines, it's a simple matter of holding down the option key and hitting the semicolon,machines, it's a simple matter of holding down the option key and hitting the semicolon,  
but this varies from program to program. To avoid problems when you reformat a paperbut this varies from program to program. To avoid problems when you reformat a paper  
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(change margins,  font sizes, etc.),  the spaces that surround the ellipsis should also be(change margins,  font sizes, etc.),  the spaces that surround the ellipsis should also be  
created as "non-breaking spaces."created as "non-breaking spaces."

The MLA Handbook recommends using square brackets on either  side of the ellipsisThe MLA Handbook recommends using square brackets on either  side of the ellipsis  
points to distinguish between an ellipsis that you've added and the ellipses that mightpoints to distinguish between an ellipsis that you've added and the ellipses that might  
have been in the original text. Such a bracketed ellipsis in a quotation would look likehave been in the original text. Such a bracketed ellipsis in a quotation would look like  
this:this:

"Bohr […] used the analogy of parallel stairways […]"."Bohr […] used the analogy of parallel stairways […]".1414

The plural of ellipsis is ellipses (handy to remember when you're playing Scrabble), butThe plural of ellipsis is ellipses (handy to remember when you're playing Scrabble), but  
the points  themselves (the dots that  make up the ellipsis)  are called ellipsis  points  orthe points  themselves (the dots that  make up the ellipsis)  are called ellipsis  points  or  
ellipsis marks.ellipsis marks.

The Exclamation MarkThe Exclamation Mark
Use an exclamation point  [  !  ]  at  the end of an emphatic  declaration,  interjection,  orUse an exclamation point  [  !  ]  at  the end of an emphatic  declaration,  interjection,  or  
command.command.

"No!" he yelled. "Do it now!""No!" he yelled. "Do it now!"

An exclamation mark may be used to close questions that are meant to convey extremeAn exclamation mark may be used to close questions that are meant to convey extreme  
emotion, as inemotion, as in

What on earth are you doing! Stop!What on earth are you doing! Stop!

An exclamation mark can be inserted within parentheses to emphasize a word within aAn exclamation mark can be inserted within parentheses to emphasize a word within a  
sentence.sentence.

We have some really(!) low-priced rugs on sale this week.We have some really(!) low-priced rugs on sale this week.

Note that there is no space between the last letter of the word so emphasized and theNote that there is no space between the last letter of the word so emphasized and the  
parentheses. This device should be used rarely, if ever, in formal text.parentheses. This device should be used rarely, if ever, in formal text.
An exclamation mark will often accompany mimetically produced sounds, as in:An exclamation mark will often accompany mimetically produced sounds, as in:

"All night long, the dogs woof! in my neighbor's yard" and "All night long, the dogs woof! in my neighbor's yard" and 
"The bear went Grr!, and I went left.""The bear went Grr!, and I went left."

If an exclamation mark is part  of an italicized or underlined title,  make sure that theIf an exclamation mark is part  of an italicized or underlined title,  make sure that the  
exclamation mark is also italicized or underlined: exclamation mark is also italicized or underlined: 

My favorite book is My favorite book is Oh,Oh,  the Placesthe Places  You'll Go!You'll Go!  

(Do not add a period after such a sentence that ends with the title's exclamation mark.(Do not add a period after such a sentence that ends with the title's exclamation mark.  
The exclamation mark will also suffice to end the sentence.) If the exclamation mark isThe exclamation mark will also suffice to end the sentence.) If the exclamation mark is  
not part of a sentence-ending title, don't italicize the exclamation mark:not part of a sentence-ending title, don't italicize the exclamation mark:

I've asked you not to sing la Marseillaise!I've asked you not to sing la Marseillaise!

14  Other research manuals — the APA Publication Manual and the Chicago Manual of Style — do notOther research manuals — the APA Publication Manual and the Chicago Manual of Style — do not  
address this use of bracketed ellipses.address this use of bracketed ellipses.
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In academic prose, an exclamation point is used rarely, if at all, and in newspaper writingIn academic prose, an exclamation point is used rarely, if at all, and in newspaper writing  
the exclamation point is virtually nonexistent.the exclamation point is virtually nonexistent.

The HyphenThe Hyphen
Web-CT and Web-Board Users: A hyphen "icon" embedded in your text — - — indicatesWeb-CT and Web-Board Users: A hyphen "icon" embedded in your text — - — indicates  
either that a hyphen is called for at that point, or (if you have a hyphen there already) thateither that a hyphen is called for at that point, or (if you have a hyphen there already) that  
the hyphen is not appropriate. We hope that this page will explain why.the hyphen is not appropriate. We hope that this page will explain why.
Although smart word-processors seem to have taken over the job of hyphenating brokenAlthough smart word-processors seem to have taken over the job of hyphenating broken  
words at the right-hand end of our lines and spellcheckers can review our use of hyphenswords at the right-hand end of our lines and spellcheckers can review our use of hyphens  
in other places, these technological marvels are by no means infallible. Microsoft Word,in other places, these technological marvels are by no means infallible. Microsoft Word,  
for  example,  flags  as  misspelled  almost  any  word  with  an  unhyphenated  prefix:for  example,  flags  as  misspelled  almost  any  word  with  an  unhyphenated  prefix:  
antidiscrimination and cogeneration, for example, are marked as misspelled words andantidiscrimination and cogeneration, for example, are marked as misspelled words and  
re-sign, co-bra, ever-green, and be-loved are marked as correctly hyphenated words byre-sign, co-bra, ever-green, and be-loved are marked as correctly hyphenated words by  
that software. Generally, it is a good idea not to use justified text in academic papers; thatthat software. Generally, it is a good idea not to use justified text in academic papers; that  
will cut down on a lot of decisions about hyphenating. The APA Publication Manual, inwill cut down on a lot of decisions about hyphenating. The APA Publication Manual, in  
fact, insists that you not break words at line-endings in any case, but that can lead to linesfact, insists that you not break words at line-endings in any case, but that can lead to lines  
that are too brief and aesthetically unbalanced. that are too brief and aesthetically unbalanced. 
The rules for hyphenating at line endings are so complicated that no one can be expectedThe rules for hyphenating at line endings are so complicated that no one can be expected  
to keep track of them. If you're ever in a situation where you have to hyphenate at line-to keep track of them. If you're ever in a situation where you have to hyphenate at line-
breaks,  go to  a  dictionary—unless you can explain  why you would break experiencebreaks,  go to  a  dictionary—unless you can explain  why you would break experience  
between the e and the r, that is, and then you can do whatever you want. Remember thatbetween the e and the r, that is, and then you can do whatever you want. Remember that  
if you adjust one line-break, that may well affect subsequent line-breaks in the text.if you adjust one line-break, that may well affect subsequent line-breaks in the text.1515  

Hyphens Have Other UsesHyphens Have Other Uses
a.a.creating  compound  words,  particularly  modifiers  before  nouns  (the  well-knowncreating  compound  words,  particularly  modifiers  before  nouns  (the  well-known  
actor, my six-year-old daughter, the out-of-date curriculum actor, my six-year-old daughter, the out-of-date curriculum 
b.b.writing numbers twenty-one to ninety-nine and fractions (five-eighths, one-fourth) writing numbers twenty-one to ninety-nine and fractions (five-eighths, one-fourth) 
c.c.creating compounds on-the-fly for fly-by-night organizations creating compounds on-the-fly for fly-by-night organizations 
d.adding certain prefixes to words: When a prefix comes before a capitalized word oradding certain prefixes to words: When a prefix comes before a capitalized word or  
the  prefix  is  capitalized,  use  a  hyphen  (non-English,  A-frame,  I-formation).  Thethe  prefix  is  capitalized,  use  a  hyphen  (non-English,  A-frame,  I-formation).  The  
prefixes self-, all-, and ex- nearly always require a hyphen (ex-husband, all-inclusive,prefixes self-, all-, and ex- nearly always require a hyphen (ex-husband, all-inclusive,  
self-control), and when the prefix ends with the same letter that begins the word, youself-control), and when the prefix ends with the same letter that begins the word, you  
will often use a hyphen (anti-intellectual, de-emphasize), but not always (unnatural,will often use a hyphen (anti-intellectual, de-emphasize), but not always (unnatural,  
coordinate, cooperate).coordinate, cooperate).1616

There is no space between a hyphen and the character on either side of it.There is no space between a hyphen and the character on either side of it.

15  Probably the best reference text for these decisions (next to looking up everything in a dictionary, i.e.) isProbably the best reference text for these decisions (next to looking up everything in a dictionary, i.e.) is  
The Chicago Manual of Style.The Chicago Manual of Style.
16  For further information about compound nouns and compound modifiers, see “Compound Words”.For further information about compound nouns and compound modifiers, see “Compound Words”.
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Suspended CompoundsSuspended Compounds

With a series of nearly identical compounds, we sometimes delay the final term of theWith a series of nearly identical compounds, we sometimes delay the final term of the  
final term until the last instance, allowing the hyphen to act as a kind of place holder, asfinal term until the last instance, allowing the hyphen to act as a kind of place holder, as  
in:in:

•• The third- and fourth-grade teachers met with the parents. The third- and fourth-grade teachers met with the parents. 
•• Both full- and part-time employees will get raises this year. Both full- and part-time employees will get raises this year. 
•• We don't see many 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children around here.We don't see many 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old children around here.

Be careful not to overuse this feature of the hyphen; readers have to wait until that finalBe careful not to overuse this feature of the hyphen; readers have to wait until that final  
instance to know what you're talking about, and that can be annoying.instance to know what you're talking about, and that can be annoying.

The PeriodThe Period
Use a period [ . ] at the end of a sentence that makes a statement.  There is no spaceUse a period [ . ] at the end of a sentence that makes a statement.  There is no space  
between the last letter and the period. Use one space between the period and the firstbetween the last letter and the period. Use one space between the period and the first  
letter of the next sentence. This goes against the grain for people using the typographyletter of the next sentence. This goes against the grain for people using the typography  
instilled by generations of old-fashioned typewriter users, but modern word-processorsinstilled by generations of old-fashioned typewriter users, but modern word-processors  
nicely accommodate the spacing after a period, and double-spacing after a period cannicely accommodate the spacing after a period, and double-spacing after a period can  
only serve to discombobulate the good intentions of one's software.  If one is using aonly serve to discombobulate the good intentions of one's software.  If one is using a  
mono-space font (like Courier) to reproduce the effect of an old-fashioned typewriter,mono-space font (like Courier) to reproduce the effect of an old-fashioned typewriter,  
then using a double-space after a period would, indeed, be a good idea. This might bethen using a double-space after a period would, indeed, be a good idea. This might be  
useful  to  remember  if  one's  e-mail  client  uses  Courier,  but  usually  e-mail  fonts  areuseful  to  remember  if  one's  e-mail  client  uses  Courier,  but  usually  e-mail  fonts  are  
determined  by  the  receiver's  e-mail  program,  so  Courier  is  apt  to  be  translated  intodetermined  by  the  receiver's  e-mail  program,  so  Courier  is  apt  to  be  translated  into  
another font like Times New Roman or Geneva anyway.another font like Times New Roman or Geneva anyway.1717  
Use a period at the end of a command.Use a period at the end of a command.

•• Hand in the poster essays no later than noon on Friday. Hand in the poster essays no later than noon on Friday. 
•• In case of tremors, leave the building immediately.In case of tremors, leave the building immediately.

Use a period at the end of an indirect question.Use a period at the end of an indirect question.
•• The teacher asked why Maria had left out the easy exercises. The teacher asked why Maria had left out the easy exercises. 
•• My father used to wonder why Egbert's ears were so big.My father used to wonder why Egbert's ears were so big.

Use a period with abbreviations:Use a period with abbreviations:
Dr. Espinoza arrived from Washington, D.C., at 6 p.m. Dr. Espinoza arrived from Washington, D.C., at 6 p.m. 

Notice that when the period ending the abbreviation comes at the end of a sentence, itNotice that when the period ending the abbreviation comes at the end of a sentence, it  
will also suffice to end the sentence. On the other hand, when an abbreviation ends awill also suffice to end the sentence. On the other hand, when an abbreviation ends a  
question or exclamation, it is appropriate to add a question mark or exclamation markquestion or exclamation, it is appropriate to add a question mark or exclamation mark  
after the abbreviation-ending period:after the abbreviation-ending period:

Did you enjoy living in Washington, D.C.?Did you enjoy living in Washington, D.C.?
Occasionally, a statement will end with a question. When that happens, it is appropriateOccasionally, a statement will end with a question. When that happens, it is appropriate  
to end the sentence with a question mark.to end the sentence with a question mark.

•• We can get to Boston quicker, can't we, if we take the interstate? We can get to Boston quicker, can't we, if we take the interstate? 

17  See Quotation Marks and Parentheses for special placement considerations with those marks.See Quotation Marks and Parentheses for special placement considerations with those marks.
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•• His question was, can we end this statement with a question mark? His question was, can we end this statement with a question mark? 
•• She ended her remarks with a resounding why not?She ended her remarks with a resounding why not?

Acronyms (abbreviations  [usually made up of the first  letter  from a series  of words]Acronyms (abbreviations  [usually made up of the first  letter  from a series  of words]  
which we pronounce as words, not a series of letters)  usually do not require periods:which we pronounce as words, not a series of letters)  usually do not require periods:  
NATO,  NOW, VISTA,  LASER,  SCUBA,  RADAR.  Abbreviations  we  pronounce  byNATO,  NOW, VISTA,  LASER,  SCUBA,  RADAR.  Abbreviations  we  pronounce  by  
spelling out the letters may or may not use periods and you will have to use a dictionaryspelling out the letters may or may not use periods and you will have to use a dictionary  
to be sure: FBI, NAACP, NCAA, U.S.A., U.N.I.C.E.F., etc.to be sure: FBI, NAACP, NCAA, U.S.A., U.N.I.C.E.F., etc.

The SemicolonThe Semicolon
I have grown fond of semicolons in recent years.... It is almost always a greater pleasureI have grown fond of semicolons in recent years.... It is almost always a greater pleasure  
to come across a semicolon than a period. The period tells you that that is that; if youto come across a semicolon than a period. The period tells you that that is that; if you  
didn't  get  all  the  meaning  you  wanted  or  expected,  anyway  you  got  all  the  writersdidn't  get  all  the  meaning  you  wanted  or  expected,  anyway  you  got  all  the  writers  
intended to parcel out and now you have to move along. But with a semicolon there youintended to parcel out and now you have to move along. But with a semicolon there you  
get a pleasant little feeling of expectancy;  there is more to come; read on; it  will getget a pleasant little feeling of expectancy;  there is more to come; read on; it  will get  
clearer.clearer.
The Use of Semicolon [ ; ] The Use of Semicolon [ ; ] 

•• to help sort out a monster list: to help sort out a monster list: 
There were citizens from Bangor, Maine; Hartford, Connecticut; Boston, Massachusetts;There were citizens from Bangor, Maine; Hartford, Connecticut; Boston, Massachusetts;  
and Newport, Rhode Island.and Newport, Rhode Island.
OROR
We had four professors on our committee: Peter Wursthorn, Professor of Mathematics;We had four professors on our committee: Peter Wursthorn, Professor of Mathematics;  
Ronald Pepin, Professor of English; Cynthia Greenblatt, Professor of Education; andRonald Pepin, Professor of English; Cynthia Greenblatt, Professor of Education; and  
Nada Light, Professor of Nursing. Nada Light, Professor of Nursing. 
To separate closely related independent clauses: To separate closely related independent clauses: 

My grandmother seldom goes to bed this  early;  she's afraid she'll  miss out onMy grandmother seldom goes to bed this  early;  she's afraid she'll  miss out on  
something.something.
The semicolon allows the writer to imply a relationship between nicely balanced ideasThe semicolon allows the writer to imply a relationship between nicely balanced ideas  
without actually stating that relationship. (Instead of saying because my grandmother iswithout actually stating that relationship. (Instead of saying because my grandmother is  
afraid she'll miss out on something, we have implied the semicolon. Thus the reader isafraid she'll miss out on something, we have implied the semicolon. Thus the reader is  
involved  in  the  development  of  an  idea—a  clever,  subliminal  way  of  engaging  theinvolved  in  the  development  of  an  idea—a  clever,  subliminal  way  of  engaging  the  
reader's attention.)reader's attention.)
It  is  rare,  but  certainly  possible,  that  you  will  want  a  semicolon  to  separate  twoIt  is  rare,  but  certainly  possible,  that  you  will  want  a  semicolon  to  separate  two  
independent  clauses  even  when  those  two  independent  clauses  are  connected  by  aindependent  clauses  even  when  those  two  independent  clauses  are  connected  by  a  
coordinating  conjunction.  This  is  especially  true  when  the  independent  clauses  arecoordinating  conjunction.  This  is  especially  true  when  the  independent  clauses  are  
complex or lengthy and when there are commas within those independent clauses. Youcomplex or lengthy and when there are commas within those independent clauses. You  
might consider breaking those two independent clauses into separate sentences when thismight consider breaking those two independent clauses into separate sentences when this  
happens.happens.

•• Coach Geoff Lassen realized that his next recruiting class contained two superbCoach Geoff Lassen realized that his next recruiting class contained two superb  
openers, a fine all-rounder, and a power hitter; but as of the end of the springopeners, a fine all-rounder, and a power hitter; but as of the end of the spring  
recruiting season, he was still pushing to discover better first-year players for therecruiting season, he was still pushing to discover better first-year players for the  
interior positions. interior positions. 
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The Slash or VirguleThe Slash or Virgule
A slash or slant or solidus or virgule [ / ] (take your pick of names) is used to indicate aA slash or slant or solidus or virgule [ / ] (take your pick of names) is used to indicate a  
choice between the words it separates.choice between the words it separates.

•• Using the pass/fail option backfired on her; she could've gotten an A.Using the pass/fail option backfired on her; she could've gotten an A.
The slash can be translated as or and should not be used where the word or could not beThe slash can be translated as or and should not be used where the word or could not be  
used in its place.  To avoid gender problems with pronouns, some writers  use he/she,used in its place.  To avoid gender problems with pronouns, some writers  use he/she,  
his/her, and him/her. Many authorities despise that construction and urge writers either tohis/her, and him/her. Many authorities despise that construction and urge writers either to  
pluralize when possible and appropriate (to they,  their, them) or to use he or she, etc.pluralize when possible and appropriate (to they,  their, them) or to use he or she, etc.  
instead. Notice there is no space between the slash and the letters on either side of it.instead. Notice there is no space between the slash and the letters on either side of it.
There is,  however,  a space when the slash is  used to  indicate  a  line-break in quotedThere is,  however,  a space when the slash is  used to  indicate  a  line-break in quoted  
poetry: "The woods are lovely, dark, and deep / but I have promises to keep." (This waypoetry: "The woods are lovely, dark, and deep / but I have promises to keep." (This way  
of quoting poetry is limited to four or five lines of verse, within the normal flow of text.)of quoting poetry is limited to four or five lines of verse, within the normal flow of text.)
When  using  slashes  in  a  Uniform Resource  Locator  (URL)  for  a  World  Wide  WebWhen  using  slashes  in  a  Uniform Resource  Locator  (URL)  for  a  World  Wide  Web  
address  (http://www.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/),  be  especially  sure  not  to  includeaddress  (http://www.ccc.commnet.edu/grammar/),  be  especially  sure  not  to  include  
spaces and not to confuse the slash with its backward cousin, \, used as a path separator inspaces and not to confuse the slash with its backward cousin, \, used as a path separator in  
Windows (for example, c:\program files\Adobe).Windows (for example, c:\program files\Adobe).

ParenthesesParentheses
Use parentheses [ ( ) ] to include material that you want to de-emphasize or that wouldn'tUse parentheses [ ( ) ] to include material that you want to de-emphasize or that wouldn't  
normally fit into the flow of your text but you want to include nonetheless. If the materialnormally fit into the flow of your text but you want to include nonetheless. If the material  
within parentheses  appears within a sentence,  do not use a capital  letter  or period towithin parentheses  appears within a sentence,  do not use a capital  letter  or period to  
punctuate that material,  even if the material is itself a complete sentence. (A questionpunctuate that material,  even if the material is itself a complete sentence. (A question  
mark or exclamation mark, however, might be appropriate and necessary.) If the materialmark or exclamation mark, however, might be appropriate and necessary.) If the material  
within your parentheses is written as a separate sentence (not included within anotherwithin your parentheses is written as a separate sentence (not included within another  
sentence), punctuate it as if it were a separate sentence.sentence), punctuate it as if it were a separate sentence.

•• Thirty-five years after his death, Robert Frost (we remember him at Kennedy'sThirty-five years after his death, Robert Frost (we remember him at Kennedy's  
inauguration) remains America's favorite poet.inauguration) remains America's favorite poet.

•• Thirty-five years after his death, Robert Frost (do you remember him?) remainsThirty-five years after his death, Robert Frost (do you remember him?) remains  
America's favorite poet.America's favorite poet.

•• Thirty-five years after his death, Robert Frost remains America's favorite poet.Thirty-five years after his death, Robert Frost remains America's favorite poet.  
(We remember him at Kennedy's inauguration.)(We remember him at Kennedy's inauguration.)

If the material is important enough, use some other means of including it within your textIf the material is important enough, use some other means of including it within your text
—even if it means writing another sentence. Note that parentheses tend to de-emphasize—even if it means writing another sentence. Note that parentheses tend to de-emphasize  
text whereas dashes tend to make material seem even more important.text whereas dashes tend to make material seem even more important.

The Question MarkThe Question Mark
Use a question mark [ ? ] at the end of a direct question. It is considered bad form to use aUse a question mark [ ? ] at the end of a direct question. It is considered bad form to use a  
question mark in combination with other marks, although that is often done in informalquestion mark in combination with other marks, although that is often done in informal  
prose in an attempt to convey complex tones: He told you what!? That combination (orprose in an attempt to convey complex tones: He told you what!? That combination (or  
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similar combination) of punctuation marks is sometimes called an interrobang, but thesimilar combination) of punctuation marks is sometimes called an interrobang, but the  
interrobang currently has no role in academic prose.interrobang currently has no role in academic prose.

A tag question is  a device used to  turn a statement  into a question.  It  nearly alwaysA tag question is  a device used to  turn a statement  into a question.  It  nearly always  
consists of a pronoun, a helping verb, and sometimes the word not. Although it begins asconsists of a pronoun, a helping verb, and sometimes the word not. Although it begins as  
a statement,  the tag question prevails when it  comes to the end-mark:  use a questiona statement,  the tag question prevails when it  comes to the end-mark:  use a question  
mark.  Notice that when the statement is positive,  the tag question is expressed in themark.  Notice that when the statement is positive,  the tag question is expressed in the  
negative; when the statement is negative, the tag question is positive. (There are a fewnegative; when the statement is negative, the tag question is positive. (There are a few  
exceptions to this, frequently expressing an element of surprise or sarcasm: "So you'veexceptions to this, frequently expressing an element of surprise or sarcasm: "So you've  
made your first million, have you?" "Oh, that's your plan, is it?") The following are moremade your first million, have you?" "Oh, that's your plan, is it?") The following are more  
typical tag questions:typical tag questions:

•• He should quit smoking, shouldn't he? He should quit smoking, shouldn't he? 
•• He shouldn't have quit his diet, should he? He shouldn't have quit his diet, should he? 
•• They're not doing very well, are they? They're not doing very well, are they? 
•• He finished on time, didn't he? He finished on time, didn't he? 
•• She does a beautiful job, doesn't she? She does a beautiful job, doesn't she? 
•• Harold may come along, mightn't he? Harold may come along, mightn't he? 
•• There were too many people on the dock, weren't there?There were too many people on the dock, weren't there?

(Be careful of this last one; it's not "weren't they?")(Be careful of this last one; it's not "weren't they?")

Be careful not to put a question mark at the end of an indirect question.Be careful not to put a question mark at the end of an indirect question.
•• The instructor asked the students what they were doing. The instructor asked the students what they were doing. 
•• I asked my sister if she had a date. I asked my sister if she had a date. 
•• I wonder if Cheney will run for vice president again. I wonder if Cheney will run for vice president again. 
•• I wonder whether Cheney will run again. I wonder whether Cheney will run again. 

Be careful to distinguish between an indirect  question (above), and a question that isBe careful to distinguish between an indirect  question (above), and a question that is  
embedded within a statement which we do want to end with a question mark.embedded within a statement which we do want to end with a question mark.

•• We can get to Boston quicker, can't we, if we take the interstate? We can get to Boston quicker, can't we, if we take the interstate? 
•• His question was, can we end this statement with a question mark? His question was, can we end this statement with a question mark? 
•• She ended her remarks with a resounding why not? She ended her remarks with a resounding why not? 
•• I wonder: will Cheney run for office again? I wonder: will Cheney run for office again? 

Put a question mark at the end of a sentence that is, in fact, a direct question. (SometimesPut a question mark at the end of a sentence that is, in fact, a direct question. (Sometimes  
writers  will  simply forget.)  Rhetorical  questions (asked when an answer is  not reallywriters  will  simply forget.)  Rhetorical  questions (asked when an answer is  not really  
expected), by the way, are questions and deserve to end with a question mark: expected), by the way, are questions and deserve to end with a question mark: 

•• How else should we end them, after all? How else should we end them, after all? 
•• What if I said to you, "You've got a real problem here"? (Notice that the questionWhat if I said to you, "You've got a real problem here"? (Notice that the question  

mark here comes after the quotation mark and there is no period at the end of themark here comes after the quotation mark and there is no period at the end of the  
statement.)statement.)

Sometimes  a  question  will  actually  end  with  a  series  of  brief  questions.  When  thatSometimes  a  question  will  actually  end  with  a  series  of  brief  questions.  When  that  
happens, especially when the brief questions are more or less follow-up questions to thehappens, especially when the brief questions are more or less follow-up questions to the  
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main question, each of the little questions can begin with a lowercase letter and end withmain question, each of the little questions can begin with a lowercase letter and end with  
a question mark.a question mark.

•• Who is responsible  for executing the plan? the coach? the coaching staff? theWho is responsible  for executing the plan? the coach? the coaching staff? the  
players?players?

If a question mark is part of an italicized or underlined title, make sure that the questionIf a question mark is part of an italicized or underlined title, make sure that the question  
mark is also italicized:mark is also italicized:

•• My favorite book is Where Did He Go?My favorite book is Where Did He Go?
(Do not add a period after such a sentence that ends with the title's question mark. The(Do not add a period after such a sentence that ends with the title's question mark. The  
question mark will also suffice to end the sentence.) If the question mark is not part of aquestion mark will also suffice to end the sentence.) If the question mark is not part of a  
sentence-ending title, don't italicize the question mark:sentence-ending title, don't italicize the question mark:

•• Did he sing the French national anthem, la Marseillaise?Did he sing the French national anthem, la Marseillaise?
When a question ends with an abbreviation, end the abbreviation with a period and thenWhen a question ends with an abbreviation, end the abbreviation with a period and then  
add the question mark.add the question mark.

•• Didn't he used to live in Washington, D.C.?Didn't he used to live in Washington, D.C.?
When a question constitutes a polite request,  it  is usually not followed by a questionWhen a question constitutes a polite request,  it  is usually not followed by a question  
mark. This becomes more true as the request becomes longer and more complex:mark. This becomes more true as the request becomes longer and more complex:

•• Would everyone in the room who hasn't received an ID card please move to theWould everyone in the room who hasn't received an ID card please move to the  
front of the line.front of the line.

Quotation MarksQuotation Marks
Use quotation marks [ “ ” ] to set off material that represents quoted or spoken language.Use quotation marks [ “ ” ] to set off material that represents quoted or spoken language.  
Quotation marks also set off the titles of things that do not normally stand by themselves:Quotation marks also set off the titles of things that do not normally stand by themselves:  
short  stories,  poems,  and articles.  Usually,  a quotation is  set  off  from the rest  of theshort  stories,  poems,  and articles.  Usually,  a quotation is  set  off  from the rest  of the  
sentence by a comma;  however,  the typography of quoted material  can become quitesentence by a comma;  however,  the typography of quoted material  can become quite  
complicated. Here is one simple rule to remember: complicated. Here is one simple rule to remember: 

In the United States, periods and commas go inside quotation marks regardless ofIn the United States, periods and commas go inside quotation marks regardless of  
logic. logic. 

In the United Kingdom, Canada, and islands under the influence of British education,In the United Kingdom, Canada, and islands under the influence of British education,  
punctuation around quotation marks is more apt to follow logic. In American style, then,punctuation around quotation marks is more apt to follow logic. In American style, then,  
you  would  write:  My favorite  poem is  Robert  Frost's  "Design."  But  in  England youyou  would  write:  My favorite  poem is  Robert  Frost's  "Design."  But  in  England you  
would write: My favorite poem is Robert Frost's "Design". The placement of marks otherwould write: My favorite poem is Robert Frost's "Design". The placement of marks other  
than periods and commas follows the logic that quotation marks should accompany (bethan periods and commas follows the logic that quotation marks should accompany (be  
right next to) the text being quoted or set apart as a title. Thus, you would write (on eitherright next to) the text being quoted or set apart as a title. Thus, you would write (on either  
side of the Atlantic): side of the Atlantic): 

•• What do you think of Robert Frost's "Design"? and What do you think of Robert Frost's "Design"? and 
•• I love "Design"; however, my favorite poem was written by Emily Dickinson.I love "Design"; however, my favorite poem was written by Emily Dickinson.

Further, punctuation around quoted speech or phrases depends on how it fits into the restFurther, punctuation around quoted speech or phrases depends on how it fits into the rest  
of your text. If a quoted word or phrase fits into the flow of your sentence without a breakof your text. If a quoted word or phrase fits into the flow of your sentence without a break  
or pause, then a comma may not be necessary:or pause, then a comma may not be necessary:
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•• The phrase "lovely, dark and deep" begins to suggest ominous overtones.The phrase "lovely, dark and deep" begins to suggest ominous overtones.
Following a form of to say, however, you'll almost always need a comma: Following a form of to say, however, you'll almost always need a comma: 

•• My father always said, "Be careful what you wish for."My father always said, "Be careful what you wish for."
If  the  quoted  speech  follows  an  independent  clause  yet  could  be  part  of  the  sameIf  the  quoted  speech  follows  an  independent  clause  yet  could  be  part  of  the  same  
sentence, use a colon to set off the quoted language:sentence, use a colon to set off the quoted language:

•• My mother's favorite quote was from Shakespeare: "This above all, to thine ownMy mother's favorite quote was from Shakespeare: "This above all, to thine own  
self be true."self be true."

When an attribution of speech comes in the middle of quoted language, set it apart as youWhen an attribution of speech comes in the middle of quoted language, set it apart as you  
would any parenthetical element: would any parenthetical element: 

•• "I don't care," she said, "what you think about it.""I don't care," she said, "what you think about it."
Be careful, though, to begin a new sentence after the attribution if sense calls for it: Be careful, though, to begin a new sentence after the attribution if sense calls for it: 

•• "I don't care," she said. "What do you think?""I don't care," she said. "What do you think?"
Convention normally insists that a new paragraph begins with each change of speaker:Convention normally insists that a new paragraph begins with each change of speaker:

"I don't care what you think anymore," she said, jauntily tossing back her hair and"I don't care what you think anymore," she said, jauntily tossing back her hair and  
looking askance at Edward.looking askance at Edward.
"What do you mean?" he replied."What do you mean?" he replied.
"What do you mean, 'What do I mean?'" Alberta sniffed. She was becoming"What do you mean, 'What do I mean?'" Alberta sniffed. She was becoming  
impatient and wished that she were elsewhere.impatient and wished that she were elsewhere.
"You know darn well what I mean!" Edward huffed."You know darn well what I mean!" Edward huffed.
"Have it your way," Alberta added, "if that's how you feel.""Have it your way," Alberta added, "if that's how you feel."

In proofreading and editing your writing, remember that quotation marks always travel inIn proofreading and editing your writing, remember that quotation marks always travel in  
pairs! Well, almost always. When quoted dialogue carries from one paragraph to anotherpairs! Well, almost always. When quoted dialogue carries from one paragraph to another  
(and to another and another), the closing quotation mark does not appear until the quoted(and to another and another), the closing quotation mark does not appear until the quoted  
language finally ends (although there is a beginning quotation mark at the start of eachlanguage finally ends (although there is a beginning quotation mark at the start of each  
new  quoted  paragraph  to  remind  the  reader  that  this  is  quoted  language).  Also,  innew  quoted  paragraph  to  remind  the  reader  that  this  is  quoted  language).  Also,  in  
parenthetical  documentation,  the  period  comes  after  the  parenthetical  citation  whichparenthetical  documentation,  the  period  comes  after  the  parenthetical  citation  which  
comes after the quotation mark".comes after the quotation mark".

In reporting "silent speech"—noting that language is "said," but internally and not spokenIn reporting "silent speech"—noting that language is "said," but internally and not spoken  
out loud—writers are on their own. Writers can put quotation marks around it or not:out loud—writers are on their own. Writers can put quotation marks around it or not:

•• Oh, what a beautiful morning, Curly said to himself. Oh, what a beautiful morning, Curly said to himself. 
•• "Oh, what a beautiful morning!" Curly said to himself."Oh, what a beautiful morning!" Curly said to himself.

Some writers will set such unspoken language in italics or indent it in order to set it offSome writers will set such unspoken language in italics or indent it in order to set it off  
from other "regular"  language.  That's  probably not a good idea if  there is  a  lot  of itfrom other "regular"  language.  That's  probably not a good idea if  there is  a  lot  of it  
because the indents can be confusing and italics can become tiresome to read after  abecause the indents can be confusing and italics can become tiresome to read after  a  
while. The decision will probably depend on the amount of silent speech within the text.while. The decision will probably depend on the amount of silent speech within the text.  
Probably the best way to handle silent speech is to find an author whom you like whoProbably the best way to handle silent speech is to find an author whom you like who  
does a lot of this—Graham Swift in his novel Last Orders, for instance—and copy thatdoes a lot of this—Graham Swift in his novel Last Orders, for instance—and copy that  
author's style. Consistency, of course, is very important.author's style. Consistency, of course, is very important.
Some interesting things can happen with verb tenses when we report action in indirect orSome interesting things can happen with verb tenses when we report action in indirect or  
reported speech ("The president said that he reported speech ("The president said that he waswas going to Egypt tomorrow").  going to Egypt tomorrow"). 
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Be careful not to use quotation marks in an attempt to emphasize a word (the kind ofBe careful not to use quotation marks in an attempt to emphasize a word (the kind of  
thing you see in grocery store windows—Big "Sale" Today!). Underline or italicize thatthing you see in grocery store windows—Big "Sale" Today!). Underline or italicize that  
word instead. (The quotation marks will suggest to some people that you are using thatword instead. (The quotation marks will suggest to some people that you are using that  
word in a special or peculiar way and that you really mean something else—or that yourword in a special or peculiar way and that you really mean something else—or that your  
sale is entirely bogus.) sale is entirely bogus.) 
The  American  Medical  Association  Manual  of  Style  (9th  ed.,  1998)  calls  misusedThe  American  Medical  Association  Manual  of  Style  (9th  ed.,  1998)  calls  misused  
quotation marks like this Apologetic Quotation Marks and says:quotation marks like this Apologetic Quotation Marks and says:

Quotation marks used around words to give special effect or to indicate irony areQuotation marks used around words to give special effect or to indicate irony are  
usually unnecessary. When irony or special effect is intended, skillful preparationusually unnecessary. When irony or special effect is intended, skillful preparation  
can take the place of using these quotes. Resort to apologetic quotation marks orcan take the place of using these quotes. Resort to apologetic quotation marks or  
quotation  marks  used  to  express  irony  only  after  such  attempts  have  failed,quotation  marks  used  to  express  irony  only  after  such  attempts  have  failed,  
keeping in mind that the best writing does not rely on apologetic quotation marks.keeping in mind that the best writing does not rely on apologetic quotation marks.  
(p 220)(p 220)

We do not enclose indirect quotations in quotation marks. An indirect quotation reportsWe do not enclose indirect quotations in quotation marks. An indirect quotation reports  
what someone says but not in the exact, original language. Indirect quotations are notwhat someone says but not in the exact, original language. Indirect quotations are not  
heard in the same way that quoted language is heard.heard in the same way that quoted language is heard.

•• The President said that NAFTA would eventually be a boon to small businesses inThe President said that NAFTA would eventually be a boon to small businesses in  
both countries. both countries. 

•• Professor Villa told her students the textbooks were not yet in the bookstore.Professor Villa told her students the textbooks were not yet in the bookstore.

Double Punctuation with QuotationsDouble Punctuation with Quotations

Occasionally — very occasionally, we hope — we come across a sentence that seems toOccasionally — very occasionally, we hope — we come across a sentence that seems to  
demand  one  kind  of  punctuation  mark  within  quotation  marks  and  another  kind  ofdemand  one  kind  of  punctuation  mark  within  quotation  marks  and  another  kind  of  
punctuation mark outside the quotation marks. A kind of pecking order of punctuationpunctuation mark outside the quotation marks. A kind of pecking order of punctuation  
marks takes over: other marks are stronger than a period and an exclamation mark ismarks takes over: other marks are stronger than a period and an exclamation mark is  
usually stronger than a question mark. If a statement ends in a quoted question, allow theusually stronger than a question mark. If a statement ends in a quoted question, allow the  
question mark within the quotation marks suffice to end the sentence.question mark within the quotation marks suffice to end the sentence.

•• Malcolm X had the courage to ask the younger generation of American blacks,Malcolm X had the courage to ask the younger generation of American blacks,  
"What did we do, who preceded you?""What did we do, who preceded you?"

On the other hand, if a question ends with a quoted statement that is not a question, theOn the other hand, if a question ends with a quoted statement that is not a question, the  
question mark will go outside the closing quotation mark.question mark will go outside the closing quotation mark.

•• Who said, "Fame means when your computer modem is broken, the repair guyWho said, "Fame means when your computer modem is broken, the repair guy  
comes out to your house a little faster"?comes out to your house a little faster"?

If  a  question ends with a  quotation containing an exclamation  mark,  the exclamationIf a  question ends with a  quotation containing an exclamation  mark,  the exclamation  
mark will supersede the question and suffice to end the sentence.mark will supersede the question and suffice to end the sentence.

•• Wasn't  it  Malcolm  X  who  declared,  "Why,  that's  the  most  hypocriticalWasn't  it  Malcolm  X  who  declared,  "Why,  that's  the  most  hypocritical  
government since the world began!"government since the world began!"

A single question mark will suffice to end a quoted question within a question:A single question mark will suffice to end a quoted question within a question:1818

18  For further comprehensive reading on this section, see, New York Public Library Writer's Guide to StyleFor further comprehensive reading on this section, see, New York Public Library Writer's Guide to Style  
and Usage HarperCollins: New York. 1994. 277and Usage HarperCollins: New York. 1994. 277
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•• "Didn't he ask, 'What did we do, who preceded you?'" queried Johnson."Didn't he ask, 'What did we do, who preceded you?'" queried Johnson.

Single Quotation MarksSingle Quotation Marks
In the United States English, we use single quotation marks [ ‘ ’ ] to enclose quotedIn the United States English, we use single quotation marks [ ‘ ’ ] to enclose quoted  
material (or the titles of poems, stories, articles) within other quoted material:material (or the titles of poems, stories, articles) within other quoted material:

•• "'Design' is my favorite poem," he said. "'Design' is my favorite poem," he said. 
•• "Did she ask, 'What's going on?'" "Did she ask, 'What's going on?'" 
•• Ralph Ellison recalls the Golden Age of Jazz this way: "It was itself a texture ofRalph Ellison recalls the Golden Age of Jazz this way: "It was itself a texture of  

fragments, repetitive, nervous, not fully formed; its melodic lines underground,fragments, repetitive, nervous, not fully formed; its melodic lines underground,  
secret and taunting; its riffs jeering—'Salt peanuts! Salt peanuts!'" secret and taunting; its riffs jeering—'Salt peanuts! Salt peanuts!'" 

British practice,  again, is quite different.  In fact, single-quote marks and double-quoteBritish practice,  again, is quite different.  In fact, single-quote marks and double-quote  
marks are apt to be reversed in usage. Instructors in the U.S. should probably take thismarks are apt to be reversed in usage. Instructors in the U.S. should probably take this  
into account when reading papers submitted by students who have gone to school in otherinto account when reading papers submitted by students who have gone to school in other  
parts of the globe.parts of the globe.
In  newspapers,  single  quotation  marks  are  used  in  headlines  where  double  quotationIn  newspapers,  single  quotation  marks  are  used  in  headlines  where  double  quotation  
marks would otherwise appear.marks would otherwise appear.

•• Congress Cries 'Shame!'Congress Cries 'Shame!'
One further use, according to the Chicago Manual of Style: in philosophical discourse,One further use, according to the Chicago Manual of Style: in philosophical discourse,  
key concepts may be set apart with single-quote marks. When such concepts are set off inkey concepts may be set apart with single-quote marks. When such concepts are set off in  
this way, periods and commas go outside the single-quote marks:this way, periods and commas go outside the single-quote marks:

•• Sartre's treatment of 'being', as opposed to his treatment of 'non-being', has beenSartre's treatment of 'being', as opposed to his treatment of 'non-being', has been  
thoroughly described in Kaufmann's book.thoroughly described in Kaufmann's book.

Commas & ModifiersCommas & Modifiers
Using CommasUsing Commas: Do these sentences need commas?: Do these sentences need commas?

8.8. My father went to the store for some dessert and bought ice cream.My father went to the store for some dessert and bought ice cream.

No: Two verb phrases describing the action of the same subject does not need aNo: Two verb phrases describing the action of the same subject does not need a  
comma if the conjunction separating them is "and."comma if the conjunction separating them is "and."

2.2. My father went to the store for some dessert, bought ice cream, and came home inMy father went to the store for some dessert, bought ice cream, and came home in  
time to see his favorite TV show. time to see his favorite TV show. 

Yes: Three or more verb phrases describing the action of the same subject needYes: Three or more verb phrases describing the action of the same subject need  
commas to separate them.commas to separate them.

3.3. The text Who Built America? describes Reconstruction as a noble failure. The text Who Built America? describes Reconstruction as a noble failure. 

No: If Who Built America? was taken out of the sentence, when a reader readsNo: If Who Built America? was taken out of the sentence, when a reader reads  
"text," they would not know which text the writer means, so commas are not used"text," they would not know which text the writer means, so commas are not used  
when the title is in the sentence. (This is called a restrictive appositive.)when the title is in the sentence. (This is called a restrictive appositive.)

Practice Using CommasPractice Using Commas
Insert commas where needed in the following sentences; then read the explanationsInsert commas where needed in the following sentences; then read the explanations  
below. below. 
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1.1. The restaurant dessert tray featured carrot cake coconut cream pie and somethingThe restaurant dessert tray featured carrot cake coconut cream pie and something  
called death-by-chocolate. called death-by-chocolate. 

2.2. Because I was three hours short of graduation requirements I had to take a courseBecause I was three hours short of graduation requirements I had to take a course  
during the summer. during the summer. 

3.3. The weather according to last night's forecast will improve by Saturday. The weather according to last night's forecast will improve by Saturday. 
4.4. Students hurried to the campus store to buy their fall textbooks but several of theStudents hurried to the campus store to buy their fall textbooks but several of the  

books were already out of stock. books were already out of stock. 
5.5. My sister asked "Are you going to be on the phone much longer?" My sister asked "Are you going to be on the phone much longer?" 

Commas AddedCommas Added
1.1. The restaurant dessert tray featured carrot cake, coconut cream pie, and somethingThe restaurant dessert tray featured carrot cake, coconut cream pie, and something  

called death-by-chocolate.called death-by-chocolate.
The comma separates the items in a series.The comma separates the items in a series.

2.2. Because I was three hours short of graduation requirements, I had to take a courseBecause I was three hours short of graduation requirements, I had to take a course  
during the summer.during the summer.
The comma separates an introductory phrase or dependent clause from the rest ofThe comma separates an introductory phrase or dependent clause from the rest of  
the sentence.the sentence.

3.3. The weather, according to last night's forecast, will improve by Saturday.The weather, according to last night's forecast, will improve by Saturday.
The phrase "according to last night's forecast" interrupts the main clause, so it isThe phrase "according to last night's forecast" interrupts the main clause, so it is  
set off by commas.set off by commas.

4.4. Students hurried to the campus store to buy their fall textbooks, but several of theStudents hurried to the campus store to buy their fall textbooks, but several of the  
books were already out of stock.books were already out of stock.
The comma separates an independent clause from a dependent clause.The comma separates an independent clause from a dependent clause.

5.5. My sister asked, "Are you going to be on the phone much longer?"My sister asked, "Are you going to be on the phone much longer?"
The comma separates a direct quotation from the rest of the sentence. The comma separates a direct quotation from the rest of the sentence. 

Misplaced/Dangling ModifiersMisplaced/Dangling Modifiers

“A modifier is a word or group of words that describes another word and makes“A modifier is a word or group of words that describes another word and makes  
its  meaning  more  specific.”  Often  modifying  phrases  add  information  aboutits  meaning  more  specific.”  Often  modifying  phrases  add  information  about  
"where", "when", or "how" something is done. A modifier works best when it is"where", "when", or "how" something is done. A modifier works best when it is  
right next to the word it  modifies.  For example,  consider the modifiers  in theright next to the word it  modifies.  For example,  consider the modifiers  in the  
following sentence (they are underlined for you): following sentence (they are underlined for you): 

The The awesomeawesome dude rode a wave  dude rode a wave breaking on the shorebreaking on the shore..

The word "awesome" is an adjective (or, a one-word modifier). It sits rightThe word "awesome" is an adjective (or, a one-word modifier). It sits right  
next to the word "dude" it modifies. The phrase "breaking on the shore"next to the word "dude" it modifies. The phrase "breaking on the shore"  
tells  us  where  he  rode  the  wave;  thus,  "breaking  on  the  shore"  is  atells  us  where  he  rode  the  wave;  thus,  "breaking  on  the  shore"  is  a  
modifying phrase that must be placed next to the "wave" it modifies.modifying phrase that must be placed next to the "wave" it modifies.

Here below are some examples of poorly placed modifiers. See if you can identify theHere below are some examples of poorly placed modifiers. See if you can identify the  
problems: problems: 

1.1. Roger looked at twenty-five sofas shopping on Saturday.Roger looked at twenty-five sofas shopping on Saturday.
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Obviously twenty-five sofas were not shopping on Saturday. Because "shoppingObviously twenty-five sofas were not shopping on Saturday. Because "shopping  
on  Saturday"  is  meant  to  modify  Roger,  it  should be  right  next  to  Roger,  ason  Saturday"  is  meant  to  modify  Roger,  it  should be  right  next  to  Roger,  as  
follows: follows: 

Shopping on Saturday, Roger looked at twenty-five sofas.Shopping on Saturday, Roger looked at twenty-five sofas.

2.2. The woman tore open the package she had just received with her fingernails.The woman tore open the package she had just received with her fingernails.

Had  the  woman  really  received  the  package  with  her  fingernails?  The  writerHad  the  woman  really  received  the  package  with  her  fingernails?  The  writer  
meant that she tore open the package with her fingernails. meant that she tore open the package with her fingernails. 

With  her  fingernails,  the  woman  tore  open  the  package  she  had  justWith  her  fingernails,  the  woman  tore  open  the  package  she  had  just  
received.received.

3.3. The waiter brought the pancakes to the table drenched in blueberry syrup.The waiter brought the pancakes to the table drenched in blueberry syrup.

What's  drenched  according  to  the  sentence?  The  waiter,  the  table,  or  theWhat's  drenched  according  to  the  sentence?  The  waiter,  the  table,  or  the  
pancakes? Actually, the pancakes were drenched:pancakes? Actually, the pancakes were drenched:

The waiter brought the pancakes, drenched in blueberry syrup, to the table.The waiter brought the pancakes, drenched in blueberry syrup, to the table.

4.4. Lying in a heap on the closet floor, Jean found her son's dirty laundry.Lying in a heap on the closet floor, Jean found her son's dirty laundry.

It  sounds  as  if  Jean  was  lying  on  the  closet  floor  when she  found her  son'sIt  sounds  as  if  Jean  was  lying  on  the  closet  floor  when she  found her  son's  
laundry!laundry!

Jean found her son's dirty laundry lying in a heap on the closet floor.Jean found her son's dirty laundry lying in a heap on the closet floor.

Capitalization and Punctuation: Capital Letters Capitalization and Punctuation: Capital Letters 

Every sentence begins with a capital letter. Every sentence begins with a capital letter. 

A penny saved is a penny earned.A penny saved is a penny earned.
People who live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones. People who live in glass houses shouldn't throw stones. 

A proper noun begins with a capital letter. A proper noun begins with a capital letter. 

A proper noun names a specific person, place, or thing. Proper nouns includeA proper noun names a specific person, place, or thing. Proper nouns include  
people's names, titles, brand names, languages and nationalities, and the names ofpeople's names, titles, brand names, languages and nationalities, and the names of  
days and months (but not seasons). For example: days and months (but not seasons). For example: 

Common NounsCommon Nouns Proper NounsProper Nouns

woman woman DamarisDamaris

SonSon Julius CaesarJulius Caesar

my unclemy uncle Uncle QamarUncle Qamar

college presidentcollege president President MusharrafPresident Musharraf

a new detergent a new detergent Puff CloudPuff Cloud
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my accounting classmy accounting class EidEid

studying a language studying a language SpanishSpanish

holiday holiday JuneJune

month month ThanksgivingThanksgiving

The pronoun “I” is always spelled as a capital letter. The pronoun “I” is always spelled as a capital letter. 

When I think of traveling, I always wish I could go to Borneo.When I think of traveling, I always wish I could go to Borneo.

A capital letter begins the first, last, and any important word in the title of a book,A capital letter begins the first, last, and any important word in the title of a book,  
magazine article, story, poem, movie, or other work. magazine article, story, poem, movie, or other work. 

Have you read Paul Hoch's analysis of football, Rip Off the Big Game?Have you read Paul Hoch's analysis of football, Rip Off the Big Game?

Dr. TipsDr. Tips: Note that you should use capital letters only when you have a good reason: Note that you should use capital letters only when you have a good reason  
to do so. to do so. 

Articles, Determiners, and QuantifiersArticles, Determiners, and Quantifiers
DefinitionDefinition

Articles,  determiners,  and  quantifiers  are  those  little  words  that  precede  and  modifyArticles,  determiners,  and  quantifiers  are  those  little  words  that  precede  and  modify  
nouns: nouns: 

the teacher, a college, a bit of honey, that person, those people, whatever purpose,the teacher, a college, a bit of honey, that person, those people, whatever purpose,  
either way, your choiceeither way, your choice

Sometimes these words will tell the reader or listener whether we're referring to a specificSometimes these words will tell the reader or listener whether we're referring to a specific  
or  general  thing (the garage out back; A horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse!);or general  thing (the garage out back; A horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse!);  
sometimes they tell how much or how many (lots of trees, several books, a great deal ofsometimes they tell how much or how many (lots of trees, several books, a great deal of  
confusion). The choice of the proper article or determiner to precede a noun or nounconfusion). The choice of the proper article or determiner to precede a noun or noun  
phrase is usually not a problem for writers who have grown up speaking English, nor is itphrase is usually not a problem for writers who have grown up speaking English, nor is it   
a serious problem for non-native writers whose first language is a romance language sucha serious problem for non-native writers whose first language is a romance language such  
as Spanish. For other writers, though, this can be a considerable obstacle on the way toas Spanish. For other writers, though, this can be a considerable obstacle on the way to  
their mastery of English. In fact, some students from eastern European countries—wheretheir mastery of English. In fact, some students from eastern European countries—where  
their native language has either no articles or an altogether different system of choosingtheir native language has either no articles or an altogether different system of choosing  
articles and determiners—find that these "little words" can create problems long afterarticles and determiners—find that these "little words" can create problems long after  
every other aspect of English has been mastered.every other aspect of English has been mastered.

Determiners are said to "mark" nouns. That is to say,  you know a determiner will beDeterminers are said to "mark" nouns. That is to say,  you know a determiner will be  
followed by a noun. Some categories of determiners are limited (there are only threefollowed by a noun. Some categories of determiners are limited (there are only three  
articles, a handful of possessive pronouns, etc.), but the possessive nouns are as limitlessarticles, a handful of possessive pronouns, etc.), but the possessive nouns are as limitless  
as  nouns  themselves.  This  limited  nature  of  most  determiner  categories,  however,as  nouns  themselves.  This  limited  nature  of  most  determiner  categories,  however,  
explains why determiners are grouped apart from adjectives even though both serve aexplains why determiners are grouped apart from adjectives even though both serve a  
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modifying function. We can imagine that the language will never tire of inventing newmodifying function. We can imagine that the language will never tire of inventing new  
adjectives; the determiners (except for those possessive nouns), on the other hand, areadjectives; the determiners (except for those possessive nouns), on the other hand, are  
well established, and this class of words is not going to grow in number. These categorieswell established, and this class of words is not going to grow in number. These categories  
of  determiners are as follows: the articles  (an,  a, the —; possessive nouns (Joe's,  theof determiners are as follows: the articles  (an,  a, the —; possessive nouns (Joe's,  the  
priest's, my mother's); possessive pronouns, (his, your, their, whose, etc.); numbers (one,priest's, my mother's); possessive pronouns, (his, your, their, whose, etc.); numbers (one,  
two, etc.); indefinite pronouns (few, more, each, every, either, all, both, some, any, etc.);two, etc.); indefinite pronouns (few, more, each, every, either, all, both, some, any, etc.);  
and  demonstrative  pronouns.  The  demonstratives  (this,  that,  these,  those,  such)  areand  demonstrative  pronouns.  The  demonstratives  (this,  that,  these,  those,  such)  are  
discussed in the section on Demonstrative Pronouns. Notice that the possessive nounsdiscussed in the section on Demonstrative Pronouns. Notice that the possessive nouns  
differ from the other determiners in that they, themselves, are often accompanied by otherdiffer from the other determiners in that they, themselves, are often accompanied by other  
determiners: "determiners: "mymy mother's rug," " mother's rug," "thethe priest’s collar," " priest’s collar," "aa dog's life." dog's life."1919

Some Notes on QuantifiersSome Notes on Quantifiers

Like articles,  quantifiers  are words that precede and modify nouns.  They tell  us howLike articles,  quantifiers  are words that precede and modify nouns.  They tell  us how  
many or how much. Selecting the correct quantifier depends on your understanding themany or how much. Selecting the correct quantifier depends on your understanding the  
distinction between Count and Non-Count Nouns. For our purposes, we will choose thedistinction between Count and Non-Count Nouns. For our purposes, we will choose the  
count noun count noun treestrees and the non-count noun  and the non-count noun dancingdancing::
The following quantifiers will work with count nouns:The following quantifiers will work with count nouns:
many treesmany trees
a few treesa few trees
few treesfew trees
several treesseveral trees
a couple of treesa couple of trees
none of the treesnone of the trees

The following quantifiers will work with non-count nouns:The following quantifiers will work with non-count nouns:
not much dancingnot much dancing
a little dancinga little dancing
little dancinglittle dancing
a bit of dancinga bit of dancing
a good deal of dancinga good deal of dancing
a great deal of dancinga great deal of dancing
no dancingno dancing

The following quantifiers will work with both count and non-count nouns:The following quantifiers will work with both count and non-count nouns:
all of the trees/dancingall of the trees/dancing
some trees/dancingsome trees/dancing
most of the trees/dancingmost of the trees/dancing
enough trees/dancingenough trees/dancing
a lot of trees/dancinga lot of trees/dancing
lots of trees/dancinglots of trees/dancing

19  This categorization of determiners is based on Understanding English Grammar by Martha Kolln. 4This categorization of determiners is based on Understanding English Grammar by Martha Kolln. 4 thth Ed. Ed.  
MacMillan Publishing Company: New York. 1994. MacMillan Publishing Company: New York. 1994. 
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plenty of trees/dancingplenty of trees/dancing
a lack of trees/dancing a lack of trees/dancing 
In formal academic writing, it is usually better to use many and much rather than phrasesIn formal academic writing, it is usually better to use many and much rather than phrases  
such as a lot of, lots of and plenty of. such as a lot of, lots of and plenty of. 

There  is  an  important  difference  between  "a  little"  and "little"  (used  with  non-countThere  is  an  important  difference  between  "a  little"  and "little"  (used  with  non-count  
words) and between "a few" and "few" (used with count words). If I say that Tashondawords) and between "a few" and "few" (used with count words). If I say that Tashonda  
has  has  a little experiencea little experience in management that  means  that although Tashonda is no great in management that  means  that although Tashonda is no great  
expert she does have some experience and that experience might well be enough for ourexpert she does have some experience and that experience might well be enough for our  
purposes. If I say that Tashonda has purposes. If I say that Tashonda has little experiencelittle experience in management that means that she in management that means that she  
doesn't  have  enough  experience.  If  I  say  that  Charlie  owns  doesn't  have  enough  experience.  If  I  say  that  Charlie  owns  a  few  booksa  few  books on  Latin on  Latin  
American literature that means that he has some some books—not a lot of books, butAmerican literature that means that he has some some books—not a lot of books, but  
probably  enough  for  our  purposes.  If  I  say  that  Charlie  owns  probably  enough  for  our  purposes.  If  I  say  that  Charlie  owns  few  booksfew  books on  Latin on  Latin  
American literature, that means he doesn't have enough for our purposes and we'd betterAmerican literature, that means he doesn't have enough for our purposes and we'd better  
go to the library.go to the library.
Unless  it  is  combined  with  of,  the  quantifier  "much"  is  reserved  for  questions  andUnless  it  is  combined  with  of,  the  quantifier  "much"  is  reserved  for  questions  and  
negative statements: negative statements: 

• Much ofMuch of the snow has already melted.  the snow has already melted. 
• How muchHow much snow fell yesterday?  snow fell yesterday? 
•• Not much.Not much.

Note  that  the  quantifier  "most  of  the"  must  include  the  definite  article  the  when  itNote  that  the  quantifier  "most  of  the"  must  include  the  definite  article  the  when  it  
modifies  a  specific  noun,  whether  it's  a  count  or  a  non-count  noun:  "most  of  modifies  a  specific  noun,  whether  it's  a  count  or  a  non-count  noun:  "most  of  thethe  
instructors at this college have a doctorate"; "most of instructors at this college have a doctorate"; "most of thethe water has evaporated." With a water has evaporated." With a  
general plural noun, however (when you are not referring to a specific entity), the "of the"general plural noun, however (when you are not referring to a specific entity), the "of the"  
is dropped:is dropped:2020

• Most collegesMost colleges have their own admissions policy.  have their own admissions policy. 
• Most studentsMost students apply to several colleges. apply to several colleges.

An indefinite  article  is  sometimes used in conjunction with the quantifier  many,  thusAn indefinite  article  is  sometimes used in conjunction with the quantifier  many,  thus  
joining a plural quantifier with a singular noun (which then takes a singular verb):joining a plural quantifier with a singular noun (which then takes a singular verb):

• Many a young manMany a young man has fallen in love with her golden hair.  has fallen in love with her golden hair. 
• Many an appleMany an apple has fallen by October. has fallen by October.

This construction lends itself to a somewhat literary effect (some would say a stuffy orThis construction lends itself to a somewhat literary effect (some would say a stuffy or  
archaic effect) and is best used sparingly, if at all.archaic effect) and is best used sparingly, if at all.

PredeterminersPredeterminers

The predeterminers occur prior to other determiners (as you would probably guess fromThe predeterminers occur prior to other determiners (as you would probably guess from  
their name). This class of words includes multipliers (double, twice, four/five times . . . .);their name). This class of words includes multipliers (double, twice, four/five times . . . .);  
fractional expressions (one-third, three-quarters, etc.); the words both, half, and all; andfractional expressions (one-third, three-quarters, etc.); the words both, half, and all; and  
intensifiers such as quite, rather, and such.intensifiers such as quite, rather, and such.

20  Authority for this last paragraph: The Scott, Foresman Handbook for Writers by Maxine Hairston andAuthority for this last paragraph: The Scott, Foresman Handbook for Writers by Maxine Hairston and  
John J. Ruszkiewicz. 4th ed. HarperCollins: New YorkJohn J. Ruszkiewicz. 4th ed. HarperCollins: New York
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The multipliers precede plural count and mass nouns and occur with singular count nounsThe multipliers precede plural count and mass nouns and occur with singular count nouns  
denoting number or amount:denoting number or amount:

• This van holds This van holds three times thethree times the passengers as that sports car.  passengers as that sports car. 
• My wife is making My wife is making double my / twice mydouble my / twice my salary.  salary. 
• This time we added This time we added five times thefive times the amount of water. amount of water.

In fractional expressions, we have a similar construction, but here it can be replaced withIn fractional expressions, we have a similar construction, but here it can be replaced with  
"of" construction."of" construction.

• Charlie finished in Charlie finished in one-fourth [of] theone-fourth [of] the time his brother took.  time his brother took. 
• Two-fifths of theTwo-fifths of the respondents reported that  respondents reported that half thehalf the medication was sufficient. medication was sufficient.

The intensifiers occur in this construction primarily in casual speech and writing and areThe intensifiers occur in this construction primarily in casual speech and writing and are  
more  common in  British  English  than  they are  in  American  English.  The  intensifiermore  common in  British  English  than  they are  in  American  English.  The  intensifier  
"what" is often found in stylistic fragments: "We visited my brother in his dorm room."what" is often found in stylistic fragments: "We visited my brother in his dorm room.  
What a mess!"What a mess!"

• This room is This room is rather arather a mess, isn't it?  mess, isn't it? 
• The ticket-holders made The ticket-holders made quite aquite a fuss when they couldn't get in.  fuss when they couldn't get in. 
• What anWhat an idiot he turned out to be.  idiot he turned out to be. 
• Our vacation was Our vacation was such asuch a grand experience. grand experience.

Half, both, and all can occur with singular and plural count nouns; half and all can occurHalf, both, and all can occur with singular and plural count nouns; half and all can occur  
with mass nouns. There are also "of constructions" with these words ("all [of] the grain,"with mass nouns. There are also "of constructions" with these words ("all [of] the grain,"  
"half [of] his salary"); the "of construction" is required with personal pronouns ("both of"half [of] his salary"); the "of construction" is required with personal pronouns ("both of  
them," "all of it"). The following chart (from Quirk and Greenbaum) nicely describes thethem," "all of it"). The following chart (from Quirk and Greenbaum) nicely describes the  
uses of these three predeterminers:uses of these three predeterminers:

The ArticlesThe Articles

The  three  articles—a,  an,  the—are  a  kind  of  adjective.  “The”  is  called  the  “definiteThe  three  articles—a,  an,  the—are  a  kind  of  adjective.  “The”  is  called  the  “definite  
article” because it usually precedes a specific or previously mentioned noun; “a and an”article” because it usually precedes a specific or previously mentioned noun; “a and an”  
are  called  “indefinite  articles”  because  they are  used  to  refer  to  something  in  a  lessare  called  “indefinite  articles”  because  they are  used  to  refer  to  something  in  a  less  
specific manner (an unspecified count noun). These words are also listed among the nounspecific manner (an unspecified count noun). These words are also listed among the noun  
markers  or  determiners  because  they  are  almost  invariably  followed  by  a  noun  (ormarkers  or  determiners  because  they  are  almost  invariably  followed  by  a  noun  (or  
something else acting as a noun).something else acting as a noun).
CAUTION! Even after you learn all the principles behind the use of these articles, youCAUTION! Even after you learn all the principles behind the use of these articles, you  
will  find  an  abundance  of  situations  where  choosing  the  correct  article  or  choosingwill  find  an  abundance  of  situations  where  choosing  the  correct  article  or  choosing  
whether  to  use  one  or  not  will  prove  chancy.  Icy  highways  are  dangerous.  The  icywhether  to  use  one  or  not  will  prove  chancy.  Icy  highways  are  dangerous.  The  icy  
highways are dangerous. And both are correct.highways are dangerous. And both are correct.
“The” is used with specific nouns. “The” is required when the noun it refers to represents“The” is used with specific nouns. “The” is required when the noun it refers to represents  
something that is one of a kind: something that is one of a kind: 

The moonThe moon circles  circles the earththe earth..

“The” is required when the noun it refers to represents something in the abstract: “The” is required when the noun it refers to represents something in the abstract: 

The United States has encouraged The United States has encouraged thethe use of  use of thethe private automobile as opposed to private automobile as opposed to  
thethe use of public transit. use of public transit.
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“The” is required when the noun it refers to represents something named earlier in the“The” is required when the noun it refers to represents something named earlier in the  
text.  text.  

We use  a  before  singular  count-nouns  that  begin  with  consonants  (a  cow,  a  barn,  aWe use  a  before  singular  count-nouns  that  begin  with  consonants  (a  cow,  a  barn,  a  
sheep);  we use  an before  singular  count-nouns  that  begin  with  vowels  or  vowel-likesheep);  we use  an before  singular  count-nouns  that  begin  with  vowels  or  vowel-like  
sounds (an apple, an urban blight, an open door). Words that begin with an h sound oftensounds (an apple, an urban blight, an open door). Words that begin with an h sound often  
require an a (as in require an a (as in aa horse,  horse, aa history book,  history book, aa hotel), but if an h-word begins with an actual hotel), but if an h-word begins with an actual  
vowel sound, use an an (as in vowel sound, use an an (as in anan hour,  hour, anan honor). We would say  honor). We would say aa useful device and  useful device and aa  
union matter because the u of those words actually sounds like yoo (as opposed, say, tounion matter because the u of those words actually sounds like yoo (as opposed, say, to  
the u of the u of anan ugly incident). The same is true of  ugly incident). The same is true of aa European and  European and aa  Euro (because of thatEuro (because of that  
consonantal "Yoo" sound). We would say consonantal "Yoo" sound). We would say aa once-in-a-lifetime experience or  once-in-a-lifetime experience or aa one-time one-time  
hero because the words once and one begin with a w sound (as if they were spelled wuntzhero because the words once and one begin with a w sound (as if they were spelled wuntz  
and won).and won).
Merriam-Webster's Dictionary says that we can use an before an h- word that begins withMerriam-Webster's Dictionary says that we can use an before an h- word that begins with  
an unstressed syllable. Thus, we might say an unstressed syllable. Thus, we might say anan hisTORical moment, but we would say  hisTORical moment, but we would say aa  
HIStory  book.  Many writers  would  call  that  an  affectation  and prefer  that  we say  HIStory  book.  Many writers  would  call  that  an  affectation  and prefer  that  we say  aa  
historical, but apparently, this choice is a matter of personal taste.historical, but apparently, this choice is a matter of personal taste.

First and subsequent reference: When we first refer to something in written text, we oftenFirst and subsequent reference: When we first refer to something in written text, we often  
use an indefinite article to modify it. use an indefinite article to modify it. 

AA newspaper has an obligation to seek out and tell the truth. newspaper has an obligation to seek out and tell the truth.

In a subsequent reference to this newspaper, however, we will use the definite article:In a subsequent reference to this newspaper, however, we will use the definite article:

There are situations, however, when There are situations, however, when thethe newspaper must determine whether the newspaper must determine whether the  
public's safety is jeopardized by knowing the truth.public's safety is jeopardized by knowing the truth.

Another example: Another example: 
"I'd like "I'd like aa glass of orange juice, please," John said. glass of orange juice, please," John said.
"I put "I put thethe glass of juice on the counter already," Sheila replied. glass of juice on the counter already," Sheila replied.
Exception:Exception:
When a modifier appears between the article and the noun, the subsequent article willWhen a modifier appears between the article and the noun, the subsequent article will  
continue to be indefinite:continue to be indefinite:
"I'd like "I'd like a biga big glass of orange juice, please," John said. glass of orange juice, please," John said.
"I put "I put a biga big glass of juice on the counter already," Sheila replied.  glass of juice on the counter already," Sheila replied. 
Generic reference: We can refer to something in a generic way by using any of the threeGeneric reference: We can refer to something in a generic way by using any of the three  
articles. We can do the same thing by omitting the article altogether.articles. We can do the same thing by omitting the article altogether.

• AA     beagle makes a great hunting dog and family companion.  beagle makes a great hunting dog and family companion. 
• AnAn     airedale is sometimes a rather skittish animal.  airedale is sometimes a rather skittish animal. 
• TheThe     golden retriever is a marvelous pet for children.  golden retriever is a marvelous pet for children. 
•• Irish setters are not the highly intelligent animals they used to be.Irish setters are not the highly intelligent animals they used to be.
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The difference between the generic indefinite pronoun and the normal indefinite pronounThe difference between the generic indefinite pronoun and the normal indefinite pronoun  
is that the latter refers to any of that class ("I want to buy a beagle, and any old beagleis that the latter refers to any of that class ("I want to buy a beagle, and any old beagle  
will do.") whereas the former (see beagle sentence) refers to all members of that class.will do.") whereas the former (see beagle sentence) refers to all members of that class.
Proper nouns: We use the definite article with certain kinds of proper nouns:Proper nouns: We use the definite article with certain kinds of proper nouns:

• Geographical places: the Sound, the Sea of Japan, the Mississippi, the West, theGeographical places: the Sound, the Sea of Japan, the Mississippi, the West, the  
Smokies, the Sahara (but often not when the main part of the proper noun seemsSmokies, the Sahara (but often not when the main part of the proper noun seems  
to be modified by an earlier attributive noun or adjective: We went swimming atto be modified by an earlier attributive noun or adjective: We went swimming at  
thethe Ocean Park)  Ocean Park) 

•• Pluralized names (geographic, family, teams): the Netherlands, the Bahamas, thePluralized names (geographic, family, teams): the Netherlands, the Bahamas, the  
Hamptons, the Johnsons, the New England Patriots Hamptons, the Johnsons, the New England Patriots 

•• Public institutions/facilities/groups: the Wadsworth Atheneum, the Sheraton, thePublic institutions/facilities/groups: the Wadsworth Atheneum, the Sheraton, the  
House, the Presbyterian Church House, the Presbyterian Church 

•• Newspapers: the Hartford Courant, the Times Newspapers: the Hartford Courant, the Times 
•• Nouns followed by a prepositional phrase beginning with "of": the leader of theNouns followed by a prepositional phrase beginning with "of": the leader of the  

gang, the president of our clubgang, the president of our club
Abstract  nouns:  Abstract  nouns—the  names  of  things  that  are  not  tangible—areAbstract  nouns:  Abstract  nouns—the  names  of  things  that  are  not  tangible—are  
sometimes used with articles, sometimes not:sometimes used with articles, sometimes not:

• The storm upset The storm upset mymy peace of mind. He was missing just one thing: peace of mind.  peace of mind. He was missing just one thing: peace of mind. 
• Injustice was widespread within the judicial system itself. He implored the judgeInjustice was widespread within the judicial system itself. He implored the judge  

to correct to correct thethe injustice.  injustice. 
• Her body was racked with grief. It was Her body was racked with grief. It was aa grief he had never felt before. grief he had never felt before.

Zero articles: Several kinds of nouns never use articles. We do not use articles with theZero articles: Several kinds of nouns never use articles. We do not use articles with the  
names of languages ("He was learning Chinese." [But when the word Chinese refers tonames of languages ("He was learning Chinese." [But when the word Chinese refers to  
the people, the definite article might come into play: "The Chinese are hoping to get thethe people, the definite article might come into play: "The Chinese are hoping to get the  
next  Olympics."]),  the  names  of  sports  ("She plays  badminton  and basketball."),  andnext  Olympics."]),  the  names  of  sports  ("She plays  badminton  and basketball."),  and  
academic subjects ("She's taking economics and math. Her major is Religious Studies.")academic subjects ("She's taking economics and math. Her major is Religious Studies.")
When they are  generic,  non-count  nouns and sometimes  plural  count-nouns are  usedWhen they are  generic,  non-count  nouns and sometimes  plural  count-nouns are  used  
without articles. "We like wine with our dinner. We adore Baroque music. We use roseswithout articles. "We like wine with our dinner. We adore Baroque music. We use roses  
for many purposes." But if an "of phrase" comes after the noun, we use an article: "Wefor many purposes." But if an "of phrase" comes after the noun, we use an article: "We  
adore  adore  thethe music   music  ofof the Baroque." Also, when a generic noun is used without an article the Baroque." Also, when a generic noun is used without an article  
and then referred to in a subsequent reference,  it  will  have become specific  and willand then referred to in a subsequent reference,  it  will  have become specific  and will  
require a definite article: "The Data Center installed computers in the Learning Centerrequire a definite article: "The Data Center installed computers in the Learning Center  
this summer. this summer. TheThe computers, unfortunately, don't work." computers, unfortunately, don't work."
Common count nouns are used without articles in certain special situations: Common count nouns are used without articles in certain special situations: 
idiomatic expressions using be and goidiomatic expressions using be and go We'll go by train. (as opposed to "We'll takeWe'll go by train. (as opposed to "We'll take  

thethe train.) train.)
He must be in school.He must be in school.

with seasonswith seasons In spring, we like to clean the house.In spring, we like to clean the house.
with institutionswith institutions He's in church/college/jail/class.He's in church/college/jail/class.
with mealswith meals Breakfast was delicious.Breakfast was delicious.

He's preparing dinner by himself.He's preparing dinner by himself.
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with diseaseswith diseases He's dying of pneumonia.He's dying of pneumonia.
Appendicitis nearly killed him.Appendicitis nearly killed him.
She has cancerShe has cancer
(You will sometimes hear "the measles," "the(You will sometimes hear "the measles," "the  
mumps," but these, too, can go withoutmumps," but these, too, can go without  
articles.)articles.)

with diseaseswith diseases He's dying of pneumonia.He's dying of pneumonia.
Appendicitis nearly killed him.Appendicitis nearly killed him.
She has cancer.She has cancer.
(You will sometimes hear "the measles," "the(You will sometimes hear "the measles," "the  
mumps," but these, too, can go withoutmumps," but these, too, can go without  
articles.)articles.)

Principles of Choosing an ArticlePrinciples of Choosing an Article

Choosing articles and determiners: Briefly defined, a determiner is a noun-marker: whenChoosing articles and determiners: Briefly defined, a determiner is a noun-marker: when  
you see one, you know that what follows is a noun or noun phrase. There is a list of suchyou see one, you know that what follows is a noun or noun phrase. There is a list of such  
words in the table below. When you place your mouse-cursor over a word or pair ofwords in the table below. When you place your mouse-cursor over a word or pair of  
related  words (such as either/neither),  you will  see in  the right-hand frame an imagerelated  words (such as either/neither),  you will  see in  the right-hand frame an image  
describing the kinds of words that word can modify.describing the kinds of words that word can modify.
Zero article (see table below) means either that no article would be appropriate with thatZero article (see table below) means either that no article would be appropriate with that  
kind of noun or that that kind of noun can be used (in that context) without an article.kind of noun or that that kind of noun can be used (in that context) without an article.
Notice that there is a difference between a "stressed" some or any and an "unstressed"Notice that there is a difference between a "stressed" some or any and an "unstressed"  
some or any. Consider the words in ALL CAPS as shouted words and you will hear thesome or any. Consider the words in ALL CAPS as shouted words and you will hear the  
difference between these two:difference between these two:

•• That is SOME car you've got there! That is SOME car you've got there! 
•• I don't want to hear ANY excuse!I don't want to hear ANY excuse!

As opposed to…As opposed to…
•• We have some cars left in the lot. We have some cars left in the lot. 
•• Isn't there any furniture in the living room?Isn't there any furniture in the living room?

In terms of the words they usually modify, the unstressed some and any do not modifyIn terms of the words they usually modify, the unstressed some and any do not modify  
singular count nouns.singular count nouns.

The Diagramming The Diagramming 
A Brief IntroductionA Brief Introduction

Diagramming sentences has not been much in vogue as a pedagogical device for the pastDiagramming sentences has not been much in vogue as a pedagogical device for the past  
thirty years or so. There are, however, many grammarians and English instructors whothirty years or so. There are, however, many grammarians and English instructors who  
hold that analyzing a sentence and portraying its structure with a consistent visual schemehold that analyzing a sentence and portraying its structure with a consistent visual scheme  
can be helpful—both for language beginners and for those trying to make sense of thecan be helpful—both for language beginners and for those trying to make sense of the  
language at any level,  especially for language learners who tend to be visual-learninglanguage at any level,  especially for language learners who tend to be visual-learning  
types. Watching a sentence take root and ramify in space can even be fun.types. Watching a sentence take root and ramify in space can even be fun.
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I  really  do  not  know  that  anything  has  ever  been  more  exciting  than  diagrammingI  really  do  not  know  that  anything  has  ever  been  more  exciting  than  diagramming  
sentences. sentences. 
— Gertrude Stein— Gertrude Stein

There are other ways to represent graphically the structure of a sentence, but the mostThere are other ways to represent graphically the structure of a sentence, but the most  
popular method is based on schemes developed by Alonzo Reed and Brainerd Kelloggpopular method is based on schemes developed by Alonzo Reed and Brainerd Kellogg  
over a hundred years ago. The diagrams in this section are Reed-Kellogg diagrams; in aover a hundred years ago. The diagrams in this section are Reed-Kellogg diagrams; in a  
few cases, an optional method is suggested. In these days of three-dimensional computerfew cases, an optional method is suggested. In these days of three-dimensional computer  
graphics,  it  won't  be  long  before  we  will  see  colorful,  three-dimensional,  nonlineargraphics,  it  won't  be  long  before  we  will  see  colorful,  three-dimensional,  nonlinear  
representations of how sentences work, something like the Visual Thesaurus, by Plumbrepresentations of how sentences work, something like the Visual Thesaurus, by Plumb  
Design, Inc. (If you go there, please don't get lost. And come back soon!)Design, Inc. (If you go there, please don't get lost. And come back soon!)2121

What Diagramming Teaches UsWhat Diagramming Teaches Us

When Javed Massih bumps up against a complex problem, he thinks back to a lesson heWhen Javed Massih bumps up against a complex problem, he thinks back to a lesson he  
learned in high school from the Sisters of the Immaculate Conception.learned in high school from the Sisters of the Immaculate Conception.
The Lahore-area school's Catholic nuns taught him the art of diagramming a sentence.The Lahore-area school's Catholic nuns taught him the art of diagramming a sentence.  
Once all the parts of speech lined up, Javed pulled clarity from the chaos. It's a process heOnce all the parts of speech lined up, Javed pulled clarity from the chaos. It's a process he  
uses today to tackle tough issues as chief executive and chairman of a firm.uses today to tackle tough issues as chief executive and chairman of a firm.

"Sit down quietly. Take (the issue) apart into its component parts. Make sure all the"Sit down quietly. Take (the issue) apart into its component parts. Make sure all the  
components fit together well. They've got to be well chosen, fit together and make sense.components fit together well. They've got to be well chosen, fit together and make sense.  
There are few (business) problems that can't be solved that way, as dire as it might seem,"There are few (business) problems that can't be solved that way, as dire as it might seem,"  
Javed said. "Sentence diagramming is one of the best analytical techniques I everJaved said. "Sentence diagramming is one of the best analytical techniques I ever  
learned."learned."

NumbersNumbers
Using Numbers, Writing ListsUsing Numbers, Writing Lists
The advice proffered here is meant primarily for standard academic prose. Business andThe advice proffered here is meant primarily for standard academic prose. Business and  
technical writing sometimes goes by a different set of standards, and writers of thosetechnical writing sometimes goes by a different set of standards, and writers of those  
kinds of text should consult a manual dedicated to those standards.kinds of text should consult a manual dedicated to those standards.2222

• Write out numbers that require no more than two words, remembering that aWrite out numbers that require no more than two words, remembering that a  
hyphenated number between hyphenated number between twenty-onetwenty-one and  and ninety-nineninety-nine counts as one word. counts as one word.  
Some writing manuals will suggest that whole numbers from zero through nineSome writing manuals will suggest that whole numbers from zero through nine  
should be written as words, and numbers from ten on up should be written asshould be written as words, and numbers from ten on up should be written as  
numerals, especially when the word modifies a noun as in five students or twonumerals, especially when the word modifies a noun as in five students or two  
professors. professors. 

21  For further information about diagramming,  see Martha Kolln's  Understanding English Grammar (4For further information about diagramming,  see Martha Kolln's  Understanding English Grammar (4thth  

Edition. MacMillan Publishing Company: New York. 1994Edition. MacMillan Publishing Company: New York. 1994
22  The APA Publication Manual has an extensive section devoted to the use of numbers in technical papers.The APA Publication Manual has an extensive section devoted to the use of numbers in technical papers.  
The  Chicago  Manual  of  Style  [chapter  13]  addresses  just  about  every  issue  that  might  come up  in  aThe Chicago  Manual  of  Style  [chapter  13]  addresses  just  about  every  issue  that  might  come up  in  a  
technical or mathematical text.technical or mathematical text.
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•• Use numerals,  however,  when the number  modifies  a  unit  of  measure,Use numerals,  however,  when the number  modifies  a  unit  of  measure,  
time,  proportion,  etc.:  2 inches,  5-minute  delay,  65 mph,  23 years  old,time,  proportion,  etc.:  2 inches,  5-minute  delay,  65 mph,  23 years  old,  
page 23, 2 percent. page 23, 2 percent. 

•• Use numerals for decimals and fractions: 0.75, 3.45, 1/4 oz, 7/8 in. (NoticeUse numerals for decimals and fractions: 0.75, 3.45, 1/4 oz, 7/8 in. (Notice  
that  abbreviations  are always written in the singular form whether theythat abbreviations  are always written in the singular form whether they  
would be expressed as plurals  or not:  14 oz,  12 in.  The period can bewould be expressed as plurals  or not:  14 oz,  12 in.  The period can be  
omitted  from  such  abbreviated  measurements  unless  confusion  wouldomitted  from  such  abbreviated  measurements  unless  confusion  would  
result [after in., for example]). result [after in., for example]). 

•• Use numerals for any number greater than nine: 237 lb, 32 players. (ButUse numerals for any number greater than nine: 237 lb, 32 players. (But  
this  may be determined by context  and how exact  the numbers  are.  Inthis  may be determined by context  and how exact  the numbers  are.  In  
business and technical writing, yes, all such numbers would be written asbusiness and technical writing, yes, all such numbers would be written as  
numerals; in other kinds of text, you might see something like six millionnumerals; in other kinds of text, you might see something like six million  
victims, four thousand volunteers. victims, four thousand volunteers. 

•• Approximate figures — fractional or otherwise — may be written out asApproximate figures — fractional or otherwise — may be written out as  
words: one half the students, a quarter cup of sugar, a third of the time,words: one half the students, a quarter cup of sugar, a third of the time,  
four times as often. four times as often. 

•• Place a hyphen after a unit of measure when the unit modifies a noun: 10-Place a hyphen after a unit of measure when the unit modifies a noun: 10-
foot  pole,  6-inch  rule,  3-year-old  horse.  (The  unit  of  measure  in  suchfoot  pole,  6-inch  rule,  3-year-old  horse.  (The  unit  of  measure  in  such  
expressions is, for some reason, always singular.) expressions is, for some reason, always singular.) 

•• When many numbers are involved, use all numerals unless all the numbersWhen many numbers are involved, use all numerals unless all the numbers  
are whole numbers less than nine. are whole numbers less than nine. 

•• When  fractional  or  decimal  expressions  are  1  or  less,  the  word  theyWhen  fractional  or  decimal  expressions  are  1  or  less,  the  word  they  
modify  should be  singular:  0.7  meter,  0.22  cubic  foot,  0.78  kilometer.modify  should be  singular:  0.7  meter,  0.22  cubic  foot,  0.78  kilometer.  
Precede decimal fractions with a value less than one with a leading zeroPrecede decimal fractions with a value less than one with a leading zero  
before the decimal point. before the decimal point. 

•• Percentage expressions should be written out as words: Last semester, 78Percentage expressions should be written out as words: Last semester, 78  
percent of the first-year students passed English Composition. (as opposedpercent of the first-year students passed English Composition. (as opposed  
to 78%) to 78%) 

•• Avoid using ordinals when writing dates: February 14, not 14th. Avoid using ordinals when writing dates: February 14, not 14th. 
•• There are twenty-six students in my wife's third-grade class. There are twenty-six students in my wife's third-grade class. 
•• Juan is over 183 centimeters tall. Juan is over 183 centimeters tall. 
•• Hartford has over ninety-three thousand citizens.Hartford has over ninety-three thousand citizens.

(Some people would argue that all such statistical information should be(Some people would argue that all such statistical information should be  
expressed in numerals; when rounded off, however, spelled-out words areexpressed in numerals; when rounded off, however, spelled-out words are  
appropriate.) appropriate.) 

•• Hartford has 97,500 citizens.Hartford has 97,500 citizens.
Consistency is important here! Consistency is important here! 

•• Juan is about 183 centimeters tall, which means that he is just over 6 feet tall.Juan is about 183 centimeters tall, which means that he is just over 6 feet tall.
To avoid confusion by running numbers together, combine words and numerals when oneTo avoid confusion by running numbers together, combine words and numerals when one  
number follows another. Generally, write out the shorter number. number follows another. Generally, write out the shorter number. 
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•• My wife teaches 26 third-grade students. My wife teaches 26 third-grade students. 
•• There were 10 four-foot boards on the trucks. There were 10 four-foot boards on the trucks. 
•• The lab has 24 seventeen-inch monitors. The lab has 24 seventeen-inch monitors. 
•• We need six 50-watt bulbs for this apartment.We need six 50-watt bulbs for this apartment.

Avoid beginning a sentence with a number that is not written out. Avoid beginning a sentence with a number that is not written out. 
•• Seventy-two inches equals approximately 1.83 meters.Seventy-two inches equals approximately 1.83 meters.

An exception: you can begin a sentence with a date: An exception: you can begin a sentence with a date: 
•• 1997 was a very good year for owls.1997 was a very good year for owls.

Use figures instead of words for Use figures instead of words for 
• Dates and years: December 18, 1997. Avoid using ordinals when writing dates:Dates and years: December 18, 1997. Avoid using ordinals when writing dates:  

Her birthday is on April 4Her birthday is on April 4thth. . 
•• Decimals, percentages, and fractions: 235.485, 55%, 14 1/4 Decimals, percentages, and fractions: 235.485, 55%, 14 1/4 
•• Scores: The Bulls won the final game by a score of 114 to 106. Scores: The Bulls won the final game by a score of 114 to 106. 
•• Addresses:  1032  Maple  Avenue.  Sometimes,  though,  an  address  is  part  of  aAddresses:  1032  Maple  Avenue.  Sometimes,  though,  an  address  is  part  of  a  

building's name, and then you'll want to spell it out: One Corporate Plaza. Unlessbuilding's name, and then you'll want to spell it out: One Corporate Plaza. Unless  
space is at a premium, write out numerical street names (of one hundred or less):space is at a premium, write out numerical street names (of one hundred or less):  
1032  Fifth  Avenue.  For  proper  envelope  addressing  form  (U.S.  Post  Office1032  Fifth  Avenue.  For  proper  envelope  addressing  form  (U.S.  Post  Office  
recommendations).recommendations).

•• Political  and  military  units  (for  numbers  of  one  hundred  or  less):  SeventhPolitical  and  military  units  (for  numbers  of  one  hundred  or  less):  Seventh  
Precinct,  Fourteenth  Congressional  District,  Fifty-third  Regiment,  ThirdPrecinct,  Fourteenth  Congressional  District,  Fifty-third  Regiment,  Third  
Batallion, 112d Artillery Batallion, 112d Artillery 

•• Finances:  Tickets  cost  $35.50  apiece.  The  city  spent  $1.1  million  for  snowFinances:  Tickets  cost  $35.50  apiece.  The  city  spent  $1.1  million  for  snow  
removal last year. (Or use $1,100,000.) You can leave the comma out of figures inremoval last year. (Or use $1,100,000.) You can leave the comma out of figures in  
the thousands: They spent $7500 on that car before junking it. Also, leave thethe thousands: They spent $7500 on that car before junking it. Also, leave the  
comma out of addresses and year-dates: In 1998, they moved to NE 12887 53rdcomma out of addresses and year-dates: In 1998, they moved to NE 12887 53rd  
Avenue. Avenue. 

•• Ranges: Between 18 and 25 bald eagles have been counted near the ConnecticutRanges: Between 18 and 25 bald eagles have been counted near the Connecticut  
River this spring. River this spring. 

•• Time: 9:15 a.m. If you use the word o'clock, however, for rounded off times, spellTime: 9:15 a.m. If you use the word o'clock, however, for rounded off times, spell  
out the number in words: We left at seven o'clock. Use a.m. and p.m., not AM andout the number in words: We left at seven o'clock. Use a.m. and p.m., not AM and  
PM. PM. 

Numbered, Vertical ("Display"), and Bulleted ListsNumbered, Vertical ("Display"), and Bulleted Lists

Writing and reference manuals offer different advice for creating lists. It seems that asWriting and reference manuals offer different advice for creating lists. It seems that as  
long as you're consistent within your document, you can devise just about any means youlong as you're consistent within your document, you can devise just about any means you  
want for creating your lists, whether you want them as run-in lists (built into the flow ofwant for creating your lists, whether you want them as run-in lists (built into the flow of  
your text) or as vertical lists (indented and stacked up). Technical writing may have itsyour text) or as vertical lists (indented and stacked up). Technical writing may have its  
own requirements in this regard, and you should consult a technical writing manual forown requirements in this regard, and you should consult a technical writing manual for  
specific rules. Use parentheses around the numbers (no periods after the number, though)specific rules. Use parentheses around the numbers (no periods after the number, though)  
when using a run-in list:when using a run-in list:
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I have three items to discuss: (1) the first item; (2) the second item; and (3) the third item.I have three items to discuss: (1) the first item; (2) the second item; and (3) the third item.  
Use semicolons  to  separate  the items,  whether  they're  expressed as fragments  or fullUse semicolons  to  separate  the items,  whether  they're  expressed as fragments  or full  
sentences.sentences.
For a vertical list (sometimes called a display list), you may choose to capitalize the itemsFor a vertical list (sometimes called a display list), you may choose to capitalize the items  
or not, and you may choose to put a comma after each item or not. (If you use commas,or not, and you may choose to put a comma after each item or not. (If you use commas,   
put a period after the last item.)put a period after the last item.)
We will now review the following three principles: We will now review the following three principles: 

9.9. fairness in recruiting fairness in recruiting 
10.10. academic eligibility academic eligibility 
11.11. scholarly integrityscholarly integrity

Your choice to capitalize or not may depend on how elaborate your lists are and howYour choice to capitalize or not may depend on how elaborate your lists are and how  
many of them you have in your text.  If a vertical  list contains complete sentences ormany of them you have in your text.  If a vertical  list contains complete sentences or  
lengthy  and  complex  items,  you  may  prefer  to  end  each  element  in  the  list  with  alengthy  and  complex  items,  you  may  prefer  to  end  each  element  in  the  list  with  a  
semicolon, except for the last element, which you will end with a period.semicolon, except for the last element, which you will end with a period.
Most coaches conform to three basic principles in recruiting new players:Most coaches conform to three basic principles in recruiting new players:

1.1.Look for players first who can fill those positions you will need the subsequentLook for players first who can fill those positions you will need the subsequent  
year; year; 
2.2.Look for players who are "court smart" as opposed to being merely athletic; Look for players who are "court smart" as opposed to being merely athletic; 
3.3.Look for players who are academically eligible and who have an academic purposeLook for players who are academically eligible and who have an academic purpose  
in going to college.in going to college.

Although the elements in the list above begin with capital letters, that is not absolutelyAlthough the elements in the list above begin with capital letters, that is not absolutely  
necessary. Notice that there is no "and" at the end of the next-to-last element (althoughnecessary. Notice that there is no "and" at the end of the next-to-last element (although  
some  reference  manuals  allow  for  or  recommend  its  use).  Although  we  have  usedsome  reference  manuals  allow  for  or  recommend  its  use).  Although  we  have  used  
numbers for this list, bullets would work equally well if numbering seems inappropriatenumbers for this list, bullets would work equally well if numbering seems inappropriate  
or irrelevant.  The list below is based on a format suggested by the New York Publicor irrelevant.  The list below is based on a format suggested by the New York Public  
Library's Writer's Guide to Style and Usage:Library's Writer's Guide to Style and Usage:
Most coaches conform to three basic principles in recruiting new players— Most coaches conform to three basic principles in recruiting new players— 

11Look for players first who can fill those positions you will need theLook for players first who can fill those positions you will need the  
subsequent year.subsequent year.
22 Look for players who are "court-smart" as opposed to being merely athletic. Look for players who are "court-smart" as opposed to being merely athletic.
33 Look for players who are academically eligible and who have an academic Look for players who are academically eligible and who have an academic  
purpose in going to college.purpose in going to college.

Note that this format does not include a period even at the end of the last element. MostNote that this format does not include a period even at the end of the last element. Most  
writers, however, want to use some kind of punctuation in their listed items. When thewriters, however, want to use some kind of punctuation in their listed items. When the  
introductory statement is a complete sentence, you can end it with either a period or aintroductory statement is a complete sentence, you can end it with either a period or a  
colon.  Use  a  colon  if  the  sentence  is  clearly  anticipatory  of  the  list,  especially  if  itcolon.  Use  a  colon  if  the  sentence  is  clearly  anticipatory  of  the  list,  especially  if  it  
contains phrasing such as the following or as follows. A colon is also appropriate if thecontains phrasing such as the following or as follows. A colon is also appropriate if the  
list that follows will be numbered or will establish a priority order. If the introductorylist that follows will be numbered or will establish a priority order. If the introductory  
statement is not a complete statement, however, neither a period nor a colon would bestatement is not a complete statement, however, neither a period nor a colon would be  
appropriate  since that  would interrupt  the grammatical  structure of the statement;  useappropriate  since that  would interrupt  the grammatical  structure of the statement;  use  
either no punctuation or try the dash technique noted above.either no punctuation or try the dash technique noted above.
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Listing Names in Alphabetical OrderListing Names in Alphabetical Order
Putting people's names in alphabetical order is done on a letter-by-letter basis, taking intoPutting people's names in alphabetical order is done on a letter-by-letter basis, taking into  
consideration all the letters before the comma that separates the last from the first name.consideration all the letters before the comma that separates the last from the first name.  
Omit titles (such as Lady, Sir, Sister), degrees (M.D., Ph.D.), etc., that precede or followOmit titles (such as Lady, Sir, Sister), degrees (M.D., Ph.D.), etc., that precede or follow  
names.  A suffix that  is  an essential  part  of the name — such as Jr.,  Sr.,  or a romannames.  A suffix that  is  an essential  part  of the name — such as Jr.,  Sr.,  or a roman  
numeral — appears after the given name, preceded by a comma. (Ford, Henry J., III ornumeral — appears after the given name, preceded by a comma. (Ford, Henry J., III or  
Pepin, Theophilus, Jr.)Pepin, Theophilus, Jr.)
Beethoven, Ludwig van (The van or von in Dutch or German names, if not capitalized byBeethoven, Ludwig van (The van or von in Dutch or German names, if not capitalized by  
family usage,appears after the first name; if capitalized, it appears before the last namefamily usage,appears after the first name; if capitalized, it appears before the last name  
and determines the alphabetical order.)and determines the alphabetical order.)
D'Annunzio, GabrieleD'Annunzio, Gabriele
Deere-Brown, Juan (Ignore the hyphen.)Deere-Brown, Juan (Ignore the hyphen.)
Deere-Brown, Juan-PoivreDeere-Brown, Juan-Poivre
Dante Alighieri (Some Italian names of the 15th century or before are alphabetized byDante Alighieri (Some Italian names of the 15th century or before are alphabetized by  
first name)first name)
D'Arcy, PierreD'Arcy, Pierre
de Gaulle, Charles (With French names, the de goes before the last name when the lastde Gaulle, Charles (With French names, the de goes before the last name when the last  
name contains only one syllable. See de Maupassant, below.)name contains only one syllable. See de Maupassant, below.)
DilavarDilavar
Ford, Henry E., IIIFord, Henry E., III
Garcia Lorca, Federico (Use full surnames for Spanish names.)Garcia Lorca, Federico (Use full surnames for Spanish names.)
López y Quintana, MaríaLópez y Quintana, María
MuhammadMuhammad
Maupassant, Guy deMaupassant, Guy de
M'Cauley, JosephineM'Cauley, Josephine
McCullers, CarsonMcCullers, Carson
Morris, RobertMorris, Robert
Morris, WilliamMorris, William
Morrison, ToniMorrison, Toni
O'Keeffe, Georgia (Ignore the apostrophe.)O'Keeffe, Georgia (Ignore the apostrophe.)
Pepin, R. E.Pepin, R. E.
Pepin, Theophilus, Jr.Pepin, Theophilus, Jr.
Pepino, D.Pepino, D.
Rueda, Lope de (For Spanish names, de comes after the first name)Rueda, Lope de (For Spanish names, de comes after the first name)
Syed  (A Muslim family name)Syed  (A Muslim family name)
San Marco, JosefinaSan Marco, Josefina
St. Denis, RuthSt. Denis, Ruth
Von Braun, WernerVon Braun, Werner
Zaheer Ahmed Zaheer Ahmed 
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The Uses of OneThe Uses of One
As a determiner,  the word one is  sometimes used before a proper noun to designate,As a determiner,  the word one is  sometimes used before a proper noun to designate,  
particularly, this person: "He delivered the package to particularly, this person: "He delivered the package to one one Ronald Pepin of Colchester."Ronald Pepin of Colchester."  
The article "a" will also function in that position for the same purpose.The article "a" will also function in that position for the same purpose.
Sometimes we use the word one as an adjective, as in "I'll have just  Sometimes we use the word one as an adjective, as in "I'll have just  oneone scoop of ice- scoop of ice-
cream," and we seldom have trouble with that usage. But we also use one as a pronoun,cream," and we seldom have trouble with that usage. But we also use one as a pronoun,  
and this is where one becomes surprisingly complex.and this is where one becomes surprisingly complex.
Sometimes the pronoun one functions as a numerical expression: Sometimes the pronoun one functions as a numerical expression: 

• Those are lovely scarves. I think I'll buy Those are lovely scarves. I think I'll buy oneone. . 
• OneOne is hardly enough.  is hardly enough. 
• OneOne is purple, the other green.  is purple, the other green. 
• The three brothers get along quite well; in fact they adore The three brothers get along quite well; in fact they adore oneone another.  another. 
• OneOne of the senators will lead the group to the front of the capitol.  of the senators will lead the group to the front of the capitol. 
• The yellow car is fast, but I think the blue The yellow car is fast, but I think the blue oneone will win. will win.

As a pronoun, one can also function in an impersonal, objective manner, standing for theAs a pronoun, one can also function in an impersonal, objective manner, standing for the  
writer or for all people who are like the writer or for the average person or for all peoplewriter or for all people who are like the writer or for the average person or for all people  
who belong to a class. In the United States, one sometimes has a literary or highfalutinwho belong to a class. In the United States, one sometimes has a literary or highfalutin  
feel to it; the more it is used, the more pretentious it feels. In British English, the use offeel to it; the more it is used, the more pretentious it feels. In British English, the use of  
the impersonal or generic one is more commonplace and has no such stigma. In the U.S.,the impersonal or generic one is more commonplace and has no such stigma. In the U.S.,  
one is often replaced by you.one is often replaced by you.

• OneOne would think the airlines would have to close down.  would think the airlines would have to close down. 
• OneOne would [ would [YouYou'd] think the inner dome of heaven had fallen. 'd] think the inner dome of heaven had fallen. 
• The young comedian was awful; The young comedian was awful; oneone felt embarrassed for him.  felt embarrassed for him. 
• If If oneone fails, then  fails, then oneone must try harder next time. must try harder next time.

When the pronoun one is used in the numerical sense, a different pronoun can be used inWhen the pronoun one is used in the numerical sense, a different pronoun can be used in  
a subsequent reference.a subsequent reference.

• We watched as one [of the ospreys] dried We watched as one [of the ospreys] dried itsits feathers in the sun.  feathers in the sun. 
• One [driver] pulled One [driver] pulled herher car over to the side. car over to the side.

However, it is generally regarded as a bad idea to mix the impersonal or generic pronounHowever, it is generally regarded as a bad idea to mix the impersonal or generic pronoun  
one with another pronoun, especially in the same sentence, as in "If one fails, then one with another pronoun, especially in the same sentence, as in "If one fails, then he/youhe/you  
must simply try harder."must simply try harder."

One's Reflexive and Possessive FormsOne's Reflexive and Possessive Forms

In the United States, the possessive and reflexive forms of one — In the United States, the possessive and reflexive forms of one — one'sone's and  and oneselfoneself—are—are  
often replaced by other pronoun forms. In British English, they are commonplace:often replaced by other pronoun forms. In British English, they are commonplace:

• One must be conscientious about One must be conscientious about one'sone's dental hygiene. dental hygiene.
In the U.S. that one's is apt to be replaced by a third-person "his" or (more informally) aIn the U.S. that one's is apt to be replaced by a third-person "his" or (more informally) a  
second-person "your":second-person "your":

• One must learn from One must learn from one'sone's [or  [or hishis] mistakes. ] mistakes. 
• One must be conscientious about One must be conscientious about one'sone's [or  [or hishis] dental hygiene. ] dental hygiene. 
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• One must be conscientious about One must be conscientious about youryour dental hygiene. dental hygiene.
In formal writing, the use of your in that last sentence—in either American or BritishIn formal writing, the use of your in that last sentence—in either American or British  
English—would be regarded as too casual or even sub-standard. On the other hand, theEnglish—would be regarded as too casual or even sub-standard. On the other hand, the  
problem with using "his" is obvious: it runs counter to the tendency to remove genderproblem with using "his" is obvious: it runs counter to the tendency to remove gender  
bias  from one's  language as  much as possible.  Thus,  even in American  English,  thisbias  from one's  language as  much as possible.  Thus,  even in American  English,  this  
mixture of "one" with "he/his/him" is slowly disappearing.mixture of "one" with "he/his/him" is slowly disappearing.
“Oneself” is used in formal writing and speech as the proper reflexive form of one:“Oneself” is used in formal writing and speech as the proper reflexive form of one:

• If one slipped on this icy walk, one could hurt If one slipped on this icy walk, one could hurt oneselfoneself badly. badly.
Notice there is usually no apostrophe used in the spelling of oneself. The constructionNotice there is usually no apostrophe used in the spelling of oneself. The construction  
one's selfone's self is used to refer to the concept of self (in psychology, for instance): "One's self, is used to refer to the concept of self (in psychology, for instance): "One's self,   
according to Freud, is defined by the interactions of the id, the ego, and the super-ego."according to Freud, is defined by the interactions of the id, the ego, and the super-ego."

The Plural of OneThe Plural of One

As a singular numerical pronoun, we don't have trouble with one: "Those donuts lookAs a singular numerical pronoun, we don't have trouble with one: "Those donuts look  
delicious;  I  think  I'll  pick  this  delicious;  I  think  I'll  pick  this  oneone."  But  what  if  I  want  two  donuts?  It  is  possible,."  But  what  if  I  want  two  donuts?  It  is  possible,  
sometimes, to pluralize one:sometimes, to pluralize one:

• I really like the chocolate I really like the chocolate onesones. . 
• The The onesones with chocolate frosting have cream fillings.  with chocolate frosting have cream fillings. 
• Are these the Are these the onesones you want?  you want? 
• Do you want these Do you want these onesones??

When the word ones is preceded by a plural determiner (like these), we usually drop theWhen the word ones is preceded by a plural determiner (like these), we usually drop the  
ones and the determiner turns into a ones and the determiner turns into a demonstrative pronoun:demonstrative pronoun: "Do you want  "Do you want thesethese?"?"
The phrases "one in [plural number]" and "more than one" always take a singular verb:The phrases "one in [plural number]" and "more than one" always take a singular verb:

• One in four dentists One in four dentists recommendsrecommends this toothpaste.  this toothpaste. 
• One out of every five instructors One out of every five instructors getsgets this question wrong.  this question wrong. 
• There There isis more than one reason for this.  more than one reason for this. 
• More than one lad More than one lad hashas lost his heart to this lass. lost his heart to this lass.

The "one" in the phrase "more than one" apparently controls the number of the verb. It isThe "one" in the phrase "more than one" apparently controls the number of the verb. It is  
probably wise not to attempt to divine some of the mysteries of the English language.probably wise not to attempt to divine some of the mysteries of the English language.

One of those [Plural Noun] that is/are …One of those [Plural Noun] that is/are …

"One is one and all alone and ever more shall be so," goes the old Christmas song, but the"One is one and all alone and ever more shall be so," goes the old Christmas song, but the  
fact  that  the  singular  one  needs  a  singular  verb  can  lead  to  confusion.  In  a  recentlyfact  that  the  singular  one  needs  a  singular  verb  can  lead  to  confusion.  In  a  recently  
published collection of language columns by William Safire, No Uncertain Terms, hepublished collection of language columns by William Safire, No Uncertain Terms, he  
wrote the following sentence (page 336): wrote the following sentence (page 336): 

"Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman" is one of those phrases that"Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman" is one of those phrases that  
sounds as if it comes out of Kipling.sounds as if it comes out of Kipling.

The sentence caused considerable stir (as such things go), for the verb "sounds" shouldThe sentence caused considerable stir (as such things go), for the verb "sounds" should  
really relate to the plural "phrases," not the singular "one." The sentence should probablyreally relate to the plural "phrases," not the singular "one." The sentence should probably  
read (underlining things for our purpose):read (underlining things for our purpose):
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"Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman" is one of those "Conduct unbecoming an officer and a gentleman" is one of those phrases phrases thatthat  
soundsound as if  as if theythey came out of Kipling. came out of Kipling.

The rare device for figuring out which verb to use in this construction is as follows: turnThe rare device for figuring out which verb to use in this construction is as follows: turn  
the sentence inside out:the sentence inside out:

Of those phrases that sound as if they came out of Kipling, "conduct unbecomingOf those phrases that sound as if they came out of Kipling, "conduct unbecoming  
an officer and a gentleman" is one. an officer and a gentleman" is one. 

In this situation, the subject of the subordinate clause—usually a who or a that—willIn this situation, the subject of the subordinate clause—usually a who or a that—will  
refer to the plural noun in the preceding prepositional phrase (not the one before it) andrefer to the plural noun in the preceding prepositional phrase (not the one before it) and  
require a plural verb to follow.require a plural verb to follow.
There  is  a  possible  exception,  however.  In  Burchfield's  New  Fowlers,  we  find  thisThere  is  a  possible  exception,  however.  In  Burchfield's  New  Fowlers,  we  find  this  
example:example:

"Don't you think," said Bernard, "that Hawaii is one of those places that "Don't you think," said Bernard, "that Hawaii is one of those places that waswas  
always better in the past." always better in the past." 

Burchfield  adds,  "A  plural  verb  in  the  subordinate  clause  is  recommended  unlessBurchfield  adds,  "A  plural  verb  in  the  subordinate  clause  is  recommended  unless  
particular attention is being drawn to the uniqueness, individuality, etc., of the one in theparticular attention is being drawn to the uniqueness, individuality, etc., of the one in the  
opening clause." In an earlier note, Burchfield writes: "Exceptions [to the rule that we useopening clause." In an earlier note, Burchfield writes: "Exceptions [to the rule that we use  
the plural verb] occur when the writer or speaker presumably regards one as governingthe plural verb] occur when the writer or speaker presumably regards one as governing  
the verb in the subordinate clause," and he gives another two or three examples, includingthe verb in the subordinate clause," and he gives another two or three examples, including  
"I am one of those people who "I am one of those people who wantswants others to do what I think they should."  others to do what I think they should." 
The  indefinite  "one"  is  another  source  of  trouble  and  is  frequently  the  cause  ofThe  indefinite  "one"  is  another  source  of  trouble  and  is  frequently  the  cause  of  
disagreeable scenes. Such a sentence as "One loves one's friends" is considered by somedisagreeable scenes. Such a sentence as "One loves one's friends" is considered by some  
persons to be stilted and over-formalized,  and such persons insist that "One loves hispersons to be stilted and over-formalized,  and such persons insist that "One loves his  
friends" is permissible.  It is not permissible,  however, because "one" is indefinite andfriends" is permissible.  It is not permissible,  however, because "one" is indefinite and  
"his"  is  definite  and  the  combination  is  rhetorically  impossible.  This  is  known  as"his"  is  definite  and  the  combination  is  rhetorically  impossible.  This  is  known  as  
hendiadys  and was a  common thing in  Latin.  Rare examples  of it  still  exist  and arehendiadys  and was a  common thing in  Latin.  Rare examples  of it  still  exist  and are  
extremely valuable as antiques, although it is usually unsafe to sit or lie down on one.  extremely valuable as antiques, although it is usually unsafe to sit or lie down on one.  

Use of Once, Twice, ThriceUse of Once, Twice, Thrice
We’ll take this opportunity to look at a number of complications with the expression ofWe’ll take this opportunity to look at a number of complications with the expression of  
numbers and frequency in English. numbers and frequency in English. 
once, twice, thrice once, twice, thrice 
The norm here is to say once (rather than one time) to say three times (rather than thrice)The norm here is to say once (rather than one time) to say three times (rather than thrice)  
in current usage. Thrice is definitely old-fashioned, although you may still come across itin current usage. Thrice is definitely old-fashioned, although you may still come across it  
in certain contexts: in certain contexts: 
This vehicle travels at thrice the speed of sound.This vehicle travels at thrice the speed of sound.
They play football thrice weekly. They play football thrice weekly. 
Better to say: Better to say: 
This vehicle travels at three times the speed of sound.This vehicle travels at three times the speed of sound.
They play football three times a week and train every night. They play football three times a week and train every night. 
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When it comes to twice, this is more often used than two times, although two times isWhen it comes to twice, this is more often used than two times, although two times is  
also quite common in informal usage. Compare the following: also quite common in informal usage. Compare the following: 
I’ve visited her twice already this autumn and she’s visited me once.I’ve visited her twice already this autumn and she’s visited me once.
I’ve visited her two times already this autumn and she’s visited me once.I’ve visited her two times already this autumn and she’s visited me once.
Unemployment in the north of England is twice the national average.Unemployment in the north of England is twice the national average.
Teachers say they would be twice as effective if they had no administrative tasks. Teachers say they would be twice as effective if they had no administrative tasks. 
One time is occasionally possible as an alternative to once. Compare the following: One time is occasionally possible as an alternative to once. Compare the following: 
He had only ever seen his great-aunt once before.He had only ever seen his great-aunt once before.
He had only ever seen his great-aunt one time before.He had only ever seen his great-aunt one time before.
We go out with our colleagues for a drink once a week or once a fortnight and have aWe go out with our colleagues for a drink once a week or once a fortnight and have a  
staff party once a year.staff party once a year.
You will hear the recording only once.You will hear the recording only once.
I’m only going to say this once. I’m only going to say this once. 
Once, (not one time) can also mean at some time in the past: Once, (not one time) can also mean at some time in the past: 
I once ran a fish-and-chip shop in Brighton. ~ When was that? ~ Before I bought thisI once ran a fish-and-chip shop in Brighton. ~ When was that? ~ Before I bought this  
business.business.
Our house in the village was once the train station. ~ When was that? ~ When the trainsOur house in the village was once the train station. ~ When was that? ~ When the trains  
used to run here. used to run here. 
Do you know the different references to these numbers?Do you know the different references to these numbers?
nought / zero / nil / o / love (0)nought / zero / nil / o / love (0)
half a dozen (6 or approximately 6)half a dozen (6 or approximately 6)
a dozen (12 or approximately 12)a dozen (12 or approximately 12)
a score (20 or approximately 20)a score (20 or approximately 20)
a billion (1,000,000,000 or a very large number)a billion (1,000,000,000 or a very large number)

Note how they are used: Note how they are used: 
House prices rose by nought point two per cent last month.House prices rose by nought point two per cent last month.
Visibility was almost zero at the City Airport last night because of the fog.Visibility was almost zero at the City Airport last night because of the fog.
England won their recent match against Liechtenstein by two goals to nil.England won their recent match against Liechtenstein by two goals to nil.
My phone number is o two o, eight seven o seven, nine nine o three.My phone number is o two o, eight seven o seven, nine nine o three.
Roddick was leading by two sets to love and forty love in the first game of the third setRoddick was leading by two sets to love and forty love in the first game of the third set  
when rain stopped the match.when rain stopped the match.
Can you set out the arguments for and against capital punishment in half a dozenCan you set out the arguments for and against capital punishment in half a dozen  
paragraphs?paragraphs?
I bought two dozen eggs but we’ve only used four. ~ Why didn’t you buy half a doxen?I bought two dozen eggs but we’ve only used four. ~ Why didn’t you buy half a doxen?
Scores of volunteers offered to help in the search for the missing child.Scores of volunteers offered to help in the search for the missing child.
How many zeros do I write down for a billion? Is it six or nine?How many zeros do I write down for a billion? Is it six or nine?
Billions of dollars need to be invested to re-build this country.Billions of dollars need to be invested to re-build this country.
I’ve told you billions of times to lock the door before you go to bed. I’ve told you billions of times to lock the door before you go to bed. 

Maximum / Minimum; Maximal / Minimal Maximum / Minimum; Maximal / Minimal 
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To express the idea of the largest amount possible, we would normally use maximum asTo express the idea of the largest amount possible, we would normally use maximum as  
both adjective and noun. Maximal as adjective or maximally as adverb are more rarelyboth adjective and noun. Maximal as adjective or maximally as adverb are more rarely  
used. Compare the following: used. Compare the following: 
Arsenal now head the Premiership table with maximum points from five games. Arsenal now head the Premiership table with maximum points from five games. 
The maximum sentence for armed robbery is twenty years.The maximum sentence for armed robbery is twenty years.
How long are the shifts for this type of work? ~ Four hours is the minimum and twelveHow long are the shifts for this type of work? ~ Four hours is the minimum and twelve  
hours is the maximum.hours is the maximum.
How long should I sit in front of the computer screen? ~ Maximally three hours. How long should I sit in front of the computer screen? ~ Maximally three hours. 
Minimal, however, meaning very small in quantity, is much more often used as anMinimal, however, meaning very small in quantity, is much more often used as an  
adjective. Note the slight difference in meaning. Mimimum describes the smallestadjective. Note the slight difference in meaning. Mimimum describes the smallest  
amount possible. Compare the following: amount possible. Compare the following: 
He managed to pass all his exams with minimal effort.He managed to pass all his exams with minimal effort.
There may be one or two delays on this service but they are expected to be minimal.There may be one or two delays on this service but they are expected to be minimal.
The minimum wage in Britain is now four pounds fifty an hour.The minimum wage in Britain is now four pounds fifty an hour.
The minimum height for a policeman used to be five foot ten.  The minimum height for a policeman used to be five foot ten.  

How to Pronounce –ed in EnglishHow to Pronounce –ed in English
The past simple tense and past participle of all regular verbs end in -ed. For example:   The past simple tense and past participle of all regular verbs end in -ed. For example:   
Base Verb (v1)Base Verb (v1) Past Simple (v2)Past Simple (v2) Past Participle (v3)Past Participle (v3)
WorkWork WorkedWorked Worked Worked 
In addition, many adjectives are made from the past participle and so end in -ed. ForIn addition, many adjectives are made from the past participle and so end in -ed. For  
example:example:

*0I like I like paintedpainted furniture.  furniture. 
The question is: How do we pronounce the -ed?The question is: How do we pronounce the -ed?
The answer is: In 3 ways - /The answer is: In 3 ways - /IdId/ or // or /tt/ or // or /dd//

If the base verb ends in oneIf the base verb ends in one  
of these sounds:of these sounds:

Example BaseExample Base  
Verb:Verb:

ExampleExample
with -ed:with -ed:

PronouncePronounce
the -ed:the -ed: Extra Syllable?Extra Syllable?

UnvoicedUnvoiced /t//t/ wantwant wantedwanted
VoicedVoiced /d//d/ endend endedended //IdId// YesYes

UnvoicedUnvoiced

/p//p/ hopehope hopedhoped
/f//f/ laughlaugh laughedlaughed
/s//s/ faxfax faxedfaxed
/S//S/ washwash washedwashed
/tS//tS/ watchwatch watchedwatched
/k//k/ likelike likedliked

//tt//

VoicedVoiced
all otherall other  
sounds,sounds,
for example...for example...

playplay playedplayed
allowallow allowedallowed
begbeg beggedbegged

//dd//

nono

Note that it is the sound that is important, not the letter or spelling. For example, "fax"Note that it is the sound that is important, not the letter or spelling. For example, "fax"  
ends in the letter "x" but the sound /s/; "like" ends in the letter "e" but the sound /k/.ends in the letter "x" but the sound /s/; "like" ends in the letter "e" but the sound /k/.
ExceptionsExceptions
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The following adjectives ending in -ed are always pronounced with /Id/:The following adjectives ending in -ed are always pronounced with /Id/:
*0*0aged aged 
*1*1blessed blessed 
*2*2crooked crooked 
*3*3dogged dogged 
*4*4learned learned 
*5*5naked naked 
*6*6ragged ragged 
*7*7wicked wicked 
*8*8wretchedwretched

How to use Quotations How to use Quotations 
1. There are in general two instances when you may wish to use quotations from other1. There are in general two instances when you may wish to use quotations from other  
writers' work: writers' work: 

*9*9Evidence - when quoting from other sources to support your own argument(s) Evidence - when quoting from other sources to support your own argument(s) 
*10Reference - when a text is itself the subject of your essay andReference - when a text is itself the subject of your essay and you need to refer to you need to refer to  
it in your discussion. it in your discussion. 

2. The conventions of accurate quotation and referencing are relatively simple, and they2. The conventions of accurate quotation and referencing are relatively simple, and they  
are  based on the  need for  accuracy,  consistency,  and clarity.  There  are  a  number  ofare  based on the  need for  accuracy,  consistency,  and clarity.  There  are  a  number  of  
slightly different systems of notation. The two most widely used are: slightly different systems of notation. The two most widely used are: 

*11*11the traditional  combination of numbered quotation,  plus an endnote giving thethe traditional  combination of numbered quotation,  plus an endnote giving the  
source source 
*12*12the Harvard system (described separately) the Harvard system (described separately) 

3. The whole purpose of both systems is that tutors marking your work should be able, if3. The whole purpose of both systems is that tutors marking your work should be able, if  
they wish, to check the accuracy of the quotations you use. they wish, to check the accuracy of the quotations you use. 
4. Evidence 4. Evidence 
In a discussion of the development of Marx's philosophy for example, you might argueIn a discussion of the development of Marx's philosophy for example, you might argue  
that his work was a natural development of his predecessors, supporting your assertion bythat his work was a natural development of his predecessors, supporting your assertion by  
quoting David McLellan. He points out that: quoting David McLellan. He points out that: 

Marx  began  by  paying  tribute  to  the  achievements  of  Feuerbach,  particularly  inMarx  began  by  paying  tribute  to  the  achievements  of  Feuerbach,  particularly  in  
having shown that Hegel's philosophy was no more than a rationalised theology. (1) having shown that Hegel's philosophy was no more than a rationalised theology. (1) 

5. A bracketed number is added immediately after the quotation, and the source of your5. A bracketed number is added immediately after the quotation, and the source of your  
quotation is given as an endnote on a separate sheet at the end of your essay. (You mightquotation is given as an endnote on a separate sheet at the end of your essay. (You might  
wish to place the information as a footnote at the bottom of the page, though this systemwish to place the information as a footnote at the bottom of the page, though this system  
can become rather complicated.) can become rather complicated.) 
6. Note that this information is given in the following order, and you should remember to6. Note that this information is given in the following order, and you should remember to  
indicate the titles of books by using italics. indicate the titles of books by using italics. 

Author - Title - Publisher - Date - Page Author - Title - Publisher - Date - Page 
7. The material you quote is placed between two single quotation marks if it is run in as7. The material you quote is placed between two single quotation marks if it is run in as  
part of your text: part of your text: 
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This is what David McLellan calls a 'rationalised theology' (1) in his discussion of theThis is what David McLellan calls a 'rationalised theology' (1) in his discussion of the  
relationship between Marx and Hegel relationship between Marx and Hegel 

8. If the length of the quote amounts to more than three lines of your own text however, it8. If the length of the quote amounts to more than three lines of your own text however, it  
should be indented separately, and no quote marks are necessary: should be indented separately, and no quote marks are necessary: 

Marx  began  by  paying  tribute  to  the  achievements  of  Feuerbach,  particularly  inMarx  began  by  paying  tribute  to  the  achievements  of  Feuerbach,  particularly  in  
having shown that Hegel's philosophy was no more than a rationalised theology, andhaving shown that Hegel's philosophy was no more than a rationalised theology, and  
having  discovered  the  true  materialist  approach  by  starting  from  the  socialhaving  discovered  the  true  materialist  approach  by  starting  from  the  social  
relationship of man to man. (1) relationship of man to man. (1) 

9. Your own argument should normally be offered first, and you then reinforce it with9. Your own argument should normally be offered first, and you then reinforce it with  
quotation  from an  authoritative  source.  You  are  using  this  secondary  evidence  fromquotation  from an  authoritative  source.  You  are  using  this  secondary  evidence  from  
acknowledged specialists  to support your own views. Do not offer the quotation first,acknowledged specialists  to support your own views. Do not offer the quotation first,  
otherwise what should be your own argument will tend to be come more a 'commentary'otherwise what should be your own argument will tend to be come more a 'commentary'  
upon it. upon it. 
10. The quotations you offer should be as brief as possible to make their point. Don't be10. The quotations you offer should be as brief as possible to make their point. Don't be  
tempted to offer long quotations from other people's work in the hope that this will act astempted to offer long quotations from other people's work in the hope that this will act as  
a  substitute  for  your  own argument.  Nor  should  you  stitch  together  a  patchwork  ofa  substitute  for  your  own argument.  Nor  should  you  stitch  together  a  patchwork  of  
quotations from a variety of sources with a few words of your  own. This creates thequotations from a variety of sources with a few words of your  own. This creates the  
impression that you are relying too heavily on other people's work. impression that you are relying too heavily on other people's work. 
11. Sometimes in more advanced essays it might be necessary to quote longer passages.11. Sometimes in more advanced essays it might be necessary to quote longer passages.  
You would do this if you were going to analyze the author's arguments in detail and atYou would do this if you were going to analyze the author's arguments in detail and at  
quite some length. This should only be done occasionally. quite some length. This should only be done occasionally. 
12. Each main point of your argument should be made and discussed in its own separate12. Each main point of your argument should be made and discussed in its own separate  
paragraph. This should not normally need more than one quotation to support it.  Tooparagraph. This should not normally need more than one quotation to support it.  Too  
many quotations can create the impression that you are relying too heavily on secondarymany quotations can create the impression that you are relying too heavily on secondary  
sources. sources. 
13. Reference 13. Reference 
When the subject of your essay is the discussion of a text (say, criticism of a novel or anWhen the subject of your essay is the discussion of a text (say, criticism of a novel or an  
article) you should follow the same system of notation. Directly after the first quotationarticle) you should follow the same system of notation. Directly after the first quotation  
you should give a full bibliographic description of the text you are discussing. you should give a full bibliographic description of the text you are discussing. 
14. This information could be given within brackets in the body of your essay, but you14. This information could be given within brackets in the body of your essay, but you  
will be developing good academic habits if you place the information as a note at the endwill be developing good academic habits if you place the information as a note at the end  
of the essay. of the essay. 
15. If your essay is predominantly concerned with just one text, all subsequent quotations15. If your essay is predominantly concerned with just one text, all subsequent quotations  
from it may simply be followed by page references. Simply add an explanation to the firstfrom it may simply be followed by page references. Simply add an explanation to the first  
endnote, saying - all subsequent page references are to this edition. endnote, saying - all subsequent page references are to this edition. 
16. If you will be quoting from a variety of other sources in the same essay, you should16. If you will be quoting from a variety of other sources in the same essay, you should  
number the quotations and give the sources accurately as a series of endnotes. number the quotations and give the sources accurately as a series of endnotes. 
17. It is also possible to mix these two forms of referencing, so long as the distinctions17. It is also possible to mix these two forms of referencing, so long as the distinctions  
are made clear. If your piece of work was a long essay on Bleak House for instance, itare made clear. If your piece of work was a long essay on Bleak House for instance, it  
would be acceptable to identify all your quotations from the novel with page references.would be acceptable to identify all your quotations from the novel with page references.  
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Quotations from other critics or sources would numbered and their sources identified asQuotations from other critics or sources would numbered and their sources identified as  
separate endnotes. separate endnotes. 
18. There must be grammatical continuity and sense maintained between any quotation18. There must be grammatical continuity and sense maintained between any quotation  
and your own argument. To arrange this, it might be necessary to add or delete wordsand your own argument. To arrange this, it might be necessary to add or delete words  
from the material quoted, or to change the tense of the original. Whenever you do this,from the material quoted, or to change the tense of the original. Whenever you do this,  
any changes should be very small. They must also be properly acknowledged. any changes should be very small. They must also be properly acknowledged. 

[It was] as if she were truly loved by him, but notwithstanding this impression she[It was] as if she were truly loved by him, but notwithstanding this impression she  
regarded the man as no more than a casual acquaintance who occasionally made herregarded the man as no more than a casual acquaintance who occasionally made her  
laugh. (p.7) laugh. (p.7) 

19. Square brackets are used to indicate any words which you have added in order to19. Square brackets are used to indicate any words which you have added in order to  
make the quotation fit grammatically or otherwise within your own argument. make the quotation fit grammatically or otherwise within your own argument. 
20. If you wish to draw attention to a particular word or some part of the quotation, you20. If you wish to draw attention to a particular word or some part of the quotation, you  
should  provide  the  emphasis  by  using  italics  (or  underlining).  You  should  thenshould  provide  the  emphasis  by  using  italics  (or  underlining).  You  should  then  
immediately admit the fact 'as if she were loved by him' [p.7 - my emphasis] and thenimmediately admit the fact 'as if she were loved by him' [p.7 - my emphasis] and then  
carry on with what you wish to say in the remainder of your argument. carry on with what you wish to say in the remainder of your argument. 
21. In order to shorten a quotation or to remove some part of it which is not relevant to21. In order to shorten a quotation or to remove some part of it which is not relevant to  
your argument, you may wish to omit a number of words. To denote this omission (whichyour argument, you may wish to omit a number of words. To denote this omission (which  
is called an ellipsis)  you should use the convention of the three dots '...'  in the spaceis called an ellipsis)  you should use the convention of the three dots '...'  in the space  
which is left: which is left: 

He had even a kind of assurance on his face ... the assurance of a common man filledHe had even a kind of assurance on his face ... the assurance of a common man filled  
with pride. (p.7) with pride. (p.7) 

22. This device should not be used to change the sense of the original in any way, or to22. This device should not be used to change the sense of the original in any way, or to  
misrepresent its spirit: such practices are regarded as academically fraudulent. misrepresent its spirit: such practices are regarded as academically fraudulent. 
23. The three dots denoting an ellipsis do not need to be placed at the beginning or the23. The three dots denoting an ellipsis do not need to be placed at the beginning or the  
end of your quotation, even if you are quoting a few words from within a sentence. end of your quotation, even if you are quoting a few words from within a sentence. 
24.  The  general  convention  for  indicating  quotation  is  to  use  single  quote  marks24.  The  general  convention  for  indicating  quotation  is  to  use  single  quote  marks  
('unmitigated')  and  to  reserve  double  quotes  marks  for  indicating  speech  ("Good('unmitigated')  and  to  reserve  double  quotes  marks  for  indicating  speech  ("Good  
gracious!" cried the duchess.) gracious!" cried the duchess.) 
25. When quoting conversation, follow these rules, but if it makes things easier put the25. When quoting conversation, follow these rules, but if it makes things easier put the  
words spoken within double quote marks even if they were in single quote marks in thewords spoken within double quote marks even if they were in single quote marks in the  
original: original: 

Kayerts is being even more hypocritical and self-deceiving when he 'observe[s] withKayerts is being even more hypocritical and self-deceiving when he 'observe[s] with  
a sigh: "It had to be done"' (p.39) a sigh: "It had to be done"' (p.39) 

26. If you are quoting more than once from a number of works in an essay, you can avoid26. If you are quoting more than once from a number of works in an essay, you can avoid  
confusion and save yourself the trouble of giving a full reference each time. Use eitherconfusion and save yourself the trouble of giving a full reference each time. Use either  
the op. cit. and ibid. or the short title convention. the op. cit. and ibid. or the short title convention. 
27.  Different  subjects  have their  own conventions  in this  respect -  but  the short  title27.  Different  subjects  have their  own conventions  in this  respect -  but  the short  title  
system is becoming more widely used and is easier to follow. However, an enormoussystem is becoming more widely used and is easier to follow. However, an enormous  
number of academic books have been produced using the older system, so it is worthnumber of academic books have been produced using the older system, so it is worth  
understanding how it operates, even if you decide not to use it. understanding how it operates, even if you decide not to use it. 
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28. Using the system of Latin abbreviations, the first quotation from a text is referenced28. Using the system of Latin abbreviations, the first quotation from a text is referenced  
fully with an endnote. In the case of any references which follow, just give the author'sfully with an endnote. In the case of any references which follow, just give the author's  
name followed by op. cit. (which means 'in the work already quoted') and then the pagename followed by op. cit. (which means 'in the work already quoted') and then the page  
number - as follows: number - as follows: 

11.  J.D.  Bryant,  The  Origins  of  Mythology,  London:  Carfax  Press,  1971,  p.234.11.  J.D.  Bryant,  The  Origins  of  Mythology,  London:  Carfax  Press,  1971,  p.234.
12.  History  Today,  Vol  XXXIV,  No  18,  p.123.12.  History  Today,  Vol  XXXIV,  No  18,  p.123.
13. Bryant, op. cit., p. 387. 13. Bryant, op. cit., p. 387. 

29. If the very next quotation is again from the same work, the abbreviation ibid. (which29. If the very next quotation is again from the same work, the abbreviation ibid. (which  
means 'in the same place') is followed by a page reference. You do not need to give themeans 'in the same place') is followed by a page reference. You do not need to give the  
author's name. The sequence just given would therefore be extended: author's name. The sequence just given would therefore be extended: 
11. J.D. Bryant, The Origins of Mythology, London: Carfax Press, 1971, p.234.11. J.D. Bryant, The Origins of Mythology, London: Carfax Press, 1971, p.234.
12. History Today, Vol XXXIV, No 18, p.123.12. History Today, Vol XXXIV, No 18, p.123.
13. Bryant, op. cit., p. 387.13. Bryant, op. cit., p. 387.
  
30. The short title system is particularly useful for longer essays which might deal with a30. The short title system is particularly useful for longer essays which might deal with a  
number  of  texts  or  different  books  by  the  same  author.  Second  and  third  yearnumber  of  texts  or  different  books  by  the  same  author.  Second  and  third  year  
undergraduate studies often require a lengthy piece of work such as this. The principle isundergraduate studies often require a lengthy piece of work such as this. The principle is  
the  same  one  of  giving  full  bibliographical  details  in  the  first  reference.  Subsequentthe  same  one  of  giving  full  bibliographical  details  in  the  first  reference.  Subsequent  
quotations are given a reference which is composed of the author's surname, a shortenedquotations are given a reference which is composed of the author's surname, a shortened  
form of the book title, and the page number. The examples shown above would thereforeform of the book title, and the page number. The examples shown above would therefore  
appear as follows: appear as follows: 

11.  J.D.  Bryant,  The Origins  of  Mythology,  London:  Carfax Press,  1971, p.234.  11.  J.D.  Bryant,  The Origins  of  Mythology,  London:  Carfax Press,  1971, p.234.  
12.  History  Today,  Vol  XXXIV,  No  18,  p.123.12.  History  Today,  Vol  XXXIV,  No  18,  p.123.
13. Bryant, Mythology, p. 387. 13. Bryant, Mythology, p. 387. 

31. The conventions of quoting from poetry and plays are exactly the same, but for the31. The conventions of quoting from poetry and plays are exactly the same, but for the  
convenience of the reader, line numbers are given. convenience of the reader, line numbers are given. 
32. There are a number of widespread misunderstandings about the use of quotation and32. There are a number of widespread misunderstandings about the use of quotation and  
systems of referencing. It is worth taking the trouble to follow the conventions outlinedsystems of referencing. It is worth taking the trouble to follow the conventions outlined  
above (or use the Harvard system). Once you have brought simplicity and clarity to theabove (or use the Harvard system). Once you have brought simplicity and clarity to the  
presentation of your quotations it will help to improve the appearance and credibility ofpresentation of your quotations it will help to improve the appearance and credibility of  
your work. your work. 

*13*13You should not put page references in margins: they are placed immediately afterYou should not put page references in margins: they are placed immediately after  
the quotation, within your text. the quotation, within your text. 
*14*14You should not locate references as part of your own argument with expressionYou should not locate references as part of your own argument with expression  
such as 'and we see this on page 27 where he collapses slowly ... then later in thesuch as 'and we see this on page 27 where he collapses slowly ... then later in the  
paragraph where he recovers'. paragraph where he recovers'. 
*15*15Ellipses are shown by three dots only [ ... ] not a random number scattered acrossEllipses are shown by three dots only [ ... ] not a random number scattered across  
the page. the page. 
*16*16References and note numbers should form part of the text of your argument. TheyReferences and note numbers should form part of the text of your argument. They  
should not  be added to  the essay at  a later  stage and written into the margins  orshould not  be added to  the essay at  a later  stage and written into the margins  or  
squeezed above the text as superscripts. squeezed above the text as superscripts. 
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33. You should avoid using too many quotations and references to secondary material. In33. You should avoid using too many quotations and references to secondary material. In  
some subjects this can sometimes be required (as in a 'review of the literature') but insome subjects this can sometimes be required (as in a 'review of the literature') but in  
most  it  is  not.  Packing your  essay with references  to  other people's  ideas  creates  themost  it  is  not.  Packing your  essay with references  to  other people's  ideas  creates  the  
impression that you are unable to create an argument of your own. Remember that yourimpression that you are unable to create an argument of your own. Remember that your  
own evidence or points should come first. Quotation should normally be offered after youown evidence or points should come first. Quotation should normally be offered after you  
have established your own argument. have established your own argument. 
34. Some people use quotations as a means of starting an introduction or rounding off the34. Some people use quotations as a means of starting an introduction or rounding off the  
conclusion to an essay. This can give your work a touch of sparkle if the quote is wellconclusion to an essay. This can give your work a touch of sparkle if the quote is well  
chosen. However, you should minimize the use of this strategy in the body of the essaychosen. However, you should minimize the use of this strategy in the body of the essay  
itself.  Paragraphs which begin with a quotation can weaken your  argument  - for twoitself.  Paragraphs which begin with a quotation can weaken your  argument  - for two  
reasons. reasons. 

*17*17First, you are not leading with your own ideas in the form of a topic sentenceFirst, you are not leading with your own ideas in the form of a topic sentence  
directly related to the question. directly related to the question. 
*18*18Second,  the  substance  of  your  argument  in  what  follows  might  give  theSecond,  the  substance  of  your  argument  in  what  follows  might  give  the  
impression of being a commentary on the secondary source quoted, rather than animpression of being a commentary on the secondary source quoted, rather than an  
answer to the original question. answer to the original question. 

What is English Word Stress?What is English Word Stress?

In English, we do not say each syllable with the same force or strength. In one word, we accentuateIn English, we do not say each syllable with the same force or strength. In one word, we accentuate  
ONE syllable. We say ONE syllable. We say oneone syllable very loudly (big, strong, important) and  syllable very loudly (big, strong, important) and all the other syllablesall the other syllables very very  
quietly.quietly.

Let's take 3 words: photograph, photographer and photographic. Do they sound the same whenLet's take 3 words: photograph, photographer and photographic. Do they sound the same when  
spoken? No. Because we accentuate (stress) ONE syllable in each word. And it is not always thespoken? No. Because we accentuate (stress) ONE syllable in each word. And it is not always the  
same syllable. So the shape of each word is different.same syllable. So the shape of each word is different.

The wordThe word Total syllablesTotal syllables Stressed syllablesStressed syllables

PHOPHOTOGRAPHTOGRAPH   3  3       #1      #1

PHOPHOTOTOGRAPHERGRAPHER   4  4       #2      #2

PHOTOPHOTOGRAPHGRAPHICIC   4  4       #3      #3

This  happens  in  ALL  words  with  2  or  more  syllables:  TEACHer,  JaPAN,  CHINa,This  happens  in  ALL  words  with  2  or  more  syllables:  TEACHer,  JaPAN,  CHINa,  
aBOVE,  converSAtion,  INteresting,  imPORtant,  deMAND,  etCETera,  etCETera,aBOVE,  converSAtion,  INteresting,  imPORtant,  deMAND,  etCETera,  etCETera,  
etCETeraetCETera
The syllables that are not stressed are ‘weak’ or ‘small’ or ‘quiet’. Native speakers ofThe syllables that are not stressed are ‘weak’ or ‘small’ or ‘quiet’. Native speakers of  
English listen for the STRESSED syllables, not the weak syllables. If you use word stressEnglish listen for the STRESSED syllables, not the weak syllables. If you use word stress  
in your speech, you will instantly and automatically improve your pronunciation and yourin your speech, you will instantly and automatically improve your pronunciation and your  
comprehension.comprehension.
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Try to hear the stress in individual words each time you listen to English - on the radio, orTry to hear the stress in individual words each time you listen to English - on the radio, or  
in films for example. Your first step is to HEAR and recognise it. After that, you canin films for example. Your first step is to HEAR and recognise it. After that, you can  
USE it!USE it!
There are two very important rules about word stress:There are two very important rules about word stress:

12.12. One word, one stress. (One word cannot have two stresses. So if you hear twoOne word, one stress. (One word cannot have two stresses. So if you hear two  
stresses, you have heard two words, not one word.) stresses, you have heard two words, not one word.) 

13.13. The stress is always on a vowel. The stress is always on a vowel. 

Why is Word Stress Important in English?Why is Word Stress Important in English?

Word  stress  is  not  used  in  all  languages.  Some  languages,  Japanese  or  French  forWord  stress  is  not  used  in  all  languages.  Some  languages,  Japanese  or  French  for  
example, pronounce each syllable with eq-ual em-pha-sis.example, pronounce each syllable with eq-ual em-pha-sis.
Other languages, English for example, use word stress.Other languages, English for example, use word stress.
Word stress is not an optional extra that you can add to the English language if you want.Word stress is not an optional extra that you can add to the English language if you want.  
It is part of the language! English speakers use word stress to communicate rapidly andIt is part of the language! English speakers use word stress to communicate rapidly and  
accurately, even in difficult conditions. If, for example, you do not hear a word clearly,accurately, even in difficult conditions. If, for example, you do not hear a word clearly,  
you can still understand the word because of the you can still understand the word because of the positionposition of the stress. of the stress.
Think again about the two words photograph and photographer. Now imagine that youThink again about the two words photograph and photographer. Now imagine that you  
are speaking to somebody by telephone over a very bad line. You cannot hear clearly. Inare speaking to somebody by telephone over a very bad line. You cannot hear clearly. In  
fact, you hear only the first two syllables of one of these words, photo... Which word is it,fact, you hear only the first two syllables of one of these words, photo... Which word is it,  
photograph or photographer? Of course, with word stress you will  know immediatelyphotograph or photographer? Of course, with word stress you will  know immediately  
which word it is because in reality you will hear either which word it is because in reality you will hear either PHOto...PHOto... or  or phoTO...phoTO... So without So without  
hearing  the  whole  word,  you  probably  know  what  the  word  is  (hearing  the  whole  word,  you  probably  know  what  the  word  is  (PHOto...graphPHOto...graph or or  
phoTO...grapherphoTO...grapher). It's magic! (Of course, you also have the 'context' of your conversation). It's magic! (Of course, you also have the 'context' of your conversation  
to help you.)to help you.)
This is a simple example of how word stress helps us understand English. There areThis is a simple example of how word stress helps us understand English. There are  
many, many other examples, because we use word stress all the time, without thinkingmany, many other examples, because we use word stress all the time, without thinking  
about it.about it.
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How do I Know where to Put the Word Stress in English?How do I Know where to Put the Word Stress in English?

There  are  some  There  are  some  rules  rules  about  which  syllable  to  stress.  But...the  rules  are  ratherabout  which  syllable  to  stress.  But...the  rules  are  rather  
complicated!  Probably  the  best  way  to  learn  is  from experience.  Listen  carefully  tocomplicated!  Probably  the  best  way  to  learn  is  from experience.  Listen  carefully  to  
spoken English and try to develop a feeling for the "music" of the language.spoken English and try to develop a feeling for the "music" of the language.
When you  learn a  new word,  you  should also learn  its  stress pattern.  If  you keep aWhen you  learn a  new word,  you  should also learn  its  stress pattern.  If  you keep a  
vocabulary book, make a note to show which syllable is stressed. If you do not know,vocabulary book, make a note to show which syllable is stressed. If you do not know,  
you can look in a dictionary. All dictionaries give the phonetic spelling of a word. This isyou can look in a dictionary. All dictionaries give the phonetic spelling of a word. This is  
where they show which syllable is stressed, usually with an apostrophe (') just where they show which syllable is stressed, usually with an apostrophe (') just beforebefore or or  
just  just  afterafter the stressed syllable. (The notes at the front of the dictionary will explain the the stressed syllable. (The notes at the front of the dictionary will explain the  
system used.)  Look at  (and listen to) this  example  for the word plastic.  There are  2system used.)  Look at  (and listen to) this  example  for the word plastic.  There are  2  
syllables. Syllable #1 is stressed.syllables. Syllable #1 is stressed.

ExampleExample
Phonetic Spelling:Phonetic Spelling:  

Dictionary ADictionary A
Phonetic Spelling:Phonetic Spelling:

Dictionary BDictionary B

PLASPLASTICTIC
/plæs'tIk//plæs'tIk/
/'plæs tIk//'plæs tIk/
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